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List of Abbreviations 

BA Bronze Age 

dim.  Dimension 

EBA Early Bronze Age 

EH Early Helladic 

EM Early Minoan 

FM Furumark Motif 

FN Final Neolithic 

FS Furumark Shape 

KCCS Koan Ceramic Classification System 

KMFG Koan Macroscopic Fabric Group 

LBA Late Bronze Age 

LH Late Helladic 

LM Late Minoan 

LST “Layer of Surface Treatment” 

MB Monochrome Black 

MBA Middle Bronze Age 

MD Monochrome Dark 

MG Monochrome Grey 

MH Middle Helladic 

MiUC Minoan Unpainted Coarse 

MiUF Minoan Unpainted Fine 

MiUPMC Minoan Unpainted Medium-Coarse 

MM Middle Minoan 

MR Monochrome Red 

MyPC Mycenaean Painted Coarse 

MyPF Mycenaean Painted Fine 

MyPMC Mycenaean Painted Medium-Coarse 

MyUC Mycenaean Unpainted Coarse 

MyUF Mycenaean Unpainted Fine 
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MyUMC Mycenaean Unpainted Medium-Coarse 

PF Painted Fine 

PMC-C Painted Medium-Coarse 

PMC-C, DoL Painted Medium-Coarse, Dark on Light 

PMC-C, LoD Painted Medium-Coarse, Light on Dark 

PMC-C, LoD DB Painted Medium-Coarse, Light on Dark on Dark Band 

PMC-C, LoD-DoL Painted Medium-Coarse, Light on Dark-Dark on Light 

RKE Rotative Kinetic Energy 

UG Unpainted Grey 

UPC Unpainted Pale Coarse 

UPF Unpainted Pale Fine 

UPMC Unpainted Pale Medium-Coarse 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

Kos has always been an important crossroads between the Aegean islands, the Greek mainland, 

Anatolia, and the eastern Mediterranean, and this was especially true in the Bronze Age. In the 

Late Bronze Age, Kos was a prosperous region in the Aegean, and hosted at least one 

Mycenaean settlement, the Serraglio with two Mycenaean cemeteries at Eleona and Langada. 

The cemeteries were excavated by Italian archaeologist Luigi Morricone between 1934 and 

1946. They contained both chamber tombs and pit graves, dating from LH IIB to LH IIIC 

Middle. Within the 83 tombs, Morricone recovered 468 vessels dating to nearly all periods of 

the Late Bronze Age. The vessels were either produced locally or imported, mainly from the 

Greek mainland. The assemblage included specimens produced on the island and on the 

mainland, mirroring the changes and innovations in the local techniques applied to the 

production of pottery. 

The approach to the study of Mycenaean pottery has significantly changed in the last 

decade. Scholars have shifted their attention from the typological classification of shapes and 

decorative motifs to the study of the traces left on the surfaces of the vessels by the production 

processes. The introduction and definition of the concept of chaîne opératoire in 1964 by André 

Leroi-Gourhan has led archaeologists to reconsider the importance of the study of technological 

preferences in order to better understand a society’s cultural history. In the Aegean, 

technological knowledge was shared between social groups and craftsmen, and ethnographic 

studies have shown that shared chaînes opératoires imply stable and prosperous cultural 

contacts between communities.2  

Through the technological analysis of the pottery from Eleona and Langada, inferences 

can be made about the cultural and social developments of Kos as it increased its level of 

Mycenaeanisation. The analysis of the macroscopic technological traces on the surfaces of the 

vessels provides evidence for the incorporation of Mycenaean features into the local tradition. 

Kos kept an independent cultural identity during the Late Bronze Age, and never fully 

abandoned its local tradition to align with Mycenaean culture. The coexistence of vessels 

shaped according to both the local and Mycenaean traditions, as well as the use of Koan surface 

 
2 See for example Huysecom 1992; Lemonnier 1993; D’Agata 2000; Gelbert 2003; Gosselain 2010; Knappett 

2011; Gosselain 2011b; Gosselain 2011c. 
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treatments on local Mycenaean productions implies that Kos adapted and used a new cultural 

language, without losing its distinctive identity. 

This thesis is organized into nine chapters. Chapter 2 presents the main geographical 

and geomorphological features of the island of Kos, as well as a historical background of the 

island and the main contributions to the study of the island’s history. This is followed by a 

description of the archaeological excavations, surveys, and projects conducted on Kos. The 

island first sparked interest amongst archaeologists in the late 1800s, when a philological 

approach was applied to the investigation of its history. After the Italian occupation of the 

Dodecanese in 1912, Rhodes and Kos became the focus of the research conducted by the Scuola 

Archeologica Italiana di Atene. The impact of Italian archaeologists on the island was 

significant, and prevented the destruction and the dispersal of the archaeological material during 

the Second World War. In recent years, the Italian School has undertaken a project of study and 

publication of the early unpublished material from the Dodecanese: the Serraglio, Eleona, and 

Langada Archaeological Project (SELAP), directed by Salvatore Vitale and Calla McNamee, 

which began in 2009 in order to explore the Prehistory of north-east Kos. The research for this 

thesis was conducted as part of the ongoing investigations of SELAP. 

Chapter 3 contains a discussion about the most relevant, seminal works for the 

progression of the study of Mycenaean pottery, from the first classification made by Adolf 

Furtwängler and Georg Loeschcke to the latest technological approaches. The works of Arne 

Furumark, Elizabeth W. French, and Penelope A. Mountjoy are discussed thoroughly, as are 

the most recent developments on the definition of LH IIIC. The chapter also contains a 

presentation of the main workshops, kilns, and production centres for Mycenaean pottery. A 

discussion on the identity of Mycenaean potters then follows. In chapter 4 attention is focused 

on the importance of the technological approach to the study of Mycenaean pottery. An 

overview of the main stages of the development of the technological approach is provided as 

well. 

The fifth chapter deals with the description of the main sites and cultural patterns on 

Kos from the Neolithic period to the late Bronze Age. A detailed presentation of the sites of 

Eleona and Langada, including their chronology, tomb typology, distributional patterns, and 

funerary practices is presented. The provenance of the material, as well as the types of raw 

materials identified in the pottery assemblage are discussed. Chapter 6 contains a detailed 
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presentation of the analysis of the material from Eleona and Langada, identifying the 

fashioning, finishing, coating, decorative, and rubbing traces found on the vessels. 

Chapter 7 is the catalogue of the 468 vessels from Eleona and Langada. The catalogue 

is divided in four sections, according to the dating of the vessels. In each section, closed shapes 

are presented first, then followed by open shapes. Drawings and photographs for each vessel 

are presented in the plates at the end of this thesis. They were made as part of the SELAP 

project; drawings were made by Salvatore Vitale, Marcella Rossin, Salvatore Regio, Arianna 

Trecarichi, and Carmen Basile. They were inked by Tina Ross and Christina Kolb. Photographs 

of the vessel were taken by Salvatore Vitale. The photographs were scaled with AutoCAD by 

the author of this study. 

Chapter 8 includes the presentation of the results, organized in four sections according 

to the dating of the material. These sections are further divided in two parts: closed shapes and 

open shapes. Each part contains detailed information for each step of the production process, 

from the choice of the raw materials to the rubbing treatments applied to the surfaces of the 

vessels. The ninth chapter consists of the detailed analysis of the technological choices and 

innovations observed in each chronological phase. The general discussion about the evolution 

of the technological choices made by Koan potters is then presented in Chapter 10. This chapter 

also includes a discussion on the cultural landscape of Kos during the Late Bronze Age 

compared with the rest of the Aegean. Particular attention is given to the incorporation of 

Mycenaean elements in the Koan traditions, as well as the persistence of features derived from 

the local tradition even in the late stages of the Bronze Age. 
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CHAPTER 2. THE ISLAND OF KOS 

The island of Kos was an important component of the Aegean Bronze Age, and it has been 

explored and excavated over the past two centuries by various scholars. Acting as a crossroads 

not only between the Greek mainland, Crete, and Rhodes, but also to the Cyclades and the 

Anatolian coast, Kos held a privileged position in the Aegean (Figure 2.1). It offers a unique 

Bronze Age context to analyse the evolution of cultural identity in the Aegean during the second 

millennium BCE. 

This chapter includes a geographical and geomorphological description of the island, as 

well as the history and archaeology of Kos, and its importance in the Aegean Bronze Age, 

especially in relation to the main archaeological research projects conducted there. 

2.1 The island 

Kos is the second largest island in the Dodecanese archipelago after Rhodes. Its surface 

measures 290,29 km2, and its coastline is 112,2 km long. It is located very close to the Anatolian 

Coast, Cape Scandarion on the eastern coast of the island is only 7,5 km from the promontory 

of Koca Burun on the Turkish coast. The island has both mountainous areas and low-lying 

plains, and was known in antiquity for its good quality wine. Due to its elongated shape, Kos 

was also known as “Lango” in the Medieval period, whereas the Italian name for the island, 

“Stanchiò”, comes from the Greek expression “εἰς τήν Κῶ”. In antiquity, Kos was also known 

as “Meropida” from one of its mythical rulers, Merops.3 

Several myths are set on the island, including one regarding the formation of the island 

of Nisyros, which was detached from Kos by Poseidon during the Gigantomachy. The myth 

mirrors the actual geomorphological process that resulted in the formation of Nisyros. Nisyros, 

and some other minor islands, emerged as a consequence of volcanic activity in the southern 

area of Kos. According to another myth, Herakles was shipwrecked on Kos on his way to the 

Argolid from Troy. He insighted a riot against King Eurypylus, later killing him and marrying 

his daughter Halkiopi. He further imposed Eurypylus’ son Halkon as the new king of the island, 

starting the dynasty of the Heraclidae.4  

 
3 Desio et al. 1931; Armao 1951, 181-182; Sherwin White 1978, 47-48; Marketou 2010a; Hatzivasileiou 2013, 21, 

23. 
4 Hatzivasileiou 2013, 30-31, 57-59. 
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The island is characterized by the presence of several promontories, Khoum Bournou 

or Cape Scandarion (ancient Σκανδάριον) to the north-east, Mastichari on the northern coast, 

Nisyriou (ancient Δρέκανον) to the south-west, Krikelos (ancient Λακητήρ) the southernmost 

tip of the island, Antimachia (ancient Χελώνη) on the southern coast, and Hagios Phoukas and 

Psalidi on the south-east of the island. Two mountainous areas are located in the eastern part of 

the island, with Mount Dikaios as the highest peak (846 m). To the south, in the Kephalos area, 

Mount Latrais is the tallest at 428 m. The central region of the island is occupied by the large 

Antimachia plateau (Figures 2.1-2.3). The northern region of the island (north of Mount 

Dikaios) is characterized by a fertile plain, including several rivers, whereas the southern region 

(i.e. “Kephalos”) is dryer, but still fertile. Kos has several sources of raw materials, mostly 

located in the area of Mount Dikaios, including pozzolana, iron, quartz, copper, lead, and 

marble (Figures 2.2-2.3).5  

Geomorphologically, Kos can be divided into three main regions. The northern area is 

characterized by large alluvial deposits. The southeast region is mainly sedimentary formations, 

and the central area is made up of metamorphic deposits with a sparse presence of sedimentary 

rocks. The central region features volcanic rock formations. Two Pliocene volcanic deposits 

exist next to an extended Quaternary volcanic formation that runs to the south of the island in 

the Kephalos area. Additionally, the southern region is made up of a mix of Pliocene and Upper 

Miocene volcanic deposits (Figure 2.4). Relevant studies on the geomorphology of Kos were 

published by Forbes (1846-1847), Gorceix (1874, 1876), and Desio (1931).6  In 2018 the 

publication “Nisyros Volcano. The Kos-Yali-Nisyros Volcanic Field” explored the geology of 

the area, and how it has affected the history of the region since prehistoric times.7 Clay sources 

on Kos are discussed in more detail Chapter 5, section 5.10.2. 

2.2 Historical background 

Kos has an extensive history, beginning in the Neolithic period when first traces of human 

habitation appear. During the early stages of the Bronze Age it is possible to detect Anatolian 

influences on the island; Kos then undergoes the Minoanisation process, until it is finally drawn 

into the Mycenaean sphere of influence (see Chapter 10).8 Kos is mentioned in the Homeric 

 
5 Rayet 1876, 100, 109-110, 112, 114; Dubois 1884, 6. See maps in plates in both publications. Desio et al. 1931, 

280; Hatzivasileiou 2013, 27-28. 
6 Forbes 1846-1847; Gorceix 1874; Gorceix 1876; Desio 1931. 
7 Dietrich and Lagios 2018. 
8 Vitale 2016a; Vitale et al. 2016. 
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catalogue of ships, as the stronghold of Eurypylus, and it was included with other islands in the 

Dodecanese, sending thirty ships to fight with the Achaeans.9 It enjoyed relative independence 

in the Archaic period, but was later forced to side with one powerful state or another. It played 

a role in many of the major events of the first millennium BCE, until finally falling under the 

control of Rome. It was again desirable for conquest in the Medieval period, and even into the 

modern era during the Second World War.  

A short introduction about the history of Kos will be given in the following section. The 

description of the events occurred in the Prehistoric period is not included in this chapter, since 

a detailed account of Kos during this period will be provided in Chapter 5.  Given that some 

relevant events occurred on Kos, including the birth of Hippocrates, and preaching of 

Asclepius, as well as the high number of castles constructed on the island, scholars were always 

interested in the study of the history and archaeology of the island. Despite being published in 

1891, William R. Paton and Edward L. Hicks’ account of the history of the island, mainly based 

on the study of inscriptions found on Kos, is still a very useful and detailed source of 

information. 10  More recent publications on the subject include, among others, Susan M. 

Sherwin-White’s Ancient Cos (1978),11 Kostas Bouraselis’ Kos Between Hellenism and Rome 

(2000),12 and Vasilis S. Hatzivasileiou’s History of the Island of Kos (2013).13 

2.2.1 Archaic and Classical Kos 

Kos was part of the Doric Exapolis, a league formed by Doric towns meeting yearly at the 

temple of Apollo at Triopion on the coast of Caria to celebrate rituals and compete in athletic 

contests. While describing the events related to the exclusion of Halicarnassus from the league 

(6th-5th century), Herodotus lists Kos as one of the members of the alliance, alongside Lindos, 

Ialysos, Camirus, and Knidos.14 It is thought that at this time the island was ruled by aristocratic 

families claiming to be descended from those mentioned by Homer in the Iliad, who were 

stifling the economic growth of the island in order to keep their power intact.15 

 
9 Hom. Il. II, 676. Paton and Hicks 1891, xii. 
10 Paton and Hicks 1891. 
11 Sherwin-White 1978. 
12 Bouraselis 2000. 
13 Hatzivasileiou 2013. 
14 Her., Hist., I.144.1-3, VII, 99; Paton and Hicks 1891, xvii; Sherwin White 1978, 29-30; Hatzivasileiou 2013, 

62. 
15 Laurenzi 1931, 604. 
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Kos remained independent and free of eastern rulership in the 6th century, but in the 5th 

century, by the time of Darius I, Kos was controlled by the Persian Empire. The island was 

freed after the Battle of Mycale, when the Greeks defeated the Persians, and pushed them out 

of Greece.16  

During the Peloponnesian War, Kos maintained an ambiguous position, siding at 

different times with both Athens and Sparta. In 413-412 BCE, the island was plundered by the 

Spartan navarch, Antiochus, shortly after being struck by a strong earthquake that forced the 

population to move inland.17 In the same year, Rhodes and Kos revolted against Athens and 

were brought into the Spartan sphere of influence. After the victory of Athens in the Battle of 

Cynossema, the Athenian general Alkibiades plundered and occupied the island. When in need 

of money for wages, Alkibiades plundered Kos again in 408 BCE. The following year, Kos 

rejoined Sparta, and this alliance continued until the Athenian victory in the Battle of Knidos 

in 394 BCE.18 

In 366 BCE, the town of Kos was founded as a result of the synoecism of the island. 

Strabo specifies that the location of the new town is different from that of ancient Astypalaia.19 

Astypalaia was an ancient town located in the western region of the island, near Cape Drecanon, 

and it was probably the ancient Doric town, populated by aristocratic landowners. Conversely, 

there was another town, Meropis (from the name Merops, the father of one of Kos' legendary 

kings, Eumerus) located far inland on the eastern coast, populated by merchants, and this was 

possibly the democratic capital of the island.20 The new town of Kos, named after the island 

itself, and located near the promontory of Scandarion in the northern region of the island, is 

described as a magnificent town comparable with other prominent Greek cities. 21  The 

foundation of the town signaled the beginning of a period of prosperity for the island, and 

resulted in the construction of a port and of the city walls. 

Kos was a member of the Second Athenian Confederacy, and in 357 BCE rebelled with 

Chios, Rhodes, and Byzantium against Athens, refusing to pay the syntaxeis (the levies due to 

 
16 Paton and Hicks 1891, xx-xxii; Sherwin White 1978, 33-34. 
17 “καὶ ἐς Κῶν τὴν Μεροπίδα ἐν τῷ παράπλῳ ἀποβὰς τήν τε πόλιν ἀτείχιστον οὖσαν καὶ ὑπὸ σεισμοῦ, ὃς αὐτοῖς 

ἔτυχε μέγιστός γε δὴ ὧν μεμνήμεθα γενόμενος, ξυμπεπτωκυῖαν ἐκπορθεῖ, τῶν ἀνθρώπων ἐς τὰ ὄρη πεφευγότων, 

καὶ τὴν χώραν καταδρομαῖς λείαν ἐποιεῖτο, πλὴν τῶν ἐλευθέρων· τούτους δὲ ἀφίει”.  Tuc., VIII, 41.2. Paton and 

Hicks 1891, xxv. 
18 Diod., XIII.42.2-3; Paton and Hicks 1891, xxiii-xxvii; Laurenzi 1931, 605; Sherwin White 1978, 36-38, 40-41. 
19 “Ἡ δὲ τῶν Κῴων πόλις ἐκαλεῖτο τὸ παλαιὸν Ἀστυπάλαια, καὶ ᾠκεῖτο ἐν ἄλλῳ τόπῳ ὁμοίως ἐπὶ θαλάττῃ· ἔπειτα 

διὰ στάσιν μετῴκησαν εἰς τὴν νῦν πόλιν περὶ τὸ Σκανδάριον, καὶ μετωνόμασαν Κῶν ὁμωνύμως τῇ νήσῳ”. Strabo, 

Geog., XIV.2.18-19.  
20 Paton and Hicks 1891, xix; Susini 1957, 23; Sherwin White 1978, 31, 40, 43-45, 52. 
21 Strabo, Geog., XIV.2.18-19; Diod., Bibli. Hist. XV.76.2. 
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Athens by the members of the league in exchange for protection and support). This was the start 

of the so-called Social War, which was also supported by the famous mausoleum builder, 

Mausolus of Caria. At the same time, Philip II of Macedon attacked Amphipolis, and Athens 

was forced to sign a peace treaty in 355/354 BCE. As a consequence, Kos and Rhodes were 

controlled by Caria until 346 BCE.22 

2.2.2 Hellenistic and Roman Kos 

In 339 BCE Byzantium, being attacked by Philip II, called the members of the Second Athenian 

Confederacy for help. Kos, Rhodes, Chios, and Athens supported Byzantium, but the city was 

taken by Philip II, who also dismantled the Confederacy in 338 BCE after the Peace Treaty of 

Demade.23  

In 333 BCE, Alexander the Great’s general Ptolemy conquered the island. It was later 

occupied by Memnon who claimed it for the Persian Empire, before being finally subdued by 

Alexander’s admiral Amphoteros in 332 BCE. The information about the island during the 

reign of Alexander is sparse.24 

In the Hellenistic period, Kos was a close ally to the Ptolemaic kingdom, and was known 

for its democratic government. In 315 BCE it sided with Ptolemy and Seleucus against 

Antigonus and was conquered by Ptolemy Soter in 309 BCE.25 In 308 BCE, but after the birth 

of his son Ptolemy Philadelphus on the island, Soter left Kos, which then became closer with 

Antigonus Monophthalmus. Kos fell under the influence of Antigonus, after Ptolemy Soter was 

defeated in Cyprus in 306 BCE by Demetrius Poliorcetes. Kos was controlled by Antigonids 

until 286 BCE, when Demetrius Poliorcetes was defeated, and Ptolemy Soter once again gained 

control of the island, and it was considered a “friend and ally” to the Ptolemaic kings. Under 

the Ptolemys, Kos had a favoured position, and its internal politics were never fully controlled 

by the Ptolemaic rulers. In addition, the forms of taxation imposed to the island were milder 

than those of other regions.26  

 
22 Diod., Bibli. Hist., XVI.7.2; Paton and Hicks 1891, xxix; Accame 1941, 30-31, 189, 191; Sherwin White 1978, 

41-43, 68-75; Cawkwell 1973, 48, 55. 
23 Paton and Hicks 1891, xxix; Accame 1941, 222-225; Sherwin White 1978, 76-77; Cawkwell 1981, 41. 
24

 “Ἀμφοτερὸν δὲ σὺν ἑξήκοντα ναυσὶν ἐπὶ Κῶ ἔπεμψεν· ἐπικαλεῖσθαι γὰρ σφᾶς τοὺς Κῴους”. Arr., Anab.; Paton 

and Hicks 1891, xxix; Bosworth, 1975, 30; Sherwin White 1978, 76-78. 
25 Paton and Hicks 1891, xxix, xxxi-xxxii; Sherwin White 1978, 83. 
26 Sherwin White 1978, 82-85, 88, 90-98. 
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After the Chremonidean War (265-260 BCE), Kos probably fell under the control of the 

Antigonids for some time, as a consequence of Philadelphus’ defeat by Antigonus Gonatas. A 

decisive naval battle was fought at Leucolla, and even though scholars are not certain about the 

exact location of the site, it seems likely that the battle took place near Hagios Phokas on Kos. 

By 242 BCE, though, Ptolemy Euergetes had close contacts with the island. In the same year, 

given Kos's important position in the south-eastern Aegean, and in the Hellenistic world in 

general, a “panhellenic and penteteric festival” was established at the Asklepieion.27     

The Ptolemaic influence on Kos started to diminish around 197 BCE, and during the 

Macedonian Wars (214-148 BCE), the island allied with Rome against the Macedonian Empire. 

Kos once again fought alongside Rome as well as Eumenes II of Pergamon, in the bellum 

Antiochicum (192-190 BCE) against Antiochus III. Between 88 BCE and 63 BCE Kos sided 

with Rome during the Mithridatic Wars, but had to eventually surrender to Mithridates VI, king 

of Pontus, briefly becoming part of the Pontic Kingdom. After the Roman victory in the 

Mithridatic Wars, control of Kos once again returned to the Roman Empire, obtaining the titles 

of libera and immunis.28  

During the civil wars of the Late Republic, Kos sided with Caesar against Pompey, and 

in 31 BCE supported Mark Antony during the Battle of Actium. It seems that before being 

again subjugated under the Roman Empire in the time of Augustus, Kos was subject to a brief 

period of tyranny, being ruled by a tyrant called Nicia. Under Augustus, Kos became part of 

the province of Asia. Between 27 BCE and 79 CE, Kos lost its position of civitas libera, 

possibly becoming a tributary of the Roman Empire under the reign of Augustus, until 53 CE. 

In the same year, Claudius gave back to Kos its title of immunis. Such harsh treatment of the 

island by Roman rulers seems to have been related to the fact that Kos sided with Anthony at 

Actium.29 Nevertheless, it continued to flourish in the Imperial period. The town was adorned 

with new buildings, including the Roman agora, baths, the Odeon, and the rich domus known 

as the “Casa Romana”.30 In the later stages of the Roman Empire, Kos became part of the Regio 

Carie and of the Provincia Insularum.31  

 
27 Sherwin White 1978, 108-111. 
28 Paton and Hicks 1891, xxxvi-xi; Laurenzi 1931, 607-608; Sherwin White 1978, 120-124, 130-132, 138-140; 

Buraselis 2000, 122-125. 
29 Sherwin-White 1978, 140-149; Buraselis 2000, 127-147. 
30 Paton and Hicks 1891, xxxvi-xi; Laurenzi 1931, 607-608. 
31 Sherwin-White 1978, 152. 
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2.2.3 Medieval and Modern Kos 

After the Roman Empire was divided in half during the reign of Diocletian in 284 CE, the 

Dodecanese became part of the Eastern Roman Empire, and would continue to be ruled by 

Byzantine emperors into the Medieval period.32 Christianity started spreading on the island in 

the second half of the 3rd century, and many basilicas were built during the reconstruction of 

Kos after an earthquake in 469 CE. The new buildings were destroyed by another earthquake 

that struck the island in 554 CE.33 

After the sack of Constantinople in 1204, Kos and other Aegean islands passed under 

the jurisdiction of newly established Emperor Baldwin of Flanders. Shortly after, Leon Gabalas 

“imperial governor of the islands of the archipelago” declared the independence of Rhodes and 

Kos from the Empire. In 1224 the Second Emperor of Nicaea John Ducas Vatatzes was able to 

regain control over Kos, until Leon Gabalas allied with the Venetians, and gained independence 

again in 1234. In 1278 Kos was conquered by Emperor Michael VIII Palaiologos, who named 

a Genoese man, Giovanni Del Cavo, governor of Rhodes; Kos then fell under the jurisdiction 

of Rhodes. After a failed attempt of taking the island in 1283 by Pangrazio Malipiero, Venetians 

led by Giacomo Tiepolo Scopolo conquered Kos in 1284.34 

In the 14th century Kos fell under the control of Benedetto Zaccaria, the Genoese lord 

of Chios, who conquered the island in 1304. In 1306 Emperor Andronikos II Palaiologos gave 

the island to another Genoese man, Vignolo dei Vignoli. He was later defeated by Kos before 

it was in turn conquered by the Knights of Saint John, who took the island in 1315. After the 

fall of Constantinople in 1453, the Turks launched a series of unsuccessful attacks between 

1457 and 1477 in an attempt to conquer Kos. In 1522 the Knights of St. John had to surrender 

to the Turks, who occupied the island in 1523, after a long siege. The Knights retreated to Crete, 

seeking the support of Pope Clement VII and the Greeks, to reclaim the Dodecanese. However, 

the Turks found out about the plan, and imprisoned and killed many of the knights; the survivors 

then fled to Malta. Between 1603 and 1648, Kos was subject to many raids, carried out by the 

Knights of Malta, the Florentines, and the Venetians, amongst others.35 

The Turks held possession of Kos until 1912, when the Italians invaded the Dodecanese 

during the Italo-Turkish War (1911-1912). After the Treaty of Lausanne in 1923 the 

 
32 Paton and Hicks 1891, xlii; Sherwin-White 1978. 
33 Hatzivasileiou 2013, 224, 226. 
34 Paton and Hicks 1891, xlii; Hatzivasileiou 2013, 224, 226, 239-240. 
35 Paton and Hicks 1891, xlii; Hatzivasileiou 2013, 241, 251-256, 259-261, 309-311. 
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Dodecanese officially became an Italian possession until September 1943, when the 

archipelago was invaded by the Germans. The Dodecanese was freed by the British Army on 

May 8th 1945, and returned to Greece in 1947 as a result of the Paris Peace Treaties.36 This 

overview shows the importance of the island of Kos from the Prehistoric times to modern times, 

outlining its importance for the understanding of the social and cultural development of the 

Aegean throughout time. 

2.3 The history of archaeological investigations 

In the 19th century Kos had already sparked interest among scholars. Among the archaeologists 

and philologists that worked on the island, Olivier Rayet published a volume about Kos, 

providing a detailed description of its natural features and several notes on the archaeological 

sites, as well as the main economic activities of the island.37 Later, in 1882, Marcel Dubois 

published “De Co Insula”, containing a general description of the island, as well as a study on 

Koan rituals and sacred sites. Despite quoting and referring to several scholars who had 

analysed the geographical and cultural features of the island, Dubois called for much more in-

depth research on the island.38 Philologists Paton and Hicks worked on Kos in 1888, identifying 

several classical inscriptions that they published in 1891. In the preface to the volume, Paton 

acknowledges that many inscriptions are still held by private citizens, and that many others 

have been used by locals as building material.39 Starting in 1900, Rudolf Herzog directed a 

German archaeological project on the island, which led to the discovery of the Asklepieion on 

the outskirts of the town of Kos (excavated from 1902 to 1904).40 

In conducting these first studies on Kos, scholars were applying a philological approach 

to reconstruct the history of the island, and to investigate its archaeology, mainly focusing on 

the Asklepieion. Italian archaeologists, who conducted extensive archaeological research on 

Kos after the Italian occupation of the Dodecanese, applied a different approach. 

Italian archaeologists have always been involved in the study of the history of the 

Dodecanese, particularly of Rhodes and Kos, beginning at the time of the Italian occupation in 

1912. Shortly after the intial occupation, the Italian Ministry of Public Education asked 
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archaeologist Giuseppe Gerola to catalogue the Medieval monuments of the Dodecanese and 

provide a list of all archaeological remains on the islands of the archipelago.41 The Italian 

General Directorate for Antiquities and Fine Arts (“Direttore Generale delle Antichità e Belle 

Arti”) required that the Italian School of Archaeology at Athens be involved in the study of the 

ancient monuments, and the Director of the Italian School, Luigi Pernier, appointed Gian 

Giacomo Porro to assist Gerola.42 It was Porro who first conducted Italian investigations on 

Kos. 

After working with Gerola on Rhodes, Nisyros, Tilos, and Halki, Porro focused his 

attention on Rhodes, Syme and Kos.43 The aims of Porro’s expedition on the three islands were 

presented by Porro himself in the letter he sent to Gerola after returning from the Dodecanese 

in 1912. The purpose of his investigations was twofold: to catalogue the ancient Greek and 

Roman monuments, and to assess the state of preservation of the archaeological museums of 

the islands. He was also required to indicate areas of possible archaeological interest on each 

island. 

The information gathered by Porro was useful for Gerola as it enabled him to compile 

his volume about the Dodecanese (“Le tredici Sporadi”) for the Italian Ministry of Public 

Education.44 The volume contains a list of sites for each island, but in the preface Corrado Ricci 

(director of the General Directorate of Antiquities and Fine Arts) acknowledges that the 

publication needs to be considered only as a preliminary work since the unsteady political 

conditions prevented archaeologists from conducting a thorough survey of the area.45 Two 

types of sites were discussed: locations that the archaeologists were able to survey, and 

locations that they were able to document from previous scholars, or information from locals.46 

As soon as they invaded the Dodecanese, the Italians began cataloguing the 

archaeological material found on the islands and soon realized that foreign projects were 

removing archaeological material from Greece. To prevent this from happening, Giovanni 

Ameglio, the governor of Rhodes, issued a ban on archaeological excavations. In 1913 Ameglio 

and Perier delivered new measures to allow the Italian School to resume excavations on Rhodes. 

The measures were approved by Antonino Paternò Castello di San Giuliano, the Minister of 
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Foreign Affairs, who also suggested that Kos should be subject to archaeological investigation 

as well.47  

In 1913, the Italian School was asked by the Ministry of Public Education to conduct 

some research on Rhodes. Pernier and Porro conducted a preliminary survey on the island, and 

as a result Porro started digging on Rhodes.48 Later that year, Pernier returned to Rhodes to 

inspect the excavations, and on the same occasion he visited Leros and Kos, where he examined 

the Asklepieion excavated by the Germans in the 1880s.49 At the beginning of 1914, Italian 

archaeologists considered organizing a permanent expedition on Rhodes (Missione 

Archeologica Italiana a Rodi), and Gerola was appointed to find the best venue on the island.50 

Amedeo Maiuri, director of the Archaeological Museum of Naples, was chosen as the director 

of the “Missione” based on Gerola’s suggestions.51 

In 1919, after becoming the new director of the Italian School, Della Seta was asked by 

the Ministry of the Public Education to survey Rhodes, Symi, Kos, Halicarnassus and Knidos 

and report on the state of preservation of the archaeological remains in the area. The results of 

his investigations are published in the Supplemento al “Bollettino d’Arte (1919). Regarding 

Kos, Della Seta notes only that the castle is in a good state of preservation.52 

In 1922 two surveys were conducted on Kos. Della Seta and Italian archaeologists 

Gilbert Bagnani, Antonio Cattaneo, and Doro Levi surveyed the island in June.53 As a result, 

Levi excavated the Aspri Petra Cave, including materials dating from the Neolithic to the 

Roman Era. While Bagnani retrieved a section of the theater in the southern area of the town.54 

In the same year, Maiuri surveyed the island for inscriptions that scholars before him had not 

taken into account. The following year (1923) the Italian School dug a test trench in the Roman 

theater, and archaeologists were able to identify some Byzantine alterations to the original 

structure.55 

The excavation at the Aspri Petra Cave was fiercely promoted by Della Seta, who was 

convinced that caves contained a well-preserved stratigraphy of the Aegean sequence, and were 
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therefore fundamental to understand the chronologically of the area and the synchronisms with 

the mainland, Asia Minor, Egypt and Cyprus. The material retrieved in the cave included 

specimens similar to Cretan prototypes, and the study of these finds sparked a discussion about 

the relationship of Aegean islands with Crete, and opened the discussion about the 

Minoanisation of Kos (see Chapter 5).56  

In 1924, after the Treaty of Lausanne (1923), the Dodecanese became an Italian 

“Possedimento” (“Possedimento delle Isole Italiane dell’Egeo”). The “wartime occupation 

over the Dodecanese by the Italians was converted into a legal one [...and…] the governance of 

the islands now changed from military to civil”.57 The Italian Government was then able to 

establish peripheral government institutions, and rule on the political and administrative 

organization of the Dodecanese. For this reason, the Italian archaeological expedition on 

Rhodes (“Missione di Rodi”) became a proper Superintendency (“Soprintendenza ai 

Monumenti e Scavi di Rodi”). 58  Giulio Iacopi followed Maiuri as the director of the 

Superintendency, 59  and between 1924 and 1925, he instructed archaeologists Goffredo 

Patriarca and inspector Ciro Drago to survey the island of Kos and dig some test trenches.60 As 

a result of their investigations, the Mosaic of Hunting and Fishing was found in 1926, in the 

south-east area of Kos Town, near the Mosaic of Orpheus found by Herzog.61 

In 1927, Iacopi, assisted by Della Seta and Governor Mario Lago of Rhodes, established 

the Istituto storico-archeologico di Rodi (“Historic and Archaeological Institute of Rhodes”), 

an institution devoted to the study of the history and archaeology of the Dodecanese.62 The 

motto of the Institute was Fortitudo Eius Rhodium Tenuit (FERT) and its aims were to promote 

the study of the ancient history of the Dodecanese, from prehistoric times to the Turkish 

occupation, and the “relationship of these civilizations with those of the neighbouring 

regions”. 63  The Institute also aimed at preserving the archaeological heritage of the 

Dodecanese.64 

 
56 Levi 1925-1926, 308-309. 
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The FERT Institute would organise a library and photographic archive and provide 

fellowships for young scholars interested in studying the history of the Dodecanese. Every year, 

the Institute would issue a publication titled “CLARA RHODOS - Studi e materiali pubblicati 

a cura dell'Istituto storico-archeologico di Rodi”, to update the Superintendency about the 

results of the ongoing archaeological investigations.65 

In 1926 Arduino Colasanti (director of the Directorate of Antiquities and Fine Arts) 

suggested the idea of organizing an archaeological conference about the archaeology of the 

Dodecanese. The conference took place in 1928 on Rhodes, but participants were given the 

chance to visit all the major islands of the archipelago. In preparation for the event, Maiuri was 

appointed to inspect the state of preservation of the archaeological material on the islands, and 

the progress of the archaeological projects operating in the area. Concerning Kos, Maiuri 

reported that the material was not properly organized and the need for another survey to be 

conducted on the island.66 

After the conference on Rhodes, Luciano Laurenzi, the inspector of the 

Superintendency, was appointed as the director of an Italian archaeological expedition on Kos 

by the Soprintendenza ai monumenti e Scavi di Rodi. As part of his assignment, Laurenzi was 

asked to provide an archaeological map of the island. Laurenzi discovered several Hellenistic 

and Roman buildings, including the gymnasium and the odeon. Laurenzi’s work is fundamental 

for later investigations conducted on Kos as he provides evidence of the location and main 

features of archaeological sites on the island 67 . During this period, the role of the 

Soprintendenza became crucial both to protect the material from being smuggled outside of 

Greece, and to promote scientific research in the Dodecanese. This is one of the most relevant 

and important aspects of the Italian legacy in the archipelago. 

Between 1929 and 1930 Laurenzi was able to identify numerous sites, including the 

Roman theater and the Roman baths, the Eleusinion and the Paleochristian basilicas of Santo 

Stefano in the Kephalos area. At the same time, Laurenzi further investigated the Asklepieion.68 

Among the most relevant discoveries made by Laurenzi, there is a group of statues found by 

the Odeon in 1929. The sculptures were found on the floors of the lower sectors of the Odeon, 

 
“Considerata l’opportunità di integrare l’opera di conservazione dei monumenti e delle ricerche archeologiche in 
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indicating that they were deposited in the building shortly after its abandonment. The statues 

probably decorated the agorà and were moved to the Odeon as a consequence of an unknown 

event. They are mostly dated to the Hellenistic period, based on stylistic considerations, the 

only exceptions being a statue of Hippocrates, which is dated to the 4th century BCE, and some 

Roman specimens. Laurenzi identifies the statues as local productions, crafted with local raw 

materials. They have parallels with productions in Asia Minor, concerning both the 

iconography and the production methods.69 

The FERT Institute published a total of ten volumes of Clara Rhodos before it was 

forced to interrupt its activities due to the looming threat of war. Archeological reports about 

Kos were often featured in the publications, starting from the first volume of the series. This 

included an overview of the archeological material on the island, and its state of preservation. 

The second volume (1932) includes the second part of the catalogue of “New 

inscriptions from the Southern Sporades'', by Iacopi. Most of the material came from Rhodes, 

but some samples were retrieved from Kos, Nisyros, Kastellorizo, and Leros.70 Volume V 

(1931-1932) is divided in two tomes, the second containing a catalogue of the sculptures stored 

in the Antiquarium on Kos. The statues are organized by context of provenance and typology.71 

The second part of the catalogue is featured in the ninth volume (1938) and implied a division 

between proper statues and reliefs.72  The material was once again organized according to 

chronological and typological criteria. The same volume contains an article by Giorgio Levi 

Della Vida about a bilingual inscription found in the town by epigraphist Mario Segre in 1937.73 

The final volume of the series (1941) contains an article by Laurenzi, describing the inscriptions 

he had found in 1930 while working in front of the Asklepieion to build a new access ramp to 

the monument.74 Volume X also includes a contribution by Attilio Degrassi on latin inscriptions 

from Kos.75 

2.4 The earthquake of 1933 

In 1933, Laurenzi was investigating the Roman baths found in front of the Asklepieion, and 

another complex he retrieved by the South-West area of Porta Nuova. On April 23rd the island 
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was severely damaged by an earthquake. Given the scale of the destruction caused by the 

earthquake, the Italian Government appointed a commissioner for the reconstruction of the 

island. 76  The devastating event exposed archaeological areas that had been so far buried 

underneath modern constructions, and so had been excluded from previous investigations. 

Prehistoric levels in particular were brought to light, allowing archaeologists to learn more 

about the earliest phases of the history of the island. 

It was soon clear that many of the buildings were not salvageable, and most had to be 

fully reconstructed.77 Lago appointed Laurenzi to survey the town to identify areas of possible 

archeological interest that would have been excluded from the Development Plan (“Piano 

Regolatore”) designed to reconstruct the town after the earthquake (Figure 2.6).78 Lago wanted 

to organize the reconstruction plan based on the location of ancient monuments and 

archaeological sites. Livadiotti and Rocco outline how his project was based on the “idea of an 

‘archaeological town’”, which greatly expanded the knowledge about Kos in the Bronze Age.79  

As a result of his survey and test trenches, Laurenzi drew a map including areas that 

should not have been included in the development plan. 80  In 1936 he reported on the 

archaeological activities in the Dodecanese in 1934-1935, and he addressed the problems 

created by the earthquake on Kos. He stressed the need for a reconstruction plan organized 

around ancient monuments, specifically concerning eight areas of archaeological interest that 

he was able to identify. Laurenzi also presented a detailed description of the areas that were 

excavated during that period, including the sanctuaries of the harbour, the agorà, and the 

Hellenistic buildings.81 

Italian archaeologists working on the island were deeply involved in the study of the 

areas destroyed by the earthquake that unveiled ancient monuments related to the history of 

Kos from the Bronze Age to the Byzantine period.82 The Development Plan designed in 1934 

by Rodolfo Petracco included eight open areas that could not be used as building plots and were 

supposed to become archeological parks.83 In the following years, Luigi Morricone identified 
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other areas of possible archaeological interest to be preserved from building activity.84Among 

many buildings investigated after the earthquake, Laurenzi was involved in the study of the 

“Casa Romana”, a massive Roman domus found in the Amygdalòna area, in the southern region 

of the town.85 

 The town of Kos was then organized in three main areas. The first central area included 

public buildings and some low houses overlooking the main roads, while the second area was 

occupied by higher houses, built three metres from the roads.86 Housing facilities for the local 

community were located in the third area, distanced from the centre.87 Livadiotti and Rocco 

describe this Development Plan as a product, if not an experimental case study, of the 

conclusions drawn by the First International Congress of Architects and Technicians of Historic 

Monuments (Athens, 1931), where participants stated that communal needs undermine private 

necessities.88 

The configuration of the town of Kos before the 1933 earthquake is known by a map 

drawn in 1926 by the Istituto Geografico Militare (IGM), and later updated in 1932 (see Figure 

2.5).89 The map was created shortly after an earthquake affected Kos in 1926. The area that was 

damaged the most by this event was the Medieval citadel (the “Città Murata” or “Chora”).90 

The map is also important for the reconstruction of the topography of Kos in the Medieval 

period, since the Medieval settlement was completely destroyed by the earthquake in 1933.91 

According to Livadiotti, Kos is an example of a “typical levantine town”, organized around the 

ancient harbor and the main roads, with an array of narrow and tortuous streets.92  

According to Livadiotti, the study of the 1926 IGM map is useful to locate areas of 

possible archaeological interest, since the arrangement of the modern constructions refled the 

landscape organization of ancient times.93 In the early twentieth century, the town had shrunk 
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and was not as extended as in the Hellenistic-Roman or Medieval periods.94 Nevertheless, by 

studying the arrangement of the fences defining private fields, and of the irrigation system at 

the outskirts of town, it was possible to recognize the structure of the area in ancient times.95 

In 1931 Laurenzi published a report about the preliminary results of his research on the 

island, and he mentioned that he was working on the creation of an archaeological map. His 

notes, combined with the indications recorded in the 1926 IGM map, allow for the 

reconstruction of the topography of the town of Kos before the destruction caused by the 

earthquake in 1933.96 

2.5 Foreign occupations and the Italian legacy 

After the destruction caused by the earthquake in 1933, Italian archaeologists were heavily 

involved in the reconstruction of the town, and in the investigation of the new archaeological 

contexts unveiled by the event. Between 1943 and 1945 the Dodecanese was invaded by 

Germany. It was then ruled by the British Military Administration, before returning to be part 

of Greece in 1947. The German occupation of the islands had serious consequences on the 

preservation of the archaeological material. In the aftermath of the occupation, Italian 

archaeologists were first asked by the British Government to report on the condition of the 

findings, and then aid the transition from the Italians to the Greek Superintendency. 

In 1934, Laurenzi became the director of the Soprintendenza ai monumenti e agli scavi 

di Rodi. Governor Lago requested that he focus his attention on Kos, since the earthquake 

revealed the existence of unknown monuments and asked for a fellow of the Italian School to 

help Laurenzi. Della Seta suggested that either Luigi Morricone or Raffaele Umberto Ingleri 

could help the Superintendent and Lago assigned the position to Morricone. Morricone started 

working on the island in 1935, helped by Hermes Balducci, for the study of the Paleochristian 

basilicas, and Segre for the analysis of the inscriptions.97 In the same year, Roberto Paribeni 

became the director of the FERT Institute. He highly promoted the extension of the 

archaeological investigations on Kos, and was concerned about the preservation of the 

archaeological material on the island.98 
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In order to help the archaeologist carrying on with his research, Governor Lago 

expropriated several private fields.99 In the following years, between 1935 and 1938, Morricone 

discovered several important sites, including the Bronze Age cemeteries of Eleona and 

Langada, the Iron Age necropoleis at Amanniù and Pilì, the sanctuaries of Aphrodite Pandemos, 

Aphrodite Pontia and Heracles, the Hellenistic agorà, and the Roman baths. Morricone 

continued investigating the Asklepieion and was involved in the restoration of the 

archaeological material retrieved on the island by previous expeditions. He was also involved 

in the general reconstruction of the town after the earthquake, and in the recording of the ancient 

road system and the inscriptions found on Kos.100 

Following Lago, Cesare Maria De Vecchi became Governor of Rhodes in 1936 and 

continued promoting archaeological expeditions on both Kos and Rhodes. He was followed by 

Ettore Bastico (in 1940), who advocated for more archaeological research in the Dodecanese.101 

As the war was approaching, the FERT Institute was forced to interrupt any project, and Mario 

Segre was prevented from completing the Corpus Inscriptionum Graecum Insularum 

Italicarum.102 During the war, Morricone continued his research on Kos, finding other relevant 

sites, including a secondary Hellenistic temenos at the Asklepieion, and some Bronze Age 

tombs in the Asklupis area.103 He also kept investigating the Mycenaean cemeteries of Eleona 

and Langada and the Mycenaean settlement of the Serraglio.104 

In 1943 the Germans invaded Greece and the Dodecanese was occupied. Restorer 

Vittorio Toti (from the “Opificio delle Pietre Dure”) worked eagerly to protect the 

archaeological material from the destructive raids of the German army. Toti had arrived in the 

Dodecanese in 1938 as the assistant of restorer Antonio Freni,105 who was forced to leave 

Rhodes that same year due to health problems. Once he had completed the restoration of the 

mosaics on Rhodes, Toti was asked by the Italian Governor to work on the material from Kos, 

where he moved in 1940.106 Morricone was appointed the director of the Superintendency of 

Rhodes (while waiting for the arrival of Renato Bartoccini) and Toti was named director of the 

archaeological office of Kos. During the German invasion of the island, Morricone was 
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prevented from visiting Kos, and Toti had to direct all archaeological operations on the 

island.107 

Apart from organizing a restoration laboratory in the Giamì Atik, Toti hid the 

archaeological material retrieved on the island in previous years in the Castle and in 18 trenches 

located close to the walls of the ancient town. The exact location of the pits were drawn by Toti 

on a map in 1941-1942, but the archaeologist revealed the position of the trenches only to the 

Greek authorities in 1947.108 Despite Toti’s strenuous work, the Germans were able to steal 

some findings from the castle and three of the trenches, while also attempting to break into the 

Odeon.109 

In May 1945, the islands were occupied by the British Military Administration. 

Morricone managed to continue his activity on Kos even during the British occupation, and was 

able to successfully cooperate with the British Governors, Sir Charles Henry Gormley and Sir 

Arthur Stanley Parker.110 Gormley asked Morricone to report on the state of preservation of the 

archaeological material on Kos after the German invasion of the island; the Germans had 

plundered and partially destroyed the archaeological material. Others, such as Vittorio Toti 

(restorer of the Opificio delle Pietre Dure in Florence, who was helping Morricone restore the 

ceramics retrieved from Eleona and Langada) did not trust the British government with the 

location of the archaeological material hidden by Italian archaeologists during the war.111 

Chief of Staff T.W. French reported on the situation of the archaeological remains in 

the Dodecanese in two articles on the The Journal of Hellenic Studies (1945) and on the The 

Annual of the British School at Athens (1948), focusing his attention particularly on Rhodes 

and Kos.112 In the 1945 article, French outlines that Italians had been conducting archaeological 

excavations in the Dodecanese until the German occupation. In the aftermath of the occupation, 

archaeologists focused on restoring the material and conducting few emergency excavations. 

Bombing had revealed more areas of potential archaeological interest that also had to be further 

investigated.113 French quotes Morricone as his main source for all the information he was 

providing.114 Regarding Kos, he reports on “The Mycenaean Necropolis of Langada”, “The 
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Walls of the Greek City of Cos”, and “Isthmos” (a Hellenistic town in the Kephalos area). 

French reported on the two excavation seasons at Langada in 1935 and 1940-1941 and briefly 

references the burials as chamber or cave tombs dug into the pozzolana and furnished with rich 

grave goods, and possibly dating to the 14th-12th century.115 In his article in the Annual of the 

British School at Athens, French reports on the islands of Rhodes, Kos, Leros and Patmos, and 

provided a detailed description of the state of preservation of the monuments on each island. 

He states that the Germans heavily compromised the preservation of the monuments that were 

in urgent need for restoration.116 

In 1947, Brigadier Sir Arthur Henry Parker intended to continue the archaeological 

investigations on the islands, but because of the Paris Peace Treaties, the Dodecanese were 

transferred to Greek authority. Parker had to hand over all the operations to the Greek 

Government represented by Anastasio Orlandos and the Greek Ephor Ioannis Kondis. 117 

Morricone was a key figure who made it possible for the smooth transition from the 

Soprintendenza Italiana to the Ελληνική Εφορία.118 The Archaeological Office of Kos ended 

its activities on the island between March, 29th and June, 21st 1948.119 

Morricone was willing to continue his research on Kos and publish the material 

discovered on the island. Despite the help of the new director of the Italian school Doro Levi, 

Morricone could not return to the island to continue digging. He left Kos in 1949 and published 

a report of his work on the island between 1935 and 1943 on the Bollettino d’Arte del Ministero 

della Pubblica Istruzione. He then published the result of his investigations on Kos in three 

articles in the Annuario della Scuola Archeologica di Atene e delle Missioni Italiane in 

Oriente.120 

2.6 Recent studies 

The work carried out by Italian archaeologists during the Italian Possedimento was relevant for 

study of the archaeology of Kos for both Greek and foreign archaeologists investigating the 

island after the war. Richard Hope Simpson and John F. Lazenby conducted some surveys on 
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the island to identify areas of possible archeological interest, and to better understand the 

topography of Kos between the Neolithic and Geometric periods. They presented their 

conclusions in a series of articles in The Annual of the British School at Athens. They surveyed 

the island in 1960, and again between 1967 and 1968, locating several Prehistoric sites.121 Their 

work helped later researchers on the island by highlighting the locations of some of the most 

important sites. 

In the late 1990s, the Italian School of Archaeology at Athens was involved in the 

resumption of research on Kos begun by Italian archaeologists before the, as well as the creation 

of new projects on the island, in collaboration with the Greek Ephoria.122 The school also aimed 

to complete the publication of the results of such investigations, including the two volumes 

about the inscriptions on Kos by Segre,123  and a volume about the synoecism of Kos by 

Giovanni Pugliese Carratelli.124 Pugliese Carratelli was supposed to work on the island with 

Morricone when he was hoping to reprise his studies on Kos in 1947, helping him cataloguing 

the unpublished inscriptions.125 

2.6.1 Reprise of previous studies and new projects 

Between 1977 and 2000 director of the Italian School Antonino Di Vita promoted both the 

accomplishment of new archeological investigations in the Dodecanese, as well as the 

publication of the material retrieved during the Italian Possedimento. As part of this process, 

already started by Doro Levi, in 1974 Mario Benzi was asked to reorganize and publish the 

material retrieved from the Italian excavations on Rhodes. He also conducted in-depth studies 

on Bronze Age Kalymnos, and analysed BA material from Kos. Benzi continues to investigate 

the BA Dodecanese, and his work is important to understand the cultural dynamics in the south-

east Aegean during this period.126 

Di Vita managed to recover most of the documentation regarding the Italian excavations 

in the Dodecanese, and bring it to the Italian School at Athens. Notes, diaries, drawings, and 

photographs were scattered all over Italy, being kept by the families of the archaeologists who 
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had worked in the archipelago during the Italian occupation. Most of the documentation about 

Kos was in the hands of the Morricone and Finamore families. Part of the material was also 

stored at the Ephoria of Rhodes, the Ufficio di Coo, and the Italian School itself. After all the 

documentation had been catalogued, the Italian School organized an exhibition about the 

relevance of Italian archaeologists in the investigation of the history of the Dodecanese. The 

exhibition was first held at Rhodes, and then it was taken to Rome, Athens, Kos, Naples, 

Agrigento, Reggio Calabria, and Bari. Morica Livadiotti and Giorgio Rocco edited a detailed 

catalogue of the exhibitions, that is still one of the most relevant publications regarding the 

history and archaeology of the Dodecanese.127 

In the same years (1986), Di Vita, in collaboration with Ephor Ioannis 

Papachristodoulou and Charis Kantzia, instigated the editing of a new map of the topography 

of Kos, including all the information from the Italian excavations in the island, and the data 

gathered in more recent years by the Greek Ephoria. Livadiotti and Rocco have been working 

on the project since 1995, aiming to create a multi-phase holistic plan for the island. As part of 

this project, Italian archaeologists and the Ephoria were also involved in the publication of a 

series of excavation plans from the investigations conducted on Kos over the years.128 Hermes 

Balducci’s drawings of Koan Christian basilicas were published as well.129 The involvement of 

the Italian School in the research of the history and archaeology of Kos also resulted in the 

presentation of four Scuola di Specializzazione theses on the topic between 1992 and 1998.130 

Between 1998-1999, Italian archaeologists were excavating a Hellenistic and Roman domus at 

the Roman “Quartiere del Decumano” and “Terme Occidentali”, as well as the sites of the 

Serraglio and Aspa.131 

In 1999, Penelope Mountjoy published the first systematic study and chrono-typological 

organization of the pottery found on Kos, as part of her “Regional Mycenaean Decorated 

Pottery” publication. She analyses the pottery retrieved by Morricone both in settlement of the 

Serraglio, and in the cemeteries of Eleona and Langada, comparing Koan productions with 

those of the neighbouring areas.  Mountjoy further provides some general considerations about 

the main features of the pottery from Kos, the fabric being characterized by the presence of 
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golden and silver mica, the clay colour generally being pinkish, orange or buff, the slip being 

whitish or yellowish, and the paint ranging from orange to brownish.132 

In recent years, Italian archaeologists Isabella Baldini revived the study of Byzantine 

basilicas on Kos, started by Hermes Balducci in 1936,133 focusing mainly on the Basilicas of 

San Gabriele and of Santo Stefano (in the Kephalos area). The ongoing project “Archeologia 

Tardoantica e Protobizantina nel Mediterraneo: Progetto Kos” began in 2007, and the results 

of the studies were presented in a series of articles and in two monographies.134 

Investigations by Toula Marketou of the Greek Archaeological Service 135  and the 

“Serraglio, Eleona, and Langada Archaeological Project” (SELAP), an ongoing, international 

multi-disciplinary project directed by Salvatore Vitale and Calla McNamee,136  sheds new light 

on the history of Kos from the Final Neolithic to the Geometric period. The project is conducted 

under the auspices of the Italian Archaeological School at Athens and in collaboration with the 

Greek Archaeological Service. 

2.6.2 Serraglio, Eleona, and Langada Archaeological Project (SELAP) 

Following in the Italian tradition of archeological investigations on Kos, in 2009 Salvatore 

Vitale started the SELAP project, aiming to reconstruct the history of the island from the early 

phases of the Bronze Age to the Geometric Period. By reconstructing occupational sequences 

and burial practices on the island, the project aims to define the socio-cultural characterization 

of Kos in the Late Bronze Age.137 Using the most recent techniques of investigation, the project 

aims to provide a new interpretation of the material found by Morricone, while investigating 

the settlement of the Serraglio, and the cemeteries of Eleona and Langada. Typological, spatial, 

and geomorphological analysis on the landscape have allowed specialists to identify traces of 

possible agricultural activity, and to identify the sites recorded by Morricone. Attention is also 

paid to similarities and differences of cultural behaviour in the neighbouring areas, to 

understand the way Kos interacted with other, contemporary societies in the BA.138 Morricone 

stressed the importance of the study of the Serraglio in order to understand socio-cultural 
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patterns characterizing the island in the Bronze Age, which would not have been identified by 

the study of the cemeteries. 139  One of SELAP’s main focuses is the reinterpretation and 

chronological attribution of the stratigraphy of the settlement. 

Despite acknowledging that he probably did not reach the earliest occupational phases 

of the Serraglio, Morricone identifies a continuous occupational sequence on the settlement, 

from the early stages of the Bronze Age to the Early Iron Age.140 The Serraglio is characterized 

by a sequence of four cities. In recent years, Vitale and Marketou suggested a new chronology 

for the occupational phases of the settlement, dating City I to LBA I, City II to LBA II-LBA 

IIIA1, City III to LH IIIA2-LH IIIB Late, and City IV to LH IIIC Early-Middle.141 The study 

of the material from the settlement allowed Vitale and Hancock Vitale to draw three important 

conclusions about the Serraglio: the Serraglio is not a Minoan “settlement colony”; the site has 

been continuously occupied since EBA 3, before any type of Minoan influence can be detected 

on Kos, until LH IIIC, after the conclusion of the Minoanisation process of the island, and the 

settlement is not a Minoan “governed colony”, since there are no traces of such a political 

organization on Kos; finally, the Serraglio is not a Minoan “community colony”, however 

actual Minoan presence in the settlement cannot be excluded.142 

Concerning the cemeteries of Eleona and Langada, SELAP’s researches have been 

focused on the analysis of the architectural features and the landscape distribution of the tombs, 

and on the study of the treatments and rituals performed on the deceased.143 Burial practices are 

distinctive features of a community, and therefore their study is of primary importance to 

understand the social and cultural distinctive features of a community. An in-depth presentation 

of the cemeteries, the contexts and provenance of the material analysed for the purposes of this 

study, is provided in Chapter 5. 

The research conducted by SELAP team members reinforces the interpretation that  Kos 

was never a Minoan or Mycenaean colony in the Bronze Age, but was subject to both 

Minoanisation and Mycenaeanisation processes, the latter influencing the local community on 
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a much deeper level than the former.144 The local community maintained its distinctive identity 

through time, by fusing Minoan and Mycenaean cultural features with elements deriving from 

the local tradition.145 In the following chapters, the methods used to study the Mycenaean 

pottery from the cemeteries of Eleona and Langada will be discussed, as well as the importance 

of technological analysis on pottery to understand the cultural background of a society. 
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CHAPTER 3. MYCENAEAN POTTERY 

The following chapter is devoted to the definition of the main features of Mycenaean pottery, 

providing a historical background to better understand the evolution of the discipline. The main 

contributions to the study of the discipline since its inception will be presented. Finally, issues 

connected with the identification of Mycenaean pottery workshops will be discussed. The 

second half of the chapter is devoted to an overview of some of the main open problems 

regarding pottery production in the Mycenaean word. Each section is going to address specific 

topics, including the identification of the workshops and kilns (sections 3.3.1, 3.3.3), the much-

discussed role of the Palace in pottery production (section 3.3.2), and the identification of the 

potters (section 3.3.4). 

The term “Mycenaean” was used for the first time by Heinrich Schliemann to describe 

the BA society he identified at Mycenae. The term later evolved to define the final stages of the 

LBA in Greece.146 Archaeologists have long debated the chronological limits and geographical 

extent of Mycenaean society, and a series of three conferences were held at Lamia between 

1994 and 2018 to discuss the matter.147 Different interpretations of the definition of the term 

“Mycenaean” and the geographical extent of the Mycenaean culture have been subject of much 

debate by scholars.148 Bryan Feuer, for example, tried to answer this question by analysing the 

main studies on the subject to identify which features identify a proper Mycenaean site. He lists 

the presence of architectural elements such as the megaron, cyclopean walls and fortifications, 

the use of distinctive funerary structures (pit and cist graves, tumuli, built graves, chamber 

tombs, and tholoi), the adoption of the Linear B, the wanax ideology, a complex administrative 

system, and the production of artefacts with specific structures, including “relief beads” as 

elements indicating a Mycenaean presence.149 To identify Mycenaean influence in a region, it 

is not required for all of these elements to be present.150 The creation of these distinctive 

features derives from elements of the Middle Helladic tradition, as well as “influences from 

Crete and the Cyclades”.151 In particular, Cretan influence can be detected in the structure of 
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Mycenaean palatial society.152 The spreading of distinctive Mycenaean cultural features from 

the core Mycenaean area to other regions is defined as “Mycenaeanisation”.153 

Feuer divides the extent of Mycenaean influence into three categories: the core 

Mycenaean region of central and southern Greece, and the “peripheral” regions that can be 

further divided into “border zones” and “frontier zones”.154 According to Feuer, in “the core 

zone […] the dominant material culture there in LH III - and perhaps the only culture, with the 

possible exceptions of resident foreigners and items from other cultures obtained by gift or trade 

- was Mycenaean. In border zones, the dominant culture was also Mycenaean, but other cultures 

coexisted with it. And in frontier zones, elements of Mycenaean culture were present but not 

necessarily dominant”. 155  He proceeds to identify southern and central Greece as the 

Mycenaean core region and Thessaly as the boarder region. Finally, “all other areas in which 

evidence of Mycenaean culture, no matter how tenuous, has been found” make up the frontier 

zones. Birgitta Eder identifies Thessaly as the norther boarder of Mycenaean Greece, while still 

defining “the Argolid, Messenia and Boeotia” as “the core areas”.156 She stresses that the lack 

of detailed information and stratigraphy from Thessaly make it hard to investigate the 

relationship between Mycenaean wares and other wares.157 In more recent years, Eder and 

Reinhard Jung suggest that “Mycenaean administrative records prove that presence of 

Mycenaean palatial administration in an area which was formerly termed the ‘periphery’. […] 

this region was incorporated into the unified Mycenaean palace system in the same way as any 

other region of southern and central Greece”.158 In 2008 Nikolas Papadimitriou had already 

suggested that Thessaly should not be merely considered a peripheral region of the Mycenaean 

culture. As suggested by the author, further analysis of the material for Thessaly might help 

better understand its role in the Late Bronze Age.159 This should suggest that the designation of 

core and periphery are fluid, and can be subject to change as new archaeological evidence 

comes to light. 
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As for the term “Mycenaean”, the definition of “Mycenaean pottery” was used for the 

first time in 1878 by Schliemann, to describe the wares he had found at Mycenae. Edoardo 

Biliotti and Auguste Salzmann had already found Mycenaean pottery during their excavations 

on Rhodes, but in a letter from June 16, 1868 Biliotti described such pottery as “unknown at 

Rhodes until now”.160 In his publication about Mycenae, Schliemann also provided a series of 

plates presenting the “Fragments of Painted Vases from Mycenae”.161 He further drew parallels 

between the pottery he had uncovered and ceramic material found at Ialysos by Biliotti and 

Salzmann. 162  In 1881, when describing the pottery found at Orchomenos, Schliemann 

emphasised that shapes and decorative motifs were similar to those he found at Mycenae.163 

Given the similarities among the material found at various LBA sites the term then started to 

be used to define all the LBA pottery assemblages found in Greece that shared specific 

morphological and typological features. In 1886 Adolf Furtwängler and Georg Loeschcke 

published the first systematic classification of Mycenaean pottery. They named their 

publication Mykenische Vasen: Vorhellenisch Thongefässe aus dem Gebiete des Mittelmeeres. 

Im Auftrage des Kaiserlich Deutschen Archaeologischen Instituts in Athen, and they outlined 

that Mycenaean pottery was distributed all over the wider Mediterranean region (see section 

3.1).  

Based on Feuer’s distinction of “core Mycenaean areas” and “Mycenaeanised regions”, 

it seems appropriate to describe Mycenaean pottery starting from Jeremy Rutter’s definition. 

He defines Mycenaean pottery as “the ceramic assemblage characteristic chiefly of the central 

and southern Greek mainland during the Aegean Late Bronze Age”164. The production of such 

vessels then spread from the Mycenaean core area to the neighbouring regions through the 

process of Mycenaeanisation.    

Understanding the organization of the pottery production system is then crucial to trace 

the main phases of the evolution of Mycenaean culture and societal organization. Mycenaean 

pottery was not only prevalent in Greece, but it has been found in many contexts throughout 
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the BA Mediterranean. During the LBA Mycenaean pottery was exported throughout the 

Mediterranean, and significant assemblages of Mycenaean productions have been found in 

Anatolia, the Levant, Italy, Cyprus and even further afield. Each region presents a unique set 

of imported shapes, differing from other areas. The study of these typological assemblages is 

useful to understand the cultural characteristics of the societies importing the material. It is also 

clear that the predominance of certain shapes also depends on the decisions and preferences of 

the élites.165 In addition to imports, these areas were also producing Mycenaean vessels locally, 

combining Mycenaean elements with features of the local tradition. Due to their technologically 

advanced features, Mycenaean vessels were regarded as “high-quality products” in the Levant, 

Cyprus, and Italy.166 

In 2002, Gert Jan van Wijngaarden published a comprehensive work on the distribution 

of Mycenaean pottery in the Mediterranean. The study of the presence of Mycenaean pottery 

in Anatolia, the Levant, Cyprus and Italy is important in order to understand the relationships 

of the Mycenaean world with its neighbouring areas.167 Following Prudence Rice’s168 and 

Tournavitou’s 169  work, Van Wijngaarden grouped the exported material in three main 

functional categories, including storage vessels (e.g. jars, small wide-mouthed containers, 

stirrup jars, and flasks), dinner vessels (e.g. kraters, jugs, cups, and bowls) and ritual vessels 

(e.g. rhyta).170 The Levant has the highest concentration of such material, “followed by Cyprus, 

Egypt, Italy and Anatolia”.171 The sites are usually located both inland and on the coast, even 

though Italy has a prominent concentration of Mycenaean pottery on coastal sites, except for 

Sicily and Sardinia, where the pottery is evenly distributed. It seems that the use of Mycenaean 

wares had a social function for foreign élites, who were enabling a greater or lesser distribution 

of the material depending on their need to outline their prominent role in their societies.172 In 

the Levant, for example, “opposition between urban groups connected to ruling élites and rural 

non-urban populations appears to have been quite strong”173 and therefore “it appears that the 

repertoire of Mycenaean vessels and figurines is generally larger and more varied at coastal 

centres than at inland sites. Such a distribution pattern has been explained by suggesting a model 
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of the circulation of Mycenaean pottery involving ‘ports of trade’. In this model, Mycenaean 

pottery arrived in the coastal towns, where a first choice was made of items which were to 

remain there. A more limited repertoire was then distributed to secondary centres, where a 

similar process took place. The repeated sequence of choice and further distribution in such a 

model would result in a diminishing of quantities and a narrowing of vessel types in the 

repertoire of Mycenaean pottery the further down the line of exchanges a site was incorporated 

in the system”.174 In these coastal centres a larger section of the urban population was using 

Mycenaean pottery on a daily basis or as grave goods,175 but Van Wijngaardens outlines that 

“a high regard for specific Mycenaean vessel types may, of course, be related to their 

availability, which is determined by the distribution of these types according to the ‘port of 

trade’ model. However, in many societies the flow of specific goods is closely related to 

existing power structures, because the effectiveness of specific material goods to serve in 

consumptive strategies which reproduce the identity of consumers is determined by dominant 

groups in society. The subject of access to a wide range of Mycenaean vessel types is, therefore, 

itself connected to the use and appreciation of these vessels in the places where they were 

acquired.”176 

All of these regions are characterized by a significant number of sites with low quantities 

of Mycenaean vessels, and few larger sites with major concentrations. Given the different 

political organization of the Levant and Cyprus, a pattern emerges concerning rural regions. 

Since the Levant was a hierarchical society, and had a preference for urban centres, Van 

Wijngaarden claims that “at smaller regional centres these vessels appear to have been scarce, 

while they seem absent at rural sites”.177 Mycenaean productions seem to have been controlled 

by small groups of élite members of the society. It is then possible to argue that, in the Levant, 

Mycenaean wares were also used by the urban centres to showcase their prominence over rural 

areas. There is an even distribution of Mycenaean wares throughout Cyprus where there wasn’t 

a significant difference between central areas, such as Enkomi, and rural sites. Even though 

Mycenaean pottery starts to be used as a prestige item by the élites at first, it then becomes a 

rather common asset.178 
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Italy has a higher concentration of Mycenaean imports at coastal sites, but given its state 

of “proto-urban” society, it is hard to make any assumption concerning the use of Mycenaean 

productions as status simbola.179 Mycenaean pottery in Italy has been thoroughly analysed in 

2014 by Richard Jones, Sara T. Levi, Marco Bettelli, and Lucia Vagnetti. The publication 

includes a detailed description of 103 sites where Mycenaean imported pottery, as well as 

locally produced Italo-Mycenaean wares were found.180  

Archaeologists have been involved in the study and classification of Mycenaean pottery 

ever since the first discoveries of Mycenaean sites such as Ialysos, Mycenae, Tiryns, and 

Orchomenos. At first, pottery was analysed mainly to define a chronological and typological 

sequence for the development of shapes and decorative motifs. In more recent years, scholars 

have focused on the analysis of the technological aspects of pottery production, to better 

understand the functioning and the cultural evolution of Mycenaean society. Mycenaean pottery 

can be produced using a wide range of fabrics (usually classified as fine, medium-coarse, and 

coarse), and can be fashioned with or without the use of coils, and the wheel. Surfaces are 

usually coated with yellowish-white washes or slips, and present pattern decoration in lustrous 

reddish-brown or brownish-black paints, although uncoated and plain, linear and monochrome 

vessels are attested as well. Exterior surfaces are generally lustrous, but open shapes often have 

lustrous interior surfaces as well. The vessels are fired in horizontal kilns with temperatures 

ranging between 800 °C and 1050 °C.181 

3.1 Seminal works on Mycenaean pottery 

For a long time, Mycenaean pottery has been regarded only as a tool to elaborate chronological 

sequences and to trace the evolution of Mycenaean society. Interest in the study of Mycenaean 

ceramic wares was first sparked by the material retrieved during Biliotti and Salzmann’s 

excavations at Ialysos, as well as by the work of Heinrich Schliemann at Troy, Mycenae, Tiryns 

and Orchomenos.182 These excavations were of primary importance for the development of the 

studies concerning Mycenaean pottery, but the study of prestige items was prioritized over the 

analysis of pottery.183 This was the case until Furtwängler and Loeschcke, working in the late 

1800s, described the Mycenaean vessels found on the Greek mainland, the islands, and the 
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neighbouring regions such as Egypt and Italy.184 Their classification of Mycenaean pottery is 

based on stylistic criteria, rather than on the chronology of the productions. At first, the study 

of Mycenaean pottery was focused on the analysis of fine wares, which they considered to be 

of higher quality than common wares. The pottery was seen as an artistic production, and 

studied as such. Little, if no attention was given to the context of the material.  

In the early twentieth century, when studying the pottery from many Prehistoric sites in 

Italy, Paolo Orsi understood that some products were either Mycenaean imports or local 

productions fashioned according to the Mycenaean tradition. Orsi recognized the importance 

of the contacts with Mycenaean culture for the development of southern Italian societies, and 

he suggested that the regions of Taranto and Syracuse were the possible gateways to Greece. 

Mycenaean products identified in the areas include ceramic objects (both figurines and vessels), 

bronzes, and precious items. Orsi drew parallels between some artefacts discovered in northern 

Italy, such as violin bow fibulae and Mycenaean productions. He considered these artefacts 

imitations rather than Mycenaean imports, distinguishing the north from the southern regions, 

which had direct contact with the Mycenaeans. He also suggested that Mycenaean objects were 

brought to northern Italy from the South through overland trade.185 

Biliotti and Salzmann worked on Rhodes in 1868 and 1871, investigating some tombs 

from the Mycenaean necropolis of Ialysos.186 They found 41 chamber tombs on the hilltops of 

Moschu Vunara and Macrá Vunara near Trianda.187 Biliotti and Salzmann excavated the tombs 

by digging trenches directly into the chamber, without any consideration for their dromoi. 

Amedeo Maiuri claims that the recording of the material from each tomb was poorly done, and 

that heavily compromised objects were discarded by the excavators.188 Nevertheless, a large 

quantity of Mycenaean pottery was collected and recorded during the excavations. The pottery 

found by Biliotti and Salzmann was collected by some major museums in Europe. Scholars 

were unable to date them precisely or identify their typology. Schliemann’s work at Troy, 

Mycenae, Tiryns, and Orchomenos helped create a larger corpus of Mycenaean pottery that 

was then connected to the samples found on Rhodes.  

Schliemann’s publications about the sites he investigated include detailed descriptions 

and drawings of the material he retrieved. He provided a classification of the pottery based on 
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typological remarks, as well as detailed drawings showing the most significant pieces. He also 

attempted to comment on the similarities he recognized in the pottery found at each site, noting 

stylistic parallels between the four locations.189 The material found by Schliemann together 

with the material retrieved from Rhodes, were fundamental for Furtwängler and Loeschcke to 

edit the first published volumes about Mycenaean pottery.190 

In their 1886 publication, Furtwängler and Loeschcke point out that in Mycenaean 

contexts, vessels were never investigated as thoroughly as the prestige items, despite their 

relevance to the understanding of Mycenaean society and culture. With their publication about 

Mycenaean pottery, the two aimed to provide a detailed presentation of Mycenaean vessels and 

their parallels outside of Greece, providing scholars with a useful tool to investigate the Late 

Bronze Age in the Aegean. The publication includes a catalogue of the material found at some 

of the main Mycenaean sites, as well as Mycenaean pottery found in the neighbouring areas. 

Furtwängler and Loeschcke recognized that “technological, typological, stylistic, and 

decorative” differences in the material indicated the date of the creation of the vessels.191 They 

group vessels in two main groups: “Matt painted” and “Lustrous painted” (which they define 

as “Vases with varnish painting”).192 Matt painted productions are further divided in finer and 

coarser wares, 193  and lustrous-painted productions are organized into stylistic groups. 194 

Furtwängler and Loeschcke highlighted the similarities between motifs typical of Mycenaean 

pottery and decorative elements found on prestige items, as well as the relevance of Mycenaean 

decorative style for the development of later Greek pottery. They further emphasized the 

importance of using ceramics, particularly examples from Egypt, as a cross reference to date 

Mycenaean pottery.195 By then William Matthew Flinders Petrie had already published many 

detailed accounts of his discoveries in Egypt. 196  His publications were important for the 

comparison of vessels found in Greece with the material he had found in Egypt. One of his 

notebooks, dated 1892, includes accurate drawings of “Pieces and patterned Aegean ware, from 

the waste heaps of the palace of Khuenaten, Tell-el-Amarna”, including for example “Bowls”, 

“Alabastra”, and “Globular vases”.197 
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192 “Vasen mit Mattmalerei” and “Vasen mit Firnifsmalerei”, Furtwängler and Loeschcke 1886, VI-XV.  
193 Furtwängler and Loeschcke 1886, VI. 
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195 Furtwängler and Loeschcke 1886, VII, XII-XIII. 
196 See for example: Petrie 1896, 1900, 1920, 1921, 1923, 1975. 
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In the early 1900s excavations at various sites, including Thebes, Dendra, Prosymna, 

and Zygouries provided new evidence for a better definition of the distinctive features of pottery 

of Mycenaean society.198 The excavations at Korakou represent a turning point in the study of 

the Mycenaean pottery. The American School of Classical Studies at Athens conducted two 

archaeological expeditions at Korakou, in 1915 and 1916.199 In 1921, Carl Blegen presented 

the results of the excavations in the volume Korakou. A Prehistoric Settlement near Corinth. 

Blegen describes a succession of three main layers in the stratigraphy of the site, each one 

characterized by a different type of pottery ware (“urfirnis, Minyan, Matt painted, and 

Mycenaean”).200 He was then able to divide the Prehistoric period on the mainland into three 

main phases, which can be further broken down into more detailed sub-phases. 201  This 

chronological arrangement owes much to the Minoan chronological system, which Arthur 

Evans had already defined as a tripartite chronological system to describe Minoan society. He 

had based his system on the results from his excavations at Knossos. Using the cross-dating 

method, Evans established a correlation between the Minoan chronology and the Egyptian 

chronological system (Old Kingdom, Medium Kingdom, and New Kingdom). 202  Blegen 

dubbed his chronological sequence “Helladic”, given that it refers to periods which 

characterized the Bronze Age on the Greek mainland. He proceeded to present all the material 

from the excavations using the three chronological phases he had identified.203 At the end of 

his publication, Blegen presented a chronological table, comparing the types of productions for 

each period on the mainland with synchronic productions on Crete and the Cyclades.204 The 

mainland still uses the tripartite chronological system that Blegen created from the study of the 

material retrieved at Korakou. 

 In the following decades, archaeologists further investigated some of the most important 

Mycenaean sites (the Italians, for example, returned to Ialysos, and Alan J.B. Wace continued 

Schliemann’s work at Mycenae), and several new sites were discovered, including the site of 

 
198 For example Blegen 1928; Blegen 1937; Åström 1977. See Rutter 2010, 415. 
199 Blegen 1921, 1. 
200 Blegen 1921, 1, 3. 
201 “It now definitely establishes the sequence of these prehistoric wares. On the southeastern Greek mainland, 
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evidence of the excavations [...]”. Blegen 1921, 3. 
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Asine in the Argolid. The material retrieved during these excavations contributed to an increase 

in the knowledge about the development of Mycenaean wares.205 

Given the discoveries at Ialysos in the late nineteenth century, Italian archaeologists 

Maiuri and Iacopi undertook further investigation, between 1914 and 1928, at the Mycenaean 

cemetery Biliotti and Salzmann had worked on. The large assemblage of Mycenaean pottery 

found at the site was presented by the archaeologists in a series of accounts on the Annuario 

della Scuola Archeologica Italiana di Atene e delle Missioni in Oriente.206  Their publications 

were fundamental to the progress of the analysis on Mycenaean pottery, since they presented a 

large set of new data on Mycenaean vessels. In later years, Arne Furumark referred to the 

material from the Italian excavations on Rhodes to provide a classification of Mycenaean 

pottery. 

At the same time, the British School at Athens conducted several expeditions at 

Mycenae, between 1920 and 1939, under the direction of Wace to clarify some aspects of the 

excavations conducted by Schliemann. The new investigations produced detailed accounts of 

the large quantities of vessels found during the excavations.207 For each context, a description 

of the pottery found in the area is provided, as well as detailed drawings of the most relevant 

specimens.208 

The site of Asine was also discovered during the 1920s. The site is located close to the 

modern town of Nafplio, on a rocky promontory, near Mount Barbouna, and is organized on a 

series of terraces. Swedish archaeologists investigating the site between 1922-1930 excavated 

both the lower town, and two Mycenaean cemeteries located on the slopes of Mount 

Barbouna.209 In the 1938 volume about the results of the excavations the authors provide a 

detailed description of the lower town, as well as of the tombs retrieved during the 

excavations.210 Arne Furumark was appointed to study and publish the pottery from the site, 

but found great difficulties in completing his task, given the lack of publications about the 

subject. He therefore decided to “undertake a systematic examination of the Mycenaean pottery 

in its various aspects and to establish a stylistic and chronological classification which takes all 
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variations of significance into consideration”.211 His classification is still in use by modern 

archaeologists. 

3.1.1 Arne Furumark 

While working on the material from Asine, Furumark became aware of the lack of a proper 

classification for Mycenaean pottery. Furtwängler and Loeschcke’s 1886 publication did not 

include material retrieved in more recent years, and did not actually provide a proper 

typological sequence of Mycenaean pottery.212 Furumark was aware of the importance of a 

precise classification of the material, not only for the benefit of the study of ceramics, but also 

for Mycenaean studies as a whole.213 He aimed at “establish[ing] a stylistic and chronological 

classification” of Mycenaean pottery.214 In 1941 Furumark published two volumes dedicated 

to the typological classification and chronology of Mycenaean pottery.215  He defines and 

employs two theoretical approaches to the study of Mycenaean pottery. The typological 

approach answers questions related to how the productions evolved over time, whereas the 

stylistic approach explains why a series developed in a specific way, given that “style” is the 

expression of the potter’s identity, as potters’ stylistic choices are determined by the socio-

cultural influences of their society. He describes a “type” as the synthesis of the morphological 

elements distinguishing one or more samples.216 “Types” can be organized into “typological 

series” according to their degree of similarity. 217  Given its complexity and homogeneity, 

Mycenaean pottery is characterized by various morphological features that can be placed in 

different typological sequences, creating a chronology for the evolution of a specific shape or 

characteristic. This method provides a relative date for contexts in which these diagnostic 

elements are found.218  

 According to Furumark, it was possible to define two main phases in the development 

of Mycenaean pottery, the first one is characterized by heavy Minoan influences (LH I-LH IIA), 

 
211 Furumark 1941a, XVII. 
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218 Furumark 1941a, 5-6. 
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and the second is characterized by an “independent” development of the features (LH IIB-LH 

III).219   

Furumark listed three chronological phases (LH I, LH II, and LH III), that can be further 

divided into sub-phases.220 LH II is divided in two phases (A, and B), and LH III is divided in 

three phases (A, B, and C). LH IIIA is further divided in two periods (1 and 2) due to the fact 

that LH IIIA1 is a transitional phase from LH IIB, while LH IIIA2 is characterized by proper 

LH IIIA features. LH IIIC is organized in two phases, LH IIIC1 bearing proper LH IIIC 

features, and LH IIIC2 corresponding to the Submycenaean. In addition, every phase is 

characterized by an earlier and later stage of development.221  

To define pottery chronological phases, Furumark established the use of the term 

“Mycenaean” instead of the “Late Helladic” definition, since the early stages of Mycenaean 

culture (i.e. LH I and LH II) bear traces of EH and MH features, and because the geographical 

expansion of Mycenaean pottery differs from that of purely Helladic productions.222 Furumark 

recognized four main phases in the development of Mycenaean pottery, (Myc. I, Myc. II-III 

A:1, Myc. III A:2-III B, Myc. III C). For each phase Furumark provides information about the 

raw materials used, the fashioning methods, and the decorative techniques.223 Thus, the phases 

of Mycenaean development are, according to Furumark, Myc I, Myc IIA, Myc IIB, Myc IIIA:1, 

Myc IIIA:2, Myc IIIB, Myc IIIC:1, Myc IIIC:2. He noted problems regarding the transition 

from Myc II and Myc III, as well as the sequencing of Myc III in sub-phases are addressed.224 

Furumark aimed to provide a “system of reference” for the study of Mycenaean pottery 

by organizing vessels into categories according to their morphological features. His system is 

based on the difference between “forms” and “types”. 225  “Forms” are general categories 

including vessels sharing the same type of geometrical profile: “conical-piriform shapes”; 

“depressed ovoid and related shapes”; “globular shapes”; “ovoid shapes”; “alabastron-shapes”; 

“closed angular-cylindrical shapes”; “semi-globular cups and bowls”; “conical cups and 

bowls”; “angular-cylindrical cups”; “stemmed cups”; “stemmed bowls”; “Levanto-Mycenaean 

IIIB cups”; “various specialized shapes”; and “various domestic vessels”. Each “form” then 

includes a series of different “types”, i.e., variants of the main sample. “Forms” and “types” are 
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numbered in a progressive sequence, organized according to functional and typological 

considerations (“storage vessels, pouring vessels, funnel vessels, cups, bowls, various vessels, 

and accessory vessels”). 226  Furumark recognizes 103 forms and 336 types, and provides 

references to archaeological material for each category.227  The publication also includes a 

“summary” of the forms and a discussion about their origin (Minoan, Helladic, or Mycenaean 

prototypes), as well as a description of the evolution of the “accessories”, such as lips, necks 

and spouts, handles, bases) over time, given their importance in the definition of forms and 

types.228 

Furumark also analysed Mycenaean decoration “morphologically, typologically, and 

stylistically”.229 He provides information about the origins of Mycenaean decoration, including 

a discussion about Minoan and Middle Helladic decorative motifs and styles, and a description 

of the evolution of Mycenaean decorative styles over time. 230  According to Furumark, 

Mycenaean decorative motives and styles owe much to LM I. His publication includes a section 

about “The Successive Styles of Mycenaean Decoration”, containing a detailed account of 

Mycenaean decorative styles, organized chronologically. For each style, he provides a 

description of the “decorative elements”, and the “syntax”, as well as an analysis of the main 

features of the style and of its origins and chronological development (“origin and 

character”).231 Furumark argued that in Myc III motifs are standardized and simplified, and that 

in the later stages they use their original meaning and can be used as features and fillers in 

“ornamental compositions”. A “pictorial style” also develops in Myc III, characterized by the 

fact that the decorative composition is more important than the individual motifs.232  

Furumark examined all decorative motifs found on Mycenaean pottery, presenting their 

origin, chronological evolution, and general arrangement on the surface of the vessels. He 

further discussed the association of some motifs with specific shapes. 233  All motifs are 

numbered in a progressive sequence, according to the subject depicted (“[1] human beings and 

terrestrial animals (1-8), [2] floral motives (9-19), [3] marine motives (20-31), [4] rock patterns 

(32-34), [5] other pictorial motives (35-40), [6] abstract curvilinear motives (41-53), [7] abstract 
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rectilinear motives (54-61A), [8] various more complicated abstract designs (62-75), [9] surface 

decoration of a specific kind (76-78)”).234 

At the end of the publication, Furumark listed the material he used to compile his 

system, grouping vessels and sherds according to their provenance.235 

Furumark published a second volume, dealing with the dating methods and 

chronological evolution of Mycenaean pottery. He stressed the importance of studying pottery 

in context to obtain a proper dating, especially with regards to plain and common wares.236 The 

publication contained a comprehensive scheme of the distribution of forms and types over time, 

presenting a summary of the main typological features of each period.237  It discusses the 

importance of settlements and burial assemblages for the study of Mycenaean pottery, 

recognizing the prominent role historically held by funerary contexts in the approach to the 

subject.238 

Furumark further provided a classification of pottery assemblages, based on their 

typological and stylistic features. Groups of pottery found together in the same contexts are 

defined as “find groups”. They can either be “homogeneous”, if they all belong to the same 

style, or “complex”, if it is possible to recognize more than one pottery style.239 If it is possible 

to determine that a group of various vessel types is produced and exploited during a single 

chronological period, the assemblage is called a “closed find group”. “Homogeneous find 

groups” and “closed find groups” are considered “qualified find groups”. If a series of vessel 

types is grouped based on stylistic considerations, it is considered an “unqualified find 

group”.240 

Furumark provided a catalogue of the pottery groups he studied for the purposes of his 

publication. The catalogue is organized by period and context of the material. For each period, 

“closed find groups” are presented first, followed by “homogeneous” and “unqualified find 

groups”.241 
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Since Furumark was not able to finish and publish his drawings because of the start of 

the Second World War, in 1966 Paul Åstrӧm decided to edit a volume of plates.242 Åstrӧm was 

in fact struggling when using Furumark’s publications since the only comparative figures where 

the few drawings published in the volumes.243 He also decided to reprint the two original 

volumes in 1972. Furumark was actively involved in the editing of the volume of plates, until 

his death in 1982. Excavation reports and Mountjoy’s 1986 publication were used as a guideline 

for the publication of this volume, containing pictures of material from museums and 

archaeological excavations.244 The publication is a useful tool and integration to the volumes 

about the typology and chronology of Mycenaean pottery.  

3.1.2 Elizabeth W. French 

Despite the preeminence of Furumark’s work with Mycenaean pottery, in the second half of the 

20th century Elizabeth W. French addressed the lack of material coming from settlement 

contexts. Using the pottery assemblages found at Mycenae, French furthered the discussion 

about Mycenaean pottery in settlement contexts. Between 1939 and 1950, 10 pottery groups 

were found at Mycenae, covering all the chronological phases between LH IIIA and LH IIIC.245 

French used this material to define the distinctive features of each period in a series of articles 

published in The Annual of the British School at Athens and in the Archäologischer Anzeiger 

between 1963 and 1969. 246  Each article describes in detail the material dated to each 

chronological phase, presenting a description of the contexts, a catalogue of the vessels, a 

presentation of the most frequent shapes and motifs, and a general discussion on the main 

typological and stylistic features of the period. The first article of the series includes a general 

description of the 10 deposits, and their location within the site of Mycenae.247 

The first deposit French analysed was the Atreus Bothros, a dump discovered in 1939 

close to the Treasury of Atreus. The deposit includes mostly fragmentary material from LH II 

Late to LH IIIA2 Early, but it is mostly made up of LH IIIA1 vessels. The deposit is divided in 

two sections by the dromos of the Treasury of Atreus. The north section contained MH and LH 

I-II material, while the south section contained material spanning from LH II to LH IIIA1. 

French was then able to define, in detail, shapes and motifs characterizing LH IIIA1, especially 
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with regards to open shapes, and observe the main differences between LH II, LH IIIA1, and 

LH IIIA2.248 

Four deposits are taken into account to define LH IIIA2, Petsas’ House, a pottery 

workshop found in 1950, and three terraces supporting LH IIIB Houses. The “Terrace below 

the House of the Oil Merchant” was discovered in 1950 and excavated in 1952 and 1959, the 

“Terrace below the House of Shields” was investigated in 1953, and the “Terrace on the Atreus 

Ridge”, close to the Treasury of Atreus and supporting the “House of Lead”, was uncovered in 

1955. Given that LH IIIA2 was a prosperous period for pottery production, and that LH IIIB1 

was characterized by increased building activity, many LH IIIA2 vessels and sherds were 

retrieved in LH IIIB1 foundation fills. Analysing the material from these contexts, French 

identified two main elements marking the transition from LH IIIA1 to LH IIIA2, including the 

introduction of the unpainted kylix (Furumark Shape, FS 274), and of the vertical whorl-shell 

(Furumark Motif, FM 23). She further theorized a distinction between LH IIIA2 Early and 

Late.249 

French was able to identify two distinctive phases within LH IIIB: LH IIIB1, identified 

in the houses located by the Tomb of Clytemnestra and by the Atreus Ridge, and LH IIIB2, 

identified in in the material retrieved in some buildings inside and outside the Citadel. In 

addition, the deposit of the Citadel House presents a sequence of LH IIIB2 material stratified 

on LH IIIB1 vessels.250 

The analysis of the highly fragmented material dug by M.S.F. Hood in 1952 by the 

Prehistoric Cemetery, Central, Areas III and IV, in the supporting wall of the Tomb of 

Clytemnestra, allowed French to define the prominent elements of LH IIIB1. The deposit 

showed a rather limited typological range of vessels, including mostly open shapes.251 French 

defined the association of patterned deep bowls and kylikes as the main distinctive feature of 

the period, since in LH IIIB2 kylikes are plain. Another significant feature to identify an LH 

IIIB1 is the presence of Zygouries kylikes, FS 258A.252 

Further evidence to define the main features of LH IIIB1 came from the material 

retrieved in the destruction levels of the houses by the Tomb of Clytemnestra and by the Atreus 
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Ridge (House of Shields, House of the Oil Merchant, West House, House of Sphinxes).253 The 

deposits were excavated between 1950 and 1961, and all contained both plain and painted 

vessels as well as storage vessels.254 Additional information was gather by the analysis of the 

deposit found in 1954 between the House of the Oil Merchant and the House of Shields, and 

Bothros, north of the West House found in 1961. The deposits contained mostly closed shapes, 

with only few open shapes. The most common shapes of the period appeared to be piriform jars 

and stirrup jars, with a large presence of amphoras and jars as well.255 

LH IIIB2 is again represented in the material retrieved in the “Perseia, Trench L'' 

deposit, close to the Great Poros Wall, and investigated in 1952-1953 by William Taylour.256 

The destruction of the Great Poros Wall seems to have been contemporary to the destruction of 

the citadel.257 Before French’s publication of the LH IIIB2 material from Mycenae, there were 

only a few examples of the period, despite its importance. LH IIIB2 precedes a phase of 

destructive and traumatic events linked with the destruction of the palaces.258 The period is 

characterized by the presence of large quantities of Deep Bowls Group B, and by the absence 

of painted kylikes. The motifs used to decorate the vessels show a clear cut with the preceding 

periods, including the disappearance of the flower, a motif introduced in LH IIIA. French also 

addressed the problems in defining the transition from LH IIIB2 to LH IIIC, and the issue 

connected with the definition of LH IIIC.259 

French discussed the problems connected with the identification of LH IIIC material 

and redefined the typological and stylistic features of the period. While studying the material 

from the excavations at Mycenae, French identified a distinctive set of features, needed to 

assign a pottery assemblage to this chronological phase. Distinctive elements of LH IIIC 

assemblages include prominent use of spirals as decorative motifs, linear shallow angular 

bowls, monochrome interiors for open shapes, and the introduction of medium band deep 

bowls. According to French, these features are common in the earliest stages of LH IIIC. She 

highlighted the need for more publications on LH IIIC pottery, in order to be able to clearly 

identify and define the various phases of the period.260 French claimed that the stage described 
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in the article can be tentatively called “LH IIIC Early”, while arguing for the abandonment of 

Furumark’s “LH IIIC2” definition in favour of the term "Submycenaean".261 

3.1.3 Penelope A. Mountjoy 

While working on material from Mycenae, Penelope A. Mountjoy was classifying sherds found 

during the excavations, but given the paucity of publications on the subject of Mycenaean 

pottery it was a difficult task. Most Mycenaean pottery samples were published as part of 

excavation reports and museum catalogues, and there was not a comprehensive, updated 

publication on the subject of Mycenaean pottery. Furumark’s publication described only 

complete vessels, and did not deal with fragmentary material, making it hard for Mountjoy to 

complete a typological analysis on the specimens she was working on. In addition, newly 

retrieved material from excavations at Mycenae and Tiryns required a refinement of 

Furumark’s work. Mountjoy also took into consideration the more recent subdivisions 

developed by French, building on French’s work for her description of the phases. To provide 

scholars with a tool for the analysis of both Mycenaean complete vessels and sherds, Mountjoy 

published her monograph “Mycenaean Decorated Pottery: A Guide to Identification”. In the 

publication, Mountjoy analysed only the most common shapes and decorative motifs, and 

changed some of Furumark’s definitions according to the most recent studies on Mycenaean 

pottery. She also recommended that all scholars used a common terminology to define shapes, 

and called for the use of FS (Furumark Shape) numbers when describing typologies.262 She 

further provided detailed drawings of both complete and fragmentary specimens. 

 In Mountjoy's work, shapes are presented according to their chronology. For each 

chronological period, a brief introduction is given, including the main sites providing material 

dated to the phase. She also includes a section about the most common shapes in the period, 

including the appearance and disappearance of certain types of vessels. The following section 

then deals with decoration and motifs. Each FM (Furumark Motif) is thoroughly described in 

relation to the types of vessels it is most frequently identified on. A description of the most 

common shapes of the period follows. The vessels are divided by closed and open shapes, and 

organized according to their FS number. For each type, Mountjoy provides drawings of a 

complete profile and of fragmentary material, a detailed description of all the morphological 

and decorative features, and a section about possible “misidentification” with other shapes.   
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After reviewing her work on Mycenaean pottery, Mountjoy published another 

monograph on the subject in 1993.263 This publication is an introduction to the importance of 

the analysis of pottery for the study of the Aegean Bronze Age, and deals with the development 

of Mycenaean pottery in relation to the main events occurring in each chronological phase. She 

outlines the difference between “ceramic phases” and “historical periods”, stressing that their 

chronologies do not necessarily align, but that the analysis of “ceramic phases” helps with the 

understanding of “historical periods”.264 In the same publication Mountjoy offers a refined 

chronological sequence for the Bronze Age on the Greek mainland, based on cross-referencing 

material from Egypt and the Near East. She stresses that the transitional phases were not 

traumatic events, but were smooth evolutions of some relevant features from one period to the 

next one.265 

After a description of the main events characterizing each chronological phase, 

Mountjoy proceeds to the main shapes and decorative styles for each period. Contrary to her 

previous publication, she also considers unpainted wares. Each section includes several 

drawings to help the reader recognize the distinctive features of each chronological phase. 

The last section of her publication deals with the importance of pottery in the 

interpretation of settlements and funerary contexts. Mountjoy thoroughly describes the types of 

assemblages that could be found in settlements and cemeteries, specifying the typological range 

of shapes usually found in such contexts.266 The last section of the book concerns the role of 

pottery in the trade of various items. Mountjoy distinguishes three main categories of vessels 

used for trade, including “containers”, “fine drinking vessels”, and “pictorial” vessels.267 She 

continues by discussing evidence of Mycenaean trade connections with neighbouring regions, 

where Mycenaean vessels have been discovered including Egypt, the Near East, Asia Minor, 

Cyprus, and Italy.268       

In 1999, Mountjoy published two volumes concerning the regional trends of Mycenaean 

pottery, providing a detailed account of the most common shapes and decorative motifs in the 

regions of the Mycenaean world during each chronological phase.269 The material analysed for 

the purposes of this classification does not include plain vessels, and comes mainly from 
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funerary assemblages. Mountjoy argues that understanding regional preferences for pottery 

typologies and styles, as well as intra-regional patterns might help shed new light on the 

ongoing interactions in the Mycenaean world. She also outlines that petrographic analysis 

shows that high quality productions were not only fashioned in the Argolid, but rather by a 

series of different workshops that were located across the various regions of Mycenaean 

Greece.270 

Mountjoy’s comprehensive work on Mycenaean pottery is still essential for the study 

of the subject by modern archaeologists. Her work, however, did not settle one of the major 

problems in the study of the Aegean Bronze Age, the definition of LH IIIC. French had already 

pointed out the problems in defining the major features and interior sequencing of the period, 

as well as its relationship with LH IIIB and the Submycenaean.271 In the early 2000s, a series 

of three workshops were organized in Vienna to properly define LH IIIC.  

3.1.4 Defining LH IIIC 

Furumark had already recognized a strong connection between LH IIIB2 and LH IIIC.272 

However, Mountjoy points out that Furumark discussed the period by mainly looking at 

funerary assemblages, with little evidence from settlements.273  Discoveries at Mycenae,274 

Lefkandi,275 Korakou,276 and Perati277 allowed Mountjoy to better define the main features of 

LH IIIC.278 In her 1997 article about the pottery from the destruction levels at Pylos, she defined 

a new “Transitional LH IIIB2-LH IIIC Early” phase in order to resolve the issues related to LH 

IIIB2 assemblages with LH IIIC Early features.279 The article includes a detailed list of shapes 

characterizing the phase, which she had already recognized in the material from Thorikos in 

1995.280 In her 1999 publications, Mountjoy includes the “Transitional phase” as a separate 

chronological period between LH IIIB2 and LH IIIC.281 Many scholars did not agree with 

Mountjoy’s chronological sequencing of ceramic phases, since the “Transitional phase” could 
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not be recognized in the stratigraphy.282 Additionally, some of the assemblages assigned to this 

phase by Mountjoy were lacking LH IIIB2 distinctive features, such as Group B deep bowls 

and Rosette deep bowls.283 Another controversy in the interpretation of LH IIIC is the definition 

of the transitional phase to the Iron Age. Mountjoy defined this period as “Submycenaean”, 

whereas Rutter in 1977 had defined it as “LH IIIC Phase 5” and wrote “A Plea for the 

Abandonment of the Term Submycenaean”.284 

In fact, Moutjoy’s system came after a significant improvement in the understanding of 

LH IIIC, and of its internal sequencing, outlined by Rutter’s 1977 description of the period.285 

Rutter defines the earlier stages of LH IIIC as “LH IIIC Phase 1”, and as being characterized 

by the presence of some residual LH IIIB features, as well as some new shapes, including 

monochrome deep bowls and cups with monochrome or linear interiors.286 This phase was later 

referred to by Mountjoy as the “Transitional phase”. Mountjoy’s LH IIIC Early corresponds to 

Rutter’s Phases 2-3, and LH IIIC Middle to Phase 4.287 LH IIIC Phase 2 lacks significant 

evidence, especially from settlements; it is mainly represented by material from Korakou and 

Lefkandi, and bears strong similarities with Phase 3. Phase 4 is recognized in the material from 

the "Granary" at Mycenae, and is characterized by strong regionalism. The phase is marked by 

the appearance of the trefoil mouthed juglet and of the so-called “White ware” at Lefkandi.288 

This period corresponds with the major destructions at palatial sites, including Mycenae.289 The 

later stages of LH IIIC are defined by Rutter as “Phase 5” and feature very few typological and 

stylistic innovations.290 The earlier stages of LH IIIC Phase 5 were labelled by Mountjoy as LH 

IIIC Late and the later stages of Phase 5 as the “Submycenaean” period.291 Rutter states that 

this phase is recognized on the basis of the disappearance of previously known features, rather 

than by the introduction of new ones.292  
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In the early 2000s, scholars focused on the definition of LH IIIC in a series of three 

workshops held in Vienna. The workshops were organized as part of the “End of the Mycenaean 

Culture Project” by the Austrian Academy of Sciences, to promote interactions and discussions 

among scholars on such topics.293 

The interest in the study of LH IIIC was sparked by the fact that this phase is crucial to 

understand Mycenaean influences on later Greek history in the first millennium BCE. LH IIIC 

is a transitional phase between the Bronze Age and the Iron Age, although less sophisticated 

than the previous periods. The main goal of the workshops was to establish a chronology for 

LH IIIC. Given that trades and contacts with other Mediterranean cultures, such as Egypt and 

the Levantine coast were not as frequent as in previous periods, cross-findings could not be 

used to date material from LH IIIC. Dating was then based on the analysis of pottery, but 

scholars did not agree on the sequencing of pottery styles.294 According to Salvatore Vitale, the 

transition from LH IIIB2 to LH IIIC was a smooth one, and it is not surprising that some LH 

IIIC Early features started to develop in the later stages of LH IIIB2.295  

The first workshop took place in 2001, and focused on the definition of LH IIIC and on 

the analysis of the earlier stages of the period. Participants agreed on identifying LH IIIC as the 

phase following the destruction which occurred at the main palatial sites, including Mycenae, 

Tiryns and Midea.296 LH IIIC features the use of iron to produce objects of daily use and a 

decrease in the production of prestige items. The period appears to be characterized by forms 

of regionalism, especially during the Middle phase, and by a decrease in the complexity of the 

motifs used to decorate vessels.297 The second workshop was held in 2004, and focused on the 

middle phases of LH IIIC,298 and the third one was held in 2009 and concerned the later stages 

and transition to the Iron Age.299 As a result of the three workshops, the division of LH IIIC in 

three main phases was praised (Early, Middle, and Late), even though the advantage of regional, 

detailed chronologies was recognized as well.300 According to Spyros Iakovidis, the current 

tripartite system derives directly from Furumark’s description of LH IIIC.301 
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The issues related to the transition from LH IIIC to the Early Iron Age were discussed 

in the third workshop.302 In 1978, Rutter had already expressed his opinion against the use of 

the term “Submycenaean”.303 According to him, the term was defined only on the basis of 

funerary assemblages, and cannot be applied to the description of settlements. Rutter suggests 

the use of “geographical and chronological indicators such as ‘Western Attic’ LH IIIC Phase 

5”, rather than the term “Submycenaean”, in order to avoid confusion related to the possible 

overlapping of two different cultural assemblages (Mycenaean and Submycenaean). 304 

Participants of the third Viennese workshop, though, concluded that “Submycenaean ought to 

be viewed as a separate chronological phase rather than merely a pottery style”, given the array 

of phenomena and innovations connected to the transition from the Mycenaean period to the 

Early Iron Age.305  

The workshop also defined the main features of the three phases of LH IIIC. The Early 

phase is characterized by a slow decrease in the complexity of the decorations applied to the 

vessel, and by a mild regionalism.306  In LH IIIC Middle, regionalism is highly pronounced and 

vessels are decorated in very intricate styles (Close Style, Octopus Style, Pleonastic Style, and 

Pictorial Style), although some productions show preference for simpler decorations (i.e. 

monochrome, linear, and Granary Style).307 According to Mountjoy, the earliest stages of LH 

IIIC Middle (Developed) are characterized by the execution of easier decorations, whereas in 

the later stages (Advanced) vessels present more intricate decorations. 308  Overall, Tobias 

Mühlenbruch defines the Advanced stage of LH IIIC Middle as a period of major changes, 

opposed to the rather static “Developed” stage, which is characterized by a smooth transition 

from LH IIIC Early.309 In LH IIIC Late, vessels are characterized by simpler decorations, if not 

monochrome, and by less globular profiles.310 

3.2 Production centres and producers 

Despite the in-depth and thorough studies on Mycenaean pottery, there is a lack of evidence 

and literature concerning production centres. Some scholars have pointed out that studies 
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regarding Mycenaean pottery workshops have suffered from the debate surrounding the 

relationship between the workshops and other political and religious institutions.311 In addition, 

when describing pottery workshops archaeologists tend to focus on the description of the 

individual architectural components, rather than on the workshop as a whole.312 

A workshop is a confined space, devoted to the performance of an activity on a regular 

basis (daily, weekly, monthly, yearly) in a systematic manner.313 Eleni Hasaki adapts these two 

parameters from Robin Torrence’s discussion on stone tool production centres to the definition 

of a workshop. 314  Additionally, Ipihegia Tournavitou specifies that a structure used as a 

workshop does not necessarily need to have been built for that primary purpose.315   The 

workshop is usually located close to the source of the raw materials in an attempt to reduce 

production costs.316 

Concerning Mycenaean production centres, Tournavitou distinguishes between 

“domestic” and “permanent” workshops.317 Domestic workshops are working areas located 

inside the house of the craftsman that are not equipped with specialized structures, and do not 

require specialized tools to work in. The inhabitants do not rely economically on the 

performance of this activity, as the artisan is involved in other activities as well. Mycenaean 

permanent workshops can either be directly dependent on the Palace (which also provides them 

with raw materials) or be set in settlements and function independently. 318  The palatial 

administration could have seized the products needed for the functioning of the state or accept 

those products as a form of taxation (see sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.4).319 

The transition of pottery production from a cottage industry to a specialized one in 

Bronze Age Greece can be traced back to EH II.320 Michael L. Galaty suggests that by the EBA 

in Messenia some potters might have begun producing a surplus of vessels for trade.321 The 
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production system then shifted from being primarily home-base to being organized in 

workshops.322 

Since agricultural exploitation calls for large amounts of storage space, the production 

of larger ceramic containers such as pithoi begin to appear in EH II.323 Wiencke argues that the 

production of pithoi, at least in the earliest stages, is performed by itinerant potters, moving 

across a region with their set of technological skills and specialized tools and adapting to local 

potting traditions.324 

3.2.1 Identifying workshops 

Attempts at identifying pottery workshops have been made by archaeologists through time. The 

identification of a workshop is usually based on the analysis of two elements: the study of the 

morphological and decorative features of the final products, and the presence of a kiln in the 

area. Defining the type of production based on the quality of the pottery produced in the 

workshop can be a deceiving parameter, since a lower quality of production can be related to 

both home-made based systems and large-scale production.325 Unfinished or poorly finished 

surfaces are not indicators of a specific type of productive system, but rather indicate the 

function of the vessel. Cooking pots, for example, have rougher and plain surfaces (since they 

have to withstand high temperatures) whereas tableware is produced in finer fabrics, and is 

characterized by finished surfaces. Robin Torrence, however, outlines that the introduction of 

large-scale productions usually implies the decrease of the quality of the final product to cut 

production costs, and achieve a higher production rate.326 

Eleni Hasaki presents a series of features that could benefit the identification of pottery 

workshops. They include both structural elements (“permanent features”), such as the presence 

of structures to purify the clay and to fire the final products, and the presence on the site of the 

raw materials used to shape a vessel, the pot itself, and the tools used by the potters to fashion 

the product.327 
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Hasaki’s research is based on the six parameters identified by Tournavitou in 1988 to 

identify the presence of a workshop. They include both structural and functional criteria. 

Tournavitou makes a distinction between “domestic workshops” and “permanent 

workshops”.328 Concerning the architectural plans of workshops, Tournavitou states that there 

are no peculiar structural features to classify a building as a workshop. Internal structures 

functional to the production of a specific artefact differ based on the type of workshop.329 In 

the case of pottery production, for example, a “domestic workshop” does not require a proper 

kiln to fire the vessel, since a simple oven can be used. “Permanent workshops” depend on the 

presence of a firing kiln in the neighbouring areas to function. Nevertheless, according to 

Tournavitou, a common feature of all types of pottery workshops is the presence of an open 

area in the proximity of the building, used to perform part of the productive process (e.g. 

purifying the clay or drying the vessels).330  

The presence of objects at various stages of the productive process (i.e. raw material, 

misfired products, final products), together with assemblages of wrongful productions might 

indicate the existence of a workshop in the area. Finding objects relating to the production of 

pottery, such a wheel disc, is another criterion to identify a workshop.331 In the case of pottery 

production, though, if the production is domestic, the vessels can be handbuilt and fired in the 

oven, leaving no traces of the tools used for their production. Pottery assemblages might be a 

feeble indicator for the identification of workshops, even though the large presence of a 

typologically uniform pottery assemblage might indicate the presence of a “permanent 

workshop”.332 

3.2.2 Pottery production and the Palace 

Paul Halstead describes the redistributive palatial system as being based on the role of the 

palace in the collection, exchange, and relocation of raw materials, and workforce within the 

region subject to palatial influence. The archaeological records testify to the wide distribution 

of Mycenaean products all over the Mediterranean, and the presence of exotic raw materials 

and productions in the Aegean. The trade of raw materials and finished objects might have been 
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part of a system of “diplomatic gifts”, possibly including the relocation of specialized craftsmen 

in other regions of the Mediterranean as part of these “diplomatic exchanges”.333 

The palace would obtain the resources needed for its craft industries by an array of 

different economic relationships with the surrounding areas.334 Although taxation (both in the 

forms of goods requisition and corvées) has been cited as one of the main methods for the palace 

to acquire products from the region under its authority, it seems that taxation was also organized 

on a local level, without the direct involvement of the palace. In addition, the palace would own 

cattle and land to exploit for agricultural purposes, being able to directly control the production 

of specific types of crops.335 

The archaeological record and the Linear B tablets are the two main sources that provide 

information about the organization of the palatial system.336 Todd Whitelaw recognizes a partial 

involvement of the palace in certain economic activities, outlining that activities not directly 

connected to the palace are testified only by material records rather than written sources.337 

Linear B tablets can be used as valuable source of information to understand the relationship 

between pottery workshops and the palace. Since the only type of activities recorded on the 

tablets are those directly connected with the palace, there is no evidence for “domestic 

workshops” or independent craftsmen.338 Tablets retrieved from the palace archives refer only 

to the last months of the palace's activity, providing a rather limited chronological frame for 

any consideration regarding the general economic organization of the community. 339  In 

addition, according to Halstead, the tablets record only transactions involving the acquisition 

of goods required by the palace as “obligations”, and do not mention other “irregular, non-

obligatory transitions” between the palace and the local community. 

Analysing the Linear B tablets, it is possible to recognize two main types of relationships 

between the palace and the workshops. In the ta-ra-si-ja system, the palace would provide the 

raw materials to the craftsmen, who then returned at least part of the finished products to the 

palace.340 This system required a group of “supervisors” or "collectors" that were connecting 

the various workshops located in the hinterland of the palace and the palace itself to function.341 
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In the o-pa system, the craftsmen would work on and finish half-processed products.342 The 

palace would repay the craftsmen with food supplies, land, or by letting them keep a share of 

the finished products. According to Michael Galaty the exploitation of any of those systems 

was more economically convenient for the palace, compared to the imposition of corvées.343 

Historically, there have been different interpretations regarding the involvement of the 

Palace in the production of pottery. The level of involvement of the palatial administration in 

this activity is subject to debate and remains an open question. The few references to pottery in 

Linear B tables seem to indicate that the Palace was not interested in controlling pottery 

production. The Linear B tablets, though, do not address all aspects of the palatial economy, 

and the absence of a large number of references to pottery cannot be taken as a certain sign of 

the Palace’s indifference to the matter.344 

Tournavitou further distinguishes between “Permanent palatial workshops” and 

“[Permanent] Non palatial workshops”. The difference between these two types of “permanent 

workshops” is the connection to the palace, expressed both by the geographical proximity of 

the workshop to the palace, the presence of administrative documents retrieved in the structure, 

and the fact that “Permanent palatial workshops” rely on the palace for the supplying of raw 

materials.345 Carl Knappett argues that the large presence of clay sources in the Aegean, and 

the ease to extract the material from the source, did not require direct palatial involvement in 

the production of pottery.346 The sources are abundant and easy to locate, and the palatial 

administration does not need to provide assistance for the acquisition of the clay or manage the 

exploitation of the raw materials to make sure they do not run out. This might also be the reason 

why pottery production is only cited a few times in the tablets. The tablets were used to record 

the amount of raw materials provided to each craftsman, to be able to ensure that the quantity 

of finished product delivered to the palace was appropriate and proportional to the quantity of 

raw materials each craftsman was given.347 If the palace was not providing potters with the clay 

they needed to produce the vessels, officials did not feel the need to register activities related 

to the production of pottery. 
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In the Palatial period the palace partially controlled the production of pottery, without 

preventing the existence of independent workshops and craftsmen.348 This assumption is based 

on the analysis of four main productive aspects, crucial to define the involvement and the 

control of the palace over a certain production activity. These included the availability of the 

raw material needed for the production of the object, the scale of the production, the proximity 

of workshops to the palace, and the importance of the products for the survival of the 

community.349 In addition, the production of pottery was functional to the performance of other 

palatial activities, such as the trade of “olive oil, perfumed oil, and wine”.350  Galaty and 

Knappett support this theory, arguing that the palatial administration was involved in the 

production of pottery, depending on the needs of the palace,351 and stressing the importance of 

the “non-palatial economy” for the correct functioning of the Mycenaean society.352  

The matter of the involvement of the Palace in the production of pottery does not stand 

alone and independently from the problems related to the organization of the Mycenaean 

economic and administrative system. In the past, the Palace was seen as a pervasive authority 

controlling every aspect of Mycenaean society, including the production of pottery (see for 

example the case of the “King’s potter”).353 In more recent years, a new theory has been 

suggested, identifying the Palace as an agent in a wider production system. According to this 

interpretation, the Palace was deeply involved only in the crafting of a limited group of 

products. In which case, the interest of the Palace in the production of pottery was particularly 

relevant when it was in need of a large quantity of pottery to fulfil specific tasks, such as 

feasting, or of specific shapes.354 The most compelling argument seems to be the one presented 

by Knappett who argues that pottery production was not “overseen” nor “overlooked” by the 

palace, resulting in an “attached/independent model”.355 This model, though, needs to be further 

analysed and investigated, particularly because “its simple distinction between two production 

modes cannot do justice to the diversity of relationship that may exist between producers and 

élite consumers”.356  
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The analysis of the pottery deposits at the Palace of Nestor at Pylos offers an interesting 

insight on the organization of the pottery production in the Mycenaean society. Four large 

deposits were discovered in four rooms in the palace (Rooms 9, 18-22, 60, 67-68; cf. Figure 

3.1), containing more than 8000 vessels. The deposits were mostly made up of drinking vessels, 

especially a large amount of kylikes, except for the deposit in rooms 67-68, which contained 

mainly coarse wears. 357  Todd Whitelaw suggests that the deposits were the result of the 

seasonal acquisition of pottery by the palace, and the large quantities of tablewares were used 

to perform ritual ceremonies.358 According to Knappett and Whitelaw, the palace had to store 

large numbers of vessels for year round use, since potting was seasonal activity.359. It was 

performed during the summer, mainly due to the need of using outdoor spaces to dry the 

vessels.360  

This type of organization, including a low involvement of the palace in the production 

of pottery, would explain the paucity of mentions about pottery in the Linear B tablets. All of 

the four potters mentioned in the tablets from Pylos hold a special position in the social structure 

(see section 3.1.4).361 Palaima362 and Whitelaw both argue that the palace had no control over 

the production of pottery, but rather various officials would acquire the supplies needed by a 

limited number of workshops (given the homogeneity of the deposits), located close by the 

palace.363 Linear B tablets contain few mentions about pottery production since the palace was 

not directly involved in the production system, but was an agent of the wider regional economic 

system, buying its supplies from local workshops.364 

Susan M. Lupack contends that religious centres were an active component of the 

Mycenaean economic system as well. They were independent from the central authority of the 

palace, and self-sufficient, sometimes controlling some production activities.365 Lupak presents 

the case of the potter’s workshop at Berbati as an extraordinary case of a production centre 

including ritual installations. The workshop was not controlled by a sanctuary, but hosted ritual 

installations to protect and propitiate the production.366 
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While digging at the settlement of Berbati, Åke Åkerström identified a potter’s 

workshop.367 The settlement of Berbati is located in the Berbati Valley, close to Mycenae (an 

hour’s walk according to Åkerström) and was inhabited from the MH to LH IIIB.368 An LH II 

potter’s workshop was identified due to the presence of a kiln and production waste. Åkerström 

also describes a ritual installation connected to the workshop. In LH IIIA, a larger structure was 

built on top of the workshop;369 although it is likely that this structure also functioned as a 

potter’s workshop, it was not possible to identify a kiln.370 The excavator was able to identify 

two other ritual assemblages in the proximity of this structure (a channel containing a foot of a 

drinking vessel, and an annex to the main building with a pierced krater fixed in the floor). 

Åkerström recognizes a deep connection between the site and the palatial centre of Mycenae, 

and in more recent years Ann-Louise Schallin has suggested that Mycenae might actually have 

controlled the pottery production at Berbati.371 The productions included Grey Minyan ware 

and, in the later stages, LH IIIA-LH IIIB Pictorial pottery, which was exported throughout the  

Aegean.372 Lupak suggests that the Pictorial pottery was produced by specialized potters in 

Berbati, and then traded by representatives of the Palace.373 

3.2.3 Pottery workshops and kilns 

Firing is the last phase of the productive process of pottery, it irreversibly transforms the raw 

material into the final product. During this stage, the clay releases the water trapped in its 

structure and loses its plasticity. Depending on the type of production, firing often requires a 

purpose-built kiln. Identifying one of these kilns may help to recognize ceramics workshops. 

Before addressing the problems connected to the identification of workshops through the 

presence of kilns, the main components of a kiln will be briefly discussed. 

 The simplest firing method is the open fire, which does not require the construction of 

permanent structures. In the open fire, vessels are exposed directly to the flames; “heat [...] lasts 

for a short time [and] the temperature is uneven and uncontrolled”.374 However, the high quality 

and technological complexity of Mycenaean pottery called for the use of a more structured 

firing technique that would allow potters to control the firing condition and the distribution of 
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the heat. Mycenaean vessels were fired in updraft kilns with a separate firing chamber, where 

the vessels are placed, and a combustion chamber, where the fumes resulting from the firing of 

the fuel in the stoking chamber are conveyed. The two chambers are separated by a “perforated 

clay floor”,375 the eschara.376 The kilns have two breaches in the structure (the chimney and the 

stoking channel), which allow the heat to move upwards from the heat source.377 In the LBA, 

the kilns were covered by a dome that had to be rebuilt after each firing.378 

The general development of firing technology in the Bronze Age is related to the 

transition from small Neolithic communities to larger ones in the EBA. These communities 

started producing larger vessels to store agricultural supplies, which resulted in the need for 

larger firing structures.379 Given the large dimensions of the storage vessels (i.e. pithoi), they 

needed to be fired nearby the production centre, and not too far from their final location, in 

order not to damage them.380 This indicates that the identification of a kiln also suggests its 

proximity to a workshop. 

Neolithic firing structures are classified as ovens rather than proper kilns, and it was not 

until the EBA, a period of social change and specialization in pottery production, that “the 

construction of permanent ceramic kilns, where temperatures and atmospheres could be 

controlled” started.381 In the MBA firing structures evolved, and were structured into “two 

separate chambers divided by a perforated floor”.382 

Three MH pottery kilns were identified at Kirrha in Phocis.383 Two of them (kiln A and 

B) are characterized by a semi-globular plan. Kiln A was built after kiln B was no longer in 

use, and it is slightly larger (1,30 m in diameter) than the previous structure (1,20 m in 

diameter). Both kilns do not have eschara, and therefore the combustion chamber corresponds 

with the firing chamber. They also feature a bench.384  The third kiln is a more elaborate 

structure, with an eschara separating the combustion and firing chambers. This kin is larger 
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than kilns A and B (2,30 m in diameter) and has four walls in the combustion chamber for a 

better distribution of the heat, and to support the firing chamber.385 

The discussion about LBA kilns suffers from the improper recording of kilns as ovens 

or furnaces. Crete has a fairly consistent number of kilns dated to the MM-LM, although Hasaki 

outlines that these are mainly dated based on the pottery retrieved nearby the kilns386. However, 

this method provides a chronology for the abandonment of the kilns rather than for their 

construction and use. The shape of the kilns is usually circular, with few examples of 

rectangular structures being attested as well. In most cases, each production centre is serviced 

by only one kiln, with the exception of a few sites, including Gouves, which had multiple kilns 

serving the settlement.387  

The LM IIIB Potters’ Quarter at Gouves, is a network of pottery workshops, located in 

the modern town of Kato Gouves, in a fertile area with easy access to clay and water sources, 

and fuel for firing. The Quarter is located at the outskirts of the settlement for practical reasons, 

including the need to distance production activities from the houses and the need for the 

craftsmen to be close to the sources of the raw materials.388  If the final products were exported 

to other regions, such a location would reduce the distance between the workshops and the 

means of transportation, lowering the chances of breakage during the transport, and a reduction 

of transportation costs. 389  Remains of several potter’s wheels, a total of nine kilns, and 

“cisterns” used to purify the clay were identified in three building complexes at the site.390 The 

kilns were located outdoors, usually in the near proximity of the houses. The dimensions of the 

kilns suggests that they were used to fire small to medium vessels, though the possibility of 

firing a larger vessel filled with smaller pots is not excluded. It is not clear whether the kilns 

were functioning at the same time or if their different orientation indicates that they were 

exploited at different times of the year, depending on the weather conditions.391 

The location of the wheels and the kilns spread across three building complexes, 

suggests the existence of various workshops, possibly run by different families, and working 

independently. The general plan of the workshops is usually arranged in the same way, with 

the exception of one building being slightly larger (Building C1) and possibly indicating the 
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preeminent position of one craftsman over the other potters.392 The workshops seem to have 

been sharing the facilities located in the open areas around the buildings to fulfill the production 

stages that needed to be performed outside, such as purifying the clay, and drying the vessels. 

According to Despina Vallianou the workshops were part of a planned organization of the 

settlement, purposely built to fulfill the needs of the community. Apart from supplying the local 

community, it seems that the potters in Gouves were trading their products with the nearby 

regions, and travelling to neighbouring areas to produce specific types of vessels that required 

specialized skills to be fashioned (e.g. pithoi).393  

Another interesting structure on Crete was found at Hagia Triada and investigated by 

Doro Levi and Clelia Laviosa in 1976-1977, and again by Vincenzo La Rosa in 1977.394 The 

kiln was found near the Villa of Hagia Triada, and seems to have been related to a workshop 

located close by. The structure was organized in three sections, including an open area, a conical 

combustion chamber, and a rectangular firing chamber. The firing chamber and part of the 

combustion chamber were covered by layers of clay and tree branches, which were removed 

after each firing, while the section of the combustion chamber towards the entrance was covered 

by a layer of stones.395 The workshop was also involved in the distribution of the vessels.396 

The pottery production was controlled by and mostly intended for the Villa.397 This kiln is an 

unique example of a pottery production system fully embedded in the wider economic system 

of the Villa. Comparing the misfired products found in the kiln with the vessels found in the 

Villa and textual evidence from Linear A tablet HT 31, specialists managed to understand and 

interpret the consumption strategies of the Villa (see section 3.2.4).   

In the Mycenaean period the “circular kiln with central wall(s)” is the most commonly 

attested.398 As the name suggests, these kilns have a circular plan and a wall supporting the 

eschara. The diameter of Mycenaean kilns can be as wide as 2 m.399 

The location of the kilns within a settlement can help define whether the workshop(s) 

serving the settlements are “domestic” or “permanent”, as in the case of Asine. Two firing 

structures were identified in the Mycenaean lower town of Asine by the Swedish excavators, 
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one close by House H and one inside House I. The structures are oval, and have a combustion 

chamber and a firing chamber, divided by an eschara, according to the description of the 

excavators. The dome probably had multiple chimneys. The structure by House H was 

surrounded by ash and charcoal, while several sherds were found by the structure in House I.400 

In Asine: Results of the Swedish Excavations, 1922-1930, Alfred Westholm originally 

interpreted the structures as proper pottery kilns, but Brigitta Sjöberg challenges this 

interpretation.401 Given the indoors location of the two firing structures, Sjöberg interprets them 

as ovens, used to perform various activities in the house.402 Pottery production was not the 

primary activity of the inhabitants, but it was rather performed to support the needs of the 

household. Sjöberg describes both ovens as being used for various domestic purposes, including 

the production of pottery, which was performed as a “part-time” activity. The production would 

have supported the needs of the household and possibly of the town, but the workshop was not 

involved in long-distance distribution of the vessels. Sjöberg goes further by proposing a 

female-based pottery production system, since the ovens are located inside the houses, and it 

was therefore possible to fashion the vessels while performing other household activities.403 

These can be then considered an example of Tournavitou’s “domestic” type.  

Workshops located in the same region might have been sharing one kiln, indicating that 

connecting one kiln to a singular workshop might result in an inaccurate interpretation of the 

production system.404 Jean-Sébastien Gros and Julien Zurbach cite the cases of Gouves and 

Miletus as an example of this phenomenon.405 

In Miletus, Wolf-Dietrich Niemeier identified nine kilns, seven dated to the first 

building phase of the site (LH IIIA 1-LH IIIA 2) and two dated to the second phase (LH IIIB-

LH IIIC).406 Niemeier classified the kilns in three main types. Type 1 is cylindrical in shape, 

with a maximum diameter of 1,10 m, and is characterized by the presence of a bench in the 

combustion chamber. Vessels would have been introduced in the kiln from above and this type 

of kiln would have been used mainly to fire pithoi. Type 2, rounded in shape and with a 

maximum diameter of 1,30 m, has two mudbrick walls in the combustion chamber. In both 

cases, Niemeier suggests that the additional structures in the combustion chamber are not 
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supporting an eschara, but are instead used to lay the vessels in the kiln to be fired.407 Kilns 

belonging to Type 3 have a maximum diameter of 3,30 m, and present several “flues” to transfer 

the fumes of the burning fuel from the combustion chamber to the firing chamber.408 All three 

kiln types  are attested in LH IIIA1-2, whereas kilns dated to LH IIIB-LH IIIC belong only to 

Type 3.409 The earlier structures are located in the settlement, whereas the later kilns were built 

at the outskirts.410 The production of both domestic and decorated Mycenaean wears is attested 

at the site, as well as long-distance trade of the final products.411 

The number of kilns connected to a workshop is related to the needs of the community, 

and the extension of the area served by the craftsman. It also depends on the general 

organization of the workflow, for example, Hasaki cites workshops could be served by two 

kilns, in order for one to cool down while the other one is used to fire pottery, allowing for a 

faster and more extensive production.412 According to Hasaki during the Mycenaean period, 

every site was self-sufficient in the production of pottery, and larger workshops were also able 

to provide products for a wider region.413 

3.2.4 Identifying the potters 

According to Tournavitou, the palaces relied on both “stationary” (everyday pottery) and 

“itinerant” (e.g. pithoi) potters to collect the supplies needed for its functioning. “Stationary” 

potters were working in the hinterland of the palace and producing common wares, while 

“itinerant” potters were specialized craftsmen, trained in the production of specific shapes 

and/or wares, travelling in the region controlled by the palace to provide their services.414 

The palaces relied on three main types of workforce.415 “Independent” craftsmen were 

self-supported, and were exchanging their products with the palace in return for various forms 

of payment (e.g. rations, plots of land).416 The possibility that the products were exchanged in 

return for precious items is not ruled out.417 Independent craftsmen were able to make some 
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individual decisions, and their workshops might have been completely detached from the 

palace.418 Some of the raw materials might have been provided by the palace for craftsmen, 

who were “semi-dependent” from the central administration.419  While “hired (dependent)” 

workmen were counting on the palace to fulfill all of the stages of the productive process, from 

the acquisition of the raw materials to the distribution of the final product. Itinerant potters fall 

in this category, since they worked for the palace during a specific time each year.420 They were 

paid in food rations by the palace.421 Finally, “owned (hired)” workmen were unable to make 

any independent decisions, since they were fully controlled by the palace.422 

Craftsmen working in the ta-ra-si-ja or in the o-pa system (see section 3.1.2) seemed to 

have been an independent workforce used by the palace on a rather regular basis, and were paid 

in plots of land, or were allowed to keep part of the finished products.423 Marie-Louise Bech 

Gregersen argues that craftsmen were “remunerated according to a complex system, depending 

on their skills, and on the needs of the palace economy”.424 Craftsmen were “versatile” and it 

is possible that they were involved in the performance of various productive activities.425 

Linear B tablets are a valuable source of information to establish the role of potters in 

Mycenaean society, and the involvement of the palace in the production of pottery. The study 

of Linear A tablets from Crete had already been proven successful to shed light on the pottery 

production system. The analysis of tablet HT 31 from Hagia Triada by Pietro Militello, for 

example, provides an interesting case study of how tablets can be used in connection with other 

archaeological evidence to provide fulfilling interpretations.426The tablet is part of a group of 

tablets found in 1903 in storeroom 59 of the Villa. It is fragmentary, and includes a list of 

vessels and numerals, organized in six lines. Associating an ideogram to a pottery shape is 

difficult, but there seems to be a connection between the dimension of the ideogram and the 

size of the vessel in reality. Militello draws a comparison between the large quantity of vessels 

listed in the tablet and the pottery found in storeroom 15. The tablet mentions a bronze caldron, 

30 medium-large storage vessels, and 3300 conical cups. Storeroom 15 included many vessels 

covering a wide array of functions (storage, tableware, cooking pots, and lamps). The tablet can 
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therefore be interpreted either as a preliminary catalogue of the vessels stored in one of the 

warehouses controlled by the Villa, or as a registry of the quantity of vessels delivered to the 

palace by the potters working with the Hagia Triada kiln. The vessels were probably used for 

communal ceremonies, involving different components of the society using different types of 

vessels.427 

The detailed study of the tablet provides useful information concerning pottery 

consumption rates, as well as about the quantity of vessels fired in the kiln each time. The tablet 

can also be interpreted as an inventory of vessels fired at the Hagia Triada kiln, and then 

delivered to the Villa. The amount of pottery listed in the tablets probably required two rounds 

of firing at the kiln to be produced, according to Puglisi’s study on the capacity of the kiln.428 

By comparing the dimensions of the kiln (13 m2), the dimensions of the misfired material found 

in the kiln, and of the vessels found in the Villa, Puglisi concluded that potters could fire up to 

1500 conical cups, 320 jugs, 150 medium-coarse basins, or 18 pithoi each time.429 This detailed 

study shows how combining the information from textual evidence and the data from the 

archaeological findings provides an insight into the functioning of a pottery workshop. 

Despite matters related to pottery production being mentioned only a few times in the 

Linear B tablets, some interesting considerations can be made. Alberto Bernabé and Eugenio 

R. Luján posit that The tablets do not contain any direct reference to the process of fashioning 

the pottery, but potters are mentioned four times in the documents.430 The world for “potter” is 

ke-ra-me-u, the root ke being the “vessel adjunct”.431 Palaima lists, and briefly describes, the 

four tablets citing potters: PY En 467 and PY Eo 371 mention a potter named pi-ri-ta-wo as the 

owner of ko-to-na ki-ti-me-na, PY Cn 1287 lists potters together with other palatial 

functionaries, and PY An 207 include potters in a list of specialists.432 All of the tablets came 

from Pylos, and Knappett stresses that in all four cases potters held a special and preeminent 

position in the Mycenaean society.433 According to Bech Gregersen ko-to-na ki-ti-me-na are 

“are important land holdings”, owned by the te-re-ta434, a class of landowners holding a special 

position in the Mycenaean society.435 Kim Shelton suggests that the production of a large 
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number of kylikes, conical cups, and stirrup jars found at Petsas House, was “palatially 

motivated”. Petsas House is a complex located on the Pezoulia hillside, near the citadel of 

Mycenae. The site includes a LH IIIA1 “multi-functional structure”, later destroyed in LH 

IIIA2. The complex was used as a house, for storage purposes, and functioned as a production 

centre for pottery as well.436  A large ceramic deposit organized by “shape and size” was 

discovered in the building, suggesting a function of the building as a “storage of mass quantities 

of pottery”. Given the overall high quality of the productions, Shelton argues that the vessels 

were probably fashioned by a single “specialist”, and then decorated by a group of painters 

working in the same facility.437 

In tablet PY Eo 371 potter pi-ri-ta-wo is characterized as wa-na-ke-te-ro as well.438 Wa-

na-ke-te-ro means “of the king”, and therefore this part of the tablet is translated as “the king’s 

potter”.439 Bech Gregersen and Palaima mention that only this potter, a ka-na-pe-u (fuller), and 

an e-te-do-mo (possibly an “armorer” according to Palaima) are defined as wa-na-ke-te-ro in 

the tablets.440 Palaima suggests that these craftsmen were providing the palace (i.e. the wanax) 

with special products used for special occasions, and that they were receiving plots of land in 

return.441 The wa-na-ke-te-ro may have been fashioning the plain kylikes used by the élites 

during communal celebrations held at the palace (large quantities of such vessels were found at 

the palace of Pylos, see section 3.1.2).442 The kylikes were not necessarily prestige items, but 

were crucial to the performance of ritual activities, and therefore had cultural significance; so 

it is likely that their production would have been controlled by the palace.443  

Whitelaw proposes a slightly different interpretation for the term wa-na-ke-te-ro. 

According to him, the production of pottery was organized in a series of different levels, 

interacting with the palace in different ways. Smaller towns were served by a single potter, 

working seasonally, and being involved in other production activities as well (this interpretation 

is supported by Gros and Zurbach as well).444 All pottery workshops would have been located 

in the same area within the settlement, given that the elder craftsmen needed to be working 

close to the younger ones to train them. These workshops would produce common wares. 
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Specific types of shapes and wares (e.g. pithoi) were either fashioned by itinerant, specialized 

potters or imported from the region where specialized potters were working. A group of local, 

specialized potters was employed by the palace to produce specific types of wares (e.g. drinking 

vessels used in ceremonies). The palace was directly controlling the production of such 

wares.445 In Whitelaw’s model, the palace was controlling the production of the vessels, but not 

the producers.446 

Following Whitelaw’s model, Gros and Zurbach suggest that each area was served by a 

limited number of potters, who were possibly serving the neighbouring regions as well. This 

fragmentation would have then resulted in the phenomenon of “regionalism”, since each area 

was supplied by a different potter, with his own unique style.447 According to them, the palace 

was only marginally involved in the production of pottery, as opposed to its complete control 

over the production of prestige items, resulting in just a handful of mentions about pottery in 

the Linear B tablets.448 

Katerina Kopaka outlines that, traditionally, the identification of the gender of ancient 

craftsmen has been based on general considerations about biological differences between men 

and women, without an actual study of the archaeological record. Common opinion is that many 

productive activities initially were female-based, but left no trace. As the production grew to a 

larger scale, the activities became male-based and left traces in the archaeological record, 

because the tools used were more advanced. As this process takes place, women would be 

confined to domestic activities, while men were involved in productive activities for the 

community.449 According to Kopaka the interaction of men and women in productive activities 

is a crucial part of the study of technological evolution.450 However, the interpretation of this 

kind of data is highly biased by the researcher’s personal upbringing and the influences of the 

society in which they live.451  

Gender division of productive activities is hard to recognize in an Aegean context. 

Investigating features such as the architectural organization of settlements, the 
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osteoarcheological remains, as well as ethnographic comparisons can shed light on the subject; 

the study of written sources is a helpful tool as well.452 For example, Kopaka hypothesizes that 

the term ke-ra-me-ja (Κεραμεία) in Knossos Linear B tablet KN Ap 639 can either refer to a 

potter's wife or to a female potter.453 Recent research has analysed the fingerprints left by the 

producers on the vessels to try and identify the gender and age of the craftsmen.454 The analyses 

are based on the study of features such as width, distance (mean ridge breadth, MRB), 

homogeneity and frequency of the lines. Such features change according to age and sex in 

characteristic ways.455 Given the fact that the various stages of production might have been 

performed by different workers, it is important to identify the professional figure that might 

have left the fingerprint on the surface of the ceramic, to make sure that the information gained 

refers to the correct actor of the productive process.456  

Understanding the organization of the pottery production system is an important for the 

study of the main phases of Mycenaean culture, and the organization of LBA society. 

Mycenaean pottery was not only prevalent in Greece, but has been found in many contexts 

throughout the BA Mediterranean. Since the chronology and the main aspects of Mycenaean 

pottery have been well defined, in recent years scholars have been able to focus on other aspects 

of ceramic productions, especially concerning technological analysis which will be discussed 

in Chapter 4. 

 

 
452 Kopaka 1997, 526. 
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CHAPTER 4.  

THE TECHNOLOGICAL APPROACH IN MYCENAEAN POTTERY 

The approach to the study of Mycenaean pottery changed over the years, and has recently begun 

to embrace a more technological method. Technological analysis owes much to the work of 

Valentine Roux and Marie-Agnes Courty (see Chapter 4), who utilized this method to 

understand the main cultural features of a society, and its relationship with neighbouring areas. 

Another important figure, Olivier Gosselain conducted ethnographic studies on pottery 

production within traditional African communities providing a useful body of data for 

comparing and testing archaeological theories. While Ina Berg has laid out the main points of 

technological analysis, identifying three main aspects that need to be investigated: “potting 

equipment, forming techniques, and potting traditions and identity”.457 This approach needs to 

be used in connection with stylistic and chronological analysis to obtain a more complete 

picture of the material culture of ancient societies.458 

Archaeologists working in the Bronze Age Aegean understood the potential of this 

analysis, and focused in particular on the matter of the introduction of the potter’s wheel as the 

most significant technological revolution in the area.459 It was introduced to Crete in MM IB 

from either “the Levant or Cilicia”, where it was first adopted in the 3rd millennium BCE.460 

Crewe and Knappett describe the introduction of the wheel as a consequence of the previous 

use of other turntable devices, and connect the use of this new device with the production of 

new typologies and larger vessels.461 Maria Choleva investigated the first appearance of the 

wheel in the Aegean, and dates the first traces of wheel fashioned pottery to EH II on the 

mainland and in the north-eastern Aegean. By EH III, the wheel seems to have been introduced 

in the Peloponnese and the southern Aegean as well.462 Archaeologists agree that the wheel was 

imported to the Greek mainland from Anatolia where it had been introduced through contacts 

with Cilicia.463 

 
457 Berg 2013, 114. 
458 Berg 2013, 113. For the importance of ethnographic comparada in the study of pottery technology see also Rice 

1987, 466. For problems regarding the use of ethnographic data in archaeology see for example Rice 1987, 113-

115, 467-468; Vidale 2004. 
459 See for example Crewe and Knappett 2012, 175; Berg 2013; Vitale 2018. 
460 Crewe and Knappett 2012, 175; Knappett 2016, 101; Caloi 2019, 10. 
461 Crewe and Knappett 2012, 181. 
462 Choleva 2012, 345. 
463 Knappett 2016, 102. 
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Archaeologists now agree that the introduction of a new technology does not imply the 

abandonment of previous production methods, and that the way it is perceived and applied by 

a society depends on the communities’ set of values, as well as its relationship with 

neighbouring areas.464 

The introduction of this approach to Aegean archaeology in the late twentieth century 

was particularly beneficial to the study of Cretan contexts. Aleydis Van de Moortel applied 

technological analysis to the study of Protopalatial and Neopalatial pottery from Kommos, 

Knossos, and Phaistos. In order to provide a holistic view of pottery techniques used on Crete 

in the LBA, she analysed both decorated and plain wares. 465  This presents a significant 

revolution in the study of Aegean Bronze Age pottery, since for many years scholars had been 

focusing mainly on the study of decorated vessels to produce typological and chronological 

sequences of the evolution of pottery shapes. By taking into consideration plain wares together 

with decorated vessels, Van de Moortel outlined the importance of all types of production to 

understand the functioning of a society. Technological analysis must be applied to all types of 

wares, avoiding any preliminary judgment about the quality of the productions. She specifies 

that “not only developments in decoration or shape, but changes at each step of the production 

process will be described”,466 further highlighting her choice of studying the pottery assemblage 

from a different perspective. She takes into consideration not only the visible and appealing 

aspects of a vessel, but also the technical aspects related to the various production stages. Van 

de Moortel clearly states that technological traces observed on the surfaces of vessels indicate 

specific technological choices, related to the cultural and economic background of a society. 

By applying this method, she identifies the introduction of a cost-cutting and more profitable 

production method for pottery between the Protopalatial and Neopalatial period.467 She further 

firmly rules out any connection between changes in potting techniques and political control, in 

favour of a theory based on cultural exchanges (see Chapter 4).468 Van de Moortel provided a 

new interpretation of the introduction of technological changes in the Bronze Age Aegean, 

connected with interactions between societies, rather than based on the political prominence of 

a single area or ethnicity over a larger region. 

 
464 See for example Crewe and Knappett 2012, 183; Caloi 2019. 
465 Van de Moortel 2002, 192. 
466 Van de Moortel 2002, 192. 
467 Van de Moortel 2002, 192, 204. 
468 Van de Moortel 2002, 207. 
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Simona Todaro’s work on handbuilt Early and Middle Minoan pottery production 

systems at Phaistos has been focused on the connection between technological choices and 

“cultural identity”.469 She identifies a new type of handbuilding technique, which involves the 

overlapping of different layers of clay, each with a different “texture”. Todaro also notices that 

some handbuilt specimens have a thin layer of clay applied on the surface, probably from the 

aid of the wheel. Finally, she identifies a group of “slab-built vessels”.470 Her work outlines the 

need for accurate technological analysis, and thorough description of the technological traces 

visible on the vessels. Final products with similar surface treatments and morphological features 

might have been obtained by shaping the clay with different fashioning techniques. Ilaria Caloi 

stresses the importance of studying pottery assemblages as a whole, and recording all 

technological features to identify the introduction of new techniques and chaînes opératoires, 

that might suggest interactions between communities. She explains that the introduction of the 

potter’s wheel to Crete in MM IB doesn’t imply a “break” with previous local traditions, since 

many vessels were still handbuilt, and then finished with the aid of the wheel.471 Crewe and 

Knappett agree with this interpretation, suggesting that the development of the wheel throwing 

technique is part of an internal evolution within Cretan society.472 Caloi’s study of pottery 

production in Prepalatial and Protopalatial Phaistos shows how the introduction of a new device 

to produce pottery did not result in the homogenization of pottery production methods. 

Traditionally handbuilt shapes continued to be produced without the use of the wheel. The 

wheel was employed in the fashioning of a new set of shapes with distinctive decoration, which 

followed a different chaîne opératoire. She connects the emergence of this new set of wheel-

thrown, plain drinking vessels with the needs of the palatial administration for a large number 

of such vessels to provide to the workers involved in the ongoing constructions at the Palace.473 

Since the fabrics used to produce handbuilt and wheel-thrown vessels are the same, Caloi 

suggests that potters applying different fashioning techniques were working together, and 

exploiting the same sources of raw materials.474 Her analysis proves the advantages of applying 

the technological method together with the contextual analysis in order to understand the 

driving forces behind technological changes. In the past, pottery was too often studied 

separately from the material it was found with, which hindered the understanding of the context.   

 
469 Todaro 2016, 2017. 
470 Todaro 2016, 302-304. 
471 Caloi 2019, 10-11. 
472 “[...] in Crete [there is a], development within existing typologies and styles (process innovation)” Crewe and 

Knappett 2012, 181. 
473 Caloi 2019, 21-22. 
474 Caloi 2019, 23. 
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Experimental archaeology proved to be a useful tool to integrate and better understand 

technological traces. Caloi performed a series of experiments to produce a set of vessels with 

the techniques known in Prepalatial and Protopalatial Phaistos. She then compared the 

technological traces from the experiments with those on the archaeological material. This 

helped identify the techniques used to produce vessels in Phaistos, by observing which type of 

traces each technique produced on the experimental set.475  Štĕpán Rückl and Loe Jacobs’ 

experiment with wheel-coiling traces provides a fundamental body of data to improve the 

understanding and interpretation of technological marks on archaeological material. Contrary 

to Caloi, they did not exploit natural clay sources known in antiquity to produce their vessels, 

instead they used commercial clays. Their aim was to obtain final products showing clear 

fashioning traces, and they were not interested in reproducing the whole ancient chaîne 

opératoire. To observe how surface treatments may affect the understanding of fashioning 

traces on the vessels they applied rubbing treatments to some of the specimens. They also 

applied an innovative technique, involving the use of two clays characterized by different 

colours, to distinguish the presence of coils used in the fashioning of the vessels. All of the 

vessels were then broken to observe internal surfaces, fractures, and breakage patterns.476 This 

experiment helped define the features of technological traces related to wheel-coiling. Defining 

the technique used to produce a vessel can be difficult, due to the fact that different techniques 

produce similar traces on vessel surfaces. Experimental archaeology provides the ability to 

observe and record traces left by specific fashioning methods. By producing vessels using a 

given technique, and then analysing the traces on the final products, archaeologists can link a 

production method to traces showing distinctive features. 

Even though technological analyses have proven useful to better understand the main 

cultural traits of a community and its relationships with its neighbouring areas, these studies 

are still not widely applied to the study of Mycenaean ceramics. Rutter’s and Choleva’s works 

on material from Lerna, and Bartłomiej Lis’ study of a pottery assemblage from Pylos have 

shown the great potential of the use of this approach to investigate the cultural and social 

organization of Mycenaean communities, as well as the cultural and economic relationship of 

Mycenaean communities with other contemporary societies. 477  According to Berg, 

technological choices are deeply connected with a societies’ identity, and therefore “forming 

 
475 Todaro 2016, 304; Caloi 2019, 15-19. 
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techniques [...] are at the very core of archaeology by helping us understand how past societies 

interacted”.478  

Orton, Tyres and Vince outline how “pottery acts as a marker for less visible economic 

and social activities”479 and that “pottery has a demonstrable role in many cultures as a means 

of distinguishing between groups, of dividing ‘them’ from ‘us’. The signals may be particular 

design elements, typological features, colours or manufacturing techniques”.480 Technological 

analysis can therefore be used to understand social, cultural and economic changes in a society. 

The data from the technological analysis needs to be integrated with typological analysis of 

pottery, as well as a thorough investigation of the landscape, the context of the material, and 

the study of other classes of material. However, pottery is a reflection of relevant socio-

economic features of a community. Rice includes the “sense of ethnic identity” as one of the 

“forces [that] have a considerable part in fomenting changes in [pottery] production”. 481 

Analysing modern, ever-changing, and fast-growing societies, where “movement out of 

traditional communities into urban areas and beyond threatens their existence” Rice notes that 

“in the case of internally directed identifiers, archaism or revivalism - calling up style and forms 

of earlier periods - are important in symbolizing ethnic cohesiveness and pride” to contrast with 

products made for tourists where “symbols of the exotic or the ethnic are likely to be either 

limited or highly generalized”.482 The technological study483 of a pottery assemblage can shed 

light on the reasons for specific technological choices, that are deeply connected with the values 

shared by the community using the pots. Defining the “ethnicity” or “identity” of a community 

solely based on the analysis of the ceramic vessels is of course limiting, but the importance of 

pottery as a reflection of a community’s values and characteristics cannot be underestimated.  

4.1 A New Approach: Technological Analysis 

 The following sections present an overview of the main approaches to technological studies. 

The critical discussion on these approaches will be further developed while presenting the 

results of the present study in Chapters 8-10. 

 
478 Berg 2013, 118. 
479 Orton, Tyres and Vince 1993, 32. 
480 Orton, Tyres and Vince 1993, 227. 
481 Rice 1987, 457. 
482 Rice 1987, 459. 
483 The technological study is here intended as the overall analysis of all the production steps from the collection 

of the raw material to the appearance of the final product. 
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In the past, scholars were focused on fitting a set of known theories and interpretations 

to the study of the material, in order to justify the presence of certain artefacts in a specific area. 

The presence of Minoan pottery outside of Crete, for example, was seen as a result of the 

colonization of various regions by the Minoans. Specialists were often analysing a specific craft 

or studying the cultural features of a single region, without taking into consideration the other 

activities performed by the community, or the productive techniques used in the neighbouring 

areas.484 This limited their ability to contextualize the material. Societies are heavily influenced 

by interactions with other communities, especially in the Mediterranean, a region particularly 

prone to cultural interchange. Given its high coastal variability and the presence of many 

islands, as well as its mild climate, the Mediterranean features an array of centres of cultural 

and technological development. New ideas could be quite easily transmitted from one 

community to the other, and applied in different regions. An interesting argument has been 

presented by Broodbank to address similarities in human behaviours and productions in the 

Mediterranean. Apart from parts of northern Africa, the Mediterranean basin shares a similar 

“Mediterraneaneoid” climate, and it is characterized by the presence of similar conditions. 485  

It is important to remember that the landscape is constantly changing as a result of actions 

performed by humans. It is also important to compare these theories with in-depth research 

about paleo-landscapes and climates and how they changed over time.486 

In more recent years, scholarly attention has been given to matters such as the analysis 

of cultural networks, and to the phenomenon of knowledge circulation. Ideas are exchanged 

and traded as material goods. The traces of this interchange can be detected in the production 

methods and in the distinctive features characterizing the artefacts produced by a society. Ann 

Brysbaert offers a suggestive view of “artefacts as products of interactions no longer in 

place”.487 Publications are now focusing on the connection between technological analysis and 

the understanding of the relationships and interactions between societies.488 

The manufacturing process is the sequence of actions that the artisan has to perform 

in order to obtain a specific product from a given raw material. Every artisan performs their 

own sequence. The decisions and choices made by the artisan are influenced by their cultural 

 
484 See for example Brysbaert 2011, 2-6. 
485 Broodbank 2013, 60-62, Fig. 2.2; 2016, 20, 22-23. 
486 See for example Walsh 2008, Abrantes et al. 2012. 
487 Brysbaert 2011, 1-2. 
488 See for example Alram-Stern and Horejs 2018, 11. 
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background. Ethnographic studies and experimental archaeology are very useful tools to 

understand the meaning behind the craftsmen's choices. 

Production methods are described by Vidale as “the set of actions needed to transform 

an asset into a different asset”.489 The “set of actions” are to be identified as the phases of the 

chaîne opératoire. Pottery is “a ubiquitous archive of imperishable testimonies. Potsherds 

register the change of taste, functions, techniques, and symbols over time”.490 The study of its 

production methods is therefore useful to better understand past societies and cultures. This 

definition also outlines two main elements that influence the change of productive methods. 

Firstly, craftsmen are limited in their decisions by the available resources and raw materials. 

They are also limited by their cultural belonging to societies with defined sets of values, which 

determine trends and symbolic meanings of objects. Finally, functionality and knowledge 

contribute to make up the cultural background of the producing society. 

Technological studies cannot be successfully completed if past approaches to the 

material are not taken into consideration. 491  Aegean archaeology has benefited from the 

technological analysis of pottery. Berg, Doniert Evely, and Jerolyn E. Morrison have studied 

the use of the wheel with the aid of experimental archaeology, focusing in particular on its use 

in Crete.492 Additionally, Caroline Jeffra has compared archaeological data with results from 

experiments conducted in a controlled environment, to better understand the functioning of the 

wheel.493 

4.2 Current approaches to the study of ceramic assemblages 

The study of pottery can only be conducted with an interdisciplinary approach with the 

application of different methods of analysis. In the past, technological knowledge was seen as 

a static element, and changes and innovations were usually connected to traumatic or sudden 

events. The introduction of a new shape or a new type of decoration, for example, was seen to 

mark the change of an era. Scholars were not focusing on the reasons why such novelties had 

been introduced. Archaeologists are now trying to identify the reasons why a change is 

introduced, its origins, and the means of transmission to different areas. Such analyses would 

 
489 “La voce «produzione» vuol dire «l'insieme di operazioni necessarie a trasformare un bene in un altro bene 

differente dal primo»” Mannoni and Giannichedda 1996, 3. 
490 Vidale 2007, 7. 
491 Brysbaert 2011, 4-5; Kristiansen 2016, 155; Mannoni and Giannichedda 1996, 25. 
492 Evely and Morrison 2010; Berg 2012; Berg 2013. 
493 Jeffra 2011; Jeffra 2013. 
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have not been possible without the in-depth typological studies conducted in the past, which 

resulted in the creation of typological sequences, outlining the appearance or disappearance of 

specific features over time. Since the study of vessel types has been completed for the most 

part, it is now possible to focus on other productive and cultural aspects. The analysis is now 

shifting from the mere study of the final product to the alterations and modifications undergone 

by the raw materials to complete the productive process and obtain a finished object. Particular 

attention is given to the identification of the actions, movements, and decisions taken by the 

craftsmen to fulfill their task. In doing so, archaeologists are trying to isolate peculiarities in 

the productive methods that might point to external influences. It is important to underline that 

the simple description of the production sequence is not enough to provide evidence for cultural 

interactions between societies. Once the study of the sequence is completed, it is necessary to 

seek comparisons in neighbouring areas, as well as in the community itself, to understand where 

the change originated. Historically, scholarly attention has usually focused on seeking external 

influences, rather than comparing new techniques with traditional ones.494 

Tiziano Mannoni and Enrico Giannichedda outline the deep connection between the 

change of a productive method and the cultural and economic components of a society.495 They 

argue that the study of production techniques provides insights into the cultural features of a 

community, as well as into its relationship with the surrounding landscape. A technological 

change reflets new demands and possible shifts in the economic system, such as a faster, more 

standardized production in response to an increase in demand. It also bears cultural and social 

meanings; the introduction of a different technique can indicate stable and frequent contacts 

with other communities. It can further suggest that a community wanted to align with a specific 

cultural milieu: by producing vessels similar to those typical of that cultural assemblage, 

craftsmen were visually outlining this phenomenon. A change in production methods may also 

reflect a change in the landscape, involving the exploitation of certain raw materials, the 

discovery of new raw materials with more suitable features or closer to the production centre, 

as well as an alteration in the geomorphological features of the area. Finally, a new 

technological feature can imply a change in the needs and tastes of the community. Vessels, 

and artefacts in general, “can be considered what remains of the production of the object and 

of the use of the object [...] they contain different degrees of information about the raw 

materials, the methods, and the aims of the various productions”.496 The detailed study of 

 
494 Caskey 1960; Hood 1973; Hood 1986; Doumas 1996. See also Wiersma and Voutsaki 2017. 
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archaeological material from different perspectives can therefore provide information about the 

distinctive cultural features of a society.497 

According to Massimo Vidale the function of pottery “was that of indicating social 

hierarchies or to reinforce the identification and the solidarity of a component of the society 

[...] or to express the offspring from a common lineage, the ethical belonging and the social 

inspiration or, to the opposite, contrast”.498 Some aspects and phases of the production system 

are closely related to culture such as the production of a shape to indicate the alignment with a 

specific set of values, and social meanings for example the finishing and decoration of certain 

vessels to outline the status of its owner. Production choices can also suggest contacts between 

societies and regions, which are not possible to detect in any other way. Technological choices 

are therefore quantitatively and qualitatively related to the development of the production 

society. 499  While performing technological analysis, attention should be focused on both 

repetitive features, and on the introduction of new elements in the production system to provide 

a complete representation of the cultural features of a society.  

Technological choices are also influenced by the set of values of a community. Amongst 

a virtually infinite array of technological choices, a craftsman operates only some. He is 

conditioned and limited by his skills and knowledge, the available raw materials, as well as 

cultural restrictions. The importance of the master-apprentice relationship will be addressed in 

section 4.2.5. At the same time, amongst all of the possible final products, the artisan only 

produces specific typologies, influenced by his technological choices and the needs of the 

community. Once a productive sequence is established, it either satisfies the needs of the 

craftsmen, who obtains a functioning final product, or it does not fulfill the needs of the artisan, 

who is then forced to establish a new productive sequence, since the final product is 

defective.500 

In conducting technological studies, scholars must avoid value judgments (both of the 

production method and of the final product) and free themselves from the assumption of a linear 

and hierarchical development of productive methods. For a long time, coiling was regarded as 

one of the first productive techniques that could not have been used in the production of fine 

 
497 See for example Langdon 2001. 
498 “La funzione era quella di segnalare gerarchie sociali o di rafforzare l’autoidentificazione e la solidarietà di un 

segmento sociale [...] o di esprimere la discendenza da un comune lignaggio, l’appartenenza etnica e le aspirazioni 

sociali o, al contrario, alterità e contrapposizione”. Vidale 2007, 59. 
499 See Haarland 1995, 157 in: Vidale 2007, 24-25. 
500 Mannoni and Giannichedda 1996, 62. 
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wares, and it was assumed that it could no longer be in use after the introduction of other 

techniques, such as wheel fashioning. Recent studies have proved otherwise, highlighting how 

potters were using various techniques to fulfill the requirements of the production system. 

4.3 The beginnings of the technological study of ceramics 

By the end of the 19th century, diffusionists were convinced humans were against change by 

nature. According to them, once an innovation is introduced in a production system, it is spread 

around various regions by the migration of the craftsmen who first adapted that technique.501 

At the beginning of the 20th century, Vere Gordon Childe criticized this “static” vision of 

human societies, and claimed that artefacts were exchanged by societies on various occasions. 

The view of artefacts as material proof of historical and anthropological theories shifted to the 

view that artefacts were sources of information. He further stressed the need to study the 

“economic, social and political organization, and religious beliefs” of a society, rather than 

focusing only on the analysis of “diagnostic artefacts”.502 This resulted in a major change in the 

approach to the study of archaeological material, the attention of the scholar moving away from 

the mere description of the features of an artefact, to the understanding of the cultural value and 

information borne by the objects themselves. 

 During the same period, social anthropology started to point out the importance of 

ethno-anthropological parallels for archaeological theories, to understand “how societies 

worked rather than in how change came about”.503 Societies were now seen as intricate systems, 

formed by various, deeply interconnected elements; a slight modification in one part of the 

system, might result in the consequent change of all the other components, and therefore of the 

system as a whole. 504  Ėmile Durkheim, 505  Bronisław Malinowski,506  and Alfred Reginald 

Radcliffe Brown 507  discussed the social and cultural components of a community as 

productions of the social system they belong to. The social system is seen as an intricate 

structure, made by a series of different, interconnected elements, influenced by relationships 

with other social systems. In a virtually infinite array of possible changes and innovations, there 

is a limited number that can actually be identified as part of the history of a community. The 
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ones that do actually happen are conditioned by the traditional values of a society, the landscape 

in which the society operates, and by the decisions made by the components of the society. 

As a consequence, scholars started to study societies and cultures from an economical 

point of view, applying the so-called “economic approaches”.508 These approaches focus on the 

origin and dissemination of technological changes deeply affecting the life of a community, 

such as the introduction of agriculture. The attention shifted from the study of the history of a 

specific society, to the analysis of the major changes conditioning the history of any society all 

over the world. In 1934, Childe’s “New Light on the Most Ancient East” described the history 

of humankind as a sequence of global technological changes causing social and cultural 

adjustments at a regional level. Technological innovations are described from a social point of 

view, analysing the cultural and economic forces behind them, as well as the interactions and 

relationships between societies, leading to the introduction of new technologies.509 

4.4 A new approach 

The introduction of technological studies resulted in a new approach to the study of pottery as 

well. Even though scholars sometimes apply the term in slightly different ways, technological 

analysis broadly covers the analysis of all the productive steps, from the choice of the clay to 

the firing of the vessel, as well as the study of the reason behind the specific choices performed 

by the craftsmen during the productive process. By thoroughly describing each productive step 

taken to shape every specimen, archaeologists can compare the approaches to the productive 

phases, recognize possible differences, and assess the reasons behind such change. This 

technological approach is deeply intertwined with ethnographic studies, which allow scholars 

to observe the processes they are studying in a living community.  

The interest in these matters arose during the 1980s and 90s, when scholars looked to 

understand the processes behind human choices.510 During this period, archaeologists produced 

in-depth studies about each phase of the productive process, with detailed descriptions about 

each possible choice that the craftsmen could have taken to fulfill every phase of the productive 

process. In 1996, for example, Yvonne Hutchinson Cuff published a guide to the production of 

pottery for “potters and sculptors”, including practical “exercises” to master the skills of pottery 
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production.511  Over the years, specialists continue to refine the definitions, providing more 

detailed descriptions of the productive processes. In 2007, Ninina Cuomo di Caprio published 

a follow up to her 1985 detailed manual about the subject, which was later enlarged and 

translated into English in 2017.512  

The development of the technological approach owes much to seminal works on the 

subject, such as Anna O. Shepard’s 1956 Ceramics for the archaeologist, and Prudence Rice’s 

1987 Pottery Analysis. These authors contributed to the development of pottery analysis by 

providing three different points of view on the study of pottery that offered scholars a set of 

new tools to approach pottery analysis. Shepard’s work is considered very important for the 

development of pottery studies.513 She is among the first scholars to outline the importance for 

archaeologists and ceramic technologists to work together to provide a clearer picture on pottery 

analysis. The aim of her book is “to contribute to this pool of common interest and 

understanding”.514 She writes from the perspective of a “ceramic specialist”,515 and outlines the 

importance of the technological approach in the study of pottery, which so far had been 

neglected. She also recognized the importance of ethnography and experimentation.516 Shepard 

criticized the study of pottery conducted without any consideration of the general context, the 

stratigraphy or other classes of productions. She further listed a series of deductions that 

archaeologists generally make from the study of a pottery assemblage, without investigating 

each assemblage as a product of a different context. These include the fact that “continuity of 

style is often interpreted as one evidence of continuity of population, and sudden change in 

style as indicative of shift in population”. 517  She makes a plea to not generalize the 

interpretation of pottery in order to provide an identical interpretation of the society, because 

many factors play a role in the use of pottery styles and techniques.  

Rice’s work is more focused on describing the process of pottery analysis. She provides 

a detailed account of the stages of pottery production as well as of the phases of pottery study. 

Her publication is pivotal for the study of pottery and has been recently republished.518 She 

based her description of pottery technology on ethnographic comparanda, outlining the 

importance of ethnography in pottery analysis: “A summary of the full range of practices 

 
511 Cuff 1996. 
512 Cuomo di Caprio 1985, 2007, 2017a, 2017b. 
513 Orton, Tyers and Vince 1993, 13. 
514 Shepard 1956, xxiii. 
515 Shepard 1956, xxv. 
516 Shepard 1956, 181-182, 337, 348. 
517 Shepard 1956, 335. 
518 Rice 2015. 
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involved in all steps of pottery manufacture known in the ethnographic record is not possible 

here. Nonetheless, sampling the variety in these procedures will help establish a context for 

envisioning similar behaviour in antiquity.”519  

Handbooks for pottery technology were also influential, such as Owen S. Rye’s 1981 

Pottery Technology. Rye shed light on the importance as well as the limits of pottery technology 

by describing the process of pottery production from the point of view of a potter.520 In 1993 

Clive Orton, Paul Tyers and Alan Vine elaborated on the practical considerations for the 

analysis of pottery in archaeology.521 

Attention was also given to the needs of suitable landscapes to construct a workshop 

and therefore produce pottery. In his 1985 publication, Dean E. Arnold analysed the landscape 

and climatic features needed in an area to successfully conduct the production of pottery.522 

Scholars became more aware of the opportunities and limitations represented by the landscape, 

acknowledging a level of “environmental determinism” in the choices made by craftsmen.523 

This allowed the contextualization of potters, their workshops, and their products in physical 

space with specific features and raw materials that influence their activity. Landscape plays an 

important role in conditioning technological choices and production processes. Arnold stressed 

how not only the landscape, but the climate as well has a crucial impact on pottery 

production.524  In more recent years, scholars have paid more attention to the connections 

between pottery production and the environment. Arnold also stresses the importance of factors 

such as clay properties and the study of the general context of production in the analysis of 

pottery production.525 The development of the technological approach has benefited from the 

implementation of petrographic analyses, and the development of experimental archaeology, 

which has allowed specialists to test their theories.  

The study of the technology of pottery called for the introduction of new terms to define 

the productive process and its phases. Archaeologists choose to adapt the expression chaîne 

opératoire introduced by André Leroi-Gourhan in 1964, to define either the whole productive 

process or some of its specific phases.526 Other scholars, such as Shepard, had previously 

understood the importance of analysing and describing the phases of the pottery production 
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sequence in order starting from the collection of the raw material to the firing of the final 

product.527 Chaînes opératoires and technological choices are both characterized by “stability” 

and “continuity”, as well as perpetual change.528 

The study of “mobility”, and the performance of scientific analysis on the material is 

leading the way to recognize the stable and the changing elements of technological knowledge 

within a society.  The concept of “mobility” is usually applied to the study of movements of 

people and exchange of artefacts, but it is rarely considered in relation to the exchange and 

movements of ideas, including technological knowledge.529 Olivier P. Gosselain outlines the 

importance of the study of mobility, since the concept is connected with the exploitation of new 

raw materials which make it possible to create new means of transport. 530  Ideas and 

technological knowledge travel as secondary items while societies are trading material goods. 

“Mobility of ideas” can occur at various scales, as contacts between craftsmen using different 

techniques may occur in many spaces, for example at “weekly markets, clay extraction sites 

and firing sites”.531 It is therefore important to consider mobility not only in regards to long-

distance contacts and trading, but also at a local level, with ideas being shared between 

specialists working in the same region as well. 

The study of technology is a powerful tool to understand cultural connections between 

regions that would otherwise be “invisible”. Technological knowledge is deeply linked to 

“social identity” (see pp. 93-94 and section 4.8) and “social networks are the key to 

understanding the transmission of this knowledge from individual craftsmen, to a broader 

section of the community, to other societies.532 The “distinctive technological and functional 

features [of an artefact] can be seen as behaviours”.533 Yiannis Papadatos and Eleni Nodarou 

take a step forward and define technology as a “social production”, advocating for the need of 

a change in the perspective of the analysis, from the mere study of the finished vessels, to the 

analysis of the productive process as a whole.534 The impact of learning traditions and of the 

master-apprentice relationship in the development of pottery production sequences will be 

discussed in the following sections. 

 
527 Shepard 1956. 
528 Leroi-Gouran 1964, 164; Lemonnier 1993, 6, 21. 
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531 Corniquet 2011; Corniquet 2014; Gosselain 2016, 202. 
532 Knappett and Kiriatzi 2016, 8, 12. 
533 Mannoni e Giannichedda 1996, 144. 
534 Papadatos and Nodarou 2018, 287-304. 
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 Overall, the technological approach consists of the study of all aspects of an artefact, 

from its appearance to how it was produced. This new method of analysis considers the whole 

productive process, the cultural and social landscape of the producing community, combined 

with archaeometric as well as typological analysis. The study of the context is also a key point 

to better understand the features characterizing an artefact.535 

4.5 Pottery chaîne opératoire and terminology 

The expression chaîne opératoire was used for the first time by Leroi-Gourhan in 1964536 in 

his volume about the significance of human actions and gestures. This concept indicates a series 

of decisions and movements performed by craftsmen to shape raw materials into finished 

products with distinctive features (see section 4.2.1.2). This concept is relevant to various types 

of productions, such as metallurgy, textile production, or ceramics.537 It is especially relevant 

to this current study thanks to the work of Valentine Roux and Marie-Agnès Courty since the 

1990s.538 In 2016 Roux refined her definition stating that any chaîne opératoire is organized in 

two “levels”. The distinction is made between a series of phases, the sequence of which is 

strictly defined and cannot be altered, and a group of actions that can be performed to fulfill the 

task required by each phase.539 The first level includes the sequence of the phases needed to 

successfully fulfill the production process, while the “second level”, characterized by a “high 

variability”, includes the decisions made by craftsmen to complete each phase. Roux outlines 

that the sequence of phases needed for a successful production applies to any potter, and cannot 

be modified, while the choices made by each craftsman to complete the production steps is 

based on their “natural and cultural environment” as well as the quality of the raw materials, 

and the features of the final product., The phases of the production process analysed for the 

description of pottery chaîne opératoire are the selection and processing of the raw materials, 

the fashioning and finishing of the shape, the treatment of the surfaces, the decoration of the 

vessel, and the firing.540 Too often the study of the raw materials and of the treatment and 

 
535 Delfino, Piccardo, and Baptista 2016, v-vi. 
536 Leroi-Gouran 1964. 
537 See for example Barber 1991; Mannoni e Giannichedda 1996; Vidale 2007. 
538 Courty and Roux 1995; Roux and Courty 1998. 
539 Roux 2016, 101-107. 
540 Roux 2016, 103-105. The phases considered are only the ones which can leave technological traces on the 

surfaces of the vessels. To produce a pot, the craftsmen must leave it to dry during various stages of production. 

As demonstrated by Rye 1981, the pot can be left to dry in between the fashioning (Rye’s “primary forming”) and 

the finishing (Rye’s “secondary forming”), as well as before applying certain types of “surface treatments” and 

before firing (see Rye 1981, 24-25, 62, 84-89). Drying is part of various stages of pottery production, but it is 

included in the broader phases (such as fashioning and the treatment of the surfaces or decoration) since it does 
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decoration of the surfaces are carried on independently, without including the data obtained 

from the analysis of the material in a discussion about consequential technological choices. In 

addition, until recent years, considerations about the fashioning and finishing of the shape were 

carried on using general definitions such as “handbuilt” or “wheel thrown”, without actually 

looking at the traces left by the craftsmen on the surfaces of the pots. The analysis of the 

“invisible” production stages was neglected in favour of the study of the visually appealing 

aspects of the final products, such as the uniformity of the clay paste or the decoration. 

There are two major stages in the pottery chaîne opératoire, including the 

transformation of the raw material to a “roughout”, and the following transformation of the 

roughout to a “preform”. The roughout is a worked clay mass that does not yet present the “final 

geometric characteristics of the pot”. 541  The raw materials become a roughout after the 

craftsman initially works them to obtain a general outline that will help him in the next phases 

of the production process. The roughout is then further worked to obtain a preform, an 

unfinished product, with the “final geometric characteristics of the pot”.542 Courty and Roux 

outline how moulding is the only fashioning method that does not distinguish between a 

roughout and a preform, since the raw materials are adjusted in the mold, which directly 

provides a preform. The surfaces of the preform are then finished and decorated, in order to 

obtain a semi-finished product which needs to be fired. Firing is the final, irreversible stage that 

completes the transformation of the raw materials to a finished product.  

The potter can use an array of techniques to obtain a roughout and a preform. The 

identification and the definition of such techniques has not been made consistently, creating 

problems when comparing materials from different sites, and/or when various specialists 

analyse the same material. For the purposes of the present study, the definition of “technique” 

provided by Roux is followed. Techniques are the “physical modalities according to which clay 

is fashioned”.543 Roux identifies five parameters, useful to define a technique, including the 

“source of energy (muscular or Rotative Kinetic Energy)”, the “type of clay mass 

 
not leave a trace on the vessel. By observing the technological traces left on the vessel by fulfilling these phases, 

it might be possible to state whether the clay was wet or leather-hard. In the case of incised decoration, for example, 

if the clay is particularly wet, the incisions will have uneven edges and can be quite deep, while if the clay is 

leather-hard when the decoration is performed, its edges are sharper, and the incisions are more superficial. In 

1995 Courty and Roux already made this distinction by describing two types of drying: “drying clay pots as a 

necessary operation before firing” and “drying clay pots to obtain a leather hard consistency which will enable 

shaping or finishing operations such as beating, scraping, etc.” (Courty and Roux 1995, 23). 
541 Courty and Roux 1995, 20. 
542 Courty and Roux 1995, 20. 
543 Roux 2016, 104. 
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(homogeneous or heterogeneous)”,544 the “type of force” applied to the raw materials to shape 

them (“pressure or percussion”), the “type of pressure (discontinuous or continuous)”, and the 

“state of the clay paste” while the craftsman is working on it (“humid, leather hard, dry”).545 

The “source of energy” used to shape the clay can either be physical or mechanical. If 

the physical type is applied to the production of the vessels, the craftsman relies solely on his 

muscular strength and stamina, while if the source of energy is mechanical, a device producing 

Rotative Kinetic Energy (RKE) is involved in the production. RKE is the energy resulting from 

the “moment of inertia” and “the angular velocity” of any turning device. 546  In order to 

distinguish between these two types of “sources of energy” and to identify the technique applied 

to the production of a vessel, there is a need for the analysis of the traces left on the surfaces of 

the pot by the production technique. The study of such traces is fundamental, since they only 

derive from the fashioning and finishing stages, and not from the properties of the clay.547 The 

following steps of the productive process (finishing of the preform, finishing of the surfaces, 

and decoration) might modify, cover or obscure these technological traces, making the 

classification of the production method difficult. 

4.5.1 “Sequentiality” 

The concept of chaîne opératoire implies consequentiality. Every choice is made in respect to 

each successive action, which it is itself conditioned by the preceding one.548 A good example 

of variability and sequentiality of chaîne opératoires in the Koan material is represented by 

Dark on Light (DoL) specimens. To obtain this effect, potters can use either a wash or a slip as 

coating, and draw the decorative motifs with a dull or lustrous paint. Even by making different 

choices, the final result is the same: a vessel with a brown decoration on a yellowish-white coat. 

Alabastra A.C:23 and A.C:24 from Eleona are an example of this phenomenon. The vessels are 

local productions of the same shape, produced with the same fine fabric (A-II), and fashioned 

in the same method (handbuilt base showing traces of coils, and wheel-coiled upper body). 

Their exterior surfaces are Light on Dark (presenting a brown patterned decoration on a 

yellowish-white coating), and lustrous. The potter obtained the Light on Dark effect by applying 

two different chaîne opératoires. To coat and decorate alabastron A.C:23 the craftsman used a 

 
544 A mass of clay is considered homogeneous when formed from a single lump of clay, and heterogeneous when 

is obtained by adding elements to a lump of clay. Courty and Roux 1995, 22. 
545 Roux 2016, 104. 
546 Courty and Roux 1995, 22. 
547 Roux and Courty 1998, 761. 
548 Vidale 2007, 51. 
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wash and a lustrous paint, whereas to produce alabastron A.C:24 he used a slip and a dull paint. 

As Figure 4.1 shows, the final effect on the surface is the same: a dark decoration on a light 

background. 

 The technological study of pottery through the analysis of the chaîne opératoire can 

be used to classify pottery in comparable classes, without losing the connection between the 

phases of the production sequence. The interconnection between the various production 

phases is visually represented by the creation of tree diagrams. Each level of a tree diagram 

indicates a phase of the production process, and each breach indicates the connection 

between the phases. Ramifications diverging from the main branch indicate different 

technological choices. Tree diagrams make it possible to recognize the use of homogeneous 

production methods, without losing the information about the interconnection between each 

phase of the production. 

Past approaches to the study of pottery technology described the steps of the production 

process as distinct, and independent components, and focused on the importance of single 

phases rather than analysing the production system as a whole. Technological choices were 

rarely connected to the social and cultural aspects of a community. Recent studies have proven 

how production phases are connected, and that craftsmen would have had to follow a defined 

and codified sequence to obtain a functional final product. Each phase of the production 

process is regarded as a key element to fulfill the production of a vessel. In the past, scholars 

were focusing more on aspects such as coating, decoration, and rubbing, considered 

qualitatively more important than the choice of the raw materials or the firing conditions. The 

focus was on the appealing and artistic aspects of the production. In recent years, 

archaeologists have stressed the relevance of each technological choice to obtain a final 

product with specific and distinctive features. 

4.6 The potter’s wheel and other turning devices 

Potter’s wheels and other turning devices are “supporting devices”, used by the potters to shape 

the clay during fashioning.549 The definition of turning devices has been subject to change over 

time, and sometimes lacks uniformity. Rice defined the differences between “turntables”, 

“tournettes”, and the “potter’s wheel” by analysing three main elements, the capacity of the 

device to provide “rotary motion” and “centrifugal force”, and the presence of a “pivoting” 
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element in the structure of the device.550 “Turntables” are devices that can only provide “rotary 

motion”, but do not present any “pivoting” structural element. They can be as simple as a large 

potsherd. “Tournettes” provide “rotary motion” and are equipped with a “pivoting” element. 

Their structure usually consists of a stone base, connected to a wooden support by a stick. Their 

structural elements are similar to those of the potter’s wheel, but their dimensions are usually 

smaller.551 

 The introduction of the potter’s wheel around the 3rd millennium B.C. from 

Mesopotamia where it was invented to Anatolia, caused a significant change in ceramic 

production techniques. Wheels allowed the craftsman to stay steady, while the vessel turned in 

front of him, allowing him to work on the pot from all sides. The potter’s wheel provides both 

“rotary motion” and “centrifugal force”, and is equipped with a “pivoting” element. The main 

elements defining the wheel are its ability to “speed” and to keep “persistence of rotation”.552 

At first, the wheel was made of a simple disk (Evely’s Type 1), which then evolved into a more 

complex structure (Evely's Type 3).553 The main components of the potter’s wheel are the wheel 

head, the axle, the flywheel, the socket, and the base. The wheel head and the base are connected 

by the axle, which is inserted into the flywheel, a second, heavier wheel kicked to speed up the 

wheel and to keep up the momentum. The base contained the socket, which is the actual point 

of rotation. Jeffra outlines that the distinction between the potter’s wheel and other turning 

devices is the ability to “store energy”. All the devices can “rotate rapidly”, but only the wheel 

can “store energy”, allowing craftsmen to fully focus on fashioning the vessel for at least 2-3 

minutes.554 

 By analysing the turning devices discovered in Crete, Evely classified clay disks in five 

categories. Type 1 includes clay disks, usually decorated with crosses, possibly used as 

guidelines for the fashioning and assemblage of the vessel. Type 2 disks do not present 

significant differences to Type 1, but are a larger in dimension. They might have featured a bat 

with incised patterns which was removed from the disk and used as a support for the pot to dry. 

Type 3 disks are components of proper wheels. The wheel head is grooved and decorated, and 

has a smooth upper surface. The devices also include a socket and an axle. The three elements 

were kept together using clay as cement, and the wheel was spun by “pulling” on the rim. 

 
550 Rice 1987, 132-135; Evely 2000, 269. 
551 Rice 1987, 133-134. 
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554 Rice 1987, 134-135; Jeffra 2011, 45-48. See also Evely 2000, 283-286. 
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Experiments have shown the need for a wooden disk placed on the clay disk to successfully 

fashion a vessel. This type of disk is a significant change from Types 1 and 2, since it “could 

have revolved under its own momentum for long enough [...] for a single potter to work at it”.555 

Using this new device, the potter could use both hands to fashion the vessel, without the need 

of an assistant. Type 4 disks are supports for Type 3 devices, and Type 5 utilized stone disks.556 

 The introduction of the potter’s wheel allowed craftsmen to radically change the 

production methods for pottery, enabling them to fully focus on shaping the raw materials. It 

also called for the introduction of new skills, including the use of different muscles from those 

used to hand build vessels.557 Its introduction cannot therefore be considered a sudden event, 

and its spreading cannot be seen as a fast phenomenon. At least in the early stages of its 

appearance, it required the acquisition of new skills by potters, as well as the construction of 

the wheels themselves, and the transmission of technological knowledge.558 

 The appearance of the wheel is too often associated with the abrupt introduction of the 

wheel throwing technique, and the almost sudden abandonment of handbuilding. Generally, the 

introduction of the wheel is dated to the 3rn millennium B.C. in Mesopotamia and central 

Asia.559 Roux and Courty analysed the technological marks on the surfaces of vessels produced 

in the 3rd millennium B.C., and concluded that the pots were not “wheel thrown”, but they were 

instead “wheel shaped”. They compared the traces observed on the vessels with specimens 

obtained in a controlled environment. The difference between “wheel shaping” and “wheel 

throwing” lies in the use of the wheel to shape roughouts: in wheel shaping (or “wheel 

fashioning”) the wheel is used to shape preforms, but not roughouts, while in wheel throwing 

the wheel is used to shape both roughouts and preforms. A relevant difference with previous 

studies is Roux and Courty's acknowledgment of the existence of mixed techniques which did 

not prevent the use of handbuilding techniques with the use of the wheel.560 

 
555 Evely 2000 283-286. 
556 Evely 2000, 286. 
557 Roux lists the “new required skills”: “two-handled bilateral control, stability of the forearms, regularity and 

constancy of pressures, modulation of pressure according to clay plasticity”. Roux and Corbetta 1989; Roux and 

Courty 1998, 780. 
558 Jeffra lists the “elements needed for the introduction of the wheel”: “gain RKE conceptual knowledge (1 year), 

acquire necessary motor skills (5 years), construct wheel devices (1 year), apply RKE to existing assemblage 

formation (5 years), incorporate RKE into existing apprenticeship learning programs (2 years), disseminate wheel 

techniques to other groups external to apprenticeship relationships (10 years)”. Jeffra 2011, 211, Table 8.1. See 

also Kiriatzi 2000. 
559 Roux 1994, 45. 
560 Courty and Roux 1995, 18, 48; Roux and Courty 1998, 748, 750. 
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4.7 The wheel-coiling technique 

The analysis of the high variety of technological traces on pottery specimens allowed Roux and 

Courty to identify the existence of various combinations of coiling and wheel fashioning 

methods, called wheel-coiling (Figure 4.2). They studied these fashioning techniques by 

conducting experiments, involving specialized potters producing vessels by applying different 

types of wheel-coiling to the same type of clay. An average of 15 vessels per wheel-coiling 

method were produced, and compared with coiled and wheel thrown experimental specimens. 

This resulted in the codification of wheel-coiling methods, as well as of the types of 

technological traces recognizable on the surfaces of vessels. This helped to classify them 

according to their production methods, regardless of their dating and/or provenance.561  In 

addition to the macroscopical analysis of the surface of the vessels, Roux and Courty suggest 

that the analysis of microfabrics is a useful tool to identify the fashioning method applied to the 

production of a pot. By analysing thin sections and observing the alignment of inclusions in the 

clay paste, it is possible to detect the use of RKE. If the wheel was involved in the production 

of a pot, the inclusions would be aligned and elongated as a consequence of the pressure exerted 

by the potter on the clay. In addition, coils can be identified in thin sections, which would 

include a small, thin crack indicating the contact surface between two rows of coils.562   

Roux and Courty describe four wheel-coiling methods. Each method shows the 

introduction of RKE in the production process at a different stage. Method 1 features RKE only 

at the late stages of the production, for the “shaping of the walls”563 (Figure 4.2.1). Method 2 

exploits RKE for the “thinning of the walls”564  (Figure 4.2.2). In Method 3 the coils are 

assembled on the wheel, while in Method 4 RKE is used to shape the coils as well (Figure 

4.2.3).565 The craftsmen need to be skilled enough to join the coils firmly, so that they are not 

pulled apart by the spinning of the wheel and by the centrifugal force (Figure 4.2.4).566  

The presentation of each method is accompanied by a description of the technological 

traces that may occur on the surfaces of the pots which identify the fashioning method used for 

their production. The walls of vessels produced using Method 1 have an irregular thickness, but 

rarely show traces of the joining of the coils. Vessels fashioned with Method 2 present irregular 

 
561 Courty and Roux 1995, 26-42; Roux and Courty 1998, 171, 748. 
562 Roux 1994, 65; Courty and Roux 1995, 24; Roux and Courty 1998, 753-755. 
563 Roux and Courty 1998, 748. 
564 Roux and Courty 1998, 748. 
565 Roux and Courty 1998, 748. 
566 Roux and Courty 1998, 750. 
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grooves on the body and can have rather shallow traces of the joining of the coils. Both these 

methods produce pots characterized by irregular profiles, since potters apply an uneven pressure 

on the walls of the vessels to smooth them. The use of Method 3 results in walls bearing rillings 

and grooves. Rillings are “spiral ridges or striations [...] of a vessel thrown on a wheel, formed 

by finger pressure in ‘lifting’ the clay”,567 while grooves indicate the joining of two rows of 

coils. Usually, these technological marks can be observed on the interior surfaces, which are 

usually less refined than the exterior ones. Vessels produced using Method 4 show many 

parallel rillings and grooves, indicating the joining of several rows of coils. Their profile is 

quite regular since they were assembled on the wheel, exploiting RKE to smooth their edges 

and join them evenly.568 

4.8 Technological approach and ethno-archaeological studies 

In recent years technological studies have benefited from their interaction with an ethno-

archaeological approach.569 Looking at how living communities interact with their surrounding 

landscape and cultures has led to the development of new approaches to the description of 

societies, and broadened the analytical tools applied to the analysis of cultural phenomena. 

Ethnography shifts the attention from the mere description of different traditions and production 

methods, to how changes were introduced. It shows that traditions are subject to change, 

challenging the old way of seeing local traditions as closed assemblages, strongly opposed to 

change. Knowledge is not seen as a static element anymore, but it is instead considered a 

dynamic component of culture. All the activities performed by a community are deeply 

interconnected, and knowledge is not compartmentalized, but shared amongst specialists.570 

New knowledge is introduced by deep interactions between societies. The transmission 

of a new method is only successful if the “trainer” (the craftsman teaching the technique), and 

the “trainee” (the craftsman learning the technique) trust and respect each other.571 This vision 

challenges traditional interpretations using technological knowledge as evidence of 

colonization or a cultural hegemony of one society over another. In order for a new technique 

to be accepted by a community, the method needs to be perceived as part of the society’s 

 
567 Rice 1987, 481. 
568 Roux and Courty 1998, 752-753. 
569 See Rice 1987, 113-115; Orton, Tyers and Vince 1993, 18. 
570 Gosselain 2010, 216. 
571 Gosselain 2010, 207; Gosselain 2011c, 213; Knappett 2011, 140-142; Knappett and Kiriatzi 2016, 12. See also 

Rice 1987, 458. 
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identity rather than a “foreign” imposition. The introduction of a new production process 

suggests contacts and interactions amongst societies, rather than evidence for colonization. 

Studies have been conditioned by the conviction that technological innovations are 

either randomly introduced in a community’s everyday life, or that they are the result of specific 

and repetitive patterns of interaction between a society and their surroundings. For a long time, 

innovations were just noted and described as sudden appearances and disappearances of 

morphological elements in the material culture and production processes. Scholars were then 

studying the material to identify the “source” that caused the change or the presence of some 

recurring elements in the chronological evolution of the material culture which might have been 

the beginnings of a technological change. However, this approach does not take into account 

that human knowledge does not progress according to a predetermined pattern and does not 

follow a set of specific steps. For this reason, it is not possible to approach the study of a 

community by trying to identify a series of markers to describe the cultural progression of a 

society. The evolution of a society over time is subject to unpredictable events that condition 

the cultural choices a society makes. This should not encourage the description of technological 

changes as a series of unexpected events suddenly happening in a community. The reason why 

a new production method is introduced should always be analysed to understand the 

relationship between a community and its surroundings. New chaînes opératoires are not only 

introduced by the interaction with other societies, but can also derive from the different 

perception of the landscape, as well as a change in the spiritual component of a culture. Raw 

materials that were unknown might be discovered, and those that were once considered not 

suitable for use due to religious restriction, might be perceived differently over time. 

There is a historical debate as to whether technological changes come about as the result 

of colonization or cultural interaction between communities. The model based on colonization 

has heavily scrutinized as the only means of social progression. Analysing the phenomenon of 

the Greek colonization of the western Mediterranean, scholars have argued that the modern 

concept of colonization cannot be applied to ancient societies.572 The spread of technological 

changes is better explained by a model based on cultural influence. Cultural influence can 

permeate societies to different degrees and can be applied to societies without implying any 

amount of political control.573 

 
572 Asheri 1979, 1996. See also Rice 1987, 449. 
573 See for example Davis 1984, Voutsaki 1997, Knappett and Nikolakopoulou 2008, Knappett and Kiriatzi 2016. 
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In recent years scholars have applied complex analysis of local patterns and regional 

interactions between neighbouring communities to understand the cultural and technological 

development of a society. Olivier Gosselain outlines the importance of combining large scale 

analysis with regional studies to understand the technological choices of a society. By 

understanding the technological choices of the societies interacting with a community, scholars 

can better understand its cultural preferences. The fact that a community does not apply certain 

production processes does not mean that they are not aware of them, but it indicates that a 

cultural choice was made not to follow them.574  

Pottery decoration exemplifies well how these two approaches can provide an 

interesting insight in the cultural patterns of an area. Decoration can be considered a good 

indicator for the identification of areas sharing and understanding the same cultural language.575 

According to Gosselain, designs and tools can be widespread, but motifs576 usually have a large 

local variability.577 The decoration of a vessel is an element that can be easily recognized and 

interpreted by the components of a homogeneous cultural group. Applying local variations to 

the main decorative scheme, craftsmen adapt a common language for the needs of their 

society.578 On Kos, for example, potters were producing decorated Mycenaean vessels, but 

instead of mainly applying patterned decoration, they were producing a significant number of 

monochrome specimens as well, in accordance with the Koan local tradition (see Chapter 10).     

Despite technological knowledge being a conservative component of a culture, change 

does occur. In pottery production processes the fashioning stage is the most conservative 

phase.579  As will be discussed for the material from Kos (Chapters 8-10), the amount of 

imported material and the closeness of local production to imports are indicators of the level of 

acceptance of new features by the local community.580 As societies expand, they need more 

vessels to function and thus production systems grow. As they grow, they are more likely to be 

subject to change and regionalism. In fact, every society adapts a set of technological skills and 

knowledge to the needs and preferences of their community. This process is fundamental for 

the production to be successful, and for craftsmen to be accepted by the society they work in. 

 
574 Gosselain 2011b, 253; Gosselain 2016, 200. 
575 Gosselain 2011d, 3, 6. 
576 The term “motif” indicates the single components of the decoration. The tem “design” indicates the patterns in 

which they are assembled. These definitions are similar to Furumark’s “decorative elements” and “syntax” (see 

section 3.1.1). 
577 Gosselain 2011c, 216-217. 
578 Gosselain 2011d, 9, 16-17. 
579 Gosselain 2010, 199, 208, 214; Gosselain 2011a, 99; Gosselain 2011c, 218-219. 
580 See Jones et al. 2014 and Kiriatzi and Andreou 2016, 131-132. 
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The need to be accepted by the society is more important to the craftsman than the symbolic 

meaning connected with the use of traditional production methods.581 

The approach followed for the purposes of this study follows the suggestions of Pierre 

Lemonnier and Gosselain.582 It first focuses on the analysis of the single stages making up the 

chaîne opératoire applied to the production of pottery vessels on Kos. Particular attention will 

be given to the specific choices made by Koan potters to fulfill each stage of the production 

process. The chaîne opératoire will then be analysed as a whole, comparing the different 

methods applied to the production of vessels. Local production methods will then be compared 

with those observed for the production of imported material, to understand how Koan potters 

were responding to the presence of other technological methods in the neighbouring areas. 

 
581 Gosselain 2011c, 219-220, 223; Kiriatzi and Andreou 2016, 134-135, 148. 
582 Lemonnier 1993; Gosselain 2011b, 246. 
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CHAPTER 5. MYCENAEAN POTTERY IN CONTEXT ON KOS 

The following chapter contains an historical overview of Kos in Prehistory, and a brief 

introduction to the settlement of the Serraglio. A brief discussion about Kos in prehistory, 

focusing on the Mycenaean period, will be given to better understand the cultural behaviour of 

Koan society during the later stages of the Bronze Age, when the two cemeteries of Eleona and 

Langada were in use. The main features of Eleona and Langada and information about the raw 

materials used to fashion the vessels are discussed as well. Given its relevant role in the Aegean 

BA, much archaeological research has been conducted on Kos after Luigi Morricone’s 

discoveries, including Richard Hope Simpson and John F. Lazenby’s surveys, Penelope 

Mountjoy’s study of the pottery from the Serraglio, Eleona, and Langada, Toula Marketou’s 

excavations on the island, and the ongoing SELAP project directed by Salvatore Vitale.583 

Dense occupation of Kos in the LBA is attested in the northeastern area of the island in 

LH IIIA2-LH IIIB, and a decline in the number of sites in LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle, when 

the population was concentrated mainly at the settlement of the Serraglio (see Chapter 2). 

During this time, Kos underwent a process of Mycenaeanisation, which influenced the 

production of ceramics, weapons, and prestige items, as well as the architecture and funerary 

practices of the island. The later stages of the LBA were also characterized by a more fluid 

social organization and use of the landscape.584 

All of these cultural and social features are reflected in the construction and exploitation 

of the two Mycenaean cemeteries of Eleona and Langada, which make up 83 of the 89 

Mycenaean tombs attested on Kos. The remaining six burials include the isolated chamber 

tombs at Kastello, Iraklis, Mesaria and Hagia Paraskevi, as well as the tholos tombs at 

Georgaras and Thalassinos (Figure 5.2). 585  The technological analysis of the Mycenaean 

vessels retrieved at Eleona and Langada can reveal details about the relationship of Kos with 

its neighbouring areas, and its role in the Aegean during the LBA. 

 
583 Hope Simpson and Lazenby 1962, 1970, 1973; Marketou 1987, 1990a, 1990b, Marthari, Marketou and Jones 

1990, Marketou 2004; Vitale et al. 2016.  
584 Vitale et al. 2016,238-239, 278. 
585 Vitale et al. 2016, 239. 
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5.1 Kos in Prehistory 

Kos, along with Rhodes, is considered of primary importance for the reconstruction of the 

otherwise blurry prehistory of the Dodecanese.586  The recent archaeological investigations 

conducted by the Greek Archaeological Service at the Serraglio, and at Asomatos on Rhodes, 

are quoted as crucial studies to identify the earlier phases of the Bronze Age in the Dodecanese, 

since in the Neolithic period there is a dense site distribution in the archipelago, but a drastic 

decrease in the number of sites occurs during the Early Bronze Age.587 

It is difficult to date any type of material to the earlier stages of the Neolithic period 

other than at cave sites. The Late Neolithic and Early Bronze Age periods seem to have been 

characterized by intense contact between the Dodecanese and the Cyclades, as well as the island 

of Samos and the western coast of Anatolia.588 Between the Final Neolithic (FN) and Early 

Bronze Age 2 (EBA 2), the population was organized in small groups, and the settlements were 

located inland close to raw materials and were well protected by natural formations. The main 

settlements were located at Tsilimbiri, the Asklupis, Troulli, Panaghia Tsoukalaria, and Hagios 

Phokas (Figure 5.1).589 

During the Neolithic period, Aegean islands shared common features with Anatolian 

coastal communities with regards to their social and economic organization. Given their 

location in the Mediterranean, the Aegean islands held a key position for the contact between 

Anatolia and other coastal communities on the Greek peninsula and were involved in the 

exchange and trading of both raw materials and finished products. Thanks to its geographical 

position, close to the Anatolian coast and on the crossroads between the mainland, Crete and 

the Cyclades, the cultural identity of Kos was shaped by its relationships with other Aegean 

islands, and influenced by contacts with farther-flung communities, such as those on the 

Anatolian coast.590 Communities in the Aegean were interacting with each other, and aligned 

with the major social changes characterizing the 4th millennium, including a better organized 

and defined distribution of activities in the settlements, and the use of fortification walls. This 

period features an increased number of settlements, located close to the sources of raw materials 

available in the surrounding region, and the first evidence of metalworking. This created the 

need for craft specialization and the introduction of workshops in the settlements. Funerary 

 
586 Davis 1992, 700-705, 752. 
587 See for example Marketou 2004, 2009, 2010a, 2010b; Marketou et al. 2006. 
588 Hope Simpson and Lazenby 1973, 170. 
589 Vitale et al. 2016, 236. 
590 Georgiadis 2012, 56-57, 173-175, 205-206; Hatzivasileiou 2013, 53. 
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customs, including rituals and grave goods began to be codified in the 4th millennium BCE. 

Pottery technological improvements were also developed including techniques such as 

burnishing, and large, coarse storage vessels.591
 

During EBA 3 and the Middle Bronze Age (MBA) there was a contraction in the number 

of both settlement and burial sites, implying the abandonment of some areas used in earlier 

phases (Figure 5.1).  The only occupation site so far known in these periods is the proto-urban 

settlement of the Serraglio, and it has not been possible to date any burials to these phases. As 

discussed in Chapter 2, historically, archaeological investigations on the island favoured other 

areas, such as the Asklepieion, while the Serraglio was discovered only while the town of Kos 

was being rebuilt after the 1933 earthquake. The Bronze Age settlement has only been partially 

excavated and the location and dimension of the trenches were conditioned by the existing 

modern buildings. The data recovered is therefore limited, but recent work by the Ephoria and 

the SELAP project aims to re-examine the evidence to provide a clearer interpretation of the 

site. Marketou, Vitale and McNamee suggest that the concentration of the population in one 

settlement might indicate the rise of an élite social group, as well as the beginning of social 

stratification, connected with the change in the economic system.592 EBA 3 was a prosperous 

phase for the island, in which it participated in the Anatolian Trade Network between the 

Aegean, Anatolia, and northern Syria, sharing communal architectural features, economic 

systems, and technological advances in ceramics production.593 

Despite the lack of significant evidence from the Dodecanese concerning the Middle 

Bronze Age, Hope Simpson and Lazenby describe this period as being characterized by a heavy 

Minoan influence. Middle Minoan (MM) III is identified as the floruit phase for the majority 

of the sites in the Dodecanese.594 In the Aegean, the transition between the Middle and the Late 

Bronze Age is characterized by the spread of Minoan cultural elements, such as architectural 

styles, pottery and textile typologies, iconography, and writing systems.595 Features derived 

from Minoan influences on Kos are a “provincial style polythyron” and some Minoan-like 

discoid loom weights, while the presence of Minoan-style wall paintings and writing systems 

has not yet been detected.596 The presence of Minoan architectural features at various Aegeans 

 
591 Alram-Stern 2014, 310, 312, 315-316, 320; Kouka 2014, 44, 57; Tsirtsoni 2014, 275, 294-295. 
592 Vitale et al. 2016, 236-237. 
593 Kouka 2014, 44; Vitale et al. 2016, 136-237; Vitale 2018, 124-125. 

The system might have included Cilicia and Mesopotamia as well according to Şahoğlu 2005, 340. 
594 Hope Simpson and Lazenby 1973, 171-172. 
595 Vitale and Hancock Vitale 2013, 44. 
596 Morricone 1972-1973, 279; Marketou 1990b, 109; Marketou 1998a, 63-64; Marketou 2009, 91; Marketou 

2010a, 763-764, Fig. 57:1 (p. 764); Vitale 2016a, 88; Vitale and Hancock Vitale 2013, 44, 50. 
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sites can indicate a strong Minoan influence, but does not imply the presence of a Minoan 

colony. In 1992 Jack L. Davis outlined the misinterpretation of the Minoanisation process in 

the Dodecanese in the Early and Middle Bronze Age, highlighting that strong Minoan influence 

in certain areas does not necessarily mean that such sites were Cretan colonies. He further states 

that the Mycenaeanisation process is underestimated in the Dodecanese when compared with 

the in-depth research applied to the study of the Minoanisation of the area.597 Recent studies 

have confirmed his arguments, there is a clear distinction between areas influenced by the 

Minoan culture, and areas directly controlled by Crete.598 As part of the Minoanisation process, 

cultural features common in Crete spread outside the island, through a variety of social 

interactions. A driving force behind this process appears to have been the local elites wishing 

to align with the most significant cultural entity of the period to strengthen their own position 

in the local society.599 Koan elites are part of this process, and adapt Minoan traditions to suit 

their own needs, such as architectural techniques and pottery shapes.  LBA IA Mature is the 

period of the strongest Minoan influence on the “Anatolianazing” local tradition (see Chapter 

10). This process resulted in the production of Light on Dark/Dark on Light (LoD/DoL) pottery 

on Kos, a “hybrid” class of vessels bearing strong Minoan influences.600 Kos had a key role in 

the trade of locally produced Light on Dark/Dark on Light pottery to other Aegean sites, such 

as Rhodes, Samos, Akrotiri and Kea.601 The absence of Minoan fine decorated pottery at the 

Serraglio and the relatively low number of vessels imported from Crete, indicates that Kos was 

invested in the Minoanisation process, but was not directly controlled by Crete.602 Even though 

Kos had contact with Crete, Cretan cultural influence on the island was limited and did not 

permeate deeply. For this reason, Vitale and Teresa Hancock Vitale suggest that it is not 

possible to interpret the data as evidence of a Minoan colony on Kos (see section 5.2). 603 

In LH IIIA1-IIIA2, Kos shows a decrease in the production of Light on dark/Dark on 

Light pottery and in the imports from Crete, while possessing an increased number of imports 

from the mainland, as well as the local production of Mycenaean wares. In the transition from 

LBA II to LBA III, the Minoan influence decreases significantly, while the island aligns with 

 
597 Davis 1992, 100, 705, 707; Marthari 1988. 
598 For different views on the process of Minoanisation see Feats 1978; Branigan 1981; Benzi 1984; Davis 1984; 

Hägg and Marinatos 1984; Wiener 1990; Shallin 1993; Davis 2001; Broodbank 2004; Davis and Gorgogianni 

2008; Wiener 2013; Girella and Pavúk 2015; Gorogianni, Pavúk and Girella 2016. 
599 Branigan 1981; Benzi 1984; Wiener 1990; Broodbank 2004; Girella and Pavúk 2015, 388-389. 
600 Vitale and Hancock Vitale 2013; Vitale 2016a, 76, 86. 
601 Mountjoy 1998, 33; see also Marthari, Marketou and Jones 1990, 171-184. 
602 Vitale and Hancock Vitale 2013, 55. 
603 Vitale and Hancock Vitale 2013; Vitale 2016a, 76, 86. 
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Mycenaean traditions. By LH IIB-LH IIIA1 the Mycenaean cemetery of Eleona is established 

on Kos and in LH IIIA2 the cemetery of Langada is constructed. The presence of Mycenaean 

cemeteries, and the local production of Mycenaean wares, along with the decrease in the 

production of local tradition vessels, indicates a deep Mycenaean influence, stronger than the 

Minoan one. Koans are not only producing Mycenaean vessels on the island, but are also 

conducting Mycenaean funerary rituals, indicating that the society accepted and adopted 

Mycenaean values and customs (see Chapter 10). 604  During the Late Bronze Age Kos 

maintained some local, distinctive features, as shown by the presence of local tradition pottery 

found in the settlement of the Serraglio.605 The local tradition was influenced by Mycenaean 

elements, that were adapted to the local needs (see Chapter 10). The presence of Mycenaeans 

on Kos cannot be ruled out,606 although more analysis needs to be conducted to understand the 

extent of their possible presence on the island. The presence of local tradition pottery at the 

Serraglio, though, suggests that the settlement was inhabited by Koans throughout the Late 

Bronze Age. 

Habitation initially increased on Kos during the earlier stages of the LBA (LH IIIA2-

LH IIIB), as settlements such as the Serraglio, Asklupis, Iraklis, and Kastro at Palaio Pyli and 

burial sites such as the necropoleis of Eleona and Langada, the chamber tombs at Kastello, 

Iraklis, Mesaria and Hagia Paraskevi, and the tholos tombs at Georgaras and Thalassinos are 

spread over the island (Figures 5.1 and 5.2). By LH IIIC, though, the population was 

concentrated in a few key sites in the northeastern region of the island. The only two settlements 

were the Serraglio and Kastro at Palaio Pyli, and the only burial sites were the cemeteries of 

Eleona and Langada, and the tholos tomb at Georgaras (Figures 5.1 and 5.2).607
 

The study of the stratigraphic sequence at the Serraglio indicates continuity between the 

latest phases of the Bronze Age and the beginning of the Iron Age. The central part of the 

settlement was converted into a necropolis, while its inhabitants occupied only the central area. 

Typical Geometric burial types are found around the settlement such as cists, pits, and 

enchytrismoi.608 There is little other evidence so far for an Early Iron Age (EIA) presence on 

the island. 

 
604 Vitale 2016a, 88; Vitale and Hancock Vitale 2013, 74-76. 
605 Vitale 2005, 2006b. 
606 Vitale and Trecarichi 2015, 329. 
607 Vitale et al. 2016, 236-239. 
608 Morricone 1978; Lemos 2002, 180-182; Vitale et al. 2016, 232-233. 
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Before discussing the contexts of Eleona and Langada, and information about the raw 

materials used to fashion the vessels analysed for the purposes of this study, a brief presentation 

of the Serraglio, the settlement connected with the activities of the cemeteries, will be provided. 

5.2 The settlement of the Serraglio 

The Bronze Age settlement of the Serraglio was found in the centre of the modern town of Kos, 

after an earthquake occurred on the island in 1933. The location of the site is described by 

Morricone as a suburb, located on a hill outside the Medieval walls surrounding the town, and 

mostly inhabited by Muslims. Τα Σαράγια (the Serraglio) was the Turkish name of the old 

Governor’s residence, located on the hilltop, and was later extended to the whole 

neighbourhood. After the earthquake, new houses were to be constructed, and spread further 

apart than before. This resulted in the expansion of the town, and archaeologists were involved 

in surveying the area, in order to help plan the construction of the new buildings around areas 

of archaeological significance (see Chapter 2). Since Laurenzi did not identify traces of ancient 

activities in the Serraglio, the field was included in the urban development plan as an area to be 

exploited for construction. In 1934, while three roads were being built in the area of the 

Serraglio, Morricone’s assistant Giuseppe Lazzara (Assistente agli scavi di Coo) discovered 

some evidence for a BA settlement and some EIA burials located in the same area. The 

Superintendency of Rhodes interrupted the constructions at the Serraglio, until further 

archaeological investigation could be carried out. Nevertheless, the BA settlement and the EIA 

burials had sustained damage by both ancient and modern exploitation of the field, and the 

excavation area had been arbitrarily divided in four zones by the modern roads (Figure 5.4). 

Excavation at the site was carried out in 1935, between 1940 and 1941, and again in 1946 by 

Morricone.609 The evidence from the Serraglio is limited since the site was discovered while 

rebuilding the town of Kos after the earthquake occurred in 1933. The area of the Serraglio was 

not originally included in the Piano regolatore as an area of possible archaeological interest 

(see Chapter 2). The four trenches excavated to investigate the site were limited by the existing 

modern buildings and roads. The area investigated is not enough to make assumptions about 

the general organization of the settlement or the number of inhabitants. 

 Morricone identified a sequence of four overlapping cities (Città I, Città II, Città III, 

Città IV) covering an area of roughly six hectares, and expanding from the Serraglio to the 

neighbouring area of the Fadìl (Figure 5.4). According to him the Serraglio had an uninterrupted 

 
609 Morricone 1972-1973, 139, 141, 143, 149-151, 152, 388, Figure 7. 
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occupation sequence, from the early stages of the Bronze Age to at least the Protogeometric 

period. He dated the first occupational phase at the Serraglio to MM III, due to the presence of 

Light on Dark pottery, very similar to some Cretan productions. Morricone compared the 

material found at the settlement with the ceramics found on Kalymnos, Miletus, and at Trianda 

on Rhodes, identifying such sites as the stepping stones of the MBA Minoan expansion to the 

Anatolian coast. He further identified some local tradition wares, comparable to specimens 

found elsewhere on the island, such as at the Asklupis.610 

 In recent years, Vitale and Marketou suggested a new chronology for the sequence at 

the Serraglio, based on analysis of the material found by Morricone, and the new data gained 

from the excavations on Kos by the Greek Archaeological Service.611 

 The first signs of occupation at the Serraglio date to EBA 3. Vitale and Marketou 

identify three occupational phases at the settlement: Phase I dates to EBA and is divided in two 

sub-phases, Phase II dates to MBA, and Phase III dates to LBA and is organized in eight sub-

phases. In addition, a group of potsherds was dated to the transition from LH IIIC Late to the 

Early Protogeometric (EPG) and to the EPG, indicating that the settlement was in use until the 

Middle Protogeometric (MPG) when it was converted into a cemetery.612 In addition, Vitale 

and Marketou present a new chronological sequence for the four LBA cities identified by 

Morricone. City I, featuring buildings oriented north to south, is dated to LBA IB (1625/00-

1470/60). City II features buildings oriented north to south and east to west, and extends to the 

Fadil; it is divided in two sub-phases dating to LBA II-LBA IIIA1 (1470/60-1420/10 BCE ca), 

and LBA IIIA1 (1420/10-1390/70 BCE ca). City III, including buildings oriented north-

northwest to south-southeast, is organized in two sub-phases dated to LH IIIA2-LH IIIB1 

(1390/70-1265/50 BCE ca), and LH IIIB1-LH IIIB2 Late (1265/50-1200/1190). City IV is 

dated to LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle (1200/1190-1100/1090), and is characterized by 

buildings oriented northwest to southeast, but the structures were compromised by EIA 

occupation of the site.613 Given the “strong local character”, deeply influenced by Anatolian 

prototypes, the earliest phases of the Late Bronze Age on Kos are defined as LBA I, LBA II, 

and LBA IIIA1. Between LBA II and LBA III Kos undergoes a strong process of 

Myceneaenization (see Chapter 5), that deeply influences the local cultural traditions. By LBA 

 
610 Morricone 1965-1966, 306-307; Morricone 1972-1973, 359; Vitale et al. 2016, 227, 229. 
611  Marketou 1987; Marketou 1900a; Marketou 1990b; Marketou 1998a; Marketou 1998b; Marketou 2004; 

Marthari, Marketou and Jones 1990; Vitale 2005, 73; Vitale et al. 2016, 229. 
612 Vitale et al. 2016, 231-232. 
613 Mountjoy 2007, Figure 1 (p. 229); Andreou 2009, Table 1 (p. 28); Weninger and Jung 2009, Figure 14 (p. 416); 

Jung 2010, Table 13.1 (p. 172); Manning 2010, Table 2.2 (p. 23); Vitale et al. 2016, Table III (p. 229). 
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IIIA2, when the island is fully aligned with the Mycenaean rituals and set of values, the dating 

of the Koan sequence is therefore made according to the Late Helladic (LH) system.614 

Vitale and Hancock Vitale argue that the Serraglio is not a Minoan “settlement colony”, 

since the site was continuously occupied from EBA 3, before any type of Minoan influence can 

be detected on Kos, until LH IIIC, after the end of any kind of Minoan influence on the island. 

The settlement is not a Minoan “governed colony” either, given the fact that it is not possible 

to detect any sign of actual Minoan political control on Kos. Finally, the Serraglio is also not a 

Minoan “community colony”, though this does not exclude the possibility of a Minoan presence 

at the settlement.615 

5.3 The cemeteries of Eleona and Langada 

An overview of the two cemeteries of Eleona and Langada, the contexts of provenance of the 

468 vessels analysed for the purposes of this study, will now be presented. The analysis of the 

Mycenaean cemeteries of Eleona and Langada can therefore provide a better understanding of 

the socio-cultural characterization of Kos during the LBA. In order to better define these 

aspects, the most recent investigations, conducted as part of the SELAP project, have been 

focused on the analysis of the architectural features, the landscape distribution of the tombs, the 

study of the grave goods, and the treatments and rituals performed on the body of the deceased. 

It was possible to refine the dating of the tombs, and gain insight on the building techniques 

and construction phases of the cemeteries by performing statistical analysis on the information 

provided by Morricone.616  

5.3.1 Discovery and investigations 

Eleona and Langada were discovered in 1935 during the restoration and reconstruction of Kos 

Town, severely damaged during the earthquake, which occurred in 1933. While workers were 

digging the fields searching for pozzolana during the reconstruction of the town, Morricone’s 

associate Lazzara identified the presence of archaeological material, and called for a halt to the 

work in order to prevent further damage to the tombs. It was soon clear that Eleona and Langada 

were the location of two Mycenaean cemeteries. Archaeological excavations were carried out 

 
614 Marketou 1998b; Mountjoy 1998, 33-34; Vitale 2005, 44, 87; Vitale 2016, 77; Vitale et al. 2016, 229, Table 

III. 
615 Vitale and Hancock Vitale 2013, 55. 
616 McNamee and Vitale 2020, 214, 216, 218-219. 
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on the sites during the winter in 1935, and in the fall-winter between 1940 and 1941. The 

unfolding events of the Second World War forced an end to the investigations in January 

1941.617 

Morricone returned to Kos between 1951 and 1957. During this period he catalogued 

the material he had recovered from the tombs, and drew and photographed the vessels. In 

addition, architect Cecilia Varetti was able to complete the plans and sections for the 

excavations at Langada.618 

Once grave goods were retrieved, they were restored by Vittorio Toti, from the Opificio 

delle Pietre Dure di Firenze, who had created a restauration laboratory in the Antiquarium in 

the central yard of the Castello dei Cavalieri di San Giovanni, in the centre of Kos town. During 

the war the material was at first stored in the basements of the Antiquarium, but when re-

opening the boxes in 1942, Morricone discovered that many of the labels were covered in mold, 

and the provenance of some of the material was lost. The damage was particularly significant 

for the material from the tombs excavated between 1934-1935 (Eleona Tombs 1, 5, 8-9, 11-14, 

23), forcing Morricone to classify some of those finds as “Stray finds” (“materiale erratico”). 

Between July and November 1941 Toti restored the material, and Melahat Chibrizlì catalogued 

the vessels. The fully restored material was then stored in the Odeon, until 1947 when the 

vessels were handed over to the Greek Ephoria, which stored them in the Museum of Kos.619 

5.3.2 Location of the sites 

Eleona and Langada were located 750 m south-west from the settlement of the Serraglio. The 

sites were close to the Church of San Giovanni (in the area of Εφτά Βήματα), the Baptistery of 

an early Christian Church, and the Roman tomb Παναγία Φανερωμένη, named after the church 

built on top of it. In antiquity the cemeteries were probably outside the city walls, while in the 

Bronze Age they appeared to have been located on the opposing sides of a no longer existing 

stream. Eleona, from Ελαιώνας (olive growth), was located on the west bank of the stream, and 

Langada, from Λαγκάδα (the valley) was on the east.620  

 
617 Morricone 1965-1966, 5, 7, 12, 15. 
618 Morricone 1965-1966, 5. 
619 Morricone 1965-1966, 6-13. The catalogue was of primary importance to identify the vessels when they were 

returned from their hidden places, after the war was over.  
620 Morricone 1965-1966, 7, 13. 
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The cemeteries gained even more importance after the discovery of the settlement of 

the Serraglio. Morricone associated the settlement with the cemeteries, suggesting that their 

location to the southwest of the Serraglio aligned with a pattern found elsewhere in BA 

Greece.621  

The cemetery of Eleona was used from LH IIB to LH IIIC Middle, and included 22 

tombs, while the cemetery of Langada contained 61 tombs and was exploited between LH IIIA2 

and LH IIIC Middle. 

5.4 Chronology of the tombs at Eleona and Langada 

As part of SELAP’s research on the history of Kos, it was possible to date the construction and 

reuse of all the tombs from the two sites, except for five tombs from Langada. Since the 

structures are no longer preserved, it is not therefore possible to comment on the building 

techniques or the archaeological features. The chronology of the tombs is established based on 

the analysis of the grave goods, especially the pottery vessels. Only four tombs were in use in 

LH IIB, increasing to 13 in LH IIIA1, and to 15 in LH IIIA2.  LH IIIB is characterized by a 

significant increase in the number of tombs with 25 in use during this period. In LH IIIC Early 

26 tombs were in use, while up to 40 tombs were used in LH IIIC Middle. In the earlier stages 

of the BA, “pithos burials or small cemeteries” were in use in the Mesaria area and at the 

Asklupis. It has not been possible to identify any EBA 3-MBA burials so far. A jar burial was 

found at Mesaria, containing several metal finds, including a “silver incised sauceboat”. 

Morricone discovered three pithos burials and one stone circle at the Asklupis, possibly part of 

a larger cemetery. The pithoi are oriented east to west, and face westwards. Anthropological 

analysis conducted on the skeletal remains discovered at the Asklupis indicate three adult 

females, and three adult males were buried at the site. All of the burials show secondary 

treatments of the bones, and are poorly preserved.622 

 Analysing the material from the tombs, Vitale identified 55 qualified find groups, 

including 15 closed groups and 40 stylistically homogeneous groups (for the definition of 

“qualified find groups”, “closed groups”, and “stylistically homogeneous groups” see Chapter 

 
621 Morricone 1965-1966, 17-19; Morricone 1973-1974. 
622 Morricone 1965-1966; Hope Simpson and Lazenby 1970, 38; Morricone 1972-1973, 261-271; Marketou 

1990a, 43; Marketou 2004; Georgiadis 2009, 8-9, 19; Marketou 2010a, 762-763; Vitale 2009-2010; Vitale et al. 

2016, 236, 241, 243, 247, Table VII (p. 234). 
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3).623 Closed groups are either found in tombs used only in one phase, usually single burials,624 

or are defined based on their disposition in the tomb such as groups of vessels deposited close 

to one skeleton or located in a specific position in the tomb, away from other grave goods.625 

5.4.1 Chronological dating of the tombs at Eleona626 

Four tombs at Eleona were built in LH II (Tombs 2, 4, 8, and 18). Three of these tombs were 

still in use in LH IIIA1 (Tombs 4, 8, and 18), and 10 more were built in the same period (Tombs 

3, 7, 10, 11, 12, 14, 16, 17, 21, and 22). 

Only one tomb was built in LH IIIA2 (Tomb 15), while LH II Tomb 2 and LH IIIA1 

Tombs 10, 16, and 18 were still in use. In LH IIIB four tombs were built (Tombs 5, 6, 19, and 

20), and some LH II (Tomb 4) and LH IIIA2 tombs (Tomb 15) were still active. 

Tomb 13 was built in LH IIIC Early, while Tomb 4 (LH II), Tomb 11 (LH IIIA1), and 

Tomb 20 (LH IIIB) were reused at the same time. Two tombs (1 and 23) were built in LH IIIC 

Middle, but many tombs built in previous phases were used again.  This included all of the 

tombs constructed in LH II (Tombs 2, 4, and 8), LH IIIA2 (Tomb 15), and LH IIIC Early (Tomb 

13), as well as some tombs constructed in LH IIIA1 (Tombs 7, 11, 12, and 21), and LH IIIB 

(Tombs 6, and 20). For a summary of the chronological distribution of the use of the tombs at 

Eleona see Table 5.1. 

5.4.2 Chronological dating of the tombs at Langada627 

Langada started to be used in LH IIIA2, when the first 10 tombs were built (Tombs 3, 16, 25, 

29, 37, 38, 41, 51, 54, and 56). Tomb 37 was still in use in LH IIIB, when 18 more tombs were 

built (Tombs 10, 15, 19, 20, 21, 28, 30, 35, 36, 40, 46, 48, 49, 52, 53, 57, 59, and 60). 

 More tombs were built in LH IIIC Early (Tombs 4, 5, 6, 111, 13, 17, 22, 23, 24, 26, 31, 

43, 44, and 61), while LH IIIA2 tomb 25, and several LH IIIB tombs (Tombs 10, 19, 35, 52, 

 
623 Stylistically homogeneous groups dating to LH IIIA1: Eleona Tombs 3, 14, 17, 22; LH IIIA2: Langada Tombs 

3, 16, 29, 51, 54, 56; LH IIIB: Eleona Tombs 5, 19, and Langada Tombs 28, 30, 40, 48, 49, 60; LH IIIC Early: 

Langada Tombs 4, 5, 13, 22, 26, 31; LH IIIC Middle: Eleona Tombs 1, 23, and Langada Tombs 2, 8, 9, 14, 32, 

33, 34, 39, 45, 47, 50, 55. Vitale et al. 2016, 233-234. 
624 Single burials dating to LH IIIA2: Langada Tomb 38; LH IIIB: Langada Tombs 21, 36, 46; LH IIIC Early: 

Langada Tombs 23, 24, 43; LH IIIC Middle: Langada Tombs 1, 18; Uncertain: Langada Tombs 7, 42, 58. Vitale 

et al. 2016, 233-234. 
625 Undisturbed ceramic assemblages dating to LH IIIA2: Langada Tomb 25; LH IIIC Early: Langada Tombs 25, 

57. Langada Tomb 25 contains three different assemblages. Vitale et al. 2016, 233-234. 
626 Dating after Vitale et al. 2016, 232, Tab. IV-V. 
627 Dating after Vitale et al. 2016, 232, Tab. IV-V. 
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53, 57, and 59) were still in use during this phase.  In LH IIIC Middle, 14 new tombs were 

constructed (Tombs 1, 2, 8, 9, 14, 18, 32, 33, 34, 39, 45, 47, 50, and 55). In the same period, 

LH IIIA2 tomb 41, some  LH IIIB (Tombs 10, 15, 19, 20, 35, 52, 57) and LH IIIC Early tombs 

(Tombs 6, 11, 17, 44, and 61) were still in use. It was not possible to date the remaining five 

tombs with certainty (Tombs 7, 12, 27, 42, 58). For a summary of the chronological distribution 

of the use of the tombs at Langada see Table 5.2. 

5.5 Tomb typology 

As part of the Mycenaeanisation of Kos, the two Mycenaean cemeteries of Eleona and Langada 

came into use. The first burials at Eleona are from LH IIB, and the earliest structures at Langada 

were constructed in LH IIIA2. Upon discovery, Lazzara identified the tombs as pits. Based on 

the presence of architectural features such as closure walls and benches, the spatial distribution 

of the tombs, the occurrence of multiple depositions, and the identification of contexts including 

grave goods dating to multiple chronological phases, Morricone classified them as chamber 

tombs.628 

 Typically, Mycenaean cemeteries are located quite close to settlements, usually in a 

range of 1 km. They are often placed to the west of the settlement they referred to, so that the 

dead do not interfere with the living community. For the same reason, they are usually separated 

from the settlement by a watercourse, a symbolic as well as physical boundary between the 

dead and the living. The proximity to rivers and streams might also be related to the 

performance of funerary ritual activities, requiring the use of water. The location of Mycenaean 

cemeteries is chosen in order to fulfill these requirements, and the main features of the 

landscape influence and determine this choice. In some cases, the choice might also be 

influenced by local tradition, including the presence in the area of an earlier cemetery. Eleona 

and Langada being located on the opposite sides of a stream, 750 m south-west of the settlement 

of the Serraglio (see section 5.3.2), fit perfectly in this general definition.629 

 William Cavanagh and Christopher Mee recognize five types of Mycenaean burials, 

including pit and cist graves, tumuli, tholoi, built graves, and chamber tombs. Pit and cist graves 

consist of pits dug into the ground, usually containing only one individual. They are then 

covered by a slab and, in the case of cist graves, the sides of the pit are lined with slabs as well. 

Pits and cists are usually found in cemeteries together with other burial types. Tumuli include 

 
628 Morricone 1965-1966, 7, 9, 13-14. 
629 Cavanagh and Mee 1998, 61; Gallou 2005, 60-63. 
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different types of depositions, pits, cists, and/or pithoi, covered by an “earth and stone mound”, 

supported by stone walls. They are not very frequent, and show traces of re-use over time. 

Tholos tombs are organized in a “tripartite system” like chamber tombs, characterized by a 

lined access corridor, the dromos, a blocked entrance, the stomion, and a “circular corbel-

vaulted chamber”. Built tombs are “collective tombs which were constructed, rather than rock-

cut, but which cannot be classified as tholos tombs”. Finally, chamber tombs, like tholoi consist 

of three separate areas, a dromos (with nostone lining), a stomion, and a rock-cut chamber. Built 

graves and chamber tombs are usually reused over time, and usually have several cases of 

secondary depositions. Chamber tombs often contain multiple burials.630    

 Following these considerations, McNamee and Vitale studied Morricone’s notes on the 

cemeteries of Eleona and Langada, and were able to classify 44 structures at Langada as 

chamber tombs and 17 as pit graves. Chamber tombs are identified by the presence of elements 

such as a dromos, closure walls, benches or platforms, and/or signs of reuse. If none of these 

features can be recognized, structures are classified as pits.631 Given that the tombs are no 

longer preserved, the classification has been made solely on Morricone’s accounts. Given that 

the structures at Eleona were severely compromised by the search for the pozzolana, 

Morricone’s notes are too scarce to make any assumption on the general features of the tombs. 

 Scholars have outlined the importance of secondary burials in Mycenaean funerary 

rituals. These rituals involve the opening of the stomion, and the manipulation of the bones of 

previously deceased individuals, and of at least part of the grave goods. The material is then 

redeposited either in the chamber, or in niches dug in the dromos.632 Tombs at Eleona and 

Langada present 32 cases of reuse and secondary deposition (39% of the total). The later stages 

of the LBA show a lower rate of tomb construction, balanced by a high occurrence of reuse of 

older structures. The two Mycenaean cemeteries on Kos follow this trend (see Charts 5.1-5.3). 

In LH IIB-LH IIIA1, the first phase of use of the cemeteries, 82% of the tombs are built (14 

tombs), and only 18% show traces of reuse (3 tombs). The following period presents the same 

tendency, 83% of the tombs dating to this period being built (33 tombs), and 18% showing 

traces of reuse (7 tombs). In LH IIIC Early-Middle, the latest phase of use of the cemeteries, 

the tendency is reversed, 52% of the tombs being built during this period (31 tombs), and 48% 

 
630 Cavanagh and Mee 1998. 
631 McNamee and Vitale 2020. 
632 Cavanagh and Mee 1998, 76. 
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showing traces of reuse (29 tombs). LH IIIC therefore presents the lowest number of tombs 

built in this period, and highest rate of reuse. 

 Mycenaean tombs usually contain a rich assemblage of grave goods, including pottery, 

bronze weapons, and precious items.633 On Kos, tombs featured a large amount of pottery, as 

well as bronze weapons and adornments, golden items, and objects in semi-precious stones. 

The pottery assemblages retrieved in Mycenaean tombs do not display a preference for “a 

standard set of items”, although they mostly consists of drinking and “unguent” vessels (i.e. 

alabastra, and later stirrup jars), and “oil flasks”, possibly used to perform funerary rituals.634 

Overall, the pottery assemblage from Eleona and Langada consists in 47% of drinking and 

pouring vessels (including bowls, cups, feeding bottles, jugs, kalathoi, kylikes, lekythoi, and 

mugs), 37% of “unguent” vessels (alabastra and stirrup jars), 4% of flasks and other vessels 

probably containing oils to perform funerary rituals (such as askoi, braziers, and ring vases). 

The remaining 13% of the material consists in transport and storage vessels (amphorae, 

amphoriskoi, hydriai, jars, and a large stirrup jar), and utilitarian or cooking vessels (a cooking 

pot, dippers, and lids). 

 Inhumation was the most common burial type, although some cremation cases are 

attested as well. Fire traces recognized in chamber tombs might be connected with the clearance 

of the tombs, while they were being prepared to be reused. Two tombs at Langada (tombs 37 

and 53) show traces of burning, possibly related to this practice. There is a rise in the rate of 

cremation cases in LH IIIC, possibly connected with influences from the Levant, where it was 

widely practiced.635 Only four secure cases of cremation are recognized on Kos, one dating to 

LH IIIA2 (Langada Tomb 15), one to LH IIIB (Eleona Tomb 20), and two dating to LH IIIC 

(Langada Tombs 34 and 44).636 Despite the very limited number of cremation cases on the 

island, it is still possible to notice an increase in the practice in LH IIIC. 

 The body of the deceased was usually laid straight on the back or the side, the head 

being slightly raised and sometimes covered with stones or slabs. The deceased could either 

have been placed on the floor of the tomb, on a series of various supports (funerary beds, 

benches), or contained in “terracotta larnakes and wooden coffins”. Benches, a common 

architectural feature in private and public Mycenaean architecture, were either directly cut in 

 
633 Cavanagh and Mee 1998, 70. 
634 Cavanagh and Mee 1998, 72, 119. 
635 Cavanaugh and Mee 1998, 70, 93, 123. 
636 Morricone 1965-1966, 25; McNamee and Vitale 2020, 236, 238. 
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the bedrock, or consisted of “low platforms”. Benches and platforms seem to have been a multi-

functional element in Mycenaean funerary architecture, possibly used to perform funerary 

rituals as well.637 Seven tombs at Eleona and Langada show the presence of benches and/or 

platforms (see section 5.7.1).638 Due to the damage caused by the search for the pozzolana, and 

the excavation methods applied by Morricone, it is difficult to make assumptions about the 

shape and architectural features of the tombs at the cemeteries. For the same reasons, it is not 

possible to assess whether the body of the deceased were covered by a pharos (funerary 

bedsheet) or if the dead were somehow dressed up before being laid in the tomb. By studying 

the frescoes on the larnakes from Tanagra in Boeotia, archaeologists speculate that the deceased 

were possibly covered by a sheet when they were being deposited in the tomb.639 On larnax 1 

from Tomb 22 the deceased female is wearing a long dress, while a deceased male figure on a 

pottery fragment from Hagia Triada in Elis is wearing a skirt.640  During his excavations on 

Kos, Morricone did not recover any pieces of clothing from Eleona or Langada. A detailed 

account on the sites of Eleona and Langada will be provided in the following sections including 

information about tomb types, funerary practices and rituals, and grave goods. 

5.5.1 Tomb typology at Eleona 

The search for pozzolana highly compromised the preservation of the two cemeteries, but 

Eleona was particularly damaged. Even though Morricone was able to provide the general 

orientation of the structures, east to west, he found it impossible to make any assumption about 

the shape and dimension of any of the tombs at Eleona. The entrance to the tombs was oriented 

towards the north.641 

 Lazzara initially identified a group of 19 tombs (Tombs 1-6, and 10-20) in 1934, and 

three more tombs were discovered between December 1940 and January 1941 (Tombs 21-23). 

Apart from Tomb 9 all of the tombs contained complete or whole vessels, some of them also 

included steatite objects and bronze weapons. Being forced to interrupt the excavations due to 

the war in 1941, Morricone was not able to continue to investigate the presence of other tombs 

 
637 Cavanaugh and Mee 1998, 71; Gallou 2005, 72-73; Mee 2010, 287. 
638 Langada Tombs 14, 21, 29, 37-38, 45, 53. McNamee and Vitale 2020, 230, Table 11.7. 
639 Benzi 1999a, 217-218. 
640 Montecchi 2016, 686-688. 
641 Morricone 1965-1966, 7, 18; Vitale et al. 2016. 
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at Eleona.642 Modern construction has now obscured the site, and further compromised the 

tombs. 

5.5.2 Tomb typology at Langada 

The first tombs discovered by Lazzara in 1934 were located in the southern area of the field 

(Tombs 1-6), and catalogued as simple pits. In 1935 the owner of Langada discovered Tombs 

7 and 8, close to the first six, and Tombs 9 and 10 in the central section of the field. The 

discovery of these additional four tombs convinced Morricone to conduct a systematic analysis 

of the site, and to impose a constraint on the area.643 

While surveying the field, Morricone identified 13 more tombs, clustered in two groups, 

one located in the western area (Tombs 11, 13-15, 17-21-22), and one in the northern area 

(Tombs 16, 18-19). Tomb 12 was found isolated in the central area. In light of the newly 

discovered structures, Morricone decided to classify all of the tombs as chamber tombs.644 

Between September 1940 and January 1941, Morricone identified a further 38 tombs 

(Tombs 24-61), mostly located in the northern area. This section of the site had been spared by 

search for the pozzolana, but had been washed away over time. At the end of January 1941, 

Morricone was forced to interrupt the excavations, even though the southern area of the field 

was likely to hold more tombs. In addition, Morricone was able to excavate only the dromos of 

Tomb 58, and he could not update the excavation plan with the exact location of Tombs 35-36, 

44-45, 47, 57-59, 60-61.645 

According to Morricone, the ancient geomorphology of the area must have looked 

different. The stream separating the two cemeteries was instead a valley, and the tombs were 

located on a much steeper slope, which caused the northern section of the site to be washed 

away over time. For this reason, upon discovery, the tombs were mostly located on the eastern 

side of the field, and aligned on different levels, orientated NNE to SSO. The western area of 

Langada was filled with soil runoff from the top of the slope. The central area of the field was 

heavily compromised by the search for the pozzolana, and therefore some of the pottery 

 
642 Morricone 1965-1966, 6-7, 9, 12. 
643 Morricone 1965-1966, 9, 11. 
644 Morricone 1965-1966, 11. 
645 Morricone 1965-1966, 11-13. 
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fragments and some entire vessels were classified as “Stray finds” (“materiale erratico”), since 

it was not possible to assign them to a specific context.646 

The tombs located in the southern area of the field were better preserved due to the 

stratigraphy of the site. Morricone provided a detailed account of the sequence of layers 

characterizing the morphology of Langada. The topsoil covered a layer of pebbles. As the 

pebble layer went deeper, the pebbles were cemented with soil. The cemented pebbles covered 

the pozzolana deposits, which in turn sat on a layer of clay. The pebble layer was up to 2 m 

deep in the southern area, and up to 0,60 m in the northern area. The pozzolana layer measured 

between 1,20 m in the southern area and 0,50 m in the northern area. The tombs, dug in the 

pozzolana or in the clay were therefore better protected from later human activity in the 

southern area, due to the thickness of the stratigraphy.647 

 Given the better preservation of the tombs at Langada, Morricone was able to describe 

more of the structures in detail and categorize them. McNamee and Vitale have analysed the 

data provided by Morricone, and better defined the main features of these tombs.648 

 Despite the fact that Morricone classifies all the tombs as chamber tombs, SELAP was 

able to identify 17 cases in which the structures were actually pit graves.649 The remaining 44 

tombs were classified as chamber tombs, based on the identification of some architectural 

features, multiple burials, and/or the presence of material dating to different chronological 

phases.650 

5.5.2.1 Chamber tombs at Langada 

Based on Morricone’s accounts, 44 chamber tombs were identified by SELAP at the site of 

Langada. The use of the chamber tombs is evenly distributed between LH IIIA2-LH IIIB (28 

tombs), and LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle (28 tombs). The peak of the construction activity 

dates to LH IIIB, when 16 tombs were built. LH IIIC Early and LH IIIC Middle are 

characterized by lower construction activity, but show a higher rate of reuse of earlier tombs 

(12 tombs reused).651   

 
646 Morricone 1965-1966, 9, 12, 14.  
647 Morricone 1965-1966, 15-16, 23-24. 
648 Vitale et al. 2016; McNamee and Vitale 2020. 
649 Tombs 1-3, 8, 18, 16, 22-24, 26, 32-33, 36, 42-43, 46-47. McNamee and Vitale 2020, 221-223, Table 11.2. 
650 McNamee and Vitale 2020, 221-222. 
651 McNamee and Vitale 2020, 221-223. 
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 Morricone could not define the shape of most of the tombs, but he was able to make 

some assumptions based on the distribution of the skeletons, and of the grave goods inside the 

tombs. McNamee and Vitale were able to define the shape of 23 tombs, including 13 circular, 

seven rectangular, and three squared chamber tombs. The largest circular tomb measures 9 m2, 

and the largest rectangular tomb has an extension of 3x3 m. The tombs appear to have been 

between 0,70 m and 1,20 m in height. The entrances likely all faced westwards towards the 

other side of the valley. Based on the analysis of the closure walls (made of local materials 

including limestone, pebbles and amygdalòpetra), Morricone stated that the dimensions of the 

entrances were between 0,95 and 1,20 m in width, 0,65 and 0,90 m in height, and 0,50 and 1,20 

m in thickness. The analysis of the data presented by the excavator allowed McNamee and 

Vitale to identify five tombs which certainly had a dromos,652 26 tombs featuring closure 

walls, 653  and seven chambers featuring benches or platforms. 654  In four cases, the tombs 

featured both a dromos and closure walls,655 and in other four cases they showed the presence 

of both closure walls and benches or platforms.656 The recognition of architectural features was 

difficult due to both the fast excavation method applied by Morricone, and because the fill 

consisted of pozzolana, the same material in which the structures were cut into, making it 

difficult to distinguish the fill from the natural deposit.657 

 The first tombs (LH IIIA2) were built in an organized way in the northern section of the 

site, and LH IIIB structures were evenly distributed across the field. However, in LH IIIC the 

building activity appears to have been more disorganized. According to McNamee and Vitale 

this suggests a more fluid social structure on Kos in the later stages of the LBA, signified by a 

higher variability in the shape of chamber tombs, a less standardized burial type, and a less 

organized use of space.658 

5.5.2.2 Pit Graves at Langada 

McNamee and Vitale classify tombs as “pits” if it is not possible to determine the presence of 

any of the distinctive architectural features which characterize a “chamber tomb”, such as a 

 
652 Langada Tombs 35, 40, 48, 58, 60. McNamee and Vitale 2020, 230, Table 11.7. 
653 Langada tombs 12-13, 17, 21, 25, 27-29, 31, 34-35, 38-40, 49, 51-61. McNamee and Vitale 2020, 230, Table 

11.7. 
654 Langada Tombs 14, 21, 29, 37-38, 45, 53. McNamee and Vitale 2020, 230, Table 11.7. 
655 Langada, Tombs 35, 40, 58, 60. McNamee and Vitale 2020, 230, Table 11.7. 
656 Tombs 21, 29, 38, 53. McNamee and Vitale 2020, 230, Table 11.7. 
657 Morricone 1965-1966, 18, 22-24; McNamee and Vitale 2020, 230, 234. 
658 McNamee and Vitale 2020, 234-236, 238, 243-244. See also section 5.8. 
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dromos, closure walls, benches, or platforms, and/or signs of reuse. With these criteria they 

identify 17 pit graves at Langada.659 

 The later phases of use of Langada show the highest construction rate of pit graves.660 

A total of 12 pits were built in LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle,661 while only four were built in 

LH IIIA2-LH IIIB.662 It was not possible to date one of the pits.663 Generally, the shapes are 

rectangular, but square pits are attested as well.664 

5.6 Burial practices and funerary rituals 

Because of the poor state of preservation of the sites, Morricone analysed only 14 tombs to 

describe the most common arrangement of the deceased in the burials. The bodies were placed 

in a contracted position, generally oriented east to west (six cases), or west to east (four cases), 

laying on the right side (eight cases) or the left side (five cases), with the head facing north or 

south (five cases). Morricone pointed out that, despite the fact that it was not possible to 

determine whether a specific, standardized funeral ritual had been followed. Yet, it was still 

possible to trace connections with ancient, local rituals, especially concerning the contracted 

position.665 

As shown by Vitale and McNamee, despite aligning to the Mycenaean tradition by using 

tomb types known from the mainland including those with architectural features such as closure 

walls and platforms or benches using the same tomb for multiple burials, the island always kept 

an independent identity. Kos continued to express some local idiosyncrasies in both its spiritual 

and material culture, applying distinctive features such as the preference for the contracted 

position, the use of cremation, and, at least in one case, an enchytrismos burial.666 Proper 

Mycenaean rituals are characterized by the predominance of inhumation over cremation, the 

presence of multiple burials, secondary burials, the performance of rituals in both the dromoi 

and in the chambers, as well as the ritual killing of weapons.667 Local idiosyncrasies feature the 

exclusive use of the contracted position for the burial of the deceased, the occurrence of 

 
659 Tombs 1-3, 8, 16, 28, 22-24, 26, 32-33, 36, 42-43 46-47. McNamee and Vitale 2020, Table 11.2. 
660 McNamee and Vitale 2020, 222. 
661 Tombs 1-2, 8, 18, 22-24, 26, 32-33, 43, 47. McNamee and Vitale 2020, Table 11.2. 
662 Tomb 3, 16, 36, 46. McNamee and Vitale 2020, Table 11.2. 
663 Tomb 42. McNamee and Vitale 2020, Table 11.2. 
664 McNamee and Vitale 2020, 230, 234. 
665 Morricone 1965-1966, 28. See also Vitale et al. 2016, 254. 
666 Vitale et al. 2016, 254; McNamee and Vitale 2020, 236, 238, 240-241. 
667 Morricone 1967, 26; Vitale et al. 2016, 250; McNamee and Vitale 2020, 236, 238, 240-241. 
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cremation burials, and the practice of enchytrismos, in at least one instance.668  Cremation 

burials were found in four tombs (Eleona Tomb 20, and Langada Tombs 15, 34, and 44), and 

bones from two additional tombs show traces of burning (Langada Tombs 37 and 53).669 

The analyses of the skeletal remains are highly limited. The practice of secondary 

inhumation, as well as the geomorphological nature of the pozzolana deposit, have greatly 

affected the preservation of bones.670 The excavation techniques used by Morricone, and the 

loss of part of the findings during World War II have also had a detrimental impact on the 

remains.671 As part of SELAP’s research, it was possible to analyse the osteological remains 

from 22 of Langada’s tombs, the majority of the material consisting of small fragments and 

teeth. Markers show the performance of physically tiring activities by the population, while 

dental use wear implies the performance of fishing activities, since the marks on the analysed 

teeth indicate “work with fishnets”.672 

5.6.1 Grave goods and cultural characterization 

All of the tombs from Eleona and Langada feature rich and precious grave goods, including 

Mycenaean fine wares, bronze weapons and jewels, golden jewels, as well as seals and beads 

of semi-precious stones. The objects are both local productions and imports. The presence of 

foreign productions is quoted as an indicator of the relationships of Kos with neighbouring 

regions. 

The presence of Urfinis bronze objects and of amber objects imported from southern 

Italy or the Baltic area, shows the existence of stable relationships between the island and other 

European regions. The use of such items on Kos is prominent when compared with other islands 

of the Dodecanese. Most of the objects are dated within LH IIIA2 and LH IIIC Middle.673 The 

drastic transition from LH IIIB to LH IIIC needs to be addressed in order to better understand 

the increased presence of Italian/European items on the Kos during this phase. According to 

Reinhard Jung, these objects could have been the belongings of non-Aegean populations, 

arriving from other parts of Europe, and performing acts of piracy following the collapse of the 

palaces on the mainland.674  It is also possible that the objects were acquired by wealthy 

 
668 McNamee and Vitale 2020, 236, 238, 240-241. 
669 Morricone 1965-1966, 25; McNamee and Vitale 2020, 236, 238. 
670 Morricone 1965-1966, 25; McNamee and Vitale 2020, 236, 238. 
671 Morricone 1967, 25; Vitale et al. 2016, 249; McNamee and Vitale 2020, 236, 238. 
672 Vitale et al. 2016, 249; McNamee and Vitale 2020, 236, 238. 
673 Vitale forthcoming, 9; Vitale, Blackwell and McNamee 2017 1, 7-9.  
674 Jung 2009, 72-93. 
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members of the Koan society, who used them as grave goods at Eleona and Langada as status 

symbols.675 

LH IIIB was a flourishing phase on the island, as evidenced by the presence of two 

settlements, the Serraglio and Kastro at Palaio Pyli, a possible citadel with the only example of  

cyclopean masonry in the Dodecanese.676 It is during this same period that the number of burials 

at Eleona and Langada increases, and a high number of Italian/European objects used as grave 

goods appear.677 According to Vitale, Blackwell, and McNamee this evidence points to the 

importance of the island in the 13th century.678 In addition, they argue that the presence of a 

large number of Italian/European objects on the island “demonstrates that Kos played a 

prominent role in forming contacts between the Dodecanese and Italy/Europe in the Mycenaean 

period”.679 Three elements point to a rather traumatic transition to LH IIIC, first, the destruction 

of the Serraglio City III, then the increased presence of weapons as grave goods at Eleona and 

Langada, as well as the presence of pottery fragments portraying human figures with feathered 

helmets possibly resembling the "Sea People".680 The evidence from the Serraglio (see section 

5.2)  as well as the similarities between LH IIIB and LH IIIC tombs at Eleona and Langada (see 

sections 5.4, 5.7) shows that the island recovered from the events occurred at the end of LH 

IIIB. However, it seems that during LH IIIC the population concentrated at the Serraglio, 

abandoning other minor settlements.681 

Despite the fact that Kos seems to have suffered in the LH IIIB crisis, the society was 

able to react and continue for some time, possibly taking advantage of Rhodes’ diminished role 

in the Aegean during the LH IIIC.682 

5.7 Provenance of the material 

Establishing if the vessels from Eleona and Langada are locally produced or imported allows 

for the observation of external influences on the process of pottery production and the level of 

technological knowledge of Koan craftsmen. Conventionally, the analysis of the clay paste, and 

 
675 Vitale, Blackwell and McNamee 2017, 9. See also Vitale 2016b. 
676 Vitale, Blackwell and McNamee 2017, 8. 
677 Mountjoy 1998, 35; Vitale, Blackwell and McNamee 2017, 8; Vitale et al. 2016, 245. 
678 Vitale, Blackwell and McNamee 2017, 8. 
679 Vitale, Blackwell and McNamee 2017, 9. 
680 Vitale, Blackwell and McNamee 2017, 7-8; McNamee and Vitale 2020, 243-244, Vitale forthcoming, 9. See 

also Maran and Wright 119-120. 
681 Vitale et al. 2016, 239. 
682 Vitale forthcoming, 10-11. See also Maran and Wright 119-120. 
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of the quality of the slip and of the paint can help establish the provenance of the vessels. 

Vessels from Eleona and Langada have been divided into three categories of provenance, 

including local productions from Kos, secure imports, and possible imports, a class including 

vessels with features associated with both local productions and secure imports.  

5.7.1 Local productions and the Koan Ceramic Classification System 

The morphological and decorative features of local Koan ceramic productions vary over time, 

according to the main cultural traits of Kos. After an early phase conditioned by Anatolian 

influences, the productions are then shaped according to Minoan (early stages of the LBA) and 

Mycenaean (later stages of the LBA) styles (see Chapter 10). The classification of local 

productions is based on SELAP’s Koan Ceramic Classification System (KCCS).683  Local 

productions are classified by “four hierarchically applied criteria”, including:  

a) “Pottery tradition (Local vs. Entangled vs. Minoan vs. Mycenaean)”;  

b) “Decorative Treatment (Painted vs. Unpainted)”;  

c) “Color (Pale vs. Grey vs. Red vs. Dark vs. Black)”;  

d) “Size of non-plastic inclusions (‘Fine’ vs. ‘Medium-Coarse’ vs. Coarse’)”.684  

The Koan Ceramic Classification System includes 22 ceramic classes, defined based on 

the analysis of general features such as the coarseness of the clay paste and/or the type of 

decoration. It is therefore possible to apply this classification to the study of material retrieved 

in various contexts (even outside of Kos) to compare the results, and detect cultural influences 

on local productions. For the same reason, the addition of new classes to the system is 

straightforward.685 

Local productions are fashioned according to the local tradition, the Minoan tradition, 

or the Mycenaean tradition. Local tradition vessels show a preference for biconical profiles, 

narrow necks, handle attachments on necks rather than on rims, and are only plain or 

monochrome decorated, sometimes featuring plastic bands on main morphological features. 

The production of local tradition vessels is attested since the early stages of EBA, and continues 

 
683 Vitale 2017; Vitale et al. 2016. 
684 Vitale et al. 2016, 255. 
685 Vitale et al. 2016, 255. 
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into LH IIIC.686 Painted local tradition wares include Monochrome Red (MR), Monochrome 

Dark (MD), Monochrome Black (MB), and Monochrome Grey (MG). MR and MD are 

produced in fine, medium-coarse and coarse fabrics, Monochrome Black is produced in fine 

and medium coarse fabrics, and MG is produced only in fine fabrics. All the classes are 

characterized by monochrome, lustrous or dull decoration, MR paint is red and ranging between 

10 R 4.5/8 and 2.5 YR 4.6/8, MD paint is reddish-brown and ranging between 10 R 4.5/8 and 

2.5 YR 3.5/4 or 2.5 YR 3.5/2 and 2.5 YR 3.5/4, MB paint is black and ranging between 2.5 YR 

3.5/0 and 5 YR 3.5/1, MG paint is grey and measures 7.5 YR 5.5/0.687 MR and MG are always 

burnished, whereas MD and MB can be wiped, smoothed, or burnished. Unpainted local 

tradition classes are Unpainted Pale (UP) and Unpainted Grey (UG). UG is fashioned using 

only fine clays, while UP is produced in fine (UPF), medium-coarse (UPMC), and coarse (UPC) 

fabrics. Surface colour for UP vessels varies from red (2.5 YR 3.5/8 to 5 YR 6.5/6) to yellow 

(7.5 YR 7.5/2 to 7.5 YR 7.5/4), and for UG between 7.5 YR 4.5/0 to 10 YR 4.5/1. It is possible 

for UG vessels to be covered in a light slip or wash (10 YR 7.5/2 to 10 YR 8/2). UG surfaces 

are always burnished, while UP surfaces can be wiped, smoothed, or burnished.688 

In LH IB, Koan potters started producing Mycenaean wares locally. The production of 

Mycenaean wares on Kos is heavily influenced by features from the local tradition, including 

the preference for biconical profiles, and for plain and monochrome surfaces. Two main types 

of Mycenaean wares were fashioned on Kos, a decorated ware (Mycenaean Painted, MyP) and 

a plain one (Mycenaean Unpainted, MyU). Mycenaean vessels are shaped in fine (Mycenaean 

Painted Fine, MyPF or Mycenaean Unpainted Fine, MyUF), medium-coarse (Mycenaean 

Painted Medium-Coarse, MyPMC or Mycenaean Unpainted Medium-Coarse, MyUMC), and 

coarse (Mycenaean Painted Coarse, MyPC or Mycenaean Unpainted Coarse, MyUC) fabrics. 

They can be coated, the colour of the wash or slip usually being yellowish-white (10 YR 7.5/1 

to 10 YR 8/2). When decorated (monochrome, linear or patterned), the paint can either be 

lustrous or dull, the colour usually being brownish-black (2.5 YR 4.5 to 5 YR 3.5/1). If plain, 

the surface is red (2.5 YR 4.5/8 to 5 YR 6.5/6) or yellow (7.5 YR 7.5/2 to 7.5 YR 7.5/4). 

Surfaces can either be lustrous (burnished or polished) or non-lustrous (wiped or polished).689    

The KCCS also includes a class of locally produced Minoan wares, dating from LH IA 

to LH IB. It includes plain vessels, the surface being red (2.5 YR 4.5/8 to 5 YR 6.5/6) or yellow 

 
686 Vitale and Trecarichi 2015, 317, Table 3. 
687 Vitale 2017, 155-156, 11, Pl. 1:a-f, i (p.157); Vitale and Trecarichi 2015. 
688 Vitale 2017, 156, 158, 161-162, Pl. 1:g-h, 1:j-k (p.157); Vitale and Trecarichi 2015. 
689 Vitale 2017, 156, 158, 166, 168, Pl. 3:g-m (p. 160). 
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(7.5 YR 7.5/2 to 7.5 YR 7.5/4). Minoan tradition wares are fashioned in fine (Minoan Unpainted 

Fine, MiUF), medium-coarse (Minoan Unpainted Medium-Coarse, MiUMC), and coarse 

(Minoan Unpainted Coarse, MiUC) fabrics, can be coated (the colour of the wash or slip being 

10 YR 7.5/2 to 10 YR 8/2), and are always smoothed.690 The system includes a fourth class, 

concerning “entangled” productions. Entangled productions are vessels fashioned according to 

both the Minoan and local tradition, and produced between LH IA and LH IIIA1. The vessels 

are always decorated, and are either fine (Painted Fine, PF) or medium-coarse to coarse (Painted 

Medium-Coarse to Coarse, PMC-C). Vessels from the entangled class are usually coated, the 

colour of the wash or slip being 10 YR 7.5/1 to 10 YR 8/2. Fine wares are decorated with 

lustrous or dull paint, while coarser wares are decorated using lustrous, dull, or matt paint. 

Medium-coarse wares can be decorated in the Light on Dark (PMC-C LoD), or Dark on Light 

(PMC-C DoL) technique. They also present the use of dark bands on a lighter background 

(PMC-C LoD DB) or of the Light on Dark-Dark on Light technique (PMC-C LoD-DoL).691 

Given that the material analysed for the purposes of this study was retrieved in the 

Mycenaean cemeteries of Eleona and Langada, in use between LH IIB and LH IIIC Middle, the 

only KCCS classes attested are those belonging to the local and to the Mycenaean tradition.692 

5.7.2 Imported material 

The material from Eleona and Langada includes some imported vessels, mainly coming from 

the Argolid. There are three specimens imported from Crete,693 and three Trojan imports.694 

Imports from the Argolid are characterized by a pale fabric (2.5 YR 6/8 to 10 YR 8/4), thin, 

white slip (2.5 YR 7.5/4 to 10 YR 8/4), and finely executed decoration in black, lustrous paint 

(10 R 4.5/8 to 10 YR 6.5/6). Imports from Crete feature a pinkish-orange fabric (5 YR 5.5/6 to 

7.5 YR 7.5/6), a thicker, yellowish-white slip (2.5 YR 7.5/4 to 10 YR 7.5/4), and the use of 

reddish paint (2.5 YR 2.75/0 to 10 R 4.5/8) to decorate the vessels. They consist of two stirrup 

jars and an alabastron, decorated respectively with lozenges, an octopus, and lozenges. The 

Trojan imports are characterized by a grey fabric (7.5 YR 5.5/0 to 10 YR 4.5/1), and usually 

monochrome surface (5 YR 4.5/1 to 10 YR 3.5/1). Trefoiled-mouthed jug 376 from Eleona 

tomb 17 presents incised wavy lines and plastic buttons as decorations. The other two imports 

 
690 Vitale 2017, 156, 158, 166, Pl. 3:a-f (pp. 159). 
691 Vitale 2017, 156, 158, 162, 166, Pl. 2:a-k (160). 
692 Vitale 2017, 161-168; Vitale et al. 2016, 233, 254. 
693 Vessels 258, L-T.23; 330, E-T.07; 379, E-T.18. 
694 Vessels 172, L-T.45; 164, L-T.44; 376, E-T.17. 
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are monochrome black jug 164 from Langada Tomb 44, and stamnos 172 from Langada Tomb 

45. 

5.7.3 Possible imports and pottery workshops on Kos 

While analysing the vessels from Eleona and Langada it was possible to recognize a group of 

vessels presenting features similar to both local productions and Mycenaean imports. The type 

of clay used to fashion these vessels, and the quality of the decoration is similar to secure 

Mycenaean imports. The quality of the coating, a thick, dense, yellowish slip (2.5 YR 7.5/4 to 

10 YR 8/4), and the colour of the paint, reddish rather than brownish-black (10 R 2.75/1 to 5 

YR 6/8), is close to that of local productions (Figure 5.7). Vessels with these features are 

classified as “Possible imports”. 

Compared to the raw materials used to fashion local productions, the clay used to 

produce possible imports is highly purified and lighter in colour, similar to the raw materials 

characterizing imports from the Argolid. The decoration is finely executed; when deteriorating, 

the paint fades leaving a “negative” trace, as on the Argolic imports, rather than chipping, as in 

the local productions (Figure 5.8). It is possible that these productions are mainland imports, 

but fashioned in an area other than the Argolid. It is also possible that these vessels were 

produced on Kos, by workshops located in a different region of the island from those fashioning 

vessels classified as secure local productions. If this is the case, these workshops would have 

been exploiting different clay sources, thus resulting in a different characterization of the raw 

materials. 

Establishing the connection between locally produced material and local workshops is 

difficult due to the fact that, despite a large number of production sites attested on the island of 

Kos, the sites have either not been investigated or published. Sophia Didioumi published two 

articles providing some details concerning three Byzantine workshops identified on the island, 

and her work is so far the most comprehensive on the subject. Only one Prehistoric kiln has 

been documented so far on Kos. It was located in the Serraglio, but there is a lack of information 

about its features and characterization, since Morricone did not document the discovery 

thoroughly. A Hellenistic workshop served by two kilns has been identified outside the walls 

of the ancient town, but no details are provided in regards to its main features.695 

 
695 Papavassileiou and Didioumi 2017, 46. 
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Two of the Byzantine workshops presented by Didioumi are located in the southern 

coast, near the modern town of Kardamena, and one is located on the northern coast, near 

Mastichari (Figure 5.10). 

The first workshop identified in the area of Kardamena and located in the Alasarna area 

by the Basilica of Hagias Theotitas, is characterized by a circular plan, and an eschara to divide 

the combustion chamber and the firing chamber. It is located close by a river and surrounded 

by an olive grove. It was mainly used to fire amphoras, cooking pots, and lamps. The analysis 

of the material retrieved at the site dated the workshop to the 7th century. Interestingly, a 

modern pottery workshop was located in the same area. The shop is now derelict, but this 

phenomenon clearly indicates the suitability of the site for the production of pottery, suggesting 

that ancient and prehistoric workshops may have utilized these same spaces.696 

Another Medieval production centre has been identified in the same area. The workshop 

is located in the settlement of Hagias Theotitas, and was involved in the production of 

amphoras, cooking pots and lamps. The study of the misfired products retrieved in the 

proximity of the workshop, allowed the dating of the site to the Hellenistic and Byzantine 

periods. A kiln was found 250 meters from the workshop, causing the archaeologist to argue 

for the presence of a second workshop nearby.697 

The third Byzantine workshop was found in the area of Mastichari, on the northern 

coast, near the site of Kostaina. It is dated to the Byzantine period, and was mainly used to 

produce transport amphoras and building material, such as tiles. The workshop is associated 

with four kilns. Kiln Α, oriented south to north, has a circular plan and presents the division 

between the combustion chamber and the firing chamber, even though no eschara has been 

found. Kiln Β has a circular plan, and was used to produce building material, including brick 

employed in the construction of the Basilica at Mastichari. Kiln Γ was not fully excavated, but 

is characterized by a rectangular plan and a division between the combustion and firing 

chambers. It was mostly used to produce tiles. Finally, kiln Δ is a small pit, 0,75 meters in 

diameter. Burnt amphoras were retrieved in the kiln, allowing archaeologists to argue that the 

quality of the productions was rather poor.698 

 
696 Didioumi 2014 169-170; Papavassileiou and Didioumi 2017, 47. 
697 Didioumi 2014, 171. 

Another workshop close by the Basilica Prosbiterou Fotinou, producing amphoras. Papavassileiou and Didioumi 

2017, 48-49.  
698 Didioumi 2014, 172; Papavassileiou and Didioumi 2017, 49. 
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Didioumi argues for the possible presence of another workshop in the same area, near 

the town of Poursanidi, close by the Basilica of Saint John. A lamp mold has been found in the 

area, associated with two pits filled with pottery fragments, mostly cooking pots. The site dates 

possibly to the 6th century, but the material has yet to be studied.699 Figure 5.7 indicates the 

location of sites which present traces of pottery workshops on Kos. Even though so far 

archaeologists have not identified any BA workshops (except for the poorly documented one 

in the Serraglio), the analysis of the location of later production sites might give an insight on 

the placement of Prehistoric pottery workshops. The production sites across all time periods are 

usually located in areas providing clay, water, and fuel, and therefore the choices of later 

craftsmen might reflect those of BA potters. 

5.8 Ceramic raw materials on Kos 

The analysis of the type of clay used to produce vessels is necessary to understand the 

relationship of a society with its surrounding landscape, as well as the level of technological 

knowledge shared by its craftsmen. High variability in fabrics indicates a deep knowledge of 

the landscape by the potters, who were able to collect different types of clays according to their 

needs. It also means that potters were skilled enough to recognize which clay recipe to follow, 

according to the type of vessels they were shaping. Cooking pots, for example, needed to be 

fashioned with coarser clays to resist thermal shock, while drinking vessels had to be fashioned 

in finer clays in order to have smoother surfaces.700   

The selection of the raw material is the first step of the chaîne opératoire. It is 

conditioned by the needs of the final product, and it limits the possible technological choices 

for the later production stages. The identification and classification of fabrics for Koan local 

productions is based on the Koan Macroscopic Fabric Groups (KMFG), developed by Vitale 

and Morrison.701 The description of fabrics for possible imports and imports is made according 

to the frequency and dimensions of the inclusions in the clay paste. It includes fine (very few 

 
699 Didioumi 2014, 173; Papavassileiou and Didioumi, 49. 
700 This refers to the to the function of the vessels and not to their shape. 
701 Vitale et al. 2016; Vitale and Morrison 2017. 
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inclusions, if any,702 of less than 4 mm in dimension), medium-coarse (frequent inclusions,703 

between 4 mm and 8 mm), and coarse fabrics (very frequent inclusions,704 larger than 8 mm). 

5.8.1 The Koan Macroscopic Fabric Groups (KMFG) 

The Koan Macroscopic Fabric Groups (KMFG) are a system of 26 fabric groups created by 

Vitale and Morrison to macroscopically classify Koan pottery productions. The system is based 

on the analysis of four main criteria, including the description of the clay matrix, the density 

and typology of the inclusions, the hardness, and porosity of the clay paste (Table 5.3).705 

 The system includes five classes of coarseness, from fine to very coarse. Group A 

includes fine (A-I, A-II, A-VIII) to fine-medium fabrics (A-III to A-VII), Group B, medium to 

medium-coarse (B-I to B-VI) to coarse fabrics (B-VII to B-XI), Group C coarse (C-I, C-IV) to 

very coarse fabrics (C-II to C-III), and Groups D coarse (D-I, D-II) and very coarse fabrics (D-

III).706 

Fine fabrics can either be micaceous or non-micaceous (A-I), depending whether the 

clay paste contains mica particles. Micaceous fine fabrics can contain non-plastic or soft 

inclusions (A-II). Fabric A-VIII is the typical fine, micaceous Koan grey ware, characterized 

by a dark grey surface colour and a high concentration of mica particles.707 

 Fine to medium fabrics also include a distinction between micaceous (A-VII) and non-

micaceous (A-IV) types. Non-micaceous fabrics can contain white, soft inclusions (A-III) and 

some mica laths, while presenting spalling and voids (A-V). They can also present spalling and 

containing mica laths (A-VI).708 

Medium fabrics can be silver micaceous (B-II) or non-micaceous (B-III). Non-

micaceous fabrics can contain white, soft inclusions (B-V or B-VI), or chaff (if medium-hard, 

B-I; if hard, B-IV).709 

 
702 Estimated frequency of inclusions: < 1% - 7% (see Moody et al. 2003, Munsell 2009, 9–10. See also Orton, 

Tyers and Vince 1993, 235). 
703 Estimated frequency of inclusions: > 7% - 20% (see Moody et al. 2003, Munsell 2009, 9-10. See also Orton, 

Tyers and Vince 1993, 235). 
704 Estimated frequency of inclusions: > 20% - 50% (see Moody et al. 2003, Munsell 2009, 9-10. See also Orton, 

Tyers and Vince 1993, 235). 
705 Vitale et al. 2016; Vitale and Morrison 2017. 
706 Vitale et al. 2016, 258-259, Tab. XVII. 
707 Vitale et al. 2016, 255-260; Ruckl pers. comm. 
708 Vitale et al. 2016, 255-260; Ruckl pers. comm. 
709 Vitale et al. 2016, 255-260; Ruckl pers. comm. 
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Medium-coarse to coarse fabrics (B-X) can either contain chaff inclusions (B-VIII, or 

C-I if containing meta-igneous inclusions smaller than 5 mm) or mica laths. Fabrics containing 

chaff can include white soft inclusions (D-I if the inclusions are larger, D-II if they are smaller) 

or mica laths (C-IV). When containing only mica laths, medium-coarse to coarse fabrics can 

include black, shiny inclusions (B-IX or B-X if less refined) or white soft inclusions (B-XI if 

the density is high, B-VII if the density is low).710 

Very coarse fabrics usually always contain chaff. They can also contain meta-igneous 

inclusions (C-II), pumice (C-III), or soft inclusions (D-III).711 

5.8.2 Clay sources on Kos 

As part of SELAP’s ongoing research on Kos, many clay sources and sands from northeastern 

Kos have been analysed, to locate possible sources of raw material exploited by Koan potters 

in the LBA. The sample area extended as far as 5 km from the Serraglio. A total of 23 clay 

samples and 10 sand samples were collected in the area of the Asklepieion and of Therma, at 

Paradeisi (Psalidi), at Hagios Phokas, and near the Platys, Myloi, and Iraklis rivers.712 Figure 

5.9 presents the location of the sampling area. 

 The sampled material was then used to prepare clay briquettes that were fired at 750 °C 

at the Laboratory of Mineral and Rock Research of the Department of Geology at the University 

of Patras. Before firing, the main features of the briquettes were recorded, including surface 

colour, weight, and porosity. The fired samples were analysed again a month after firing, and 

X-ray powder diffraction analysis (XRPD) was performed. The fired briquettes were also used 

to prepare thin sections to describe the petrographic features of the sampled clay sources.713 

 As a result of the petrographic analysis, it was possible to assess that clays in the 

Paradeisi and Asklepieion area are calcareous, clays from the Platys River are chloritic-illitic, 

containing some volcanic inclusions, clays from Therma are chloritic-illitic, and clays from 

Ayios Fokas contain dolomite and serpentinite minerals.714 

 
710 Vitale et al. 2016, 255-260; Ruckl pers. comm. 
711 Vitale et al. 2016, 255-260; Ruckl pers. comm. 
712 Vitale et al. 2016, 263. 
713 Vitale et al. 2016, 263, 265. 
714 Vitale et al. 2016, 267. 
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 Comparing the colour of the fired briquettes with the surface colour of LBA pottery, it 

seems that Group A fabrics were produced using raw materials from the Paradeisi area, and 

Group B, C, and D were fashioned by using raw materials from the Platys River.715 

According to Mercourios Georgiadis, the Halasarna region, located in the southern coast 

in the central area of the island, is characterized by numerous clay sources. The main feature of 

all the clay deposits in the region is a consistently large presence of mica inclusions in the paste. 

The colour of the surfaces of vessels produced using clays from the Halasarna region is red and 

brown. Georgiadis indicates the possible location of some of these sources, one being near 

Nerantzia, and another one near Tsangaris (see Figure 5.11). In addition, locals suggest the 

presence of a source of white clay in the Kephalos area.716
 

The following chapters provide a detailed explanation of how the technological analysis 

performed on the vessels retrieved from Eleona and Langada contribute to a better 

understanding of the social and cultural background of the island of Kos during the Late Bronze 

Age. 

 

 
715 Vitale et al. 2016, 267. 
716 Georgiadis 2009, 15; Georgiadis 2012, 21-27, 30, 44, 93. 
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CHAPTER 6. METHODOLOGY 

Pottery vessels bear traces from the movements and the actions performed by the potter on the 

clay to shape it into a final product. These technological traces on the vessels from Eleona and 

Langada can be analysed to determine the technological skills shared by local potters, and better 

define the cultural features of the Koan society. This chapter contains the presentation of the 

methodology applied to the study of the material, as well as the description of the technological 

traces analysed to define the chaîne opératoire followed for the production of each of the 468 

specimens from Elona and Langada. 

Technological analysis on pottery provides a different perspective to study the 

relationship between a community and its neighbouring areas, and the interaction between 

different cultural entities. Ethnographic studies have proven that productive processes are 

amongst the most conservative features of a community's background, and therefore rarely 

modified. 717  Studies have also shown that productive processes are amongst the most 

conservative features of a community's background, and therefore rarely modified. 718 

Regarding Kos, this approach can shed new light on the process of Mycenaeanisation 

undergone by the island in the LBA, and examine how local idiosyncrasies and traditions 

reacted to this phenomenon. 

 The study of pottery is essential to recognize the main cultural features distinguishing 

a society as a unique entity, and how these elements interact with external influences. Kos has 

a complex cultural identity, shaped by the reception of components deriving from different 

cultures, including Anatolian, Minoan and Mycenaean. The technological approach to the 

analysis of a single vessel can often identify each decision made by the potter, and therefore 

recognize how external influences affected the Koan community. 

6.1 Recognizing technological traces on pottery vessels 

The vessels from the two cemeteries are mostly whole or restored, and are distinguished by 

very fine surface treatments. Both these features can prevent the identification of some of the 

technological traces. Some vessels are covered by incrustation, and have been subject to other 

post-depositional processes, further covering the marks. Because of the state of preservation of 

 
717 Gosselain 2010, 2011a, 2011b. 
718 Rye 1981, 5; Arnold 1985, 221-224; Rice 1987, 457, 459, 461-462, 464-466; Gosselain 2010, 2011a, 2011b. 

For problems regarding the use of ethnographic data in archaeology see for example Rice 1987, 113-115, 169-

170; Orton, Tyers and Vince 1993, 17; Vidale 2004. 
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the vessels, it is sometimes difficult to detect all of the technological traces left by the potters 

on the surfaces. Even though in some cases it is difficult to analyse the interior surfaces of 

whole vessels, and the fracture is not visible, complete vessels provide a more complete and 

detailed picture of the fashioning processes. For example, some vessels are produced by 

assembling two sections fashioned separately with different techniques. The analysis of a single 

potsherd would not recognize this production method. 

The steps followed to reconstruct the chaîne opératoire for the production of pottery on 

Kos is based on the phases identified by Valentine Roux.719 The material is first grouped 

according to its dating. This division allows for the identification of the production methods 

applied during a specific time period, and for a later comparison of how the production of a 

shape changes over time. 

The sequencing of the production stages and the terms used to identify the components 

of the chaîne opératoire follows the classifications outlined by Roux and Courty, as well as 

Jeffra, Choleva, and Vitale. 720  According to Roux, the technological analysis should be 

organized in three levels, starting from the “technical” grouping of the specimens, based on the 

study of the raw materials and of the technological traces visible on the surfaces. She then 

subdivides each “technical group” into “tecnopetrographic groups” based on the type of raw 

materials used to shape the vessels. Techno-petrographic groups are then organized in 

technomorphological and stylistic groups according to the shape of the vessels.721 This process 

has been adjusted to better reflect the features of the vessels from Eleona and Langada. Here, 

the material is first divided into typological groups, based on the provenance, and origin of 

production of the vessel. Each group is then organized in petrographic groups, based on the 

type of fabric used to fashion the vessel. Finally, technological groups are identified according 

to the fashioning method used to produce them. Dividing the material according to the 

provenance of the production allows for a comparison between local productions and imports, 

to detect any foreign influence on the local potting techniques. In addition, by applying this 

method it is possible to recognize any technological connection between shapes and raw 

materials, as well as fashioning techniques and fabrics.  

 
719 Roux 2016. 
720 Courty and Roux 1995; Roux and Courty 1998; Jeffra 2011; Choleva 2012; Jeffra 2013; Vitale et al. 2016; 

Vitale 2017. These classifications and terminology modify and update the sequence and the terms used by earlier 

works such as Rye 1981 and Rice 1987. 
721 Roux 2016, 107. 
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For the purposes of this study, the progression of the productive process has been 

reorganized. According to Roux, the chaîne opératoire to produce a vessel is organized in six 

stages (see Chapter 4): the collection and preparation of the raw materials, the fashioning of the 

roughout, the finishing of the preform, the treatment of the surfaces of the vessel, the decoration, 

and the firing of the pot.722 She states that “Surface treatments transform the superficial state of 

the vessel and involve either rubbing the vessel (softening, burnishing/polishing, shining), or 

coating it (slips, glazes, organic materials, graphite, silica, carbon)”.723 Rubbing and coating are 

considered parts of the same stage, the treatment of the surfaces, and are placed between the 

finishing of the preform and the decoration of the vessels. Analysing the material from Eleona 

and Langada it was possible to notice that rubbing and coating are performed at different stages 

of the productive process. Alabastron 373 (A.C:20) form Eleona Tomb 20, for example, clearly 

shows a succession of three, overlapping layers on the exterior surface, resulting from the 

coating, decoration, and rubbing of the vessel (Figure 6.1). It seems therefore appropriate to 

rethink the organization of the production process, and to separate rubbing treatments from 

coating treatments. The proposed production sequence includes the selection and preparation 

of the raw materials, the fashioning of the roughout, the finishing of the preform, the coating of 

the surfaces, the decoration of the vessel, the rubbing of the surfaces, and the firing of the pot. 

Rubbing is performed after the surfaces are coated and decorated, since the traces connected to 

this activity can be recognized over the wash/slip and on the decorative motifs. In addition, a 

vessel decorated with dull paint, can have a lustrous surface; if rubbing had been performed 

before the decoration, the paint would cover the luster (for the problems connected with lustrous 

paint and rubbing see sections 8.2.1.7 and 8.4.3). Chart 6.1 presents the comparison between 

Roux’s sequence and the one used for the purposes in this study. 

The steps of the analytical process applied to the study of the material are designed to 

mirror the decision-making process followed by the potter to shape the vessel. The analysis is 

organized into six main phases that reflect the six main technological decisions that the potter 

must make. Before starting to shape the clay, the craftsman has to decide which shape he is 

going to produce. This choice conditions all of his following technological decisions. The 

dimensions and function of the vessel, for example, determine the quality and coarseness of the 

clay used to shape it. A cup is shaped using fine, purified clays, whereas a storage vessel is 

produced using coarse clays. The number and type of morphological features characterizing a 

 
722 Roux 2016, 103-104. 
723 Roux 2016, 104. 
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vessel (e.g. handles, spouts, type of base), conditions the fashioning technique chosen by the 

potter. Handle and spout attachments, for example, are weak points on the surfaces of the vessel. 

If the vessel is wheel-coiled, the potter needs to make sure that such areas are not in 

correspondence with coil joinings or beginnings, since this would make the surface even 

weaker. In order to understand the general production planning of the potter, the first step of 

the analysis is the recognition and classification of the material according to its shape. The 

analysis of the surface already reveals some recurring technological marks. Alabastra, for 

example, might be made in two different sections (base and upper body). When analysing an 

alabastron one of the first traces to look for is preferential cracking or breaking in 

correspondence with the point of maximum expansion of the vessel. 

The first decision that the potter needs to make to transform his idea into an actual 

object, is the choice of the clay to use. His choice is conditioned by the available raw materials, 

and by the characteristics of such clays. Once he has chosen a type of clay, he begins to shape 

it. The method he applies to shape the clay depends on his technological knowledge and on 

some cultural and social limitations (Chapter 10), as well as by the properties of the clay he is 

using. For the analysis of the interconnection between raw materials and fashioning methods, 

the petrographic class and fashioning method applied to the production of each vessel are 

recorded.   

The potter then has to decide whether to finish the surfaces of the vessel or leave them 

unfinished. Generally, if a vessel is coated or decorated or presents lustrous surfaces, its 

surfaces are finished. If the surfaces are unfinished, the vessel might be rubbed and then fired. 

In this case, rubbing would generally consist of wiping, since performing any other type of 

rubbing, would imply finishing the surfaces as well. Recognizing if a vessel was finished or not 

is a crucial part of the analysis. If the vessel is finished, the analysis can proceed with the study 

of surface treatments. If the vessel was left unfinished, such considerations are generally not 

needed. 

After finishing the vessel, the potter focuses on treating its surfaces. The type of coating, 

decoration, and rubbing applied depends on the stylistic preferences of the period, the 

functionality of the vessel, the potter’s technological knowledge, and cultural and social 

requirements. The description of the coating, decoration, and rubbing treatments observed on 

each vessel can be used to detect foreign cultural influences. The appearance of a vessel is the 

easiest feature to visually copy, without the need for the potter to be trained in using a new 
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technique. It implies a stable contact with a different cultural group, which allows the potter to 

learn the appearance of the products and reproduce it.724 

 Vessels from Eleona and Langada are analysed according to the chaîne opératoire 

applied to their production. The information was recorded in a FileMaker database created for 

the purposes of this study. The exterior and interior surface of each vessel were analysed 

macroscopically to determine (a) the type of clay used for its production, (b) the fashioning 

method applied, (c) if the vessel was finished (d) the eventual presence of coating, (e) the type 

of decoration, and (f) the rubbing method used to finish the surfaces. The definition of the 

methods applied during each phase of the productive process is based on the recognition of nine 

types of technological marks on the surfaces of the vessel, including the joining and beginning 

of coils, presence of cracking and preferential breakage, uneven surfaces, the attachment of 

morphological parts, the presence of ridges, grooves, and striations, and string-cut bases. 

 It is important to analyse both the interior and exterior surface of each vessel, since they 

provide different types of information on the productive process. Exterior surfaces are usually 

better treated, especially on closed vessels. For this reason, interior surfaces bear a larger and 

clearer record of technological traces. Closed shapes usually have a different type of coating, 

decoration, and rubbing on interior and exterior surfaces. Even though interior surfaces are less 

refined than interior surfaces, the rim and upper body are frequently treated in the same way as 

exterior surfaces. The upper section of closed vessels is visible when holding and using the pot, 

and for this reason potters feel the need to treat them finely. In addition, it is difficult for the 

potter to reach the lower part of the vessel to treat the surfaces. Rims of closed shapes can be 

coated, decorated with a painted line, and burnished, whereas the rest of the interior surface is 

uncoated, plain, and wiped. 

The following sections include the detailed description of the technological traces and 

parameters registered to reconstruct the chaîne opératoire applied to the production of each 

vessel from Eleona and Langada. 

6.2 Fashioning traces 

The analysis of technological traces on the vessels from Eleona and Langada is based on Roux 

and Courty’s methodology.725 The study of the traces left on the surfaces during the production 

 
724 Rice 1987; Gosselain 2011c; Gosselain 2011d. 
725 Courty and Roux 1995; Roux and Courty 1998; Roux, 2016. 
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process can allow for the identification of the specific technological choices made by the 

craftsmen. These choices were heavily influenced by the cultural milieu of the society they 

were working in. Applying a certain chaîne opératoire to produce a commodity implies that 

craftsmen chose such methods for reasons such as time-saving procedures, or quality of the 

final product. At the same time, the final product is characterized by features suitable for the 

intended users. Different features result from those specific technological choices made by the 

potters during the fashioning process. The correct interpretation of technological traces is 

therefore useful to reconstruct cultural habits of the society that produced the piece. 

While analysing technological marks it is important to remember that different types of 

traces can be obtained by performing the same action on the clay, and that different actions can 

produce the same type of trace. A fracture on the ceramic body, for example, can imply the use 

of the coiling technique or the uneven distribution of the content of water in the clay paste. The 

use of coils to shape the preform might be detected by the presence of grooves on the surfaces 

of the vessels or because of discontinuities in the width of the walls. Incrustations on the exterior 

and/or interior surface and post-depositional processes may cover these traces. Exterior surfaces 

are usually decorated and rubbed, making it even harder to identify technological marks. The 

typology and morphology of the vessels can compromise the recognition of the traces, 

especially with regards to closed vessels, which sometimes have narrow necks that do not 

permit the analysis of the interior surface. Open shapes most often have finely treated interior 

surfaces, which are very close, if not identical to exterior surfaces, and can prevent the 

identification of technological marks. 

 If the interpretation of a mark is uncertain, it is important to thoroughly describe the 

traces observed on the surface, avoiding misleading interpretations, and acknowledging that it 

is not always possible to classify all of the traces. 

 Vessels from Eleona and Langada can be divided into two main classes, based on the 

use of RKE to shape them. The first class includes wheel-coiled and wheel turned vessels (see 

sections 4.6 and 6.2), fashioned exploiting RKE, while the second class is for handbuilt vessels, 

constructed without the use of RKE. As shown in Table 6.1, a further distinction is made 

between vessels produced with the use of coils to shape the preform (coiled and wheel-coiled 

vessels), and vessels that do not show the use of coiling (handbuilt and wheel turned vessels). 

 A group of vessels have secure traces of the use of RKE, but it is not possible to 

determine if coils were used to shape their roughouts, because of the high quality of surface 
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treatments.726 In addition, vessels fashioned following Roux’s wheel-coiling method 4, require 

the assembling of the coils on the wheel (see Chapter 4), resulting in a series of ridges, grooves, 

and striations on the surfaces of the vessels, similar to those obtained when wheel throwing. In 

both cases the potter has to place his hands alongside the exterior and interior surfaces of the 

vessels to even and thin the walls of the vessel. The only difference between the two methods 

is the state of the clay used to fashion the pots, in the form of coils in the case of method 4, and 

a lump in the case of wheel throwing. This technique is defined “Wheel turned” (Figure 6.2).  

 Vessels can be shaped by assembling separately fashioned sections, sometimes with 

different techniques. This can be recognized by analysing preferential cracking which occur 

when assembling the various sections, and by observing the different types of marks and surface 

treatments on the surfaces. 

To analyse and classify the vessels from Eleona and Langada according to the method 

applied to their fashioning, a total of 9 types of markings were analysed, based on Roux’s, 

Courty’s, Jeffra’s, and Choleva’s indications.727 Table 6.2 contains an overview of the nine 

traces, with a description of how they change according to each fashioning technique. 

6.2.1 Joining of coils  

The trace indicating the surface of contact between two rows of a coil is a very thin groove. It 

is usually easier to spot on the walls of the vessels, and on the transition between the body and 

the rim, if the rim is made out of a coil. Some bases are shaped by a single coil, turned to form 

a flat surface. In those cases, the mark results from the contact between the different loops of 

the same coil (Figure 6.3). 

 The action performed by the potter involves the overlapping of different sections of the 

same coil or of multiple coils to shape the vessel. The walls of the vessels are then smoothed 

and stretched. The mark is visible on the surface of the vessel if the stretching is uneven, and if 

the coils are not fully welded together.  

 
726 According to Rye, coiling usually shows no traces of “surface markings […] unless the coils have not been 

obliterated by subsequent finishing” (Rye 1981, 67). 
727 Courty and Roux 1995; Roux and Courty 1998; Jeffra 2011; Choleva 2012; Jeffra 2013; Roux 2016. 
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6.2.2 Beginning of coils  

The trace corresponding to the beginning of a coil is a small crack, usually perpendicular to the 

surface of the vessel. The groove can be quite deep. The mark indicates the surface of contact 

between two coils. It is visible when the stretching of the surfaces of the vessels is uneven, and 

when the two coils have a different water content, resulting in a crack during the drying of the 

vessel. If the coil begins at the centre of the base, the trace is a pronounced knob on the interior 

surface (Figure 6.4). 

6.2.3 Cracking  

Cracking can result from an array of different actions performed on the surface of vessels, or 

as a result of various technological choices performed during the fashioning. It can appear in 

correspondence with the joining or beginning of coils, or result from the attachment of various 

morphological parts, such as spouts, stems and bases. It can also indicate the uneven content of 

water in the ceramic body, the formation of air bubbles during the fashioning process, or 

misfiring. Cracking can also be a consequence of too rapid drying. If the vessel is shaped 

without RKE, cracking results from an inhomogeneous shaping of the clay. If it is fashioned 

with RKE it might indicate that the speed of the wheel was too high during the creation of the 

roughout, preventing the potter from smoothing the walls evenly. If the cracking is too deep or 

located in a particularly weak section of the vessel, it might turn into a proper breakage (Figure 

6.5). 

6.2.4 Preferential breakage  

Breaking patterns of vessels are conditioned by the morphology of the vessels and by the 

fashioning technique used to shape the pots (Figure 6.5). 

Flaking occurs when the potter adds layers of clay to the roughout to strengthen some 

sections of the vessel. The breakage can follow a circular course around the body of the pot if 

the vessel is coiled or wheel-coiled and it occurs at the joining of the coils. Vessels shaped in 

separate sections can also exhibit the same breakage pattern where the sections were attached 

(Figures 6.5.a-b). When breakages correspond to the detachment of the appendages, they are 

characterized by uneven edges (Figures 6.5.d-e). 
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6.2.5 Uneven surfaces   

When the potter does not apply an even pressure on the exterior and interior surfaces, it is 

possible to observe some compressions on the body of the vessel (Figure 6.6). If the pot is 

shaped without RKE, it is also possible to notice a variation in the thickness of the walls (Figure 

6.6.a). The walls are thinner where a greater pressure has been applied to even out the joining 

of the coils or the attachment of two sections fashioned separately, and thicker where the 

pressure was lighter. 728  The areas of compression are usually characterized by a rounded 

profile, and are mostly located on the point of maximum expansion of the vessel or at the 

attachment of some morphological parts, due to the fact that the potters were trying to better 

smooth the points showing most weakness (Figure 6.6.b). 

6.2.6 Attachment of morphological elements    

Vessels can show discontinuities in correspondence with the attachment of its appendages (e.g. 

spouts and handles). This technological trace appears as a large, deep crack on the walls of the 

vessel. It is quite common to recognize this trace on vessels shaped without RKE, especially at 

the attachment of the necks. It is less frequent to recognize this trace on vessels shaped on the 

wheel, especially if their roughout is formed without the use of coils. When the vessel is rotating 

on the wheel, it is easier for the potter to smooth out the attachment, while finishing the vessel 

(Figure 6.7). 

6.2.7 Ridges and Grooves  

Ridges and grooves can appear on the surfaces of the vessels as a result of the use of different 

methods to shape the clay to obtain a roughout. The analysis of these traces can give an insight 

on the use of the coiling technique and/or of RKE to produce a vessel (Figure 6.8). 

 If the vessel is handbuilt with the use of coils, the walls and base have a rather irregular 

sequence of ridges and grooves of considerable dimensions. Some specimens only have one of 

the two traces. The marks are a result of the creation of the roughout by assembling coils. The 

ridges correspond to the profile of the coils, while the grooves correspond to the joining of the 

overlapping rows of coils. 

 
728 The vessels from Eleona and Langada are always complete or mended to complete. It was therefore not possible 

to conduct an in-depth analysis on the change of the thickness of the walls. This type of trace is similar to Rye’s 

“Opposing pressure” (Rye 1981, 60). 
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If the vessel is shaped with RKE, ridges and grooves are usually very regular, and 

organized in bands. In wheel-coiled vessels ridges indicate the profile of the coils, while the 

grooves correspond to the joining of the coils. Assembling the coils on the wheel allows the 

potter to obtain more regular traces, since the profile is smoothed while the vessel is being 

turned on the device. When the vessel is wheel turned, the lump of clay is modelled by the 

potter’s fingers. In this case, the grooves correspond to the pressure exerted by the fingers on 

the wet clay, and the ridges to the space between the fingers. 

6.2.8 Striations  

Striations can result either from actions performed by the potter to even out the surfaces of the 

vessels during the formation process, or as a consequence of the finishing of the roughout. The 

potter can also perform a single movement to fulfill both purposes and leave a single trace on 

the surface (Figure 6.9). 

 If the vessels are shaped without RKE the striations appear as groups of very thin, 

parallel grains. The striations can be oriented in any direction, depending on how the potter was 

able to reach the surface to smooth it. The smoothing of the surface is achieved by performing 

rather regular, circular movements with bare hands, or using clothes or animal skins to even out 

the surfaces. Sometimes the potter can use a rotating device to obtain a more regular result. 

 If the vessel is shaped with the use of RKE, the striations appear as groups of very thin, 

parallel grains, and follow the orientation of the ridges and grooves connected to the shaping of 

the roughout. The circular movement performed by the potter benefits from the rotational 

movement of the wheel.  

6.2.9 String-cut base  

This trace can be exclusively recognized on vessels shaped on the wheel, as it is the result of 

the detachment of the vessel from the wheel with the use of a string or wire. The mark consists 

of a group of semicircular, parallel grooves, located underneath the base of the vessels. The 

edges of the grooves are irregular, because the clay was still wet when the vessel was detached 

from the wheel. The presence of this trace is a secure indicator of the use of the wheel (Figure 

6.10).   
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6.3 Finishing traces 

The analysis of the finishing of the preform is usually included in the description of the rubbing 

treatments performed on the surfaces of the vessels (Figure 6.11). It is however important to 

separate these processes, as they make up two different stages of the chaîne opératoire. The 

finishing of the roughout is performed right after it has been shaped, and marks the transition 

from a preform to a proper form.729     

 The difference between the finishing of the preform and surface treatments lays in the 

distinction between “operations which transform superficially the outline of the wall (e.g. 

scraping, turning)” and “operations which transform the surface ‘state’ of the wall (e.g. 

smoothing, polishing, burnishing, slip, painting)”. 730  Courty and Roux broadly define the 

phases of pottery making as “(1) Extraction and preparation of the clay […] (2) The forming 

methods and techniques […] (3) The finishing techniques […] (4) Drying […] (5) Firing”.731 

In this case the five stages mentioned by the authors are not organized according to the sequence 

followed by the potters to produce the vessels, as such the finishing of the preform and surface 

treatments are listed as two different types of “finishing techniques”.732 In 2016, Roux refined 

this definition by describing the “main actions which organize the successive transformations 

of the raw material into a finished product”. In this article “finishing” and “surface treatment” 

are listed as two separated production phases.733 Finishing techniques are defined as being 

“achieved after the preforming stage and can act on wet (smoothing) or leather hard clay 

(brushing, smoothing on leather hard clay)”, while “surface treatments transform the superficial 

state of the vessel and involve either rubbing the vessel (softening, burnishing/polishing, 

shining) or coating it (slip, glazed, organic material, graphite, silica, carbon)”.734 As discussed 

in section 6.1 and described in Chart 6.1, the production sequence has been reorganized after 

the analysis of the material from Eleona and Langada. However, the definition of the terms and 

the description of the phases follow Roux 2016. The finishing of the roughout corresponds to 

what has been previously defined as “Secondary forming techniques” by Rye735 and Rice736. 

According to Rye, “during primary forming, a lump of clay is converted into a form resembling 

 
729 Courty and Roux 1995. 
730 Courty and Roux 1995, 22-23. 
731 Courty and Roux 1995, 20-23. 
732 Roux 2016, 103. 
733 Roux 2016, 103. 
734 Roux 2016, 104. 
735 Rye 1981, 21, 62. 
736 Rice 1987, 136-137. 
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the finished vessel”737 (what is here defined as a roughout, following Roux 2016), while “during 

secondary forming the shape of the vessel is defined and completed and the relative proportions 

of various pares are established (Roux 2016’s preform). In describing the different finishing 

technique, Rice differentiates between “beating, scraping and trimming, which essentially 

complete the forming process, and smoothing and texturing, which finish the surfaces”.738 

Surface treatments (coating and rubbing) correspond to Rye’s surface treatments and finish and 

partially to his “third stage of conversion”739  and to Rice’s second type of finishing and 

“Surface Enhancement […] Colour Additions: Slips and Glazes” 740 . The problem of the 

distinction between finishing treatments and surfaces treatments has been already recognized 

by Clive Orton, Paul Tyres and Alan Vince in 1993: “There is no precise dividing line between 

some secondary forming procedures and surface treatments”.741 

Preforms can either be “finished”, if the potter evens out the distortions on the profile 

of the vessel, or “unfinished” if the irregularities are not smoothed out. Finishing operations 

can be performed when the clay is still wet, or after the roughout has dried and the consistency 

of the clay is leather hard.742 If the preform is finished when the clay is still wet, the surfaces 

will feature striations characterized by uneven edges, whereas if it is finished when the clay is 

leather hard, the striations will have regular edges. It is not always possible to establish the 

consistency of the clay, since surface treatments, including coating, decoration, and rubbing, 

can cover finishing striations. 

If the vessels are coated and/or decorated, the preform is usually finished, given that it 

is easier to apply surface treatments on even surfaces. The preform of open shapes and vessels 

shaped with the use of RKE are, by definition, always finished. Since both surfaces are visible 

due to the morphology of open shapes, potters are required to finish the preforms. Vessels 

shaped on the wheel are finished while being fashioned, as the pressure applied by the potter’s 

finger to shape the coils or the lump of clay smooths out the roughout at the same time.  

 Given the high quality of the productions, vessels from Eleona and Langada are usually 

always finished. Some specimens show a rough finishing of the preform.  

 
737 Rye 1981, 62. 
738 Rice 1987, 136. 
739 Rye 1981, 24, 40-57, 60, 62, 89. 
740 Rice 1987, 138-141, 144, 149-152. 
741 Orton, Tyres and Vince 1993, 125-126. 
742 Roux 2016. See also Rye 1981, 21. 
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6.4 Coating traces 

Coating treatments are performed by covering exterior and/or interior surfaces with a 

yellowish-white layer of highly purified, liquid clay. Vessels from Eleona and Langada have 

three types of coating, wash, slip, and monochrome treatment. Closed shapes with coated 

exterior surfaces usually have the same type of coating applied to their interior rims, while open 

shapes often have the same treatment on both surfaces. 

 To cover the surfaces with wash, vessels are dipped into a solution of purified clay. The 

quality of the clay is lower than that of slips. The final result is a vessel covered with an uneven 

coating, that easily deteriorates over time. Sometimes wash can almost completely fade away 

from the surface (Figure 6.12). 

In contrast, slips consist of a more uniform mixture of clay. When slip is applied on the 

vessels, the surfaces are covered by a homogenous layer of clay, which preserves well over 

time (Figure 6.12). The quality of the slip can be so high, that the potter may decide not to 

decorate the vessel, given that the coating itself might serve as a form of decoration (see Figure 

6.13.a). 

Some vessels show a distinctive surface treatment, the “Layer of Surface Treatment” 

(LST), which sometimes act as coating and decoration, and also gives luster to the surfaces 

(Figure 5.14.a-b). The LST appears as a smooth layer obtained by working the same clay used 

to shape the vessel. The surface of the vessel is not covered by a new layer, such as in the case 

of washes/slips (Figure 5.14.d), but has a different colour and aspect than that of the clay used 

to fashion the pot (Figure 5.14.c). Cup C.O:12 exemplifies well this type of treatment: its upper 

body is simply rubbed, while the surface of its lower body was highly worked before rubbing 

(Figure 5.14). In this case the vessel is plain, and the LST can work as a decoration on the lower 

part of the body. Some open shapes have this type of treatment, usually in combination with 

linear decoration (vessels C.O:10-C.O:13, C.O:30, C.O:42-C.O:43). Alabastra C.C:34, C.C:37 

and C.C: 40 provide a good sample to observe the differences between an uncoated (Figure 

5.14.c) and coated (Figure 5.14.d) vessel, and treatment with the LST (Figure 5.14.b). Vessel 

C.C:34 has a slightly darker, “thicker” and more homogeneous appearance than vessel C.C:41, 

but does not present a whitish surface as slipped vessel C.C:37. The treatment might have been 

performed while finishing the preform of the vessel. It is possible that it also reduced the amount 

of time needed to rub the vessel, since it gave a neater and more lustrous appearance to the 
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vessel. Cup C.O:12, for example, has a burnished lower body where the LST is performed, and 

a light burnished upper body, where the treatment is not applied. 

 Some vessels present a monochrome treatment of the surfaces. Usually, this type of 

treatment is found on local productions. The preference for monochrome surfaces is one of the 

main features of the local tradition style on Kos, but can be applied to the production of 

Mycenaean wares as well. The main features of the clay mixture and the method used to apply 

it on the surfaces of the vessels are slightly different from those of the washes and slips (Figure 

6.13).  

Compared to other forms of coating, monochrome treatments are brownish-black in 

colour, and can be lustrous, whereas wash and slip are dull if not burnished or polished. The 

clay mixture is denser than that used to produce washes and slips. Rather than being dipped in 

the clay mixture, monochrome paint is applied with a brush; the surfaces of monochrome 

vessels usually show the traces of the brush strokes. In addition, the surface underneath the 

handles is usually reserved, as it is difficult to reach with a brush. If the vessel is fashioned on 

the wheel, it is likely that the potter would apply the paint while the vessel is rotating, in order 

to maintain regular brush strokes, and to obtain a more uniform result. In this case the edges of 

the base are reserved as well. When deteriorating, wash and slip can fully fade away, without 

leaving any trace, while monochrome paint can crack or fade, but leaves a “negative” trace, 

which is more pronounced at the edges of the brush strokes (see Figure 5.8). 

6.5 Decoration methods 

Vessels from Eleona and Langada can be decorated with three different methods. The methods 

are classified and described according to Roux’s approach. 743  The classification of the 

decorative methods is based on the tridimensional features of the motifs, and on the techniques 

used to create the patterns.  

Painted vessels can be monochrome, linear, or patterned. This type of decoration is the 

most frequent in the material from Eleona and Langada. It falls into Roux’s category of one-

dimensional decoration, also known as low relief decoration. Monochrome surfaces are the 

preferred type of decoration of the Koan local potting tradition. The most common type of 

painted decoration is Dark on Light (DoL), consisting in the use of dark paint to execute motifs 

or bands on lighter, usually coated, surfaces. Motifs found on locally produced Mycenaean 

 
743 Roux 2016. 
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vessels are those recognized and classified by Furumark, and applied to the production of 

Mycenaean vessels on the mainland (see Figure 5.7). 

Apart from being painted, some vessels can feature applied or relieved decoration, 

usually consisting in plastic ridges applied on the neck-shoulder transition or on the handles. 

The ridges are usually shaped separately and then applied to the vessel. It is also possible that 

such features were modelled directly on the vessel, while shaping the roughout, especially the 

ones on the handles. This type of decoration is part of Roux’s category of two dimensional/high 

relief decoration. 

Few vessels present incised decoration. Sometimes the incisions can result from the 

fashioning or finishing of the vessel, and then the potter might decide to even them, and use 

them to decorate the vessel (Figure 6.15). Incised definition is part of Roux’s recessed decor, 

also known as negative relief. 

The organization of the decoration on closed and open shapes is quite standardized and 

repetitive. Closed shapes usually have linear rims, necks, and shoulders. The neck-shoulder 

transition can feature a plastic ridge, especially in the earlier productions. Handles are usually 

monochrome, and might present an oval or tail at the attachments. The upper body usually 

features a band formed by thin lines between two thick lines, that frame the central metope on 

the point of maximum expansion of the vessel. In the earlier productions the main pattern is 

located on the shoulder of the vessels, whereas in the later stages of the LBA the main motifs 

are located on the belly. The lower body is linear, decorated with a band of two thick lines 

enclosing a group of thin ones. The band frames the central metope. Bases are linear and can 

feature concentric circles. If decorated, close shapes usually have a linear interior rim. The line 

on the interior rim was probably created while decorating the lip and the exterior rim; the potter 

was holding the brush on top of the pot, over the lip, and rotating the vessel to decorate it. It is 

likely that one section of the brush was falling on the interior surface and covering it with paint. 

The line on the interior rim is usually thinner than that on the exterior rim, since the potter was 

focusing on treating the exterior surface. 

Open shapes usually have linear rims and plain or monochrome handles; the upper 

handle attachment can feature a reserved triangle. The upper section of the body can feature a 

thin or medium line, and the point of maximum expansion can be either linear or patterned. The 

lower body can feature a single, thin or medium line and the base can be monochrome. 
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Koan local production and imported vessels can be decorated using lustrous or dull 

paint, while possible imports are almost exclusively decorated with lustrous paint. The analysis 

of the way the paint deteriorates over time can be crucial to assess the provenance of the 

material. Local productions are decorated with a type of paint that chips and flakes over time, 

while on the imports from the mainland the paint fades away, leaving a “negative” trace (see 

Figure 5.8). 

6.6 Rubbing traces 

Rubbing traces consist of striations on the surfaces of the vessels, orientated according to the 

direction of the movement performed by the potter to treat them. Rubbing results in surfaces 

that can be either lustrous or non-lustrous, and can sometimes show traces left by the tool used 

to rub the vessel. If the surfaces are non-lustrous and show technological traces, the vessel is 

wiped. If it is non-lustrous and it is not possible to see any traces on the surface, the vessel is 

smoothed. If the surfaces are lustrous and show technological traces, the vessel is burnished, 

whereas if it does not show any traces, it is polished (Table 6.3). If vessels are fashioned on the 

wheel, rubbing can be performed while the pot is still rotating on the device, exploiting RKE 

(Figure 6.16). 

 Burnishing is the most common rubbing technique applied to the vessels from Eleona 

and Langada, for both closed and open shapes, and independently from the fashioning method 

used to shape the vessel. The treatment becomes lighter over time (“light burnishing”),744 

probably to speed up the production process. Vessels decorated using dull paints are usually 

wiped or smoothed; it seems that the choice of the rubbing treatment applied to the vessels was 

chosen depending on the type of decoration performed. The two steps of the chaîne opératoire 

were deeply interconnected. 

 Closed shapes usually have the same type of treatment on exterior surfaces and on 

interior rims, while interior bodies are usually wiped. Wiping is applied to interior lower bodies 

and bases due to the fact that it is more difficult for the potter to reach them, and that they are 

not visible. For the same reason, the striations resulting from rubbing are evenly organized on 

the exterior surfaces and interior rims, while they do not show any preferential orientation on 

interior lower bodies and bases. 

 

 
744 Vitale pers. comm. 
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CHAPTER 7. CATALOGUE 

This chapter is the catalogue of the material analysed for the purposes of this study. The 

catalogue is chronologically organized in four sections: Section A, vessels dated to LH IIB-LH 

IIIA1, Section B, vessels dated to LH IIIA2-LH IIIB, Section C, vessels dated to LH IIIC Early-

LH IIIC Middle, and Section D, vessels of uncertain date. The material in each section is further 

divided into “Closed shapes”, and “Open shapes”. Vessels in these subsections are listed in 

numerical order according to their Furumark Shape (FS) number. Within a group sharing the 

same FS number, vessels are organized according to Morricone’s catalogue number.   

 Each vessel was given a catalogue number, formed by the letter identifying the section, 

followed by letter “C” in the case of closed shapes, or letter “O” in the case of open shapes, and 

by a progressive number. 

Entries are compiled according to the phases of the chaîne opératoire, to provide 

information about the production process applied by the craftsman to fashion each vessel. Each 

entry starts with the catalogue number, followed by Morricone’s inventory number (as 

published in 1965-1966). Tables 7.1 and 7.3 present the correspondence between catalogue 

numbers and Morricone’s inventory numbers. Information about the shape, 745  context of 

provenance (see Table 6.2 for the list of vessels found in each tomb), and state of preservation 

are then provided. The description of the deposition wear746  and usewear747  follows. The 

dimensions of the vessels are then given, including rim, spout and disk when required, height, 

base and weight. The classification of the provenance of the pot according to the Koan Ceramic 

Classification System (KCCS), and the Munsell measurements of its surfaces (when 

measurable) is presented. The Koan Macroscopic Fabric Groups (KMFG) classification of the 

vessel, as well as the definition of the fashioning and finishing methods applied to its production 

are provided. The last part of the entry is concerned with the definition of the surface treatments 

performed on the vessel, including the coating, decoration,748 and rubbing of both exterior and 

 
745 Shape classifications based partially on Mountjoy 1999. 
746 Depositional wear defines the alterations resulting from the deposition of the vessels in the tombs, and are 

provoked by the conditions in the burials, such as humidity and the occurrence of mould. The modifications on 

the surfaces of the vessels include type 2 of Rye’s “Surface coatings”, which he defines as “Effects of Burial” 

(Rye 1981, 53, 57). Lighter depositional wear is when the surfaces of the vessels are still readable, while heavier 

depositional wear indicates that the surfaces of the vessels are more difficult to describe. 
747 Use wear results from the actual use of the pots and it is usually located around the rim, handle, or base. In the 

case of the vessels from Eleona and Langada it can also result from handling the vessels during their deposition in 

the tombs. The modifications on the surfaces of the vessels include type 2 of Rye’s “Surface coatings”, which he 

defines as “Effects of Use” (Rye 1981, 53, 57). 
748 Decorative motif identification based partially on Mountjoy 1999. 
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interior surfaces. Munsell measurements for slips, washes, and paints are given. Finally, a short 

bibliography including some main publications regarding each vessel is provided. 

7.1 Section A: LH IIB-LH IIIA1 

Section A includes the catalogue of the 30 closed shapes (A.C:1 to A.C:30), and six open shapes 

(A.O:1 to A.O:6) dated to LH IIB-LH IIIA1. 

7.1.1 Closed shapes 

A.C:1 (303). Plates LIX.c, CXXXVII.c. 

Askos. Eleona Tomb 3. LH IIIA1. Restored: 20% of body missing. Depositional wear: medium. 

Light usewear. Rim: 3,4 cm. Height: 12,8 cm. Base: 5,5 cm. Weight: 0,434 kg. KCCS: UPF. 

Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/2. KMFG: A-VI. Wheel-coiled (Method 1-2). Finished. 

Exterior surface: washed, 5 YR 7.5/1. Exterior and interior surfaces, wiped. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 36, Fig. 9 top (p. 35); Vitale 2017, 161, Pl. 4:b (p. 163); 

Vitale and Trecarichi 2015, 328, Fig. 1e (p. 319). 

A.C:2 (305). Plates XXIX.d, CVII.d. 

Juglet. Eleona Tomb 3. LH IIIA1. Intact. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Rim: 5 

cm. Height: 7,7 cm. Base: 3 cm. Weight: 0,182 kg. KCCS: MD. KMFG: B-VI. Wheel-coiled 

(Method 1-2). Finished. Exterior surface: monochrome treatment. Dull paint, 5 YR 4.5/1. 

Exterior surface, monochrome; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, burnished; interior 

surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 35, Fig. 9 bottom left (p. 35). 

A.C:3 (376). Plates XXVIII.d, CVI.d. 

Trefoil-mouthed jug. Eleona Tomb 17. LH IIIA1. Restored: 5% of rim and body missing. 

Depositional wear: minimal. Minimal usewear. Rim: 7,3 cm. Height: 25,5 cm. Base: 7 cm. 

Weight: 1,178 kg. KCCS: Import (Troy). Exterior and interior surfaces, 10 YR 4.5/1. Fine 

fabric. Wheel-coiled (Method 3). Finished. Exterior surface, incised and applied: wavy line and 

plastic buttons. Exterior surface, burnished; interior surface, burnished and wiped. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 69, Figg. 40 left, 41 (p. 68); Vitale and Trecarichi 2015, 320, 

Fig. 1a (pp. 318-319). 

A.C:4 (372). Plates I.a, LXXIX.a. 

Piriform jar (FS 28). Eleona Tomb 18. LH IIB. Restored: 5% of rim and body missing. 

Depositional wear: medium. Minimal usewear. Rim: 8,6 cm. Height: 13,8 cm. Base: 5,8 cm. 

Weight: 0,312 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Interior surface, 10 YR 7.5/2. KMFG: A-I. Wheel-coiled 

(Method 3-4). Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped (on rim), 10 YR 

7.5/4. Lustrous paint, 7.5 YR 4.5/4 to 7.5 YR 3.5/2: curved stripes (FM 67; exterior). Exterior 

surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, burnished; interior surface, 

burnished and wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 70-71, Fig. 42 top centre (p. 70).  
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A.C:5 (375). Plates I.b, LXXIX.b. 

Piriform jar (FS 28). Eleona Tomb 18. LH IIB. Restored: 20% of rim, 10% of body and base 

missing. Depositional wear: light. Minimal usewear. Rim: 7,3 cm. Height: 13,3 cm. Base: 5,3 

cm. Weight: 0,292 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 7.5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: A-II. Wheel-

coiled (Method 3-4). Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 10 YR 7.5/3. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 

3.5/4 to 2.5 YR 4.5/8: curved stripes and circle on base (FM 67; exterior). Exterior surface, 

patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, burnished; interior surface, wiped. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 71, Fig. 42 top left (p. 70). 

A.C:6 (378). Plates I.c, LXXIX.c. 

Piriform jar (FS 28). Eleona Tomb 18. LH IIB. Restored: 10% of rim, fist handle, and 5% of 

body missing. Depositional wear: light. Minimal usewear. Rim: 6,6 cm. Height: 10,2 cm. Base: 

4,6 cm. Weight: 0,206 kg. Possible import. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 7/4. Fine fabric. 

Made in two stages: handbuilt base, and wheel turned upper body. Finished. Exterior surface: 

slipped; interior surface: slipped (on rim), 2.5 YR 7.5/4. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 4.5/8: scale 

pattern and circle on base (FM 70; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. 

Exterior surface, polished; interior surface, polished and wiped. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 71, Fig. 42 top right (p. 70); Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 4, 

1083, Fig. 442 (p. 1082). 

A.C:7 (381). Plates VII.c, LXXXV.c. 

Piriform jar (FS 30, 31). Eleona Tomb 18. LH IIB-LH IIIA1. Restored: 20% of rim, first handle, 

40% of second handle, 40% of body, and base missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light 

usewear. Rim: 10,8 cm. Height: 22,5 cm. Base: 7,4 cm. Weight: 0,863 kg. KCCS: MD. Exterior 

and interior surfaces, 5 YR 7.5/4. KMFG: A-VI. Handbuilt with coils. Finished. Exterior 

surface: monochrome treatment. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 4.5/2. Exterior surface, monochrome; 

interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, burnished; interior surface, burnished and wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 69, Fig. 42 bottom centre (p. 70); Vitale and Trecarichi 

2015, 330, Fig. 5b (p. 326).  

A.C:8 (334). Plates I.d, LXXIX.d. 

Piriform jar (FS 31). Eleona Tomb 8. LH IIIA1. Restored: 40% of rim, and 5% of body missing. 

Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 11,1 cm. Height: 22,4 cm. Base: 7,4 cm. Weight: 

1,074 kg. KCCS: MycIF. Exterior surface, 10 YR 7/4. Fine fabric. Wheel-coiled (Method 3). 

Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped (on rim), 10 YR 8/2. Lustrous paint, 

2.5 YR 2.75/0: scale pattern (FM 70; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned with ridge on neck-

shoulder transition and handles; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, burnished; interior 

surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 44-45, Fig. 16 top (p. 45).  

A.C:9 (388). Plates I.e, LXXIX.e. 

Piriform jar (FS 31). Eleona Tomb 21. LH IIIA1. Restored: 5% of rim  and body missing. 

Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Rim: 10,2 cm. Height: 18,5 cm. Base: 6,4 cm. 

Weight: 0,479 kg. KCCS: MycIF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 7.5/2. Fine fabric. 

Wheel-coiled (Method 3). Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 10 YR 7.5/3. Lustrous paint, 5 

YR 3.5/1 to 7.5 YR 4.5/4: possible bars on rim (interior), and fish (FM 20; exterior). Exterior 

surface, patterned with ridge on neck-shoulder transition and handles; interior surface, linear. 

Exterior surface, burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 78-79, Figg. 53 top right, 54 (pp. 78-79); Mountjoy 1999, 

inv. no. 9, 1084, Fig. 442 (p. 1082). 
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A.C:10 (1289). Plates I.f, LXXIX.f. 

Piriform jar (FS 31). Eleona Tomb 22. LH IIIA1. Restored: 60% of rim, first and second handle, 

90% of third handle, 70% of body, and base missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear.  

Rim: 10,5 cm. Height: 21,1 cm. Base: 7,7 cm. Weight: 1,157 kg. KCCS: MycIF. Exterior and 

interior surfaces, 2.5 YR 7.5/2. Fine fabric. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 

10 YR 7.5/4. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 5.5/2 to 5 YR 4.5/6: scale pattern (FM 70; exterior). 

Exterior surface, patterned with ridge on neck-shoulder transition; interior surface, linear. 

Exterior surface, polished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 81, Fig. 57 right (p. 81).  

A.C:11 (336). Plates VI.b, LXXXIV.b. 

Piriform jar (FS 44). Eleona Tomb 10. LH IIIA1. Restored: 5% of rim missing. Depositional 

wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 9,3 cm. Height: 14,9 cm. Base: 5,6 cm. Weight: 0,401 kg. 

Possible import. Fine fabric. Wheel-coiled (Method 3-4). Finished. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 4.5/6 

to 2.5 YR 2.75/2: scale pattern (FM 70; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned with ridge on 

neck-shoulder transition; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, polished; interior surface, 

polished and wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 46-47, Fig. 18 bottom right (p. 47). 

A.C:12 (337). Plates VI.c, LXXXIV.c. 

Piriform jar (FS 44). Eleona Tomb 10. LH IIIA1. Full profile: 40% of base missing. 

Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 10,6 cm. Height: 15,9 cm. Base: 6 cm. Weight: 

0,363 kg. KCCS: MycIF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 6.5/4. Fine fabric. Wheel 

turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped (on rim), 10 YR 8/2. 

Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/2: running spiral (FM 46; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; 

interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, polished; interior surface, polished and wiped. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 46, Fig. 18 bottom left (p. 47). 

A.C:13 (366). Plates VI.d, LXXXIV.d. 

Piriform jar (FS 44). Eleona Tomb 16. LH IIIA1. Restored: 50% of rim, 90% of first handle, 

and 20% of body missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 6,3 cm. Height: 10,5 

cm. Base: 4,1 cm. Weight: 0,227 kg. KCCS: MycIF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 10 YR 8/2. 

Fine fabric. Wheel-coiled (Method 3-4). Finished. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 4/1: dots on rim and 

net (FM 57; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, 

polished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 66, Fig. 37 top right (p. 65).  

A.C:14 (367). Plates VI.e, LXXXIV.e. 

Piriform jar (FS 44). Eleona Tomb 17. LH IIIA1. Restored: 5% of body missing. Depositional 

wear: light. Medium usewear. Rim: 10,5 cm. Height: 19,2 cm. Base: 6 cm. Weight: 0,459 kg. 

KCCS: MycIF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 7.5/4. Fine fabric. Wheel-coiled (Method 

3). Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 10 YR 8/3. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/4 to 2.5 YR 3.5/6: 

net (FM 57; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, 

burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 67, 69, Fig. 40 right (p. 68); Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 11, 

1084, Fig. 442 (p. 1082); Vitale 2016, 82, Fig. 5.2:b (p. 83); Vitale and Trecarichi 2015, 320, 

Fig. 1b (pp. 318-319). 
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A.C:15 (369). Plates VI.f, LXXXIV.f. 

Piriform jar (FS 44). Eleona Tomb 16. LH IIIA1. Restored: 40% of rim, 50% of handle, and 

20% of body missing. Depositional wear: minimal. Minimal usewear. Rim: 10,3 cm. Height: 

17,1 cm. Base: 5,7 cm. Weight: 0,240 kg. KCCS: MycIF. Exterior surface, 10 YR 8/2; interior 

surface, 7.5 YR 7/4. Fine fabric. Wheel-coiled (Method 4). Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 

10 YR 7.5/4. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3/2 to 2.5 YR 4/6: curved stemmed spiral (FM 49; exterior). 

Exterior surface, patterned with ridge on neck-shoulder transition; interior surface, linear. 

Exterior surface, polished; interior surface, wiped. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 65, Fig. 37 top left (p. 65); Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 10, 

1084, Fig. 442 (p. 1082). 

A.C:16 (389). Plates VII.a, LXXXV.a. 

Piriform jar (FS 44). Eleona Tomb 21. LH IIIA1. Restored: 5% of rim, handle, and 10% of 

body missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 9,6 cm. Height: 15,3 cm. Base: 

5,9 cm. Weight: 0,352 kg. Possible import. Interior surface, 5 YR 6.5/6. Fine fabric. Wheel 

turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 10 YR 8/3. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 4.5/4 to 2.5 YR 

3.5/4: wavy line on lip, net and zigzag (FM 57, 61; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned, with 

ridge on neck-shoulder transition; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, burnished; interior 

surface, burnished and wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 79, Fig. 53 top left (p. 78). 

A.C:17 (1326). Plates VII.b, LXXXV.b. 

Piriform jar (FS 44). Eleona Tomb 7. LH IIIA1. Restored: 60% of first handle, 70% of body, 

and base missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 10,4 cm. Height: 9,5 cm. Base: 

6,4 cm. Weight: 0,528 kg. KCCS: MycIF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 10 YR 2/2. Fine fabric. 

Wheel-coiled (Method 2-3). Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 10 YR 7.5/4. Lustrous paint, 5 

YR 3/1 to 2.5 YR 4.5/6: scale pattern (FM 70; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned with ridge 

on neck-shoulder transition; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, polished; interior surface, 

wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 43, Fig. 14 bottom (p. 43). 

A.C:18 (302). Plates XIII.b, XCI.b. 

Alabastron (FS 82). Eleona Tomb 2. LH IIB. Full profile: 40% of rim missing. Depositional 

wear: heavy. Light usewear. Rim: 7 m. Height: 6 cm. Base: 13,2 cm. Weight: 0,232 kg. KCCS: 

MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6/8. KMFG: A-VI. Handbuilt with coils. Finished. 

Exterior surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped (on rim), 7.5 YR 7.5/4. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 

3.5/4: scale pattern (FM 70; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. 

Exterior surface, burnished; interior surface, wiped on rim and unfinished lower body.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 34, Figg. 7 bottom, 8 (p. 34, 35). 

A.C:19 (333). Plates XIII.c, XCI.c. 

Alabastron (FS 83). Eleona Tomb 8. LH IIB. Restored: 5% of rim and body missing. 

Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Rim: 7,6 cm. Height: 7,4 cm. Base: 13,5 cm. 

Weight: 0,352 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 5.5/2 to 5 YR 7/4; interior surface, 5 

YR 7/4. KMFG: A-VI. Made in two stages: handbuilt base, and wheel-coiled upper body. 

Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 2.5 YR 5.5/2. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 5.5/1 to 10 R 4/3: 

multiple cross on base, papyrus and rock pattern (FM 11, 32; exterior). Exterior surface, 

patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, burnished; interior surface, burnished and 

wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 45, Figg. 16 bottom centre, 17 (pp. 45-46); Mountjoy 1999, 

inv. no. 5, 1084, Fig. 442 (p. 1082). 
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A.C:20 (373). Plates XIII.d, XCI.d. 

Alabastron (FS 83). Eleona Tomb 18. LH IIB. Restored: 5% of rim and body missing. 

Depositional wear: heavy. Minimal usewear. Rim: 4,7 cm. Height: 3,8 cm. Base: 9,5 cm. 

Weight: 0,119 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: A-I. Handbuilt with 

coils. Finished. Exterior surface: washed, 2.5 YR 7.5/6. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/3 to 5 YR 

4.5/6: triple-stemmed ivy and multiple cross on base (FM 12; exterior). Exterior surface, 

patterned; interior surface, linear.  Exterior surface, burnished; interior surface, wiped on rim 

and unfinished lower body.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 72, Figg. 42 middle left, 43 (pp. 70-71). 

A.C:21 (328). Plates XIII.e, XCI.e. 

Alabastron (FS 84). Eleona Tomb 7. LH IIIA1. Restored: 20% of rim, and 5% of body missing. 

Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Rim: 4,5 cm. Height: 4 cm. Base: 8,9 cm. Weight: 

0,099 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 6.5/4; interior surface, 5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: A-

VI. Handbuilt with coils. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped (on rim), 

10 YR 8/2. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/2: ivy and concentric circles on base (FM 12; exterior). 

Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, burnished; interior surface, 

wiped on rim and unfinished lower body.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 42-43, Fig. 14 middle centre (p. 43). 

A.C:22 (346). Plates XIII.f, XCI.f. 

Alabastron (FS 84). Eleona Tomb 12. LH IIIA1. Restored: 20% of rim, 40% of handle, and 5% 

of body missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 6,8 cm. Height: 5,2 cm. Base: 

12,1 cm. Weight: 0,249 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 5.5/3. KMFG: 

A-VI. Handbuilt with coils. Finished. Exterior surface: monochrome treatment. Lustrous paint, 

2.5 YR 5.5/6 to 2.5 YR 4.5/2. Exterior surface, monochrome. Exterior surface, burnished; 

interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 50-51, Fig. 22 bottom right (p. 51). 

A.C:23 (349). Plates XIV.a, XCII.a. 

Alabastron (FS 84). Eleona Tomb 14. LH IIIA1. Restored: 40% of rim, and 5% of body missing. 

Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 8,9 cm. Height: 7,5 cm. Base: 16,4 cm. Weight: 

0,445 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 6.5/4. KMFG: A-II. Made in 

two stages: handbuilt (with coils) base, and wheel-coiled (Method 2-3) upper body. Finished. 

Exterior surface: washed, 10 YR 8/2. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/3 to 5 YR 3.5/2: dot rosette, rock 

pattern and multiple cross on base (FM 17, 32; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior 

surface, linear. Exterior surface, burnished; interior surface, wiped on rim and unfinished lower 

body.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 56, Figg. 26 bottom right. 28 a-b (pp. 55-56); Mountjoy 

1999, inv. no. 6, 1084, Fig. 442 (p. 1082). 

A.C:24 (352). Plates XIV.b, XCII.b. 

Alabastron (FS 84). Eleona Tomb 14. LH IIIA1. Intact. Depositional wear: minimal. Minimal 

usewear. Rim: 8 cm. Height: 8 cm. Base: 16,4 cm. Weight: 0,406 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior 

surface, 10 YR 7.5/3. KMFG: A-II. Made in two stages: handbuilt (with coils) base, and wheel-

coiled (Method 2-3) upper body. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped 

(on rim), 10 YR 7.5/4. Dull paint, 5 YR 3.5/2 to 2.5 YR 5.5/8: lily (FM 9; exterior). Exterior 

surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 55-56, Fig. 26 bottom left (p. 55); Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 

12, 1085, Fig. 442 (p. 1082). 
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A.C:25 (354). Plates XIV.c, XCII.c. 

Alabastron (FS 84). Eleona Tomb 14. LH IIIA1. Restored: 60% of rim, and 5% of body missing. 

Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 6 cm. Height: 6 cm. Base: 13,3 cm. Weight: 

0,210 kg. KCCS: MycIF. Interior surface, 7.5 YR 6.5/4. Fine fabric. Made in two stages: wheel-

coiled (Method 3). Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped (on rim), 2.5 

YR 6.5/4. Lustrous paint, 10 YR 2.75/1: curved stemmed spiral and concentric circles on base 

(FM 49; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, 

polished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 55, Figg. 26 top, 27 a-b (pp. 55-56). 

A.C:26 (377). Plates XIV.d, XCII.d. 

Alabastron (FS 84). Eleona Tomb 18. LH IIIA1. Restored: 10% of rim, first handle, 90% of 

second handle, 5% of third handle; and 10% of body missing. Depositional wear: minimal. 

Minimal usewear. Rim: 10,2 cm. Height: 9 cm. Base: 19,8 cm. Weight: 0,639 kg. KCCS: 

MycIF. Fine fabric. Made in two stages: wheel-coiled (Method 2-3) base, wheel turned upper 

body. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped (on rim), 2.5 Y 6.5/4. 

Lustrous paint, 10 YR 3.5/1 to 7.5 YR 3.5/2: dot rosette, rock pattern and concentric circles on 

base (FM 17, 32; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, 

burnished; interior surface, burnished and wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 71, Fig. 42 middle centre (p. 70).  

A.C:27 (387). Plates XXX.a, CVIII.c. 

Narrow-necked jug (FS 120). Eleona Tomb 22. LH IIIA1. Restored: 60% of rim, and 20% of 

body missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 4 cm. Height: 11,2 cm. Base: 4,5 

cm. Weight: 0,152 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 7.5/4. KMFG: A-

VI. Unclear fashioning method, evidence of coils. Finished. Exterior surface: washed, 7.5 YR 

7.5/4. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 2.75/4 to 2.5 YR 5.5/8. Exterior and interior surfaces, linear. 

Exterior surface, burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 81-82, Fig. 57 left (p. 81). 

A.C:28 (301). Plates XXX.l, CVIII.l. 

Hydria (FS 129). Eleona Tomb 2. LH IIB. Restored: 5% of rim and body missing. Depositional 

wear: medium. Light usewear. Rim: 3,8 cm.  Height: 6,8 cm. Base: 2,9 cm. Weight: 0,099 kg. 

Possible import. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/6. Fine fabric. Unclear fashioning 

method, evidence of coils. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped (on rim), 

10 YR 8/2. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/4: argonaut, curtailed body and circle on base (FM 22; 

exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, burnished; 

interior surface, wiped on rim and unfinished lower body.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 34, Fig. 7 top left (p. 34). 

A.C:29 (1287). Plates XXIX.b, CVII.b. 

Stirrup jug (FS 150). Eleona Tomb 11. LH IIIA1. Rim: 40% of rim and body missing. 

Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 2,9 cm. Height: 11,7 cm. Weight: 0,242 kg. 

Possible import. Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 7.5/4. Fine fabric. Made in two stages: 

wheel-coiled (Method 1) body, and handbuilt neck. Finished. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/2 to 2.5 

YR 4.5/6: curve-stemmed spiral (FM 49; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned, with ridge on 

neck-shoulder transition; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, polished; interior surface, 

wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 48, Fig. 20 bottom left (p. 49).  
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A.C:30 (331). Plates LX.a, CXXXVIII.a. 

Brazier (FS 315). Eleona Tomb 8. LH IIIA1. Intact. Depositional wear: minimal. Minimal 

usewear. Rim: 7,2 cm; Lid: 9 cm. Height: 9,5 cm; Lid: 6 cm. Weight: 0,244 kg. KCCS: MyUF. 

Exterior and interior surfaces, 2.5 YR 5.5/6. KMFG: A-IV. Wheel-coiled. Finished. Exterior 

and interior surfaces, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 46, Fig. 16 bottom right (p. 45). 
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7.1.2 Open shapes 

A.O:1 (390). Plates LXVI.a, CXLIV.a. 

Carinated conical cup (FS 230). Eleona Tomb 21. LH IIIA1. Restored: 10% of rim, and 5% of 

body missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 9,6 cm. Height: 5,1 cm. Base: 2,4 

cm. Weight: 0,066 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 7.5/4. KMFG: A-II. 

Wheel-coiled (Method 3-4). Dull paint, 2.5 YR 4.5/6 to 2.5 Y 3.5/2: stipple (FM 77; exterior). 

Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior 

surface, light burnished and wiped. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 80, Fig. 53 bottom right (p. 78); Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 

14, 1085, Fig. 442 (p. 1082). 

A.O:2 (304). Plates LXV.e, CXLIII.e. 

Spouted cup (FS 249). Eleona Tomb 3. LH IIIA1. Restored: 50% of rim, handle, and 5% of 

body missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 10,4 cm. Height: 7,5 cm. Base: 

4,1 cm. Weight: 0,189 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: 

A-IV. Wheel-coiled (Method 1). Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces: monochrome 

treatment. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 5.5/6. Exterior and interior surfaces, monochrome. Exterior 

and interior surfaces, burnished.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 35-36, Fig. 9 bottom right (p. 35); Vitale 2017, 161, Pl. 4:d 

(p. 163); Vitale and Trecarichi 2015, 329-330, Fig. 3i (p. 323).  

A.O:3 (338). Plates LXV.g, CXLIII.f. 

Spouted cup. Eleona Tomb 10. LH IIIA1. Restored: 30% of rim, 90% spout, handle, and 5% of 

rim missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 8,4 cm. Height: 9,1 cm. Base: 4,9 

cm. Weight: 0,235 kg. KCCS: MD. Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 6.5/2. KMFG: B-VI. 

Wheel-coiled (Method 1-2). Finished. Exterior surface: monochrome treatment. Dull paint, 5 

YR 4.5/3. Exterior surface, monochrome; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, burnished; 

interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 47-48, Fig. 18 top right (p. 47).  

A.O:4 (315). Plates LXV.h, CXLIII.h. 

Semi-globular cup. Eleona Tomb 4. LH IIB. Restored: 5% of rim missing. Depositional wear: 

light. Light usewear. Rim: 11 cm. Height: 6,5 cm. Base: 3,7 cm. Weight: 0,155 kg. KCCS: MD. 

Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: A-VI. Wheel-coiled (Method 1-2). Finished. 

Exterior and interior surfaces: monochrome treatment. Dull paint, 5 YR 4/2 to 5 YR 6.5/8. 

Exterior and interior surfaces, monochrome. Exterior and interior surfaces, burnished. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 37, Fig. 10 top right (p. 37); Vitale 2017, 161, Pl. 5:g (p. 

164); Vitale and Trecarichi 2015, 329-330, Fig. 3h (p. 323). 

A.O:5 (1337). Plates LXXVII.e, CLV.e. 

Kylix (FS 266). Eleona Tomb 21. LH IIIA1. Restored: 30% of rim, and 5% of body missing. 

Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 12 cm. Height: 11,5 cm. Base: 4,8 cm. Weight: 

0,147 kg. KCCS: MycIF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 8/2. Fine fabric. Wheel-coiled 

(Method 2-3). Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces, burnished.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 80, Fig. 53 top centre (p. 78). 
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A.O:6 (318). Plates LXXVII.d, CLV.d. 

Kylix (FS 267). Eleona Tomb 4. LH IIIA1. Restored: handle, and 40% of foot missing. 

Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 19,4 cm. Height: 9,7 cm. Base: 6,2 cm. Weight: 

0,139 kg. KCCS: MyUF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/4. KMFG: A-II. Wheel-coiled 

(Method 2-3). Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 38, Fig. 10 bottom left (p. 37). 
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7.2 Section B: LH IIIA2-LH IIIB 

Section B includes the catalogue of the 94 closed shapes (B.C:1 to B.C:94), and 53 open shapes 

(B.O:1 to B.O:53) dated to LH IIIA2-LH IIIB. 

7.2.1 Closed shapes 

B.C:1 (83). Plates II.a, LXXX.a. 

Piriform jar (FS 35). Langada Tomb 25. LH IIIA2. Restored: 20% of rim, and 10% of first 

handle missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Rim: 13 cm. Height: 29 cm. Base: 

10,2 cm. Weight: 1,723 kg. Possible import. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/6. 

Medium-coarse fabric. Wheel-coiled (Method 3). Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 10 YR 

8/2. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 3.5/0: hatched triangles (FM 61; exterior). Exterior surface, 

patterned, with ridge on neck-shoulder transition and on handle, and knob on handle 

attachment; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, burnished; interior surface, burnished and 

wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 149-150, 152, Fig. 142 (p. 152) ; Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 

18, 1087, Fig. 443 (p. 1086). 

B.C:2 (144). Plates II.b, LXXX.b. 

Piriform jar (FS 35). Langada Tomb 38. LH IIIA2. Restored: 40% of rim, 5% of first and second 

handle and body missing. Depositional wear: heavy. Light usewear. Rim: 12,1 cm. Height: 37,3 

cm. Base: 11,2 cm. Weight: 3,962 kg. KCCS: MyPMC. Exterior and interior surfaces, 10 YR 

5.5/3. KMFG: B-VI. Wheel-coiled (Method 1). Finished. Exterior surface: washed; interior 

surface: washed (on rim), 10 YR 8/2. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/2: vertical zigzag (FM 61; 

exterior). Exterior surface, patterned, with ridge on handle, and knob on handle attachment; 

interior surface, linear. Exterior and interior surfaces, wiped. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 180, Fig. 190  (p. 180). 

B.C:3 (208). Plates III.a, LXXXI.a. 

Piriform jar (FS 35). Langada Tomb 51. LH IIIA2. Restored: 10% of body missing. 

Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Rim: 12,3 cm. Height: 29,6 cm. Base: 10,4 cm. 

Weight: 3,305 kg. KCCS: MyPMC. Exterior surface, 5 YR 7.5/4; interior surface, 5 YR 6.5/6. 

KMFG: B-X. Wheel-coiled. Finished. Exterior surface: washed, 10 YR 7.5/4. Lustrous paint, 

10 YR 5.5/8 to 10 YR 2.75/2: bars on rim, net, and filled triangles (FM 57, 61; exterior). 

Exterior surface, patterned, with ridge on neck-shoulder transition, and knob on handle 

attachment; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, burnished; interior surface, burnished and 

wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 228, Fig. 248 bottom centre (p. 230); Mountjoy 1999, inv. 

no. 17, 1087, Fig. 443 (p. 1086); Vitale 2016, 84, Fig. 5.3:i (p. 85). 
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B.C:4 (255). Plates III.b, LXXXI.b. 

Piriform jar (FS 37). Langada Tomb 60. LH IIIB. Restored: 5% of rim, and 10% of body 

missing. Depositional wear: minimal. Minimal usewear. Rim: 10,5 cm. Height: 31,7 cm. Base: 

9,1 cm. Weight: 2,200 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 7.5/4. KMFG: A-VI. Wheel 

turned. Finished. Exterior surface: washed; interior surface: washed (on rim), 5 YR 7/3. 

Lustrous paint, 10 R 4.5/8 to 2.5 YR 4.5/4: bars on rim, and foliate band (FM 64; exterior). 

Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior 

surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 260-261, Fig. 290 (p.261).  

B.C:5 (365). Plates IV.a, LXXXII.a. 

Piriform jar (FS 37). Eleona Tomb 15. LH IIIB. Restored: 5% of rim, and 20% of body missing. 

Depositional wear: medium. Medium usewear. Rim: 12 cm. Height: 31,5 cm. Base: 10,2 cm. 

Weight: 2,871 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 7.5/4. KMFG: A-VII. 

Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped (on rim), 10 YR 8/4. 

Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/2 to 10 R 4.5/6: wavy line, and tassel (FM 53, 72; exterior). Exterior 

surface, patterned; interior surface, not visible. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior 

surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 57-58, Figg. 30 bottom centre, 31 (pp. 58-59). 

B.C:6 (236). Plates VI.a, LXXXIV.a. 

Piriform jar (FS 42). Langada Tomb 60. LH IIIB. Intact. Depositional wear: minimal. Minimal 

usewear. Rim: 6,7 cm. Height: 14,5 cm. Base: 5 cm. Weight: 0,237 kg. Possible import. Exterior 

and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 7/4. Fine fabric. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: washed; 

interior surface: washed (on rim), 7.5 YR 7.5/4. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 5.5/8: bars on rim, and 

foliate band (FM 64; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior 

surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 261, Fig. 291 top right (p. 262). 

B.C:7 (189). Plates VII.d, LXXXV.d. 

Piriform jar. Langada Tomb 48. LH IIIB. Restored: 90% of fist handle missing. Depositional 

wear: medium. Medium usewear. Rim: 8,5 cm. Height: 20,6 cm. Base: 6,4 cm. Weight: 0,748 

kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 10 YR 7.2; interior surface, 10 YR 7.1. KMFG: A-VI. 

Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: monochrome treatment. Dull paint, 2.5 YR 3.5/0 to 

2.5 YR 3.5/4. Exterior surface, monochrome; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light 

burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 222-223, Fig. 239 top (p. 223). 

B.C:8 (80). Plates XIV.e, XCII.e. 

Alabastron (FS 85). Langada Tomb 25. LH IIIA2. Restored: 5% of body missing. Depositional 

wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 4,7 cm. Height: 4,9 cm. Base: 8 cm. Weight: 0,123 kg. KCCS: 

MycIF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 10 YR 7.5/3. Fine fabric. Wheel-coiled (Method 3-4). 

Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped (on rim), 10 YR 7.5/4. Lustrous 

paint, 5 YR 2.75/1: rock pattern (FM 32; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, 

linear. Exterior surface, burnished; interior surface, burnished and wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 149, Figg. 140 bottom left, 141 (p. 151); Mountjoy 1999, 

inv. no. 19, 1087, Fig. 443 (p. 1086). 
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B.C:9 (370). Plates XIV.f, XCII.f. 

Alabastron (FS 85). Eleona Tomb 16. LH IIIA2. Restored: 5% of rim, and 90% of first handle 

missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Rim: 6,3 cm. Height: 8,1 cm. Base: 13,4 

cm. Weight: 0,337 kg. Possible import. Interior surface, 5 YR 7.5/4. Fine fabric. Wheel-coiled 

(Method 2-3). Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 10 YR 8/2. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 4.5/8: 

rock pattern, with concentric circles on base (FM 32; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; 

interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 64, Fig. 37 bottom centre (p. 65). 

B.C:10 (140). Plates XIX.l, XCVII.l. 

Squat jug (FS 87). Langada Tomb 38. LH IIIA2. Restored: rim, handle, and 5% of body 

missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 4,8 cm. Height: 7,1 cm. Base: 2,7 cm. 

Weight: 0,110 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 7.5/4. KMFG: A-I. Wheel 

turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped (on rim), 10 YR 6.5/1. 

Lustrous paint, 10 YR 3.5/4 to 10 YR 2.5/1: triglyph (FM 75; exterior). Exterior surface, 

patterned, with ridge on neck-shoulder transition; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, 

burnished; interior surface, burnished and wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 181, Fig. 191 bottom right (p. 181); Mountjoy 1999, inv. 

no. 20, 1087, Fig. 443 (p. 1086). 

B.C:11 (142). Plates XV.b, XCIII.b. 

Straight-sided alabastron (FS 94). Langada Tomb 38. LH IIIA2. Restored: 10% of rim, and 5% 

of body missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 6 cm. Height: 9 cm. Base: 10,5 

cm. Weight: 0,257 kg. KCCS: MycIF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 7.5/2. Fine fabric. 

Wheel-coiled (Method 2-3). Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped (on 

rim), 10 YR 8/2. Lustrous paint, 10 YR 5.5/6 to 10 YR 2.5/1: foliate band, with concentric 

circles on base (FM 64; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior 

surface, burnished; interior surface, burnished and wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 181, Fig. 191 middle centre (p. 181). 

B.C:12 (231).Plates XV.c, XCIII.c. 

Straight-sided alabastron (FS 94). Langada Tomb 56. LH IIIA2. Restored: 5% of body missing. 

Depositional wear: light. Minimal usewear. Rim: 6,8 cm. Height: 9,7 cm. Base: 12,9 cm. 

Weight: 0,383 kg. Possible import. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 7/4. Fine fabric. Wheel-

coiled (Method 2-3). Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped (on rim), 10 

YR 7.5/4. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 4.5/6: chevron, with concentric circles on base (FM 58; 

exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, burnished; 

interior surface, burnished and wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 245, Fig. 271 bottom right (p. 246); Mountjoy 1999, inv. 

no. 22, 1087, Fig. 443 (p. 1086). 

B.C:13 (371). Plates XV.d, XCIII.d. 

Straight-sided alabastron (FS 94). Eleona Tomb 16. LH IIIA2. Restored: 5% of first handle 

missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Rim: 4 cm. Height: 5,3 cm. Base: 7,5 cm. 

Weight: 0,118 kg. Possible import. Exterior surface, 5 YR 7/8; interior surface, 5 YR 7/6. Fine 

fabric. Wheel-coiled (Method 2-3). Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 10 YR 8/3. Lustrous 

paint, 2.5 YR 6/8: foliate band  (FM 64; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, 

linear. Exterior surface, burnished; interior surface, burnished and wiped. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 66, Fig. 37 bottom left (p. 65); Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 23, 

1087, Fig. 443 (p. 1086). 
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B.C:14 (379). Plates XV.e, XCIII.e. 

Straight-sided alabastron (FS 94). Eleona Tomb 18. LH IIIA2. Restored: 5% of first handle and 

body, and 10% of base missing. Depositional wear: light. Minimal usewear. Rim: 6,6 cm. 

Height: 8,5 cm. Base: 12,3 cm. Weight: 0,215 kg. KCCS: MycIF (Crete). Interior surface, 5 

YR 7.5/4. Fine fabric. Wheel-coiled (Method 3-4). Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; interior 

surface: slipped (on rim), 10 YR 7.5/4. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 2.75/4 to 2.5 YR 5.5/8: chevron 

(FM 58; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, 

burnished; interior surface, burnished and wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 72, Fig. 42 middle right (p. 70); Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 21, 

1087, Fig. 443 (p. 1086); Vitale 2016, 84, Fig. 5.3:f (p. 85). 

B.C:15 (1291). Plates XXI.c, XCIX.c. 

Jug (FS 110). Langada Tomb 46. LH IIIB. Restored: rim, 90% of handle, and 20% of body 

missing. Depositional wear: light. Minimal usewear. Rim: 5,2 cm. Height: 13,5 cm. Base: 4,6 

cm. Weight: 0,172 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 2.5 YR 6/6. KMFG: A-VII. Wheel 

turned. Finished. Exterior surface: washed, 10 YR 8/2. Paint quality worn off: joining circles 

(FM 48; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, non visible. Exterior surface, 

light burnished; interior surface, not visible.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 214, 216, Fig. 233 top right (p. 219). 

B.C:16 (94). Plates XXIII.e, CI.e. 

Jug (FS 114). Langada Tomb 30. LH IIIB. Intact. Depositional wear: light. Minimal usewear. 

Rim: 4,1 cm. Height: 9,6 cm. Base: 3,8 cm. Weight: 0,186 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 

5 YR 6.5/6; interior surface, 5 YR 6.5/8. KMFG: A-II. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: 

monochrome treatment. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 5.5/8 to 10 YR 3.5/1. Exterior surface, 

monochrome; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 158, Fig. 157 right (p. 159). 

B.C:17 (368). Plates XXIII.f, CI.f. 

Jug (FS 114). Eleona Tomb 16. LH IIIA2. Restored: 40% of rim, 50% of first handle, and 10% 

of body missing. Depositional wear: minimal. Minimal usewear. Rim: 10,3 cm. Height: 17,1 

cm. Base: 5,7 cm. Weight: 0,126 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/8. 

KMFG: A-I. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: monochrome treatment. Lustrous paint, 

10 R 4/6. Exterior surface, monochrome; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, burnished; 

interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 67, Fig. 37 bottom right (p. 65). 

B.C:18 (384). Plates XXIII.g, CI.g. 

Jug (FS 114). Eleona Tomb 19. LH IIIB. Intact. Depositional wear: medium. Minimal usewear. 

Rim: 4,5 cm. Height: 8 cm . Base: 3,9 cm. Weight: 0,114 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Interior surface, 5 

YR 6.5/4. KMFG: A-VI. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; interior surface: 

slipped (on rim), 10 YR 8/2. Lustrous paint, 3 YR 3/2. Exterior surface, linear, as preserved. 

Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 73, Fig 45 bottom left (p. 73). 
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B.C:19 (46). Plates XXV.h, CIII.h. 

Jug. Langada Tomb 16. LH IIIA2. Restored: 40% of rim missing. Depositional wear: medium. 

Light usewear. Rim: 6,9 cm. Height: 28,2 cm . Base: 6 cm. Weight: 1,131 kg. KCCS: MR. 

Exterior surface, 5 YR 6.5/6; interior surface, 5 YR 6.5/4. KMFG: A-VI. Wheel-coiled (Method 

1). Finished. Exterior surface: monochrome treatment. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 6.5/8. Exterior 

surface, monochrome; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, burnished; interior surface, 

wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 124, Fig. 108 bottom centre (p. 125). 

B.C:20 (49). Plates XXV.b, CIII.b. 

Jug. Langada Tomb 16. LH IIIA2. Restored. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Rim: 

3,2 cm. Height: 8 cm. Base: 2,5 cm. Weight: 0,970 kg. KCCS: MB. Exterior and interior 

surfaces, 2.5 YR 4.5/0. KMFG: A-VIII. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: monochrome 

treatment. Dull paint, 2.5 YR 5.5/0. Exterior surface, monochrome. Exterior surface, burnished; 

interior surface, wiped. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 125, Fig. 108 top left (p. 125).  

B.C:21 (139). Plates XXV.c, CIII.c. 

Jug. Langada Tomb 38. LH IIIA2. Restored: 5% of rim missing. Depositional wear: medium. 

Light usewear. Rim: 5,4 cm. Height: 12,5 cm. Base: 4 cm. Weight: 0,349 kg. KCCS: UPMC. 

Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6/4. KMFG: B-V. Wheel-coiled (Method 3). Finished. 

Exterior surface: washed; interior surface: washed (on rim), 10 YR 8/2. Exterior surface, ridge 

on neck-shoulder transition. Exterior and interior surfaces, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 182, Fig. 191 bottom centre (p. 181). 

B.C:22 (209). Plates XXV.e, CIII.e. 

Jug. Langada Tomb 51. LH IIIA2. Restored: 5% of rim and body missing. Depositional wear: 

medium. Light usewear. Rim: 5,6 cm. Height: 19,7 cm. Base: 6,9 cm. Weight: 0,656 kg. KCCS: 

MyPMC. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 7.5/4. KMFG: B-VI. Wheel-coiled. Finished. 

Exterior surface: washed; interior surface: washed (on rim), 10 YR 7.5/3. Dull paint, 5 YR 

4.5/2: wavy line (FM 53; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned, with ridge on neck-shoulder 

transition; interior surface, linear. Exterior and interior surfaces, wiped. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 228-229, Fig. 248 bottom left (p. 230). 

B.C:23 (85). Plates XXVIII.e, CVI.e. 

Beaked jug (FS 145). Langada Tomb 25. LH IIIA2. Restored: 70% of rim, 30% of first handle, 

and 5% of body missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Rim: 5 cm. Height: 9,8 

cm. Base: 6,7 cm. Weight: 1,180 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 7.5/4. 

KMFG: A-II. Wheel-coiled (Method 2-3). Finished. Lustrous paint, 10 R 5.5/8: curve-stemmed 

spiral (FM 49; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, 

burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 151-153, Figg. 140 bottom right, 145 (p. 151, 153). 

B.C:24 (141). Plates XXVIII.c, CVI.c. 

Beaked jug (FS 145). Langada Tomb 38. LH IIIA2. Restored: 10% of handle missing. 

Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Rim: 2,6 cm. Height: 7,8 cm. Base: 2 cm. Weight: 

0,073 kg. KCCS: MyUF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 2.5 YR 4.5/0. KMFG: A-VIII. Wheel 

turned. Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 182, Fig. 191 bottom left (p. 181). 
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B.C:25 (442). Plates XXVIII.f, CVI.f. 

Beaked jug (FS 145). Langada stray find. LH IIIA2. Restored: 20% of body missing. 

Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 10,2 cm x 5,4 cm. Height: 20,9 cm. Base: 9 cm. 

Weight: 2,418 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: A-VII. 

Wheel-coiled (Method 1-2). Finished. Exterior surface: washed; interior surface: washed (on 

rim), 2.5 YR 7/4. Lustrous paint, 7.5 YR 3.5/4: wavy line (FM 53; exterior). Exterior surface, 

patterned, with ridge on neck-shoulder transition and handle; interior surface, linear. Exterior 

surface, burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 277, Fig. 316 (p. 277). 

B.C:26 (194). Plates XXIX.a, CVII.a. 

Beaked jug (FS 149). Langada Tomb 49. LH IIIB. Restored: 60% of rim, and 10% of body 

missing. Depositional wear: medium. Minimal usewear. Rim: 2,5 cm. Height: 7,9 cm. Base: 

3,2 cm. Weight: 0,080 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 8/2. KMFG: 

A-II. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: monochrome treatment. Lustrous paint, 10 YR 

3.5/1. Exterior surface, monochrome. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 224, Fig. 242 bottom left (p. 225).  

B.C:27 (75). Plates XXV.d, CIII.d. 

Miniature jug. Langada Tomb 21. LH IIIB. Intact. Depositional wear: minimal. Minimal 

usewear. Rim: 3,8 cm. Height: 7,4 cm. Base: 3 cm. Weight: 0,088 kg. KCCS: MyUF. Exterior 

and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: A-VII. Wheel-coiled (Method 1-2). Finished. 

Exterior surface: LST, 7.5 YR 6.5/6. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 139, Fig. 126 top left (p. 141); Vitale 2012b, 411, Pl. 

XCVc. 

B.C:28 (132). Plates XXV.i, CIII.i. 

Miniature jug. Langada Tomb 37. LH IIIB. Restored: 5% of rim missing. Depositional wear: 

heavy. Medium usewear. Height: 7,4 cm. Base: 5,5 cm. Weight: 0.103 kg. KCCS: MyPMC. 

Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 6.5/4. KMFG: B-VI. Made in two stages: handbuilt base, 

and wheel turned upper body. Finished. Exterior surface: monochrome treatment. Lustrous 

paint, 5 YR 3.5/3 to 10 R 4.5/8. Exterior surface, monochrome; interior surface, linear. Exterior 

surface, light burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 176, Fig. 185 top right (p. 176). 

B.C:29 (383). Plates XXIX.f, CVII.f. 

Round-mouthed juglet. Eleona Tomb 19. LH IIIB. Intact. Depositional wear: minimal. Minimal 

usewear. Rim: 3,9 cm. Height: 7,4 cm. Base: 3,3 cm. Weight: 0,100 kg. KCCS: MD. Exterior 

and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/4. KMFG: A-VII. Wheel-coiled (Method 3-4). Finished. 

Exterior surface: monochrome treatment. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 4.5/8. Exterior surface, 

monochrome. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 73, Fig. 45 bottom right (p. 73); Vitale 2017, 161, Pl. 4:g 

(p. 163); Vitale and Trecarichi 2015, 328, Fig. 2b (p. 321). 
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B.C:30 (265). Plates XXXI.a, CIX.a. 

Feeding bottle (FS 161). Langada Tomb 21. LH IIIB. Restored: 55% of body, and base missing. 

Depositional wear: light. Minimal usewear. Rim: 6,6 cm. Height: 15,7 cm. Base: 4,6 cm. 

Weight: 0,283 kg. KCCS: MyPMC. Exterior surface, 5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: B-V. Wheel turned. 

Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped (on rim), 10 YR 8/3. Lustrous paint, 

10 YR 4.5/8. Exterior surface and interior surfaces, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; 

interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 139, Fig. 126 bottom centre (p. 141); Vitale 2012a, 1238, 

Fig. 5a (p. 1240); Vitale 2012b, 410, Pl. XCIVd. 

B.C:31 (95). Plates XXXI.b, CIX.b. 

Feeding bottle (FS 162). Langada Tomb 30. LH IIIB. Restored: 5% of spout missing. 

Depositional wear: heavy. Medium usewear. Rim: 4,2 cm. Height: 13,2 cm. Base: 3,8 cm. 

Weight: 0,188 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 10 YR 5.5/1. KMFG: A-VIII. 

Wheel-coiled. Finished. Exterior surface: monochrome treatment. Dull paint, 2.5 YR/0. 

Exterior surface, monochrome. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 158, Fig. 157 left (p. 159). 

B.C:32 (220). Plates XXXIII.d, CXI.d. 

Feeding bottle. Langada Tomb 54. LH IIIA2. Restored: 5% of spout missing. Depositional 

wear: heavy. Light usewear. Rim: 5,1 cm. Height: 8,8 cm. Base: 3 cm. Weight: 0,210 kg. 

KCCS: MD. Exterior surface, 5 YR 6.5/6; interior surface, 5 YR 6.5/4. KMFG: A-II. Wheel-

coiled (Method 2-3). Finished. Exterior surface: monochrome treatment. Dull paint, 5 YR 

2.75/1 to 2.5 YR 5.5/8. Exterior surface, monochrome; interior surface, linear. Exterior and 

interior surfaces, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 242-243, Fig. 265 right (p. 242); Vitale and Trecarichi 

2015, 329, Fig. 3d (pp. 322-323). 

B.C:33 (1363). Plates LVII.a, CXXXV.a. 

Storage vessel (FS 164). Langada Tomb 16. LH IIIA2. Restored: 20% of spout, 5% of false 

neck and first handle, and 10% of body missing. Depositional wear: heavy. Light usewear. Rim: 

8,2 cm. Height: 46,3 cm. Base: 10 cm. Weight: 7,100 kg. KCCS: MyPMC. Exterior and interior 

surfaces, 7.5 YR 7.5/4. KMFG: B-X. Wheel-coiled (Method 1-2). Finished. Exterior surface: 

washed, 10 YR 8/2. Dull paint, 5 YR 4/6: concentric circles on disk, and tassel (FM 72; 

exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior and interior surfaces, 

wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 126-127, Fig. 110 a-b  (p. 126).  

B.C:34 (52). Plates XXXIII.e, CXI.f. 

Stirrup jar (FS 166). Langada Tomb 16. LH IIIA2. Restored: 40% of spout and first handle, 5% 

of second handle and 30% of body missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Spout: 

3,3 cm. Disk: 3,9 cm. Height: 22,2 cm. Base: 6 cm. Weight: 1,034 kg. KCCS: MycIF. Interior 

surface, 5 YR 7.2/2. Fine fabric. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 10 YR 8/2. 

Lustrous paint, 5 YR 2.75/2 to 7.5 YR 4.5/4: concentric circles on disk, and flower (FM 18; 

exterior). Exterior surface, patterned, with ridge on false neck attachment; interior surface, not 

visible. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 127, Figg. 108 bottom right, 109 (p. 125). 
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B.C:35 (199). Plates XXXIII.f, CXI.e. 

Stirrup jar (FS 166). Langada Tomb 51. LH IIIA2. Restored: 10% of body missing. 

Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Spout: 1,7 cm. Disk: 2,6 cm. Height: 15 cm. Base: 4,5 

cm. Weight: 0,330 kg. Possible import. Exterior surface, 5 YR 7/6. Fine fabric. Wheel turned. 

Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped (on rim), 5 YR 8/4. Lustrous paint, 

2.5 YR 4.5/6: concentric circles on disk, and multiple stem (FM 19; exterior). Exterior surface, 

patterned, with ridge on false neck attachment; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, 

polished; interior surface, polished and wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 231, Figg. 248 bottom right, 251 (pp. 230, 232); 

Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 24, 1088, Fig. 444 (p. 1089). 

B.C:36 (92). Plates XXXIV.a, CXII.a. 

Stirrup jar (FS 167). Langada Tomb 30. LH IIIB. Restored: 30% of body missing. Depositional 

wear: minimal. Minimal usewear. Spout: 2,5 cm. Disk: 2,8 cm. Height: 15,5 cm. Base: 5,3 cm. 

Weight: 0,267 kg. KCCS: MycIF (Argolid). Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 8/4. Fine 

fabric. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped (on rim), 10 

YR 7.5/4. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/2 to 2.5 YR 4.5/8: concentric circles on disk, and flower, 

and wavy line (FM 18, 53). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, 

light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 231, Figg. 248 bottom right, 251 (pp. 230, 232); 

Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 24, 1088, Fig. 444 (p. 1089). 

B.C:37 (1321). Plates XXXIV.b, CXII.b. 

Stirrup jar (FS 167). Langada Tomb 46. LH IIIB. Restored: spout, disk, false neck, handles, 

and 50% of body missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Spout: 3,6 cm. Disk: 3,4 

cm. Height: 16,8 cm. Base: 6,8 cm. Weight: 0,703 kg. KCCS: MycIF. Exterior surface, 10 YR 

7.5/3. Fine fabric. Wheel turned. Finished. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 5/3: concentric circles on base. 

Exterior surface, linear as preserved; interior surface, not visible. Exterior surface, light 

burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 220, Fig. 233 bottom centre (p. 219). 

B.C:38 (22). Plates XXXIV.c, CXII.c. 

Stirrup jar (FS 170). Langada Tomb 3. LH IIIA2. Restored: 20% of body missing. Depositional 

wear: ightl. Light usewear. Spout: 3,5 cm. Disk: 4,5 cm. Height: 18,8 cm. Base: 19 cm. Weight: 

0,928 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 7.5/4. KMFG: A-VI. Wheel-

coiled (Method 2). Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped (on rim), 10 YR 

7.5/4. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/3 to 2.5 YR 3.5/0: concentric circles on disk, flower, and 

triglyph (FM 18, 75; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned, with ridge on false neck attachment; 

interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, burnished; interior surface, wiped. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 91-92, Figg. 69 left, 70 (p. 91). 

B.C:39 (207). Plates XXXIV.d, CXII.d. 

Stirrup jar (FS 170). Langada Tomb 51. LH IIIA2. Restored: 10% of rim, and 5% of first handle 

missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Spout: 1,9 cm. Disk: 2,6 cm. Height: 13 

cm. Base: 3,8 cm. Weight: 0,370 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 2.5 YR 5.5/6. 

KMFG: A-VII. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: monochrome treatment. Lustrous 

paint, 2.5 YR 4.5/6. Exterior surface, monochrome; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, 

burnished; interior surface, burnished and wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 232, Fig. 249 bottom left (p. 231). 
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B.C:40 (23). Plates XXXV.a, CXIII.a. 

Stirrup jar (FS 171). Langada Tomb 3. LH IIIA2. Intact. Depositional wear: medium. Light 

usewear. Spout: 2,2 cm. Disk: 2,3 cm. Height: 10,1 cm. Base: 3,9 cm. Weight: 0,208 kg. KCCS: 

MycIF (Argolid). Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 8/4. Fine fabric. Wheel turned. 

Finished. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 2.75/1: concentric circles on disk, and dot rosette (FM 27; 

exterior). Exterior surface, patterned, with ridge on false neck attachment; interior surface, 

linear. Exterior surface, polished; interior surface, burnished and wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 92, Figg. 69 right, 71 (p. 91); Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 26, 

1088, Fig. 444 (p. 1089). 

B.C:41 (96). Plates XXXV.b, CXIII.b. 

Stirrup jar (FS 171). Langada Tomb 29. LH IIIA2. Restored: 70% of spout, 90% of false neck, 

first handle, and 10% of body missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Spout: 2,05 

cm. Disk: 2,3 cm. Height: 9 cm. Base: 3,6 cm. Weight: 0,127 kg. Possible import. Exterior 

surface, 5 YR 6.5/6. Fine fabric. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: washed, 7.5 YR 8/4. 

Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 5/9: concentric circles on disk, and flower (FM 18; exterior). Exterior 

surface, patterned, with ridge on false neck attachment; interior surface, not visible. Exterior 

surface, light burnished; interior surface, not visible.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 157, Figg. 153 right, 154 (p. 157). 

B.C:42 (134). Plates XXXV.c, CXIII.c. 

Stirrup jar (FS 171). Langada Tomb 37. LH IIIA2. Restored: 10% of body missing. 

Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Spout: 2,2 cm. Disk: 1,9 cm. Height: 10,5 cm. 

Base: 4,1 cm. Weight: 0,288 kg. KCCS: MycIF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 10 YR 8/2. Fine 

fabric. Wheel turned. Finished. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 2.75/0 to 5 YR 4/6: concentric circles 

on disk, and flower (FM 18; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. 

Exterior surface, burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 178, Figg. 185 bottom centre, 186 (p. 176). 

B.C:43 (137). Plates XXXV.d, CXIII.d. 

Stirrup jar (FS 171). Langada Tomb 38. LH IIIA2. Restored: 5% of body missing. Depositional 

wear: light. Light usewear. Spout: 1,9 cm. Disk: 2,4 cm. Height: 9,7 cm. Base: 3,9 cm. Weight: 

0,580 kg. Possible import. Fine fabric. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; 

interior surface: slipped (on rim), 7.5 YR 8/4. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 4.5/8: concentric circles 

on disk, and flower (FM 18; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. 

Exterior surface, polished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 182-183, Figg. 191 top, 192 (p. 181); Mountjoy 1999, 

inv. no. 25, 1088, 1089, Fig. 444 (p. 1089). 

B.C:44 (203). Plates XXXV.e, CXIII.e. 

Stirrup jar (FS 171). Langada Tomb 51. LH IIIA2. Restored: 20% of body missing. 

Depositional wear: heavy. Light usewear. Spout: 1,9 cm. Disk: 2,3 cm. Height: 7,6 cm. Base: 

2,4 cm. Weight: 0,999 kg. KCCS: MycIF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 10 YR 8/1. Fine fabric. 

Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 10 YR 7.5/2. Lustrous paint, 10 YR 2.5/1: 

concentric circles on disk, and chevron (FM 58; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior 

surface, linear. Exterior surface, polished; interior surface, polished and wiped. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 232, Figg. 249 top left, 252 (p. 231). 
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B.C:45 (232). Plates XXXV.g, CXIII.g. 

Stirrup jar (FS 171). Langada Tomb 56. LH IIIA2. Restored: 10% of body missing. 

Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Spout: 2,4 cm. Disk: 3,6 cm. Height: 13,3 cm. 

Base: 4,6 cm. Weight: 0,417 kg. Possible import. Exterior surface, 7.5 YR 7.5/4. Fine fabric. 

Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped (on rim), 7.5 YR 

7.5/4. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 3.5/6: concentric circles on disk, flower, and triglyph (FM 18, 75; 

exterior). Exterior surface, patterned, with ridge on false neck attachment; interior surface, 

linear. Exterior surface, burnished; interior surface, burnished and wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 246-247, Figg. 271 top, 272 (p. 246). 

B.C:46 (397). Plates XXXV.h, CXIII.h. 

Stirrup jar (FS 171). Langada Tomb 54. LH IIIA2. Restored: spout, disk, 20% of first handle, 

10% of second handle, and 10% of body missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. 

Spout: 2,6 cm. Disk: 3,8 cm. Height: 11,9 cm. Base: 4 cm. Weight: 0,330 kg. KCCS: MyPF. 

Exterior surface, 5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: A-I. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 5 

YR 7.5/4. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 4.5/8 to 2.5 YR 5.5/8: flower (FM 18; exterior). Exterior 

surface, patterned, with ridge on false neck attachment; interior surface, not visible. Exterior 

surface, burnished; interior surface, not visible.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 243, Figg. 265 left, 266 (p. 242). 

B.C:47 (1320). Plates XXXV.i, CXIII.i. 

Stirrup jar (FS 171). Langada Tomb 51. LH IIIA2. Handle. Depositional wear: light. Light 

usewear. Maximum diameter: 12 cm. Weight: 0,115 kg. KCCS: MycIF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 

7.5/4. Fine fabric. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 7.5 YR 7.5/4. Lustrous 

paint, 2.5 YR 4.5/8: chevron (FM 58; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned. Exterior surface, 

burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 232, Fig. 248 top left (p. 230). 

B.C:48 (72). Plates XXXVI.b, CXIV.b. 

Stirrup jar (FS 173). Langada Tomb 21. LH IIIB. Restored: 5% of body missing. Depositional 

wear: minimal. Minimal usewear. Spout: 2,3 cm. Disk: 2,4 cm. Height: 10,5 cm. Base: 3,6 cm. 

Weight: 0,167 kg. KCCS: MycIF (Argolid). Fine fabric. Wheel-coiled. Finished. Lustrous 

paint, 10 YR 6.5/6 to 10 YR 2.5/1: multiple stem and zigzag, with concentric circles on base 

(FM 19, 61; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light 

burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 141-142, Figg. 126 middle centre, 128 (p. 141); Mountjoy 

1999, inv. no. 48, 1094, Fig. 446 (p. 1093). 

B.C:49 (89). Plates XXXVI.c, CXIV.c. 

Stirrup jar (FS 173). Langada Tomb 28. LH IIIB. Restored: 5% of body and base missing. 

Depositional wear: minimal. Minimal usewear. Spout: 2,2 cm. Disk: 2,8 cm. Height: 11,8 cm. 

Base: 5,1 cm. Weight: 0,274 kg. Possible import. Exterior surface, 5 YR 8/4. Fine fabric. Wheel 

turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 10 YR 7.5/4. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 4.5/6: flower 

(FM 18; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light 

burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 156, Figg. 150-151 (p. 156); Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 47, 

1094, Fig. 446 (p. 1093). 
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B.C:50 (239). Plates XXXVI.d, CXIV.d. 

Stirrup jar (FS 173). Langada Tomb 59. LH IIIB. Intact. Depositional wear: medium. Light 

usewear. Spout: 2,4 cm. Disk: 2,4 cm. Height: 10,2 cm. Base: 4,6 cm. Weight: 0,164 kg. 

Possible import. Exterior surface, 5 YR 5/4. Fine fabric. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior 

surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped (on rim), 7.5 YR 8/6. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 5.5/8: 

lozenge, with concentric circles on disk and base (FM 73; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned, 

groove on handle; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, 

wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 259, Figg. 284 top centre, 288 (p. 258). 

B.C:51. Plates XXXVI.e, CXIV.e. 

(241). Stirrup jar (FS 173). Langada Tomb 59. LH IIIB. Restored: 5% of disk, first handle, 80% 

of second handle, and 5% of body missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Spout: 

2,8 cm. Disk: 3,2 cm. Height: 12,9 cm. Base: 5,2 cm. Weight: 0,222 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior 

surface, 5 YR 7.4. KMFG: A-V. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; interior 

surface: slipped (on rim), 2.5 Y 8/2. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 3.5/2: flower, with concentric 

circles on disk and base (FM 18; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. 

Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, smoothed. Bibliography: Morricone 1965-

1966, 258-259, Figg. 284 top centre, 287 (pp. 258-259). 

B.C:52 (243).Plates XXXVII.a, CXV.a. 

Stirrup jar (FS 173). Langada Tomb 59. LH IIIB. Restored: 20% of body missing. Depositional 

wear: medium. Light usewear. Spout: 2,4 cm. Disk: 3 cm. Height: 12,7 cm. Base: 4,6 cm. 

Weight: 0,255 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 7/4. KMFG: A-I. Wheel turned. 

Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped (on rim), 2.5 Y 7.5/4. Lustrous 

paint, 5 YR 3.5/3: flower, with concentric circles on disk and base (FM 18; exterior). Exterior 

surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, 

wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 259, Fig. 284 top centre (p. 258). 

B.C:53 (283). Plates XXXVII.b, CXV.b. 

Stirrup jar (FS 173). Langada stray find. LH IIIB. Restored: 30% of body missing. Depositional 

wear: light. Minimal usewear. Spout: 2,6 cm. Disk: 4 cm. Height: 14,3 cm. Base: 4,9 cm. 

Weight: 0,444 kg. KCCS: MycIF (Argolid). Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 6.5/8. Fine 

fabric. Wheel turned. Finished. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3/2: spiral on disk, and chevron (FM 58; 

exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; 

interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 286, Fig. 330 a-b (p. 286). 

B.C:54 (1334). Plates XXXVII.c, CXV.c. 

Stirrup jar (FS 173). Eleona Tomb 20. LH IIIB. Restored: 10% of spout, 90% of first handle, 

20% of body and base missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Spout: 2,4 cm. Disk: 

2,9 cm. Height: 11,9 cm. Base: 4,3 cm. Weight: 0,262 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior 

surfaces, 5 YR 7.5/4. KMFG: A-I. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: LST; interior 

surface: LST (on rim), 10 YR 7.5/3. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/1 to 5 YR 4.5/6: concentric circles 

on disk, and flower (FM 18; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. 

Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 76, Figg. 47 top right, 48 (pp. 75-76). 
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B.C:55 (1365). Plates XXXVIII.a, CXVI.a. 

Stirrup jar (FS 173). Langada Tomb 10. LH IIIB. Spout. Restored: first handle, 70% of second 

handle, 80% of body and base missing. Depositional wear: light. Minimal usewear. Spout: 3 

cm. Weight: 0,373 kg. KCCS: MycIF (Argolid). Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 7.5/4. 

Fine fabric. Wheel turned. Finished. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/2: flower (FM 18; exterior). 

Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior 

surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 111, Figg. 91 (p. 110). 

B.C:56 (125). Plates XXXVIII.c, CXVI.c. 

Stirrup jar (FS 173, FS 174). Langada Tomb 35. LH IIIB. Restored: 5% of disk, and 30% of 

body missing. Depositional wear: light. Minimal usewear. Spout: 2,5 cm. Disk: 3 cm. Height: 

11,8 cm. Base: 4,6 cm. Weight: 0,222 kg. KCCS: MycIF (Argolid). Exterior and interior 

surfaces, 5 YR 5.5/6. Fine fabric. Wheel turned. Finished. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/1: spiral on 

disk, flower (FM 18; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior 

surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 172, Figg. 175 top centre, 176 (p. 171). 

B.C:57 (246). Plates XXXVIII.d, CXVI.d. 

Stirrup jar (FS 173, FS 174). Langada Tomb 60. LH IIIB. Restored: 5% of body missing. 

Depositional wear: light. Minimal usewear. Spout: 2,6 cm. Disk: 3,2 cm. Height: 12,4 cm. Base: 

4,7 cm. Weight: 0,288 kg. KCCS: MycIF (Argolid). Exterior surface, 2.5 YR 7/4. Fine fabric. 

Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped (on rim), 10 YR 8/3. 

Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 3.5/2 to 2.5 YR 5.5/8: chevron, with concentric circles on disk and base 

(FM 58; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light 

burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 263, Figg. 291 bottom right, 293 (p. 262). 

B.C:58 (247). Plates XXXVIII.e, CXVI.e. 

Stirrup jar (FS 173, FS 174). Langada Tomb 60. LH IIIB. Intact. Depositional wear: minimal. 

Minimal usewear. Spout: 2,2 cm. Disk: 2,9 cm. Height: 12,2 cm. Base: 4,6 cm. Weight: 0,303 

kg. Possible import. Fine fabric. Wheel-coiled (Method 2-3). Finished. Exterior surface: 

slipped; interior surface: slipped (on rim), 10 YR 5/4. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 4.5/8 to 2.5 YR 

3.5/2: spiral on disk, joining semi-circles, and V pattern, with concentric circles on base (FM 

42, 59; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light 

burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 263-264, Figg. 291 bottom centre, 294 (pp. 262-263). 

B.C:59 (248). Plates XXXVIII.f, CXVI.f. 

Stirrup jar (FS 173, FS 174). Langada Tomb 60. LH IIIB. Intact. Depositional wear: medium. 

Minimal usewear. Spout: 2,4 cm. Disk: 3,4 cm. Height: 13,3 cm. Base: 4,8 cm. Weight: 0,277 

kg. KCCS: MycIF (Argolid). Fine fabric. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; 

interior surface: slipped (on rim), 10 YR 8.2. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/2 to 2.5 YR 4.5/6: 

concentric circles on disk, flower and wavy line, with linear base (FM 18, 53; exterior). Exterior 

surface, patterned, with ridge at false neck attachment; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, 

light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 262-263, Figg. 291 bottom centre, 292 (pp. 262-263); 

Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 46, 1094, Fig. 446 (p. 1093). 
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B.C:60 (271). Plates L.e, CXXVIII.e. 

Stirrup jar (FS 178). Langada stray find. LH IIIA2. Restored: 40% of body missing. 

Depositional wear: minimal. Minimal usewear. Spout: 2,1 cm. Disk: 2,8 cm. Height: 9 cm. 

Base: 5,2 cm. Weight: 0,299 kg. KCCS: MycIF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 7.5/6. 

Fine fabric. Wheel-coiled (Method 3). Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; interior surface: 

slipped (on rim), 10 YR 7.5/6. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 3.5/0 to 10 R 1.5/8: concentric circles on 

disk and flower (FM 18; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior 

surface, burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 284-285, Fig. 326 a-b (p. 284); Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 

27, 1088, Fig. 444 (p. 1089). 

B.C:61 (339). Plates L.f, CXXVIII.f. 

Stirrup jar (FS 178). Eleona Tomb 10. LH IIIA2. Intact. Depositional wear: light. Minimal 

usewear. Spout: 2,1 cm. Disk: 2,6 cm. Height: 8,9 cm. Base: 5,2 cm. Weight: 0,200 kg. Possible 

import. Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 7/4. Fine fabric. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior 

surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped (on rim), 10 YR 7,5/3. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 5.5/8: 

dot rosette, with concentric circles on disk and base (FM 27; exterior). Exterior surface, 

patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, polished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 48, Figg. 18 top centre, 19 (pp. 47-48). 

B.C:62 (464). Plates LI.a, CXXIX.a. 

Stirrup jar (FS 178). Langada stray find. LH IIIA2. Restored: 40% of spout, 90% of first handle, 

30% of body, and 30% of base missing. Depositional wear: minimal. Minimal usewear. Spout: 

2 cm. Disk: 2,8 cm. Height: 9,8 cm. Base: 5,7 cm. Weight: 0,222 kg. KCCS: MycIF. Exterior 

and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 7.5/4. Fine fabric. Wheel-coiled (Method 2). Finished. Exterior 

surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped (on rim), 10 YR 7.5/3. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3/2 to 2.5 

YR 4.5/6: concentric circles on disk, and flower (FM 18; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; 

interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, burnished; interior surface, burnished and wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 285, Fig. 327 a-b (p. 284). 

B.C:63 (74). Plates LI.b, CXXIX.b. 

Stirrup jar (FS 179). Langada Tomb 21. LH IIIB. Restored: spout, and 40% of body missing. 

Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Spout: 2,1 cm. Disk: 2,8 cm. Height: 8,6 cm. Base: 

4,6 cm. Weight: 0,168 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 2.5 YR 5.5/6. KMFG: A-VI. Wheel-

coiled (Method 1-2). Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 10 YR 8/3. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 4.5/3: 

spiral on disk, dot rosette, and circles (FM 27, 41; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior 

surface, not visible. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, not visible.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 142, Figg. 126 top centre, 127 (p. 141). 

B.C:64 (131). Plates LI.c, CXXIX.c. 

Stirrup jar (FS 179). Langada Tomb 37. LH IIIB. Restored: 5% of spout and body missing. 

Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Spout: 2,5 cm. Disk: 2,7 cm. Height: 7,2 cm. Base: 4,3 

cm. Weight: 0,187 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/4. KMFG: A-

VII. Wheel turned. Finished. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 5.5/6: spiral and disk, and flower (FM 18; 

exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished 

and smoothed; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 178, Figg. 185 top left, 187 (pp. 176-117). 
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B.C:65 (306). Plates LI.d, CXXIX.d. 

Stirrup jar (FS 179). Langada stray find. LH IIIB. Restored: 40% of body, and 70% of base 

missing. Depositional wear: light. Minimal usewear. Spout: 2,2 cm. Disk: 2,8 cm. Height: 9,1 

cm. Base: 4,8 cm. Weight: 0,190 kg. KCCS: MycIF (Argolid). Exterior and interior surfaces, 

7.5 YR 7.5/4. Fine fabric. Wheel turned. Finished. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 3/2: concentric circles 

on disk, and hooked multiple stem (FM 19; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior 

surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, smoothed. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 291-292, Fig. 10, 338 (p. 37, 293). 

B.C:66 (310). Plates LI.e, CXXIX.e. 

Stirrup jar (FS 179). Eleona Tomb 4. LH IIIB. Restored: 5% of body missing. Depositional 

wear: medium. Minimal usewear. Spout: 2,7 cm. Disk: 2,9 cm. Height: 8,6 cm. Base: 5,6 cm. 

Weight: 0,270 kg. KCCS: MycIF (Argolid). Exterior and interior surfaces, 2.5 YR 7/2. Fine 

fabric. Wheel turned. Finished. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/2: concentric circles on disk and base. 

Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior 

surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 39, Fig. 10 middle centre (p. 37); Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 

49, 1094, Fig. 446 (p. 1093). 

B.C:67 (154). Plates LI.f, CXXIX.f. 

Stirrup jar (FS 180). Langada Tomb 40. LH IIIB. Restored: 80% of handle, and 20% of body, 

and 40% of base missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Spout: 2,4 cm. Disk: 2,5 

cm. Height: 10,2 cm. Base: 5,1 cm. Weight: 0,271 kg. KCCS: MycIF (Argolid). Fine fabric. 

Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped (on rim), 10 YR 8/2. 

Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 3/2: spiral on disk, dot rosette (FM 27; exterior). Exterior surface, 

patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 196, Fig. 202 top (p. 196); Vitale et al. 2016, 250, Fig. 

15e (p. 251). 

B.C:68 (191).Plates LII.a, CXXX.a. 

Stirrup jar (FS 180). Langada Tomb 48. LH IIIB. Restored: 20% of body, and 40% of base 

missing. Depositional wear: light. Minimal usewear. Spout: 2,6 cm. Disk: 3,4 cm. Height: 11 

cm. Base: 8,5 cm. Weight: 0,445 kg. KCCS: MycIF (Argolid). Exterior surface, 7.5 YR 8/2. 

Fine fabric. Wheel-coiled (Method 4). Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; interior surface: 

slipped (on rim), 10 YR 8/3. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 2.75/2: flower, with concentric circles on 

disk and base (FM 18; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior 

surface, light burnished; interior surface, light burnished and wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 223-224, Figg. 239 bottom right, 240 (pp. 223-224). 

B.C:69 (229). Plates LII.b, CXXX.b. 

Stirrup jar (FS 180). Langada Tomb 57. LH IIIB. Restored: 40% of spout, 5% of disk, first 

handle, 5% of body, and 10% of base missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Spout: 

2,6 cm. Disk: 3,5 cm. Height: 13,5 cm. Base: 7,3 cm. Weight: 0,524 kg. KCCS: MycIF 

(Argolid). Exterior and interior surfaces, 10 YR 7/3. Fine fabric. Wheel turned. Finished. 

Exterior surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped (on rim), 10 YR 8/2. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 

3.5/2: concentric circles on disk, flower, and V pattern (FM 18; 59; exterior). Exterior surface, 

patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, smoothed. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 250, 253, Figg. 276 top let, 277 (p. 252). 
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B.C:70 (250). Plates LII.c, CXXX.c. 

Stirrup jar (FS 180). Langada Tomb 60. LH IIIB. Intact. Depositional wear: medium. Light 

usewear. Spout: 2,2 cm. Disk: 3 cm. Height: 11,5 cm. Base: 4,8 cm. Weight: 0,223 kg. Possible 

import. Exterior surface, 5 YR 7/6. Fine fabric. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: 

slipped, 5 YR 7.5/4. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 5.5/8: concentric circles on disk, and flower (FM 

18; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light 

burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 264, Figg. 291 bottom left, 295 (pp. 262-263). 

B.C:71 (322). Plates LII.d, CXXX.d. 

Stirrup jar (FS 180). Eleona Tomb 5. LH IIIB. Restored: spout missing. Depositional wear: 

heavy. Light usewear. Spout: 2,1 cm. Disk: 2,4 cm. Height: 8,3 cm. Base: 3,2 cm. Weight: 

0,112 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 7.6. KMFG: A-VII. Wheel turned. Finished. 

Exterior surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped (on rim), 7.5 YR 7.5/4. Lustrous paint, 2.5 

YR 3.5/2 to 10 YR 4.5/8: anemone (FM 27; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior 

surface, not visible. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 40, Figg. 11 bottom right, 12 (p. 40). 

B.C:72 (no number). Plates LIII.a, CXXXI.a. 

Stirrup jar (FS 180). Langada Tomb 40. LH IIIB. Base: 40% of body, and 5% of base missing. 

Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Base: 5,7 cm. Weight: 0,237 kg. KCCS: MyPF. 

Exterior surface, 5 YR 7/4; interior surface, 5 YR 7.5/2. KMFG: A-IV. Wheel-coiled (Method 

2-3). Finished. Exterior surface: washed, not measurable. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 5.5/6: fish 

(FM 20; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, not visible. Exterior surface, 

light burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 195, Fig. 202 bottom right (p. 196). 

B.C:73 (70). Plates LIII.b, CXXXI.b. 

Stirrup jar (FS 182). Langada Tomb 21. LH IIIB. Restored: spout, 20% of false neck, body and 

base missing. Depositional wear: heavy. Medium usewear. Spout: 2,7 cm. Disk: 3,3 cm. Height: 

12,6 cm. Base: 5,1 cm. Weight: 0,256 kg. KCCS: MycIF. Exterior surface, 2.5 YR 5/5. Fine 

fabric. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 10 YR 8/3. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 

5/8 to 2.5 YR 4/2: concentric circles on disk, and isolated semi-circles (FM 43; exterior). 

Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, not visible. Exterior surface, light burnished; 

interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 142, Fig. 126 bottom left (p. 141). 

B.C:74 (126). Plates LIII.c, CXXXI.c. 

Stirrup jar (FS 182). Langada Tomb 36. LH IIIB. Restored: 30% of disk, 90% of fist handle, 

20% of body, and 10% of base missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Spout: 2,9 

cm. Disk: 3,4 cm. Height: 15 cm. Base: 7,2 cm. Weight: 0,608 kg. KCCS: MycIF (Argolid). 

Interior surface, 5 YR 7.5/3. Fine fabric. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; 

interior surface: slipped (on rim), 10 YR 7.5/4. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 2.75/0: concentric circles 

on disk, dot rosette, and zigzag (FM 27, 61; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior 

surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 173, Figg. 179 left, 180 (p. 173); Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 

50, 1094, Fig. 446 (p. 1093); Vitale 2012a, 1238, Fig. 4a (p. 1240); Vitale 2012b, 410, Pl. 

XCIVb. 
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B.C:75 (130). Plates LIII.d, CXXXI.d. 

Stirrup jar (FS 182). Langada Tomb 36. LH IIIB. Restored: 50% of spout, 40% of disk, first 

handle, 60 of body, and base missing. Depositional wear: light. Minimal usewear. Spout: 2,5 

cm. Disk: 2,9 cm. Height: 12,2 cm. Base: 6,4 cm. Weight: 0,398 kg. KCCS: MycIF (Argolid). 

Exterior surface, 5 YR 6./4. Fine fabric. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; 

interior surface: slipped (on rim), 2.5 YR 8/2. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 2.75/2: concentric circles 

on disk, and flower (FM 18; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. 

Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 173-174, Figg. 179 right, 181 (p. 173); Vitale 2012a, 

1238, Fig. 4b (p. 1240); Vitale 2012b, 410, Pl. XCIVc. 

B.C:76 (181). Plates LIV.a, CXXXII.a. 

Stirrup jar (FS 182). Langada Tomb 46. LH IIIB. Restored: 20% of body missing. Depositional 

wear: medium. Light usewear. Spout: 2,2 cm. Disk: 3,3 cm. Height: 11,6 cm. Base: 6,7 cm. 

Weight: 0,382 kg. KCCS: MycIF (Argolid). Fine fabric. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior 

surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped (on rim), 7.5 YR 7.5/4. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 5/3: 

spiral on disk, and spiral on base. Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior 

surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 220, Fig. 233 top left (p. 219). 

B.C:77 (182). Plates LIV.b, CXXXII.b. 

Stirrup jar (FS 182). Langada Tomb 46. LH IIIB. Restored: 10% of spout, 90% of first and 

second handle, and 10% of body missing. Depositional wear: heavy. Light usewear. Spout: 2,2 

cm. Disk: 3,2 cm. Height: 14,5 cm. Base: 9,8 cm. Weight: 0,685 kg. KCCS: MycIF (Argolid). 

Fine fabric. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped (on rim), 

10 YR 7.5/3. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 5/3: curved multiple stem and bivalve shell, with concentric 

circles on base (FM 19, 25; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, not visible. 

Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 219, Fig. 233 bottom right (p. 219). 

B.C:78 (183). Plates LIV.c, CXXXII.c. 

Stirrup jar (FS 182). Langada Tomb 46. LH IIIB. Restored: 80% of first handle, 5% of second 

handle, and 10% of body missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Spout: 2,4 cm. 

Disk: 3,2 cm. Height: 14,7 cm. Base: 7 cm. Weight: 0,638 kg. KCCS: MycIF. Fine fabric. 

Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped (on rim), 7.0 YR 

7.5/3. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 5/3: flower and zigzag, with concentric circles on disk and base 

(FM 18, 61; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior 

surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 218-219, Fig. 233 bottom left (p. 219). 

B.C:79 (193). Plates LIV.d, CXXXII.d. 

Stirrup jar (FS 182). Langada Tomb 49. LH IIIB. Restored: 5% of body missing. Depositional 

wear: heavy. Light usewear. Spout: 2,2 cm. Disk: 3 cm. Height: 10,2 cm. Base: 5,7 cm. Weight: 

0,236 kg. KCCS: MycIF. Fine fabric. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; interior 

surface: slipped (on rim), 2.5 Y 8/2. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 3/2: spiral on disk, motif on shoulder 

worn off, with concentric circles on base. Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. 

Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 224-225, Fig. 242 top left (p. 225). 
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B.C:80 (238). Plates LV.a, CXXXIII.a. 

Stirrup jar (FS 182). Langada Tomb 59. LH IIIB. Restored: 90% of first handle, 80% of second 

handle, and 20% of body missing. Depositional wear: heavy. Light usewear. Spout: 3,2 cm. 

Disk: 4 cm. Height: 17,3 cm. Base: 8,5 cm. Weight: 0,688 kg. KCCS: MycIF (Argolid). Exterior 

surface, 5 YR 8/3. Fine fabric. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; interior 

surface: slipped (on rim), 10 YR 8/4. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 5.5/8 to 2.5 YR 2.75/2: flower and 

zigzag, with concentric circles on disk and base (FM 18, 61; exterior). Exterior surface, 

patterned, with ridge at false neck attachment; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light 

burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 257, Figg. 284 bottom right, 285 (pp. 258-259). 

B.C:81 (242). Plates LV.b, CXXXIII.b. 

Stirrup jar (FS 182). Langada Tomb 59. LH IIIB. Restored: 5% of first handle, and 10% of 

body missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Spout: 2,2 cm. Disk: 3,3 cm. Height: 

16,7 cm. Base: 9,9 cm. Weight: 1,031 kg. KCCS: MycIF (Argolid). Exterior surface, 10 YR 

8/2. Fine fabric. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped (on 

rim), 10 YR 8/4. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/2: concentric circles on disk, flower, and triglyph 

(FM 18, 75; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned, with ridge at false neck attachment; interior 

surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 257-258, Figg. 284 bottom left, 286 (pp. 258-259). 

B.C:82 (644). Plates LVI.a, CXXXIII.c. 

Stirrup jar (FS 182). Langada stray find. LH IIIB. Restored: 90% of spout, 5% of first handle, 

and 30% of body missing. Depositional wear: light. Minimal usewear. Spout: 3,3 cm. Disk: 4,1 

cm. Height: 18 cm. Base: 10,2 cm. Weight: 0,733 kg. KCCS: MycIF (Argolid). Exterior and 

interior surfaces, 10 YR 7.5/4. Fine fabric. Wheel turned. Finished. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 

2.75/2: flower and lozenge chain, with concentric circles on disk and base (FM 18, 73; exterior). 

Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, not visible. Exterior surface, light burnished; 

interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 285-286, Figg. 328-329 (p. 285). 

B.C:83 (66). Plates LVI.b, CXXXIV.a. 

Stirrup jar (FS 183). Langada Tomb 19. LH IIIB. Restored: 20% of disk, and 10% of first handle 

missing. Depositional wear: minimal. Minimal usewear. Spout: 1,9 cm. Disk: 2,2 cm. Height: 

6 cm. Base: 3,7 cm. Weight: 0,104 kg. KCCS: MycIF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 

6.5/4. Fine fabric. Wheel turned. Finished. Lustrous paint, 7.5 YR 2.5/0 to 7.5 YR 5.5/6: circles 

(FM 41; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light 

burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 134, Figg. 117 right, 118 (p. 133); Mountjoy 1999, inv. 

no. 51, 1094, Fig. 446 (p. 1093). 

B.C:84 (460). Plates LVI.c, CXXXIV.b. 

Stirrup jar (FS 184). Langada stray find. LH IIIB. Restored: 30% of body missing. Depositional 

wear: light. Minimal usewear. Spout: 2,2 cm. Disk: 3 cm. Height: 9,8 cm. Base: 3,7 cm. Weight: 

0,167 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 6.5/8; interior surface, 5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: A-

I. Wheel-coiled. Finished. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 3.5/6 to 2.5 YR 5.5/6: spiral on disk, and 

tassel (FM 72; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, 

light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 287, Fig. 333 a-b (p. 287). 
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B.C:85 (155). Plates LVII.c, CXXXV.c. 

Flask (FS 188). Langada Tomb 41. LH IIIA2. Restored: 70% of handle, 30% of body, and 60% 

of base missing. Depositional wear: minimal. Light usewear. Rim: 3,5 cm. Height: 14,5 cm. 

Base: 3,5 cm. Weight: 0,203 kg. Possible import. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 7.5/4. 

Fine fabric. Wheel-coiled. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 10 YR 7.5/4. Lustrous paint, 2.5 

YR 5.5/8 to 2.5 YR 2.75/2: concentric circles, multiple stem, and foliate band (FM 19, 61; 

exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, burnished; 

interior surface, burnished and wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 197-198, Fig. 204 top (p.197); Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 

28, 1088, Fig. 444 (p. 1089). 

B.C:86 (133). Plates LVII.d, CXXXV.d. 

Flask (FS 190). Langada Tomb 37. LH IIIA2. Restored: 40% of body, and base missing. 

Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 3,4 cm. Height: 11 cm. Base: 7,7 cm. Weight: 

0,186 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 7.5/4. KMFG: A-VI. Handbuilt 

with coils. Finished. Exterior surface: monochrome treatment. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/1. 

Exterior surface, monochrome; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, burnished; interior 

surface, burnished and wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 177, Fig. 185 bottom centre (p. 176). 

B.C:87 (300). Plates LVII.e, CXXXV.e. 

Flask (FS 190). Eleona Tomb 2. LH IIIA2. Intact. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. 

Rim: 2,1 cm. Height: 8,7 cm. Base: 3,3 cm. Weight: 0,087 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and 

interior surfaces, 5 YR 1.5/4. KMFG: A-II. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: 

monochrome treatment. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/1. Exterior surface, monochrome; interior 

surface, linear. Exterior surface, burnished; interior surface, burnished and wiped. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 35, Fig. 7 top right (p. 34); Vitale 2016, 84, Fig. 5.3:d (p. 

85); Vitale 2017, 161, 168, Pl. 4:a (p. 163); Vitale and Trecarichi 2015, 328-329, Fig. 2e (p. 

321). 

B.C:88 (459). Plates LVII.f, CXXXV.f. 

Flask (FS 190). Langada stray find. LH IIIA2. Restored: 5% of body missing. Depositional 

wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 2,4 cm. Height: 9,1 cm. Base: 3,5 cm. Weight: 0,128 kg. 

KCCS: MycIF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 10 YR 7.5/4. Fine fabric. Wheel turned. Finished. 

Lustrous paint, 5 YR 2.75/1 to 5 YR 4.5/6: N pattern (FM 60; exterior). Exterior surface, 

patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, polished; interior surface, wiped. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 293, Fig. 318 left (p. 278). 

B.C:89 (184). Plates LVII.g, CXXXV.g. 

Flask (FS 192). Langada Tomb 46. LH IIIB. Restored: 10% rim, 5% of first handle and 10% of 

body missing. Depositional wear: minimal. Minimal usewear. Rim: 3 cm. Height: 12,1 cm. 

Base: 4,6 cm. Weight: 0,179 kg. Possible import. Fine fabric. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior 

surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped (on rim), 10 YR 8/2. Dull paint, 2.5 YR 3.5/2 to 2.5 

YR 5.5/8: flower, and zigzag (18, 61; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned. Exterior surface, 

light burnished; interior surface, light burnished and smoothed. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 217-218, Fig. 232 top centre (p. 219); Mountjoy 1999, 

inv. no. 52, 1094, Fig. 446 (p. 1093). 
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B.C:90 (317). Plates LVIII.b, CXXXVI.b. 

Askos (FS 194). Eleona Tomb 4. LH IIIB. Intact. Depositional wear: medium. Minimal 

usewear. Rim: 11,7 cm. Height: 7,2 cm. Base: 3,5 cm. Weight: 0,094 kg. KCCS: MyPF. 

Exterior and interior surfaces, 10 YR 8/2. KMFG: A-V. Wheel-coiled (Method 2-3), folded. 

Finished. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 2.75/2 to 3 YR 3.5/2: whorl-shell, and wavy line (FM 23, 53; 

exterior). Exterior surface, patterned. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, 

smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 39, Fig. 10 middle centre (p. 37). 

B.C:91 (202). Plates LIX.f, CXXXVII.f. 

Jug-like rython (FS 201). Langada Tomb 51. LH IIIA2. Restored: 5% of foot missing. 

Depositional wear: minimal. Minimal usewear. Rim: 7,3 cm. Height: 12,5 cm. Weight: 0,198 

kg. KCCS: MycIF. Interior surface, 5 YR 6.5/6. Fine fabric. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior 

surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped (on rim), 10 YR 7.5/4. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 4.5/6: 

ivy (FM 12; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, 

polished; interior surface, polished and wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 230-231, Fig. 248 top centre (p. 230); Vitale 2016, 84, 

Fig. 5.2:d (p. 83); Vitale et al. 2016, 250, Fig. 15g (p. 251).  

B.C:92 (274). Plates LX.b, CXXXVIII.b. 

Multiple vase (FS 327). Langada stray find. LH IIIB. Restored: only one vase remaining. First 

handle, and 90% of second handle missing. Depositional wear: minimal. Minimal usewear. 

Rim: 3,9 cm. Height: 5 cm. Base: 5,6 cm. Weight: 0,063 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior 

surfaces, 10 YR 8/3. KMFG: A-I. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; interior 

surface: slipped (on rim), 10 YR 7.5/4. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 3.5/6: rock pattern, with 

concentric circles on base (FM 32; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. 

Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 272, Fig. 313 centre (p. 275). 

B.C:93 (228). Plates XXVII.d, CV.d. 

Strainer jug. Langada Tomb 56. LH IIIA2. Intact. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. 

Rim: 3,6 cm. Height: 10,5 cm. Base: 4,1 cm. Weight: 0,241 kg. KCCS: MyPMC. Exterior 

surface, 5 YR 7/4. KMFG: B-VI. Wheel-coiled. Finished. Exterior surface: washed, 10 YR 8/2. 

Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/2 to 2.5 YR 4.5/4. Exterior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light 

burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 245-246, Fig. 271 bottom left (p. 246). 

B.C:94 (1330). Plates VII.e, LXXXV.e. 

Jar. Eleona Tomb 16. LH IIIA2. Restored: 40% of rim, 5% of first handle, and 30% of body 

missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 13,6 cm. Height: 33,2 cm. Base: 8 cm. 

Weight: 3,046 kg. KCCS: MycIF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 7.5/2. Fine fabric. Wheel-coiled 

(Method 1). Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped (on rim), 2.5 YR 7.5/4. 

Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/2: curtailed running spiral (FM 46; exterior). Exterior surface, 

patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 66, Fig. 36 (p. 64); Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 16, 1087, Fig. 

443 (p. 1086) 
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7.2.2 Open shapes 

B.O:1 (71). Plates LXVI.g, CXLIV.g. 

Lipless Bowl (FS 205). Langada Tomb 21. LH IIIB. Restored: 30% of rim, and 10% of body 

missing. Depositional wear: minimal. Minimal usewear. Rim: 6,3 cm. Height: 3,3 cm. Base: 

3,7 cm. Weight: 0,390 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: A-II. Wheel 

turned. Exterior and interior surfaces: slipped, 5 YR 7.5/4. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 4.5/4: cross 

on base (interior). Interior surface, patterned. Exterior and interior surfaces, wiped. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 140, Fig. 126 top right (p. 141); Vitale 2012b, 411, Pl. 

XCVd. 

B.O:2 (264). Plates LXVI.h, CXLIV.h. 

Lipless Bowl (FS 205). Langada Tomb 21. LH IIIB. Intact. Depositional wear: medium. 

Minimal usewear. Rim: 7 cm. Height: 4,3 cm. Base: 2 cm. Weight: 0,048 kg. KCCS: MyPF. 

Exterior surface, 7.5 YR 7/4. KMFG: A-VII. Handbuilt. Finished. Exterior and interior 

surfaces: monochrome treatment. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 5.5/8. Exterior and interior surfaces, 

monochrome. Exterior and interior surfaces, light burnished.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 140, Fig. 126 middle right (p. 141); Vitale 2012b, 411, 

Pl. XCVe. 

B.O:3 (73). Plates LXIII.a, CXLI.a. 

Shallow cup (FS 220). Langada Tomb 21. LH IIIB. Restored: 30% of rim, and 10% of body 

missing. Depositional wear: minimal. Minimal usewear. Rim: 12,2 cm. Height: 4,3 cm. Base: 

3,4 cm. Weight: 0,103 kg. Possible import. Exterior surface, 2.5 YR 5.5/8. Fine fabric. Wheel 

turned. Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces: slipped, 7.5 YR 7.5/4. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 

2.75/2 to 2.5 YR 6/8: concentric circles on base. Exterior and interior surfaces, linear. Exterior 

surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 140, Fig. 126 middle left (p. 141). 

B.O:4 (204). Plates LXIII.b, CXLI.b. 

Shallow cup (FS 220). Langada Tomb 51. LH IIIA2. Intact. Depositional wear: light. Light 

usewear. Rim: 4,4 cm. Height: 13,1 cm. Base: 3,4 cm. Weight: 0,125 kg. Possible import. 

Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/6. Fine fabric. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior and 

interior surfaces: slipped, 7.5 YR 7.5/4. Lustrous paint, 10 R 4/8: curtailed running spiral (FM 

46; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, burnished; 

interior surface, burnished and wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 230, Figg. 248 top right,. 250 (p. 232); Mountjoy 1999, 

inv. no. 29, 1088, Fig. 444 (p. 1089). 

B.O:5 (462).Plates LXIII.c, CXLI.c. 

Shallow cup (FS 220). Langada stray find. LH IIIB. Restored: 80% of rim, and 30% of body 

missing. Depositional wear: light. Minimal usewear. Rim: 11 cm. Height: 4,8 cm. Base: 3,4 

cm. Weight: 0,124 kg. KCCS: MyUF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: A-V. 

Wheel-coiled (Method 3). Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 280, Fig. 320 top right (p. 280). 
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B.O:6 (463). Plates LXXI.c, CXLIX.c. 

Mug (FS 225). Langada stray find. LH IIIA2. Restored: 40% of rim, 20% of body and base 

missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 17,2 cm. Height: 14,8 cm. Base: 13,9 

cm. Weight: 0,690 kg. KCCS: MyPMC. Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 4.5/6. KMFG: 

A-V. Wheel-coiled (Method 3-4). Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces: slipped, 7.5 YR 

7.5/3. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/1 to 5 YR 3.5/3: tricurved arch (FM 62; exterior). Exterior 

surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, burnished; interior surface, wiped. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 284, Fig. 324 right (p. 283); Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 30, 

1090, Fig. 444 (p. 1089). 

B.O:7 (313). Plates LXXI.d, CXLIX.d. 

Mug (FS 226). Eleona Tomb 4. LH IIIB. Restored: 40% of rim, and 20% of body missing. 

Depositional wear: minimal. Minimal usewear. Rim: 15,9 cm. Height: 15,5 cm. Base: 12,1 cm. 

Weight: 0,495 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: A-II. Wheel turned. 

Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces: slipped, 10 YR 8/2. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/1 to 2.5 

YR 4.5/8: whorl-shell (FM 23; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. 

Exterior surface, polished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 38, Fig. 10 bottom centre (p. 37); Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 

53, 1095, Fig. 447 (p. 1096). 

B.O:8 (1328). Plates LXXII.d, CL.d. 

Mug. Eleona Tomb 15. LH IIIB. Restored: 40% of rim, and 20% of body missing. Depositional 

wear: medium.  Medium usewear. Rim: 7,9 cm. Height: 5,6 cm. Base: 5,6 cm. Weight: 0,097 

kg. KCCS: MycIF. Exterior surface, 7.5 YR 7.5/4. Fine fabric. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior 

and interior surfaces: LST. Lustrous paint, 7.5 YR 3.5/0 to 7.5 YR 4.5/4. Exterior and interior 

surfaces, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, smoothed. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 62, Fig. 30 bottom centre (p. 58). 

B.O:9 (326). Plates LXXI.e, CXLIX.e. 

Spouted mug (FS 226). Eleona Tomb 5. LH IIIB. Restored: 30% of rim, and 5% of body 

missing. Depositional wear: medium. Minimal usewear. Rim: 9,2 cm. Height: 6,8 cm. Base: 

6,2 cm. Weight: 0,151 kg. KCCS: MyPF. KMFG: A-II. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior and 

interior surfaces: LST. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 3.5/2 to 10 YR 4/8: concentric circles on base. 

Exterior and interior surfaces, linear, with concentric circles on base. Exterior surface, light 

burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 40, Fig. 11 bottom left (p. 40). 

B.O:10 (1364). Plates LXXII.e, CL.e. 

Dipper (FS 236). Langada Tomb 46. LH IIIB. Restored: 5% of rim, and 40% of body missing. 

Depositional wear: minimal. Heavy usewear. Rim: 10,8 cm. Height: 5,7 cm. Weight: 0,095 kg. 

Possible import. Fine fabric. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces: slipped, 10 

YR 7.5/2. Lustrous paint, non measurable: dots on rim, and zigzag on handle (FM 61; exterior). 

Exterior surface, patterned. Exterior and interior surfaces,  smoothed. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 217, Fig. 232 top left (p. 218). 
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B.O:11 (48). Plates LXIII.f, CXLI.f. 

Spouted cup (FS 249). Langada Tomb 16. LH IIIA2. Restored: 5% of rim and body missing. 

Depositional wear: minimal. Minimal usewear. Rim: 9,4 cm. Height: 5 cm. Base: 3,9 cm. 

Weight: 0,111 kg. KCCS: MycIF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 6.5/6. Fine fabric. Wheel-coiled 

(Method 1). Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces: slipped, 10 YR 8/4. Dull paint, 2.5 YR 

5.5/8 to 2.5 YR 3.5/6: wavy line (FM 53; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, 

linear. Exterior surface, burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 125-126, Fig. 108 top right (p. 125). 

B.O:12 (188). Plates LXIII.g, CXLI.g. 

Spouted cup (FS 249). Langada Tomb 46. LH IIIB. Restored: 5% of rim and body missing. 

Depositional wear: minimal. Minimal usewear. Rim: 10,2 cm. Height: 6,1 cm. Base: 4 cm. 

Weight: 0,105 kg. Possible import. Fine fabric. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: 

slipped, 7.5 YR 8/4. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 5.5/8: isolated semi-circles, and triglyph (FM 43, 

75; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light 

burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 216, Fig. 232 top right (p. 218). 

B.O:13 (200). Plates LXIII.h, CXLI.h. 

Spouted cup (FS 249). Langada Tomb 51. LH IIIA2. Restored: 5% of rim missing. Depositional 

wear: medium. Light usewear. Rim: 7,7 cm. Height: 6,9 cm. Base: 3,8 cm. Weight: 0,115 kg. 

Possible import. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6/6. Fine fabric. Wheel-coiled. Finished. 

Exterior and interior surfaces: slipped, 10 YR 8/4. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 5.5/6: angular 

multiple stem (FM 19; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior 

surface, polished; interior surface, burnished and wiped. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 229, Fig. 249 top right (p. 231); Vitale 2017, 161, 168, 

Pl. 5:b (p. 164). 

B.O:14 (206). Plates LXIV.a, CXLII.a. 

Spouted cup (FS 249). Langada Tomb 51. LH IIIA2. Intact. Depositional wear: medium. Light 

usewear. Rim: 9,6 cm. Height: 10,8 cm. Base: 4,6 cm. Weight: 0,285 kg. KCCS: MycIF. 

Exterior surface, 10 YR 7.5/3. Fine fabric. Wheel-coiled (Method 2-3). Finished. Exterior and 

interior surfaces: slipped, 7.5 YR 7.5/4. Lustrous paint, 10 YR 2.5/1 to 2.5 YR 5.5/8: angular 

multiple stem (FM 19; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior 

surface, polished; interior surface, polished and wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 229, Fig. 249 bottom right (p. 231); Mountjoy 1999, inv. 

no. 32, 1090, Fig. 444 (p. 1089). 

B.O:15 (359). Plates LXIV.b, CXLII.b. 

Spouted cup (FS 249). Eleona Tomb 15. LH IIIA2-LH IIIB. Restored: 20% of rim, spout, 90% 

of handle, and 20% of body missing. Depositional wear: heavy. Light usewear. Rim: 8,4 cm. 

Height: 5 cm. Base: 8,2 cm. Weight: 0,085 kg. KCCS: MycIF (Argolid). Exterior and interior 

surfaces, 10 YR 8/2. Fine fabric. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces: 

monochrome treatment. Dull paint, 2.5 YR 3.5/0. Exterior and interior surfaces, monochrome. 

Exterior and interior surfaces, burnished.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 62, Fig. 30 top centre (p. 58). 
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B.O:16 (93). Plates LXVI.b, CXLIV.b. 

Concave-sided cup. Langada Tomb 29. LH IIIA2. Restored: 40% of rim, and 10% of body 

missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Rim: 6,8 cm. Height: 3,8 cm. Base: 4,5 

cm. Weight: 0,049 kg. KCCS: UG. Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 5.5/0. KMFG: A-

VIII. Wheel-coiled (Method 3). Finished. Exterior surface, burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 157, Fig. 153 left (p. 157). 

B.O:17 (138). Plates LXVI.c, CXLIV.c. 

Concave-sided cup. Langada Tomb 38. LH IIIA2. Restored: 5% of rim missing. Depositional 

wear: medium. Light usewear. Rim: 7 cm. Height: 4 cm. Base: 5 cm. Weight: 0,062 kg. KCCS: 

MG. Exterior and interior surfaces, 10 YR 5.5/3. KMFG: A-VIII. Wheel-coiled (Method 3). 

Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces: monochrome treatment. Dull paint, 7.5 YR 5.5/0. 

Exterior and interior surfaces, monochrome. Exterior and interior surfaces, burnished.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 181-182, Fig. 191 middle right; Vitale 2016, 84, Fig. 5.3:e 

(p. 85); Vitale and Trecarichi 2015, 320, 328, 330, Fig. 1c (pp. 318-319). 

B.O:18 (143). Plates LXVI.d, CXLIV.d. 

Concave-sided cup. Langada Tomb 38. LH IIIA2. Restored: 40% of rim, and 30% of body 

missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Rim: 8,2 cm. Height: 4,9 cm. Base: 2,5 

cm. Weight: 0,088 kg. KCCS: MR. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/4. KMFG: A-V. 

Wheel-coiled (Method 2). Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces: monochrome treatment. 

Lustrous paint, 10 YR 6/8. Exterior and interior surfaces, monochrome. Exterior and interior 

surfaces, burnished.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 182, Fig. 191 middle left (p. 181); Vitale 2017, 161, 168, 

Pl. 5:i (p. 164); Vitale and Trecarichi 2015, 329-330, Fig. 3k (p. 323). 

B.O:19 (1329). Plates LXVI.e, CXLIV.e. 

Concave-sided cup. Eleona Tomb 15. LH IIIA2. Restored: 60% of rim and 30% of body 

missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Rim: 6,9 cm. Height: 5,3 cm. Base: 3,2 

cm. Weight: 0,057 kg. KCCS: UG. Exterior surface, 10 YR 6.5/1. KMFG: A-VIII. Wheel-

coiled (Method 2-3). Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 62, Fig. 30 bottom centre (p. 58); Vitale 2017, 161, 168, Pll. 

1:k, 5:h (pp. 157, 164); Vitale and Trecarichi 2015, 329-330, Fig. 3j (p. 323). 

B.O:20 (no number). Plates LXVI.f, CXLIV.f. 

Concave-sided cup. Langada Tomb 56. LH IIIA2. Restored: 80% of rim, 10% of body, and 5% 

of base missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear.: 3,4 cm. Base: 3 cm. Weight: 

0,288 kg. KCCS: UG. Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 3.5/0. KMFG: A-VIII. Handbuilt. 

Finished. Exterior surface, burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 245, Fig. 271 bottom centre (p. 246). 

B.O:21 (53). Plates LXXII.h, CL.h. 

Kylix (FS 256). Langada Tomb 16. LH IIIA2. Restored: 10% of rim and body missing. 

Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 15 cm. Height: 17,9 cm. Base: 8,7 cm. Weight: 

0,415 kg. Possible import. Interior surface, 5 YR 6.5/6. Fine fabric. Wheel-coiled (Method 3). 

Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces: slipped, 10 YR 8/3. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 5.5/6: 

linked whorl-shell (FM 24; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. 

Exterior surface, polished; interior surface, polished and wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 125, Fig. 108 bottom left (p. 125); Mountjoy 1999, inv. 

no. 35, 1090, Fig. 445 (p. 1091). 
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B.O:22 (135). Plates LXXIII.a, CLI.a. 

Kylix (FS 256). Langada Tomb 37. LH IIIA2. Restored: 5% of rim and body missing. 

Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 15,4 cm. Height: 17,6 cm. Base: 8,5 cm. Weight: 

0,422 kg. Possible import. Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 8/4. Fine fabric. Wheel-coiled. 

Finished. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3/2: whorl-shell, and dot rosette (FM 24, 27; exterior). Exterior 

surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, burnished; interior surface, 

burnished and wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 177, Fig. 185 bottom right (p. 176); Mountjoy 1999, inv. 

no. 34, 1090, Fig. 444 (p. 1089). 

B.O:23 (272). Plates LXXIII.b, CLI.b. 

Kylix (FS 256). Langada Tomb 37. LH IIIA2. Restored: 5% of rim and body missing. 

Depositional wear: light. Minimal usewear. Rim: 16,2 cm. Height: 18,5 cm. Base: 9,7 cm. 

Weight: 0,486 kg. Possible import. Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 8/4. Fine fabric. 

Wheel-coiled. Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces: slipped, 10 YR 7.5/4 to 10 YR 7.5/3. 

Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3/2: flower (FM 18; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, 

linear. Exterior surface, burnished; interior surface, burnished and wiped. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 176-177, Fig. 185 bottom left (p. 176); Mountjoy 1999, 

1090, inv. no. 33, Fig. 444 (p. 1089). 

B.O:24 (210). Plates LXXIII.c, CLI.c. 

Zygouries Kylix (FS 258). Langada Tomb 52. LH IIIB. Restored: 5% of rim, stem and body 

missing. Depositional wear: minimal. Light usewear. Rim: 16 cm. Height: 19,4 cm. Base: 8 cm. 

Weight: 0,348 kg. KCCS: MycIF (Argolid). Exterior and interior surfaces, 10 YR 7.5/4. Fine 

fabric. Wheel-coiled (Method 3-4). Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces: LST. Lustrous 

paint, 10 YR 2.5/1 to 10 YR 7.5/8: whorl-shell (FM 23; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned. 

Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 235-236, Fig. 258 top (p. 236); Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 

57, 1095, Fig. 447 (p. 1096). 

B.O:25 (218). Plates LXXIV.a, CLII.a. 

Zygouries Kylix (FS 258). Langada Tomb 53. LH IIIB. Restored: 30% of rim, first handle, and 

20% of body missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 16,2 cm. Height: 19,6 cm. 

Base: 8,9 cm. Weight: 0,360 kg. Possible import. Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 7.5/4. 

Fine fabric. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces: LST. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 

3.5/4 to 5 YR 4.5/6: hybrid flower (FM 18.B; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned. Exterior 

and interior surfaces, light burnished.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 239, 241, Fig. 263 top centre (p. 241). 

B.O:26 (68). Plates LXXIV.b, CLII.b. 

Kylix (FS 258.B). Langada Tomb 20. LH IIIB. Restored: 50% of rim, handles, and 60% of 

body missing. Depositional wear: minimal. Light usewear. Rim: 16,5 cm. Height: 19 cm. Base: 

8,6 cm. Weight: 0,390 kg. KCCS: MycIF (Argolid). Exterior surface, 10 YR 7.5/2; interior 

surface, 7.5 YR 7.5/4. Fine fabric. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces: LST. 

Lustrous paint, 5 YR 2.75/1 to 5 YR 4.5/6: octopus (FM 21; exterior). Exterior surface, 

patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior and interior surfaces, wiped. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 135, Fig. 120 right (p. 135). 
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B.O:27 (227). Plates LXXIV.c, CLII.c. 

Kylix (FS 258.B). Langada Tomb 57. LH IIIB. Restored: 10% of rim, first handle, 50% of 

second handle, 20% of body, and 5% of foot missing. Depositional wear: minimal. Minimal 

usewear. Rim: 15,8 cm. Height: 21,2 cm. Base: 9,5 cm. Weight: 0,441 kg. KCCS: MycIF 

(Argolid). Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 8/4. Fine fabric. Wheel-coiled (Method 3-4). 

Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces: LST. Lustrous paint, 10 R 4.5/8 to 5 YR 3/2: whorl-

shell (FM 23; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior and interior 

surfaces, light burnished.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 252, Fig. 276 top centre (p. 250). 

B.O:28 (353). Plates LXXV.a, CLIII.a. 

Kylix (FS 258.B). Eleona Tomb 15. LH IIIB. Restored: 5% of body and foot missing. 

Depositional wear: light. Minimal usewear. Rim: 15 cm. Height: 18,3 cm. Base: 9,6 cm. 

Weight: 0,390 kg. Possible import. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 7/8. Fine fabric. Wheel 

turned. Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces: slipped, 7.5 YR 8/4. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 

5.5/8: octopus (FM 21; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior 

surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 59, 61, Fig. 30 top centre (p. 58); Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 

55, 1095, Fig. 447 (p. 1096). 

B.O:29 (382). Plates LXXV.b, CLIII.b. 

Kylix (FS 258.B). Eleona Tomb 19. LH IIIB. Restored: 60% of rim, first handle, and 40% of 

body missing. Depositional wear: light. Minimal usewear. Rim: 16,5 cm. Height: 20,2 cm. 

Base: 9,3 cm. Weight: 0,424 kg. Possible import. Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 6.5/6. 

Fine fabric. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces: LST. Lustrous paint, 2.5 

YR 5/8: whorl-shell (FM 23; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. 

Exterior and interior surfaces, light burnished.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 73-74, Fig. 45 top (p. 73); Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 56, 1095, 

Fig. 447 (p. 1096). 

B.O:30 (395). Plates LXXV.c, CLIII.c. 

Kylix (FS 258.B). Langada Tomb 15. LH IIIB. Restored: 30% of rim, 50% of first handle, and 

20% of body missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Rim: 17 cm. Height: 19,9 

cm. Base: 9,8 cm. Weight: 0,480 kg. KCCS: MycIF (Argolid). Exterior surface, 2.5 YR 6/8; 

interior surface, 5 YR 8/3. Fine fabric. Wheel-coiled (Method 3-4). Finished. Exterior and 

interior surfaces: slipped, 7.5 YR 8/4. Lustrous paint, 10 R 4.5/8 to 2.5 YR 2.75/2: voluted 

flower, and whorl-shell (FM 18.A, 23; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, 

linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 122, Fig. 104 bottom right (p. 122). 

B.O:31 (136). Plates LXXV.d, CLIII.d. 

Kylix (FS 264). Langada Tomb 37. LH IIIA2. Restored: 5% of body missing. Depositional 

wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 15,5 cm. Height: 16,2 cm. Base: 8,1 cm. Weight: 0,512 kg. 

KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 7.5/4. KMFG: A-I. Wheel-coiled. 

Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces: monochrome treatment. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 5.5/8. 

Exterior and interior surfaces, monochrome. Exterior surface, burnished; interior surface, 

wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 177, Fig. 185 top centre (p. 176). 
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B.O:32 (222). Plates LXXVI.a, CLIV.a. 

Kylix (FS 264). Langada Tomb 54. LH IIIA2. Restored: 30% of rim, first handle, and 20% of 

body missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Rim: 15 cm. Height: 15,4 cm. Base: 

8 cm. Weight: 0,431 kg. KCCS: MyPMC. Exterior and interior surfaces, 10 YR 6.5/3. KMFG: 

B-VII. Wheel-coiled (Method 2-3). Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces: monochrome 

treatment. Dull paint, 5 YR 3.5/2. Exterior and interior surfaces, monochrome. Exterior surface, 

burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 243, Fig. 265 centre (p. 242). 

B.O:33 (393). Plates LXXVI.b, CLIV.b. 

Monochrome kylix (FS 264, 265). Langada Tomb 15. LH IIIB. Restored: 10% of rim, and 5% 

of body and stem missing. Depositional wear: minimal. Minimal usewear. Rim: 12,3 cm. 

Height: 14,3 cm. Base: 7,2 cm. Weight: 0,332 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 7.5 YR 5.5/4 

to 2.5 YR 6/6. KMFG: A-II. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces: 

monochrome treatment. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 3.5/4 to 2.5 YR 4/6. Exterior and interior 

surfaces, monochrome. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, smoothed. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 123, Fig. 104 top right (p. 122). 

B.O:34 (394). Plates LXXVI.c, CLIV.c. 

Monochrome kylix (FS 264, 265). Langada Tomb 15. LH IIIB. Restored: 20% of rim, and 10% 

of body missing. Depositional wear: minimal. Minimal usewear. Rim: 14,4 cm. Height: 16,7 

cm. Base: 8,3 cm. Weight: 1,774 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/6. 

KMFG: A-II. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces: monochrome treatment. 

Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 2.75/4 to 2.5 YR 4.5/6. Exterior and interior surfaces, monochrome. 

Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 123, Fig. 104 top left (p. 122). 

B.O:35 (451). Plates LXXVI.d, CLIV.d. 

Kylix (FS 267). Langada stray find. LH IIIB. Restored: 60% of rim, and 40% of body missing. 

Depositional wear: minimal. Minimal usewear. Rim: 11,9 cm. Height: 9,8 cm. Base: 6,7 cm. 

Weight: 0,169 kg. KCCS: MyUF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 6.5/6; interior surface, 5 YR 6.5/0. 

KMFG: A-V. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces, wiped. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 281, Fig. 321 centre (p. 281). 

B.O:36 (201). Plates LXXVI.e, CLIV.e. 

Kylix (FS 269). Langada Tomb 51. LH IIIA2. Restored: 5% of body missing. Depositional 

wear: light. Minimal usewear. Rim: 13,9 cm. Height: 13,3 cm. Base: 7,6 cm. Weight: 0,358 kg. 

KCCS: MycIF (Argolid). Exterior and interior surfaces, 10 YR 8/4. Fine fabric. Wheel turned. 

Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces: slipped, 10 YR 7.5/3. Exterior and interior surfaces, 

polished.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 229, Fig. 249 top centre (p. 231). 

B.O:37 (396). Plates LXXVI.f, CLIV.f. 

Kylix (FS 274). Langada Tomb 15. LH IIIB. Restored: 30% of rim, 20% of body, 5% of stem, 

and 20% and foot missing. Depositional wear: minimal. Light usewear. Rim: 17,4 cm. Height: 

18,2 cm. Base: 8,6 cm. Weight: 0,416 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: 

A-II. Wheel-coiled (Method 2-3). Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces: monochrome 

treatment. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 5.5/8. Exterior and interior surfaces, monochrome. Exterior 

and interior surfaces, light burnished.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 123, Fig. 104 bottom left (p. 122). 
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B.O:38 (309). Plates LXXVIII.a, CLV.f. 

Kylix. Eleona Tomb 4. LH IIIB. Intact. Depositional wear: light. Minimal usewear. Rim: 11,1 

cm. Height: 9,6 cm. Base: 7,2 cm. Weight: 0,216 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 

6.5/6. KMFG: A-VI. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces: monochrome 

treatment. Dull paint, 10 R 5.5/8. Exterior and interior surfaces, monochrome. Exterior and 

interior surfaces, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 38, Fig. 10 bottom right (p. 37). 

B.O:39 (190). Plates LXVII.a, CXLV.a. 

One-handled bowl (FS 283). Langada Tomb 48. LH IIIB. Restored: 5% of rim and body 

missing. Depositional wear: minimal. Minimal usewear. Rim: 14,9 cm. Height: 8,5 cm. Base: 

5,3 cm. Weight: 0,336 kg. KCCS: MyPF. KMFG: A-VII. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior 

surface: slipped, 7.5 YR 7/4. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 4.5/6 to 2.3 YR 5.5/8: wavy line, with spiral 

on base (FM 53; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, 

light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 223, Fig. 239 bottom left (p. 223). 

B.O:40 (1338). Plates LXVII.b, CXLV.b. 

One-handled bowl (FS 283). Langada Tomb 40. LH IIIB. Restored: 60% of rim, first handle, 

20% of second handle, 80% of body, and base missing. Depositional wear: minimal. Minimal 

usewear. Rim: 13,7 cm. Height: 8,5 cm. Base: 5 cm. Weight: 0,251 kg. Possible import. Exterior 

surface, 5 YR 2.5/4. Fine fabric. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces: washed, 

10 YR 7.5/3. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 3.5/2 to 5 YR 4.5/4: wavy line (FM 53; exterior). Exterior 

surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, 

wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 195, Fig. 202 bottom left (p. 196); Vitale et al. 2016, 250, 

Fig. 15f (p. 251). 

B.O:41 (180). Plates LXVII.e, CXLV.e. 

Deep bowl (FS 284). Langada Tomb 46. LH IIIB. Restored: 50% of rim, first handle, and 30% 

of body missing. Depositional wear: heavy. Medium usewear. Rim: 18,2 cm. Height: 13 cm. 

Base: 6,6 cm. Weight: 0,449 kg. KCCS: MycIF (Argolid). Fine fabric. Wheel turned. Finished. 

Exterior and interior surfaces: LST. Lustrous paint, 7.5 YR 5/4: isolated semi-circles, and 

triglyph (FM 43, 75; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior 

surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 216-217, Fig. 232 bottom left (p. 218); Mountjoy 1999, 

inv. no. 59, 1097, Fig. 447 (p. 1096); Vitale 2012a, 1238, Fig. 6a (p. 1240); Vitale 2012b, 410, 

Pl. XCVa. 

B.O:42 (185). Plates LXVII.f, CXLV.f. 

Deep bowl (FS 284). Langada Tomb 46. LH IIIB. Restored: 80% of rim, and 20% of body 

missing. Depositional wear: medium. Medium usewear. Rim: 12,8 cm. Height: 8,7 cm. Base: 

4,4 cm. Weight: 0,303 kg. Possible import. Fine fabric. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior and 

interior surfaces: slipped, 10 YR 7.5/3. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 6/8: lozenge (chain), with 

concentric circles on base (FM 73; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. 

Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 217-218, Fig. 232 bottom centre (p. 219). 
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B.O:43 (187). Plates LXVIII.a, CXLV.g. 

Deep bowl (FS 284). Langada Tomb 46. LH IIIB. Restored: 40% of rim, and 10% of body 

missing. Depositional wear: heavy. Medium usewear. Rim: 16,4 cm. Height: 12,6 cm. Base: 

6,2 cm. Weight: 0,517 kg. Possible import. Fine fabric. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior and 

interior surfaces: slipped, 7.5 YR 8/4. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 3.5/2: U pattern (FM 45; exterior). 

Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior 

surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 218, Fig. 232 bottom right (p. 218); Mountjoy 1999, inv. 

no. 58, 1097, Fig. 447 (p. 1096); Vitale 2012a, 1238, Fig. 6b (p. 1240); Vitale 2012b, 410, Pl. 

XCVb. 

B.O:44 (195). Plates LXVIII.b, CXLV.h. 

Deep bowl (FS 284). Langada Tomb 49. LH IIIB. Restored: 10% of rim, and 5% of body 

missing. Depositional wear: minimal. Minimal usewear. Rim: 15 cm. Height: 9,6 cm. Base: 5,4 

cm. Weight: 0,325 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 7.5 YR 8/2 to 5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: A-

VI. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces: monochrome treatment. Dull paint, 

5 YR 3.5/1 to 2.5 YR 5.5/8. Exterior and interior surfaces, monochrome. Exterior and interior 

surfaces, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 224, Fig. 242 bottom right (p. 225). 

B.O:45 (319). Plates LXVIII.c, CXLVI.a. 

Deep bowl (FS 284). Eleona Tomb 6. LH IIIB. Restored: 10% of rim, and 5% of body missing. 

Depositional wear: light. Minimal usewear. Rim: 12,4 cm. Height: 8,8 cm. Base: 4,5 cm. 

Weight: 0,220 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 7.5/4. KMFG: A-VII. Wheel turned. 

Finished. Lustrous paint, 10 YR 5.5/8 to 2.5 YR 3.5/4: hooked multiple stem (FM 19; exterior). 

Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior 

surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 42, Fig. 13 bottom right (p. 41). 

B.O:46 (325). Plates LXVIII.d, CXLVI.b. 

Deep bowl (FS 284). Eleona Tomb 5. LH IIIB. Restored. Depositional wear: light. Minimal 

usewear. Rim: 14,5 cm. Height: 9,5 cm. Base: 5,7 cm. Weight: 0,386 kg. KCCS: MyPF. 

Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 7/4. KMFG: A-VII. Wheel-coiled (Method 3-4). 

Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces: monochrome treatment. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 4.5/6. 

Exterior and interior surfaces, monochrome. Exterior and interior surfaces, light burnished. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 40, Fig. 11 top (p. 40). 

B.O:47 (449). Plates LXVIII.e, CXLVI.c. 

Deep bowl (FS 284). Langada stray find. LH IIIB. Restored: 10% of rim, first handle, 40% of 

body, and base missing. Depositional wear: light. Minimal usewear. Rim: 16,8 cm. Weight: 

0,487 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 7.5 YR 7.5/4. KMFG: A-VII. Wheel turned. 

Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces: slipped, 7.5 YR 7.5/4. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/2 to 5 

YR 5.5/8: running spiral (FM 46; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. 

Exterior and interior surfaces, light burnished.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 282, Fig. 322 right (p. 282). 
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B.O:48 (640). Plates LXVIII.f, CXLVI.d. 

Deep bowl (FS 284). Langada stray find. LH IIIB. Restored: 40% of rim, 40% of body, and 

base missing. Depositional wear: light. Minimal usewear. Rim: 15,3 cm. Weight: 0,342 kg. 

Possible import. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 7.5/4. Fine fabric. Wheel turned. Finished. 

Exterior and interior surfaces: slipped, 5 YR 7.5/3. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/1: antithetic spiral, 

and zigzag (FM 50, 61; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior 

surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 282, Fig. 322 left (p. 282). 

B.O:49 (1331). Plates LXXI.b, CXLIX.b. 

Bowl. Eleona Tomb 19. LH IIIB. Restored: 40% of rim, first handle, 30% of body and base 

missing. Depositional wear: medium.  Medium usewear. Rim: 8,5 cm. Height: 5,7 cm. Base: 

4,5 cm. Weight: 0,152 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 7.5 YR 6.5/4. KMFG: A-IV. Wheel-

coiled (Method 2-3). Finished. Exterior surface: LST; interior surface: monochrome treatment. 

Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 4/2 to 10 R 4.5/6: vertical wavy line (FM 53; exterior). Exterior surface, 

patterned; interior surface, monochrome. Exterior and interior surfaces, light burnished.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 74, Fig. 45 bottom centre (p. 73). 

B.O:50 (51). Plates LXX.f, CXLVIII.f. 

Spouted conical bowl (FS 300). Langada Tomb 16. LH IIIA2. Restored: 5% of rim and body 

and 40% of body missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Rim: 19 cm. Height: 11 

cm. Base: 10 cm. Weight: 0,420 kg. KCCS: MycIF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 10 YR 8/1. 

Fine fabric. Wheel-coiled (Method 2-3). Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces: slipped, 10 

YR 8/2. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/3 to 5 YR 4/8: flower (FM 18; exterior). Exterior surface, 

patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, burnished; interior surface, wiped. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 126, Fig. 108 top centre (p. 125); Mountjoy 1999, inv. 

no. 41, 1092, Fig. 445 (p. 1091). 

B.O:51 (69). Plates LXX.g, CXLVIII.g. 

Stemmed bowl (FS 305). Langada Tomb 21. LH IIIB. Intact. Depositional wear: light. Minimal 

usewear. Rim: 10,8 cm. Height: 9,1 cm. Base: 5,2 cm. Weight: 0,167 kg. KCCS: MyPF. 

Exterior surface, 5 YR 7/6. KMFG: A-II. Made in two stages: wheel turned lower body, and 

wheel-coiled (Method 2-3) upper body. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 10 YR 7.5/3. 

Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/4: foliate band (FM 64; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior 

surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 139, Fig. 126 bottom right (p. 141); Mountjoy 1999, inv. 

no. 61, 1097, Fig. 448 (p. 1098); Vitale 2012a, 1238, Fig. 5b (p. 1240); Vitale 2012b, 410, Pl. 

XCIVe. 

B.O:52 (249). Plates LXX.h, CXLVIII.h. 

Stemmed bowl (FS 305). Langada Tomb 60. LH IIIB. Restored: 40% of rim,  first handle, and 

30% of foot missing. Depositional wear: minimal. Minimal usewear. Rim: 14,4 cm. Height: 13 

cm. Base: 7,1 cm. Weight: 0,328 kg. KCCS: MycIF (Argolid). Fine fabric. Wheel turned. 

Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces: slipped, 2.5 YR 8/2. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/1: V 

pattern (FM 59; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior and 

interior surfaces, light burnished.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 262, Fig. 291 top left (p. 262); Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 

43, 1092, Fig. 445 (p. 1091). 
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B.O:53 (312). Plates LXXI.a, CXLIX.a. 

Stemmed bowl (FS 305). Eleona Tomb 4. LH IIIB. Intact. Depositional wear: light. Light 

usewear. Rim: 15 cm. Height: 13,8 cm. Base: 7,2 cm. Weight: 0,463 kg. Possible import. 

Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 8/4. Fine fabric. Wheel-coiled (Method 4). Finished. 

Exterior and interior surfaces: LST. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 2.75/0: antithetic spiral (FM 50; 

exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; 

interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 37-38, Figg. 10 bottom centre, 13 (pp. 37, 41); Mountjoy 

1999, inv. no. 62, 1097, Fig. 448 (p. 1098). 
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7.3 Section C: LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle 

Section C includes the catalogue of the 195 closed shapes dated  to LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC 

Middle (C.C:1 to C.C:195). It also includes the catalogue of 50 open shapes dated to the same 

period (C.O:1 to C.O:50). A fragment from a cup found in Langada Tomb 50 was not 

photographed by Bibliography: Morricone, and cannot be found and analysed.749 It was not 

included in the catalogue. 

7.3.1 Closed shapes 

C.C:1 (391). Plates IV.b, LXXXII.b. 

Piriform jar (FS 37, FS 58). Eleona Tomb 20. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 80% of rim, 20% of 

body, and 10% of base missing. Depositional wear: medium. Minimal usewear. Rim: 14 cm. 

Height: 39,8 cm. Base: 10,4 cm. Weight: 0,582 kg. KCCS: MyPMC. Exterior and interior 

surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/4. KMFG: B-VII. Wheel-coiled (Method 2-3). Finished. Exterior surface: 

slipped, 10 YR 7.5/2. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/2 to 5 YR 3.5/4: wavy line (FM 53; exterior). 

Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior 

surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 74-75, Fig. 46 (p. 74); Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 63, 1097, 

Fig. 448 (p. 1098). 

C.C:2 (233). Plates V.a, LXXXIII.a. 

Piriform jar (FS 42). Langada Tomb 57. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 60% of rim, 80% of first 

handle, 20% of body, and 40% of base missing. Depositional wear: light. Minimal usewear. 

Rim: 11,2 cm. Height: 24,9 cm. Base: 8 cm. Weight: 1,189 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and 

interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/4. KMFG: A-VII. Wheel-coiled (Method 4). Finished. Exterior 

surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped (on rim), 7.5 YR 7.5/4. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 5.58 

to 2.5 YR 4.5/4: running spiral, and chevron (FM 46, 58; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; 

interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, burnished; interior surface, smoothed. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 2251, Fig. 276 bottom right (p. 250); Mountjoy 1999, inv. 

no. 64, 1097, Fig. 448 (p. 1098). 

C.C:3 (296). Plates V.b, LXXXIII.b. 

Piriform jar (FS 42). Langada stray find. LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 80% of first 

handle, and 20% of body missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 14,5 cm. 

Height: 46 cm. Base: 13,2 cm. Weight: 4,735 kg. KCCS: MyPF. KMFG: A-VI. Wheel-coiled 

(Method 3-4). Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped (on rim), 10 YR 8/2. 

Dull paint, 5 YR 4.5/6 to 2.5 YR 2.75/2: isolated semi-circles (FM 43; exterior). Exterior 

surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior and interior surfaces, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 273, Fig. 311 (p. 273). 
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C.C:4 (30). Plates VIII.c, LXXXVI.c. 

Belly-handled amphora (FS 58). Langada Tomb 5. LH IIIC Early. Intact. Depositional wear: 

minimal. Minimal usewear. Rim: 12 cm. Height: 27,5 cm. Base: 8,3 cm. Weight: 1,462 kg. 

KCCS: MyPMC. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/4. KMFG: B-X. Wheel-coiled 

(Method 4). Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped (on rim), 10 YR 8/2. 

Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/2: triglyph (FM 75; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior 

surface, linear. Exterior surface, burnished; interior surface, smoothed. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 93-94, Fig. 73 left (p.94); Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 68, 

1099, Fig: 449 (p. 1100). 

C.C:5 (84). Plates VIII.d, LXXXVI.d. 

Belly-handled amphora (FS 58). Langada Tomb 25. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 5% of body 

missing. Depositional wear: light. Minimal usewear. Rim: 11,4 cm. Height: 25,5 cm. Base: 8,7 

cm. Weight: 1,225 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 7.5/4. KMFG: A-V. 

Made in two stages: wheel-coiled (Method 3-4) lower body, and wheel turned upper body. 

Finished. Exterior surface: washed, 10 YR 7.5/3. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/2: bars on rim, and 

triangular patch  (FM 42; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior 

surface, light burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 150-151, Fig. 143 left (p. 152). 

C.C:6 (198). Plates IX.a, LXXXVII.a. 

Belly-handled amphora (FS 58). Langada Tomb 50. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 5% of rim and 

body missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 11,2 cm. Height: 9,2 cm. Base: 

8,5 cm. Weight: 1,164 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 7.5/4. KMFG: A-IV. Wheel-

coiled (Method 3-4). Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped (on rim), 10 

YR 7.5/2. Lustrous paint, 10 R 3.5/1 to 10 R 5.5/6: bars on rim (exterior and interior), and wavy 

line (FM 53; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, 

light burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 226, Fig. 245 centre (p. 227); Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 

120, 1110, Fig. 454 (p. 1109). 

C.C:7 (446). Plates IX.b, LXXXVII.b. 

Belly-handled amphora (FS 58). Langada stray find. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: rim, 30% of 

body, and 5% of base missing. Depositional wear: ligh. Light usewear. Height: 20 cm. Base: 

8,7 cm. Weight: 1,111 kg. KCCS: MyPMC. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5YR 6.5/6. KMFG: 

B-V. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 2.5 YR 7.5/2. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3/2: 

wavy line (FM 53; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, not visible. Exterior 

surface, light burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 274, Fig. 312 centre (p. 274). 

C.C:8 (1332). Plates IX.c, LXXXVII.c. 

Belly-handled amphora (FS 58). Eleona Tomb 20. LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 

70% of rim, first handle, 60% of body and 10% of base missing. Depositional wear: heavy. 

Light usewear. Rim: 11,5 cm. Height: 29,2 cm. Base: 8,5 cm. Weight: 2,249 kg. KCCS: 

MyPMC. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/4. KMFG: B-X. Wheel-coiled (Method 2-3). 

Finished. Exterior surface: washed; interior surface: washed (on rim), 10 YR 7.5/2. Lustrous 

paint, 5 YR 3.5/3: motif worn off. Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior 

surface, light burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 75, Fig. 47 bottom right (p. 75). 
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C.C:9 (174). Plates IX.d, LXXXVII.d. 

Amphora. Langada Tomb 45. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 30% of body missing. Depositional 

wear: medium. Minimal usewear. Rim: 6,8 cm. Height: 17,6 cm. Base: 5,7 cm. Weight: 0,517 

kg. KCCS: MD. Exterior surface, 5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: A-VI. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior 

surface: monochrome treatment. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 4.5/3 to 5 YR 5.5/6. Exterior surface, 

monochrome; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, 

smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 208, Fig. 220 top centre (p. 210); Vitale 2017, 161, Pl. 4:f 

(p. 163); Vitale and Trecarichi 2015, 328, Fig. 2d (p. 321). 

C.C:10 (3). Plates X.a, LXXXVIII.a. 

Amphoriskos (FS 59). Langada Tomb 6. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 40% of rim, and 10% of 

body missing. Depositional wear: light. Minimal usewear. Rim: 8,3 cm. Height: 14,5 cm. Base: 

5,4 cm. Weight: 0,407 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: 

A-VI. Wheel-coiled (Method 2-3). Finished. Exterior surface: LST. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3/2: 

isolated semi-circles, and triglyph (FM 43, 75; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior 

surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 94-95, Fig. 74 bottom left (p. 95). 

C.C:11 (8). Plates X.b, LXXXVIII.b. 

Amphoriskos (FS 59). Langada Tomb 10. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 20% of rim, handles, and 

5% of body missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 5,9 cm. Height: 7,7 cm. 

Base: 3,5 cm. Weight: 0,118 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 6.5/4. 

KMFG: A-V. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: monochrome treatment. Lustrous paint, 

5 YR 2.75/2. Exterior surface, monochrome; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light 

burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 107, Fig. 85 top right (p. 104). 

C.C:12 (9). Plates X.c, LXXXVIII.c. 

Amphoriskos (FS 59). Langada Tomb 9. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 20% of rim, and 10% of 

body missing. Depositional wear: light. Minimal usewear. Rim: 5 cm. Height: 7,9 cm. Base: 

3,1 cm. Weight: 0,133 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Interior surface, 5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: A-V. Wheel 

turned. Finished. Lustrous paint, 7.5 YR 3/2. Exterior and interior surfaces, linear. Exterior 

surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 99, Fig. 

80  (p. 99). 

C.C:13 (19). Plates X.d, LXXXVIII.d. 

Amphoriskos (FS 59). Langada Tomb 1. LH IIIC Middle. Intact. Depositional wear: light. Light 

usewear. Rim: 5,4 cm. Height: 8,6 cm. Base: 3,7 cm. Weight: 0,138 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Interior 

surface, 5 YR 6.5/4. KMFG: A-V. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 7.5 YR 

7.5/4. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 4/6. Exterior and interior surfaces, linear. Exterior surface, light 

burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 90, Fig. 67 top right (p. 89). 
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C.C:14. (29). Plates X.e, LXXXVIII.e. 

Amphoriskos (FS 59). Langada Tomb 5. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 90% of first handle missing. 

Depositional wear: minimal. Minimal usewear. Rim: 7,5 cm. Height: 10,3 cm. Base: 4,4 cm. 

Weight: 0,259 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 7.5 YR 5/6; interior surface, 5 YR 6.5/4. 

KMFG: A-V. Wheel-coiled (Method 3). Finished. Exterior surface: LST. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 

3.5/3: isolated semi-circles (FM 43; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, 

linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 94, Fig. 73 right (p. 94); Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 71, 

1099, Fig: 449 (p. 1100). 

C.C:15 (76). Plates X.f, LXXXVIII.f. 

Amphoriskos (FS 59). Langada Tomb 22. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 60% of rim, 5% of first 

handle and body missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 10 cm. Height: 8,8 cm. 

Base: 6,6 cm. Weight: 0,815 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 7.5/4. 

KMFG: A-VII. Wheel-coiled (Method 2-3). Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 7.5 YR 7.5/4. 

Lustrous paint, 10 R 3.5/1 to 10 R 5.5/8: V pattern (FM 59; exterior). Exterior surface, 

patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 142-143, Fig. 129 bottom right (p. 143); Mountjoy 1999, 

inv. no. 72, 1099, Fig: 449 (p. 1100). 

C.C:16 (88). Plates XI.a, LXXXIX.a. 

Amphoriskos (FS 59). Langada Tomb 26. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 30% of rim, 10% of body 

missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 10,8 cm. Height: 16,7 cm. Base: 7 cm. 

Weight: 0,641 kg. KCCS: MyPMC. KMFG: B-IX. Wheel-coiled (Method 2-3). Finished. 

Exterior surface: slipped, 5 YR 7.5/3. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/2: triglyph (FM 75; exterior). 

Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. surface, light burnished; interior surface, 

wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 154, Fig. 147 left (p. 154). 

C.C:17 (105). Plates XI.b, LXXXIX.b. 

Amphoriskos (FS 59). Langada Tomb 10. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 80% of first handle, and 

10% of body missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Rim: 10,6 cm. Height: 14,1 

cm. Base: 5,8 cm. Weight: 0,666 kg. KCCS: MyPMC. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 

6.5/4. KMFG: B-V. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: LST. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 4/4: 

chevron (FM 58; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, 

light burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 107, Fig. 85 bottom centre (p. 104). 

C.C:18 (114). Plates XI.c, LXXXIX.c. 

Amphoriskos (FS 59). Langada Tomb 10. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 5% of rim, and 20% of 

body missing. Depositional wear: light. Minimal usewear. Rim: 10,9 cm. Height: 16 cm. Base: 

5,8 cm. Weight: 0,673 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 8/3; interior surface, 5 YR 

7/6. KMFG: A-VII. Wheel-coiled (Method 2-3). Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 10 YR 8/2. 

Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3/3 to 2.5 YR 5/8: triangular patch (FM 42; exterior). Exterior surface, 

patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 106-107, Figg. 85  bottom centre (p. 104); Mountjoy 

1999, inv. no. 70, 1099, Fig: 449 (p. 1100). 
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C.C:19 (127). Plates XI.d, LXXXIX.d. 

Amphoriskos (FS 59). Langada Tomb 35. LH IIIC Early. Intact. Depositional wear: minimal. 

Minimal usewear. Rim: 7 cm. Height: 10,5 cm. Base: 4,5 cm. Weight: 0,223 kg. KCCS: MyPF. 

Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/4. KMFG: A-V. Wheel-coiled (Method 2-3). Finished. 

Exterior surface: LST. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 4.5/6. Exterior and interior surfaces, linear. 

Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 171, Fig. 175 bottom right (p. 171). 

C.C:20 (129). Plates XI.e, LXXXIX.e. 

Amphoriskos (FS 59). Langada Tomb 35. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 5% of body missing. 

Depositional wear: minimal. Minimal usewear. Rim: 7,6 cm. Height: 14,4 cm. Base: 5,7 cm. 

Weight: 0,396 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: A-VI. 

Wheel-coiled (Method 2-3). Finished. Exterior surface: LST. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/4 to 2.5 

YR 5.5/8: zigzag (FM 61; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior 

surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 170, Fig. 175 bottom centre (p. 171); Mountjoy 1999, inv. 

no. 69, 1099, Fig: 449 (p. 1100). 

C.C:21 (179). Plates XI.f, LXXXIX.f. 

Amphoriskos (FS 59). Langada Tomb 45. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 50% of rim, 5% of body, 

and 20% of base missing. Depositional wear: medium. Minimal usewear. Rim: 5,2 cm. Height: 

10,3 cm. Base: 4,6 cm. Weight: 0,285 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 10 YR 

7/2. KMFG: A-V. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: LST. Dull paint, 5 YR 3.5/1. 

Exterior surface, monochrome, with reserved panel; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, 

light burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 209, Fig. 220 bottom left (p. 210); Mountjoy 1999, inv. 

no. 122, 1110, Fig. 455 (p. 1111). 

C.C:22 (292). Plates XII.a, XC.a. 

Amphoriskos (FS 59). Langada stray find. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 5% of body missing. 

Depositional wear: light. Minimal usewear. Rim: 9,1 cm. Height: 14,2 cm. Base: 5,8 cm. 

Weight: 0,331 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 7.5/4. KMFG: A-I. 

Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: LST. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 4/6: bars on rim, and 

wavy line (FM 53; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior 

surface, light burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 275, Fig. 312 right (p. 274); Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 121, 

1110, Fig. 455 (p. 1111). 

C.C:23 (385). Plates XII.b, XC.b. 

Amphoriskos (FS 59). Eleona Tomb 20. LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 30% of rim, 

and 20% of body missing. Depositional wear: medium. Minimal usewear. Rim: 3,6 cm. Height: 

14,9 cm. Base: 5,4 cm. Weight: 0,465 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 

7.5/4. KMFG: A-IV. Wheel-coiled (Method 3-4). Finished. Exterior surface: washed, 5 YR 

6.5/4. Lustrous paint, 10 R 3.5/1 to 10 R 5.5/6. Exterior and interior surfaces, linear. Exterior 

surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 75, Fig. 47 top centre (p. 75). 
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C.C:24 (452). Plates XII.c, XC.c. 

Amphoriskos (FS 59). Langada stray find. LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 30% of 

rim, 20% of first handle, 20% of body, and 90% of base missing. Depositional wear: light. Light 

usewear. Rim: 6,8 cm. Height: 9,8 cm. Base: 4,5 cm. Weight: 0,219 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior 

and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 5.5/4. KMFG: A-I. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: LST. 

Lustrous paint, 5 YR 2.75/2. Exterior and interior surfaces, linear. Exterior surface, light 

burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 274-275, Fig. 312 left (p. 274). 

C.C:25 (237). Plates XII.d, XC.d. 

Amphoriskos (FS 62). Langada Tomb 59. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 5% of first handle and body 

missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 12 cm. Height: 24,9 cm. Base: 9,5 cm. 

Weight: 0,136 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/4. KMFG: A-V. 

Wheel-coiled (Method 2-3). Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 10 YR 7.5/2. Lustrous paint, 

10 YR 4.5/4 to 10 YR 2.5/1: bars on rim, isolated semi-circles, and triglyph (FM 58, 75; 

exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surfaces, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; 

interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 255-256, Fig. 284 bottom centre (p. 258); Mountjoy 1999, 

inv. no. 73, 1099, Fig: 449 (p. 1100). 

C.C:26. (172). Plates XIII.a, XCI.a. 

Stamnos. Langada Tomb 45. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 70% of base missing. Depositional 

wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 11,9 cm. Height: 22,4 cm. Base: 8 cm. Weight: 1,570 kg. 

KCCS: Import (Troy). Exterior surface, 7.5 YR 5.5/0. Fine fabric. Wheel-coiled (Method 3-4). 

Finished. Exterior surface: monochrome treatment. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 4.5/1. Exterior 

surface, monochrome. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, smoothed. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 208-209, 211, Fig. 221 bottom centre (p. 211). 

C.C:27 (10). Plates XV.a, XCIII.a. 

Alabastron (FS 86). Langada Tomb 10. LH IIIC Early. Intact. Depositional wear: light. Minimal 

usewear. Rim: 5,3 cm. Height: 7,2 cm. Base: 6 cm. Weight: 0,178 kg. KCCS: MycIF. Exterior 

and interior surfaces, 10 YR 8/3. Fine fabric. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: LST. 

Lustrous paint, 10 YR 2.5/1 to 2.5 YR 3.5/4: quirk (FM 48; exterior). Exterior surface, 

patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 103, Figg. 85 top centre, 86 bottom right (pp. 104-105); 

Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 74, 1099, Fig. 450 (p. 1101). 

C.C:28 (36). Plates XV.f, XCIII.f. 

Straight-sided alabastron (FS 94). Langada Tomb 11. LH IIIC Early. Intact. Depositional wear: 

light. Light usewear. Rim: 7,9 cm. Height: 8,5 cm. Base: 11,3 cm. Weight: 0,286 kg. KCCS: 

MyPF. KMFG: A-V. Wheel-coiled (Method 3). Finished. Exterior surface: LST. Lustrous 

paint, 5 YR 4/6: quirk (FM 48; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. 

Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 113, Fig. 94 middle left (p. 113); Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 

75, 1102, Fig. 450 (p. 1101). 
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C.C:29 (99). Plates XVI.a, XCIV.a. 

Straight-sided alabastron (FS 94). Langada Tomb 10. LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 

10% of rim, and 5% of body missing. Depositional wear: heavy. Medium usewear. Rim: 8,9 

cm. Height: 8,1 cm. Base: 6,3 cm. Weight: 0,279 kg. KCCS: MyPMC. Exterior and interior 

surfaces, 7.5 YR 6.5/4. KMFG: B-V. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; interior 

surface: slipped (on rim), 5 YR 7.5/1. Dull paint, 5 YR 3.5/1 to 5 YR 3.5/2. Exterior and interior 

surfaces, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 103, 105, Fig. 85 bottom centre (p. 104). 

C.C:30 (219). Plates XVI.b, XCIV.b. 

Straight-sided alabastron (FS 94). Langada Tomb 53. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 5% of body 

missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 6,9 cm. Height: 6,6 cm. Base: 8,7 cm. 

Weight: 0,128 kg. Possible import. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 5/6. Fine fabric. Made 

in two stages: wheel-coiled (Method 1-2) lower body, and wheel turned upper body. Finished. 

Exterior surface: LST. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 4.5/6: bivalve chain (FM 25; exterior). Exterior 

surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, 

wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 239, Fig. 263 top right (p. 241). 

C.C:31 (279). Plates XVI.c, XCIV.c. 

Straight-sided alabastron (FS 94). Langada Tomb 10. LH IIIC Early. Restored: first handle 

missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 6 cm. Height: 6,5 cm. Base: 9,2 cm. 

Weight: 0,148 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/4. KMFG: A-V. 

Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: LST. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 3.5/2 to 2.5 YR 4.5/6: 

triglyph (FM 75; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, 

light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 105, Fig. 87 bottom left (p. 107). 

C.C:32 (281). Plates XVI.d, XCIV.d. 

Straight-sided alabastron (FS 94). Langada Tomb 10. LH IIIC Early. Intact. Depositional wear: 

medium. Light usewear. Rim: 4,7 cm. Height: 6,4 cm. Base: 9,2 cm. Weight: 0,142 kg. KCCS: 

MycIF (Argolid). Exterior and interior surfaces, 2.5 YR 7/2. Fine fabric. Made in two stages: 

wheel-coiled (Method 3-4) lower body, and wheel turned upper body. Finished. Exterior 

surface: LST. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/2: concentric circles on base. Exterior and interior 

surfaces, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 105-107, Fig. 87 top left. 

C.C:33 (12). Plates XVI.e, XCIV.e. 

Straight-sided alabastron (FS 96). Langada Tomb 1. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 90% of first 

handle missing. Depositional wear: minimal. Light usewear. Rim: 5,7 cm. Height: 7,3 cm. Base: 

7,7 cm. Weight: 0,125 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 5.5/6. KMFG: A-I. Wheel 

turned. Finished. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 4/6: wavy line (FM 53; exterior). Exterior surface, 

patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 88-89, Fig. 67 middle right (p. 89). 
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C.C:34 (15). Plates XVI.f, XCIV.f. 

Straight-sided alabastron (FS 96). Langada Tomb 1. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 10% of rim, 

and 90% of first handle missing. Depositional wear: light. Minimal usewear. Rim: 7,5 cm. 

Height: 8,5 cm. Base: 10,8 cm. Weight: 0,310 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 6.5/6. 

KMFG: A-VI. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: LST. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/8 to 5 

YR 5.5/8: lozenge, and spiral on base (FM 73; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior 

surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 88, Fig. 67 bottom centre (p. 89). 

C.C:35 (16). Plates XVII.a, XCV.a. 

Straight-sided alabastron (FS 96). Langada Tomb 1. LH IIIC Middle. Full profile: 40% of rim, 

and 5% of body missing. Depositional wear: light. Minimal usewear. Rim: 5,5 cm. Height: 8,4 

cm. Base: 7,4 cm. Weight: 0,196 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 7.5 YR 5.5/4. KMFG: A-

VI. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: LST. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/1 to 5 YR 4.5/8: 

bars on rim (exterior and interior), and wavy line (FM 53; exterior). Exterior and interior 

surfaces, patterned. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 88, Fig. 67 bottom left (p. 89); Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 

124, 1112, Fig. 455 (p. 1111). 

C.C:36 (17). Plates XVII.b, XCV.b. 

Straight-sided alabastron (FS 96). Langada Tomb 1. LH IIIC Middle. Intact. Depositional wear: 

medium. Minimal usewear. Rim: 5,8 cm. Height: 6,5 cm. Base: 7,7 cm. Weight: 0,170 kg. 

KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 6.5/6; interior surface, 5 YR 7.5/6. KMFG: A-VI. Wheel 

turned. Finished. Exterior surface: monochrome treatment. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 4.5/6. 

Exterior surface, monochrome; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; 

interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 89, Fig. 67 middle left (p. 89). 

C.C:37 (31). Plates XVII.c, XCV.c. 

Straight-sided alabastron (FS 96). Langada Tomb 11. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 30% of rim, 

20% of body and first handle missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 4,8 cm. 

Height: 6,4 cm. Base: 7,4 cm. Weight: 0,131 kg. Possible import. Exterior and interior surfaces, 

5 YR 6.5/6. Fine fabric. Made in two stages: wheel-coiled (Method 3) base, and wheel turned 

upper body. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 10 YR 8/2. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 6/8: V 

pattern (FM 59; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, 

light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 113, Fig. 94 middle right (p. 113). 

C.C:38 (35). Plates XVII.d, XCV.d. 

Straight-sided alabastron (FS 96). Langada Tomb 11. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 60% of rim, 

40% of body. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 5,1 cm. Height: 6,5 cm. Base: 7,4 

cm. Weight: 0,123 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: A-V. 

Made in two stages: wheel-coiled base, and wheel turned upper body. Finished. Exterior 

surface: LST. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 3/3: triglyph (FM 75; exterior). Exterior surface, 

patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 113-114, Fig. 94 bottom left (p. 113). 
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C.C:39 (61). Plates XVII.e, XCV.e. 

Straight-sided alabastron (FS 96). Langada Tomb 18. LH IIIC Middle. Handle: rim, 20% of 

body, and first handle missing. Depositional wear: heavy. Medium usewear. Height: 3,8 cm. 

Base: 5,9 cm. Weight: 0,068 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 7.5/4. 

KMFG: A-V. Handbuilt with coils. Finished. Exterior surface: LST. Lustrous paint, 10 R 3.5/1 

to 10 R 5.5/8: wavy line (FM 53; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. 

Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 131, Fig. 113 bottom right (p. 130). 

C.C:40 (103). Plates XVII.f, XCV.f. 

Straight-sided alabastron (FS 96). Langada Tomb 10. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 10% of body, 

and 5% of base missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Rim: 5,9 cm. Height: 6 

cm. Base: 7,4 cm. Weight: 0,092 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 7.5/4. 

KMFG: A-VII. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: LST. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 5.5/8: 

running spiral (FM 46; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior 

surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 106, Fig. 85 top centre (p. 104); Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 

123, 1112, Fig. 455 (p. 1111). 

C.C:41 (112). Plates XVII.g, XCV.g. 

Straight-sided alabastron (FS 96). Langada Tomb 10. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 50% of rim, 

first handle, 40% of body missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 5,2 cm. 

Height: 7,2 cm. Base: 6,4 cm. Weight: 0,110 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 

5 YR 6.5/4. KMFG: A-V. Wheel turned. Finished. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 5.5/8: wavy line (FM 

53; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light 

burnished; interior surface, wiped and smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 105, Fig. 85 top centre (p. 104); Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 

125, 1112, Fig. 455 (p. 1111). 

C.C:42 (113). Plates XVII.h, XCV.h. 

Straight-sided alabastron (FS 96). Langada Tomb 10. LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 

80% of rim, first handle, and 30% of body missing. Depositional wear: light. Minimal usewear. 

Rim: 6,2 cm. Height: 5,9 cm. Base: 6,3 cm. Weight: 0,950 kg. KCCS: MyUF. Exterior and 

interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/4. KMFG: A-VI. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: LST. 

Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 104, 106, Fig. 85 top centre (p. 104). 

C.C:43 (165). Plates XVII.i, XCV.i. 

Straight-sided alabastron (FS 96). Langada Tomb 44. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: first handle 

missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 4,8 cm. Height: 6,8 cm. Base: 6,3 cm. 

Weight: 0,129 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 7/4. KMFG: A-VI. 

Wheel-coiled (Method 3-4). Finished. Exterior surface: LST. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 2.75/0 to 

2.5 YR 3.5/6: wavy line (FM 53; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. 

Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 202, Fig. 214 bottom right (p. 203); Mountjoy 1999, inv. 

no. 126, 1112, Fig. 455 (p. 1111). 
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C.C:44 (178). Plates XVII.l, XCV.l. 

Straight-sided alabastron (FS 96). Langada Tomb 45. LH IIIC Middle. Intact. Depositional 

wear: medium. Light usewear. Rim: 6,7 cm. Height: 5,2 cm. Base: 7,5 cm. Weight: 0,141 kg. 

KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 7/6; interior surface, 5 YR 6/4. KMFG: A-VII. Wheel-

coiled (Method 1-2). Finished. Exterior surface: monochrome treatment. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 

3.5/3. Exterior surface, monochrome, with reserved base. Exterior surface, light burnished; 

interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 207, Fig. 220 top right (p. 210). 

C.C:45 (230). Plates XVII.m, XCV.m. 

Straight-sided alabastron (FS 96). Langada Tomb 57. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 10% of body 

missing. Depositional wear: light. Minimal usewear. Rim: 10,1 cm. Height: 12,2 cm. Base: 12,2 

cm. Weight: 0,604 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 7.5/4. KMFG: A-

II. Wheel-coiled (Method 3-4). Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 7.5 YR 7.5/4. Lustrous 

paint, 2.5 YR 4.5/4 to 5 YR 3.5/1. Exterior and interior surfaces, linear. Exterior surface, light 

burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 251, Fig. 276 middle centre (p. 250). 

C.C:46. (251). Plates XVIII.a, XCVI.a. 

Straight-sided alabastron (FS 96). Langada Tomb 61. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 5% of rim, and 

10% of body missing. Depositional wear: light. Minimal usewear. Rim: 5,5 cm. Height: 7,9 cm. 

Base: 8,8 cm. Weight: 0,148 kg. Possible import. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 7.5/4. 

Fine fabric. Made in two stages: wheel-coiled (Method 1-2) lower body, and wheel turned upper 

body. Finished. Exterior surface: LST. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 3.5/0 to 5 YR 6.5/8: triglyph 

(FM 75; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, wiped 

and light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 267, Fig. 297 bottom right (p. 266). 

C.C:47 (11). Plates XVIII.b, XCVI.b. 

Straight-sided alabastron (FS 97). Langada Tomb 11. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 80% of rim, 

and 10% of body missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Rim: 4,7 cm. Height: 

7,1 cm. Base: 8,3 cm. Weight: 0,158 kg. KCCS: MyPF. KMFG: A-VI. Wheel turned. Finished. 

Exterior surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped (on rim), 10 YR 8/2. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 

5.5/8: wavy line (FM 53; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior 

surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 113, Fig. 94 bottom right (p. 113). 

C.C:48 (14). Plates XVIII.c, XCVI.c. 

Straight-sided alabastron (FS 97). Langada Tomb 1. LH IIIC Middle. Intact. Depositional wear: 

medium. Light usewear. Rim: 5,5 cm. Height: 7,4 cm. Base: 7 cm. Weight: 0,111 kg. KCCS: 

MyPF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 6.5/6; interior surface, 5 YR 6.5/0. KMFG: A-II. Wheel-coiled 

(Method 2-3). Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 10 YR 8/2. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 5.5/8. 

Exterior and interior surfaces, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 88, Fig. 67 bottom right (p. 89). 
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C.C:49 (25). Plates XVIII.d, XCVI.d. 

Straight-sided alabastron (FS 97). Langada Tomb 4. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 20% of rim, and 

5% of body missing. Depositional wear: minimal. Minimal usewear. Rim: 7,1 cm. Height: 8,8 

cm. Base: 7,3 cm. Weight: 0,218 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: A-

VI. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 10 YR 8/2. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 3.5/4: 

bars on rim (exterior). Exterior and interior surfaces, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; 

interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 92, Fig. 72 bottom centre (p. 93). 

C.C:50 (62). Plates XVIII.e, XCVI.e. 

Straight-sided alabastron (FS 97). Langada Tomb 18. LH IIIC Middle. Intact. Depositional 

wear: medium. Light usewear. Rim: 7,4 cm. Height: 7,8 cm. Base: 5,7 cm. Weight: 0,165 kg. 

KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 10 YR 5.5/2. KMFG: A-III. Wheel-coiled (Method 2). 

Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped (on rim), 2.5 Y 7.5/2. Lustrous 

paint, 5 YR 2.75/2 to 5 YR 3.5/3. Exterior surface, monochrome; interior surface, linear. 

Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 130-131, Fig. 113 bottom left (p. 130). 

C.C:51 (79). Plates XVIII.f, XCVI.f. 

Straight-sided alabastron (FS 97). Langada Tomb 24. LH IIIC Early. Intact. Depositional wear: 

medium. Minimal usewear. Rim: 6,8 cm. Height: 7,3 cm. Base: 6,3 cm. Weight: 0,148 kg. 

KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 7.5/6. KMFG: A-VII. Wheel-coiled 

(Method 2-3). Finished. Exterior surface: LST. Lustrous paint, 10 R 2.75/1 to 10 R 5.5/8. 

Exterior and interior surfaces, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 146-147, Fig. 135 left (p. 147). 

C.C:52 (102). Plates XVIII.g, XCVI.g. 

Straight-sided alabastron (FS 97). Langada Tomb 10. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 30% of rim 

missing. Depositional wear: medium. Medium usewear. Rim: 6,5 cm. 7 cm. Base: 7,4 cm. 

Weight: 0,115 kg. KCCS: MyPMC. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 7.5/4. KMFG: B-II. 

Wheel-coiled (Method 2-3). Finished. Exterior surface: washed; interior surface: washed (on 

rim), 7.5 YR 7.5/4. Lustrous paint, 10 R 2.75/1. Exterior and interior surfaces, linear. Exterior 

surface, burnished; interior surface, burnished and wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 105, Fig. 85 top centre (p. 104). 

C.C:53 (123). Plates XVIII.h, XCVI.h. 

Straight-sided alabastron (FS 97). Langada Tomb 35. LH IIIC Middle. Intact. Depositional 

wear: light. Minimal usewear. Rim: 5,6 cm. Height: 5,9 cm. Base: 6 cm. Weight: 0,094 kg. 

KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/4. KMFG: A-I. Wheel turned. Finished. 

Exterior surface: LST. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 2.75/0 to 5 YR 4.5/6: bars on rim (exterior and 

interior), and joining semi-circles (FM 42; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior 

surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 172, , Fig. 175 top right (p. 171). 

C.C:54 (124). Plates XVIII.i, XCVI.i. 

Straight-sided alabastron (FS 97). Langada Tomb 35. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 5% of rim, 

and 60% of first handle missing. Depositional wear: light. Minimal usewear. Rim: 4,7 cm. 

Height: 5,9 cm. Base: 6,6 cm. Weight: 0,014 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 

5 YR 6.5/4. KMFG: A-I. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: LST. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 

5.5/6 to 5 YR 2.75/1. Exterior and interior surfaces, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; 

interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 172, Fig. 175 top left (p. 171). 
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C.C:55 (128). Plates XVIII.l, XCVI.l. 

Straight-sided alabastron (FS 97). Langada Tomb 35. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 50% of rim, 

first handle, and 60% of body. Depositional wear: medium. Minimal usewear. Rim: 5,6 cm. 

Height: 8,3 cm. Base: 5,5 cm. Weight: 0,256 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 

10 YR 8/2. KMFG: A-VII. Wheel-coiled (Method 2-3). Finished. Exterior surface: LST. 

Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/1. Exterior and interior surfaces, linear. Exterior surface, light 

burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 171-172, Fig. 175 bottom left (p. 171). 

C.C:56 (149). Plates XVIII.m, XCVI.m. 

Straight-sided alabastron (FS 97). Langada Tomb 39. LH IIIC Middle. Intact. Depositional 

wear: medium. Light usewear. Rim: 6 cm. Height: 7,4 cm. Base: 7,4 cm. Weight: 0,219 kg. 

KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 7/4. KMFG: A-II. Wheel turned. Finished. 

Exterior surface: monochrome treatment. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 4.5/6 to 5 YR 3/2. Exterior 

surface, monochrome; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, 

light burnished and smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 183, Fig. 194 top left (p. 184); Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 

127, 1112, Fig. 455 (p. 1111). 

C.C:57 (217). Plates XVIII.n, XCVI.n. 

Straight-sided alabastron (FS 97). Langada Tomb 53. LH IIIC Early. Restored: first handle 

missing. Depositional wear: minimal. Minimal usewear. Rim: 5,4 cm. Height: 7 cm. Base: 4,1 

cm. Weight: 0,128 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 6.5/6; interior surface, 5 YR 6.5/4. 

KMFG: A-VII. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: monochrome treatment. Lustrous 

paint, 5 YR 2.75/2 to 2.5 YR 4.5/6. Exterior surface, monochrome; interior surface, linear. 

Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped. Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 

239, 241, Fig. 263 top left (p. 241). 

C.C:58. (254). Plates XIX.a, XCVII.a. 

Straight-sided alabastron (FS 97). Langada Tomb 61. LH IIIC Early. Intact. Depositional wear: 

minimal. Minimal usewear. Rim: 7,8 cm. Height: 11,2 cm. Base: 8,2 cm. Weight: 0,325 kg. 

KCCS: MycIF (Argolid). Fine fabric. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: LST. Lustrous 

paint, 5 YR 3.5/2 to 7.5 YR 4/6: bars on rim (exterior and interior), and quirk (FM 48; exterior). 

Exterior and interior surfaces, patterned. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, 

wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 266, Fig. 297 bottom left (p. 266); Mountjoy 1999, inv. 

no. 77, 1102, Fig. 450 (p. 1101). 

C.C:59 (278). Plates XIX.b, XCVII.b. 

Straight-sided alabastron (FS 97). Langada Tomb 10. LH IIIC Middle. Intact. Depositional 

wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 4,9 cm. Height: 6,1 cm. Base: 6 cm. Weight: 0,097 kg. KCCS: 

MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: A-V. Wheel turned. Finished. 

Exterior surface: LST. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3/3 to 2.5 YR 6/6. Exterior and interior surfaces, 

linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 106, Fig. 87 bottom right (p. 107). 
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C.C:60 (285). Plates XIX.c, XCVII.c. 

Straight-sided alabastron (FS 97). Langada Tomb 10. LH IIIC Middle. Intact. Depositional 

wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 5,9 cm. Height: 7,2 cm. Base: 9 cm. Weight: 0,125 kg. KCCS: 

MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: A-I. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior 

surface: LST. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 5.5/8 to 2.5 YR 2.75/4: wavy line (FM 53; exterior). 

Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior 

surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 105, Fig. 87 top right (p. 107). 

C.C:61 (348). Plates XIX.d, XCVII.d. 

Straight-sided alabastron (FS 97). Eleona Tomb 13. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 10% of rim, 

and 90% of handle missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Rim: 4,6 cm. Height: 

6,9 cm. Base: 6,2 cm. Weight: 0,085 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: 

A-I. Wheel turned. Finished. and interior surfaces: LST. Lustrous paint, 10 R 5.5/8. Exterior 

and interior surfaces, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, smoothed. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 53, Fig. 24 bottom right (p. 54).  

C.C:62 (468). Plates XIX.g, XCVII.g. 

Straight-sided alabastron (FS 97). Langada Tomb 24. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 20% of rim, and 

90% of first handle missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 5,3 cm. Height: 6,7 

cm. Base: 3,7 cm. Weight: 0,095 kg. Possible import. Exterior surface, 7.5 YR 6.5/4; interior 

surface, 5 YR 6.5/6. Fine fabric. Wheel-coiled (Method 2-3). Finished. Exterior surface: LST. 

Lustrous paint, 5 YR 2.75/1 to 2.5 YR 4.5/6: circles (FM 41; exterior). Exterior surface, 

patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 147, Fig. 135 right (p. 147). 

C.C:63 (277). Plates XIX.e, XCVII.e. 

Straight-sided alabastron (FS 99). Langada stray find. LH IIIC Early. Restored: rim, 80% of 

first handle, 40% of second handle, and 30% of body missing. Depositional wear: light. 

Minimal usewear. Rim: 9,5 cm. Height: 17,7 cm. Base: 16 cm. Weight: 0,715 kg. KCCS: 

MyPF. Exterior surface, 7.5 YR 7.5/4. KMFG: A-I. Wheel-coiled (Method 3-4). Finished. 

Exterior surface: LST. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/1 to 2.5 YR 5.5/8: isolated semi-circles, and 

triglyph (FM 43, 75; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, not visible. Exterior 

surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 273, Fig. 310 right (p. 272). 

C.C:64 (293). Plates XIX.f, XCVII.f. 

Straight-sided alabastron (FS 99). Langada stray find. LH IIIC Early. Intact. Depositional wear: 

light. Light usewear. Rim: 8,9 cm. Height: 13,7 cm. Base: 12,8 cm. Weight: 0,900 kg. KCCS: 

MyPMC. Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 6.5/4. KMFG: B-X. Wheel turned. Finished. 

Exterior surface: slipped, 10 YR 8/3. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/2. Exterior and interior surfaces, 

linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, smoothed. 

Lid. Restored: 5% of body, and 10% of base missing. Depositional wear: Medium. Light 

usewear. Rim: 11 cm. Height: 4,5 cm. Base: 8,8 cm. Weight: 0,115 kg. KCCS: MyPF. KMFG: 

A-VII. Wheel-coiled (Method 2-3). Finished. Exterior surface: LST. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/2. 

Exterior surface, linear. Exterior surface, burnished; interior surface, wiped. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 272-273, Fig. 310 left and centre (p. 272). 
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C.C:65 (86). Plates XX.c, XCVIII.c. 

Jug (FS 106). Langada Tomb 25. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 10% of body missing. Depositional 

wear: light. Minimal usewear. Rim: 10,4 cm. Height: 27 cm. Base: 7,8 cm. Weight: 1,460 kg. 

KCCS: MyPMC. Interior surface, 5 YR 6.5/4. KMFG: B-V. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior 

surface: monochrome treatment. Dull paint, 2.5 YR 3/0. Exterior surface, monochrome; interior 

surface, linear. Exterior and interior surfaces, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 151, Fig. 143 right (p. 152). 

C.C:66 (122). Plates XX.d, XCVIII.d. 

Jug (FS 106). Langada Tomb 34. LH IIIC Middle. Intact. Depositional wear: light. Minimal 

usewear. Rim: 10,9 cm. Height: 27,7 cm. Base: 8,8 cm. Weight: 1,479 kg. KCCS: MyPF. 

Exterior and interior surfaces, 2.5 YR 5.5/6. KMFG: A-V. Made in two stages: wheel-coiled 

(Method 3-4) lower body, and wheel turned upper body. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; 

interior surface: slipped (on rim), 10 YR 6.5/1. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 3.5/4. Exterior and 

interior surfaces, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 165, Fig. 170 bottom middle (p. 166). 

C.C:67 (164).Plates XX.e, XCVIII.e. 

Jug (FS 106). Langada Tomb 44. LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 30% of rim, and 

5% of body missing. Depositional wear: light. Minimal usewear. Rim: 11 cm. Height: 28,6 cm. 

Base: 10,3 cm. Weight: 1,575 kg. KCCS: Import (Troy). Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 

5.5/0. Fine fabric. Wheel-coiled (Method 3-4). Finished. Exterior surface: monochrome 

treatment. Lustrous paint, 10 YR 3.5/1. Exterior surface, monochrome; interior surface, linear. 

Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, light burnished and wiped. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 202-203, Fig. 214 bottom centre (p. 203); Vitale 2012a, 

1244, Fig. 12 (p. 1247). 

C.C:68. (175). Plates XX.f, XCVIII.f. 

Jug (FS 106). Langada Tomb 45. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 20% of rim, and 10% of body 

missing. Depositional wear: light. Minimal usewear. Rim: 10,7 cm. Height: 28,1 cm. Base: 8,4 

cm. Weight: 0,441 kg. KCCS: MyPMC. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 5.5/8. KMFG: B-

VII. Wheel-coiled (Method 3-4). Finished. Exterior surface: LST. Lustrous paint, 10 R 4.5/8. 

Exterior and interior surfaces, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 209, Fig. 221 bottom left (p. 211). 

C.C:69 (394). Plates XXI.a, XCIX.a. 

Jug (FS 106). Eleona Tomb 15. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 10% of handle and body missing. 

Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 9,5 cm. Height: 25,8 cm. Base: 9,2 cm. Weight: 

0,188 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: A-V. Wheel-coiled 

(Method 2-3). Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 7.5 YR 7.5/4. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 2.75/4 

to 2.5 YR 4.5/6. Exterior and interior surfaces, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior 

surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 58-59, Fig. 30 bottom right (p. 58). 

C.C:70 (398). Plates XXI.b, XCIX.b. 

Jug (FS 106). Langada Tomb 6. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 20% of rim, and 40% of body 

missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 10 cm. Height: 26 cm. Base: 8,3 cm. 

Weight: 1,429 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5YR 5.5/6. KMFG: A-VI. 

Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 7.5 YR 7.5/4. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3/2. 

Exterior and interior surfaces, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 96, Fig. 74 bottom centre (p. 95). 
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C.C:71 (28). Plates XXI.d, XCIX.d. 

Jug (FS 110). Langada Tomb 4. LH IIIC Early. Intact. Depositional wear: medium. Minimal 

usewear. Rim: 4,8 cm. Height: 11 cm. Base: 4,5 cm. Weight: 0,220 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior 

and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 7/4. KMFG: A-VI. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: LST. 

Lustrous paint, 5 YR 4/6 to 5 YR 4.5/8. Exterior and interior surfaces, linear. Exterior surface, 

light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 92, Fig. 72 bottom right (p. 93). 

C.C:72 (161). Plates XXI.e, XCIX.e. 

Jug (FS 110). Langada Tomb 44. LH IIIC Middle. Intact. Depositional wear: light. Light 

usewear. Rim: 7,8 cm. Height: 16,6 cm. Base: 6,4 cm. Weight: 0,468 kg. KCCS: MyPF. 

Exterior surface, 5 YR 7/6; interior surface, 5 YR 7/8. KMFG: A-VI. Wheel-coiled (Method 3-

4). Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped (on rim), 7.5 YR 8/4. Lustrous 

paint, 7.5 YR 6.5/6 to 7.5 YR 3.5/2: double tail (exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior 

surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, smoothed. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 203, Fig. 214 bottom centre (p. 203); Mountjoy 1999, inv. 

no. 128, 1112, Fig. 455 (p. 1111). 

C.C:73 (212). Plates XXI.f, XCIX.f. 

Jug (FS 110). Langada Tomb 52. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 5% of rim and base missing. 

Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 6,9 cm. Height: 17,8 cm. Base: 6,4 cm. Weight: 

0,648 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: A-VII. Wheel 

turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped (on rim), 10 YR 7.5/4. 

Lustrous paint, 10 R 4.5/8 to 2.5 YR 5.5/8: wavy line (FM 53; exterior). Exterior surface, 

patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished and smoothed; interior 

surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 234, Fig. 257 right (p. 236). 

C.C:74 (284). Plates XXII.a, C.a. 

Jug (FS 110). Langada Tomb 10. LH IIIC Early. Intact. Depositional wear: light. Minimal 

usewear. Rim: 4,5 cm. Height: 10,5 cm. Base: 4,1 cm. Weight: 0,218 kg. KCCS: MyPF. 

Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 7/4. KMFG: A-VI. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior 

surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped (on rim), 10 YR 8/2. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 5.5/8: 

antithetic spiral (FM 50; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior 

surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 107-108, Fig. 88 right (p. 109). 

C.C:75 (289). Plates XXII.b, C.b. 

Jug (FS 110). Langada stray find. LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 90% handle, and 

5% of body missing. Depositional wear: light. Minimal usewear. Rim: 4,7 cm. Height: 11 cm. 

Base: 3,8 cm. Weight: 0,219 kg. KCCS: MyPF. KMFG: A-II. Wheel-coiled (Method 2-3). 

Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped (on rim), 10 YR 8/3. Lustrous paint, 

10 R 4.5/8. Exterior and interior surfaces, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior 

surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 277, Fig. 317 centre (p. 278). 
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C.C:76 (323). Plates XXII.c, C.c. 

Jug (FS 110). Eleona Tomb 6. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: rim, handle, and 20% of body 

missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 5,2 cm. Height: 17 cm. Base: 6,1 cm. 

Weight: 0,566 kg. KCCS: MyPMC. Exterior surface, 7.5 YR 4.5/4. KMFG: B-X. Wheel turned. 

Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 7.5 YR 5/4. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 2.5/0: wavy line (FM 

53; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, not visible. Exterior surface, 

burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 41, Fig. 13 top centre (p. 41). 

C.C:77 (399). Plates XXII.d, C.d. 

Jug (FS 110). Langada Tomb 25. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 20% of rim, 40% of handle, and 

30% of body missing. Depositional wear: light. Minimal usewear. Rim: 7,6 cm. Height: 18,7 

cm. Base: 6,3 cm. Weight: 0,582 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/4. 

KMFG: A-V. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped (on 

rim), 10 YR 8/2 to 10 YR 7/1. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/1. Exterior and interior surfaces, linear. 

Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 151-152, Fig. 144 right (p. 153). 

C.C:78 (450). Plates XXII.e, C.e. 

Jug (FS 110). Langada stray find. LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 40% of rim, first 

handle, and 20% of body missing. Depositional wear: light. Minimal usewear. Rim: 6,5 cm. 

Height: 16,8 cm. Base: 5,4 cm. Weight: 0,590 kg. KCCS: MyPF. KMFG: A-V. Made in two 

stages: wheel coiled (Method 2-3) lower body, and wheel turned upper body. Finished. Exterior 

surface: monochrome treatment. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 4/1. Exterior surface, monochrome. 

Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 277, Fig. 315 right (p. 276). 

C.C:79 (467). Plates XXII.f, C.f. 

Jug (FS 110). Langada Tomb 32. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: rim, handle, 40% of body, and 

10% of base missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Rim: 8,8 cm. Height: 20,8 

cm. Base: 6,2 cm. Weight: 0,304 kg. KCCS: MycIF (Argolid). Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 

YR 6.5/1. Fine fabric. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 10 YR 8/2. Lustrous 

paint, 10 YR 4.5/8 to 10 YR 2.5/1. Exterior surface, linear (as preserved); interior surface, not 

visible. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, not visible. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 161, Fig. 162 left (p. 161). 

C.C:80 (24). Plates XXIII.c, CI.c. 

Jug (FS 111). Langada Tomb 4. LH IIIC Early. Intact. Depositional wear: minimal. Minimal 

usewear. Rim: 5 cm. Height: 9,2 cm. Base: 3,4 cm. Weight: 0,133 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior 

and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/4. KMFG: A-V. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: 

slipped, 10 YR 8/2. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 4/6 to 2.5 YR 5/8. Exterior and interior surfaces, 

linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 92-93, Fig. 72 bottom left (p. 93); Mountjoy 1999, inv. 

no. 79, 1102, Fig. 450 (p. 1101). 
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C.C:81 (324). Plates XXIII.d, CI.d. 

Jug (FS 112). Eleona Tomb 6. LH IIIC Middle. Intact. Depositional wear: heavy. Light 

usewear. Rim: 2,9 cm. Height: 6,9 cm. Base: 2,3 cm. Weight: 0,055 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior 

and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/4. KMFG: A-V. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: 

slipped; interior surface: slipped (on rim), 10 YR 8/2. Lustrous paint, 10 R 4/8. Exterior and 

interior surfaces, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 41, Fig. 13 top right (p. 41). 

C.C:82 (20). Plates XXIII.h, CI.h. 

Jug (FS 115). Langada Tomb 1. LH IIIC Middle. Intact. Depositional wear: minimal. Minimal 

usewear. Rim: 4,4 cm. Height: 7,8 cm. Base: 3 cm. Weight: 0,094 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior 

surface, 5 YR 5.5/8; interior surface, 5 YR 5.5/6. KMFG: A-I. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior 

surface: LST. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 4/6. Exterior and interior surfaces, linear. Exterior surface, 

light burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 90, Fig. 67 top left (p. 89). 

C.C:83 (21). Plates XXIII.i, CI.i. 

Jug (FS 115). Langada Tomb 2. LH IIIC Middle. Intact. Depositional wear: light. Light 

usewear. Rim: 7,5 cm. Height: 21 cm. Base: 7,2 cm. Weight: 0,108 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior 

and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: A-V. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: LST. 

Lustrous paint, 5 YR 4.5/6. Exterior and interior surfaces, linear. Exterior surface, light 

burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 90, Fig. 68 (p. 90). 

C.C:84 (50). Plates XXIII.l, CI.l. 

Jug (FS 115). Langada Tomb 17. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 60% of rim, 90% of handle, and 

20% of body missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Rim: 3,9 cm. Height: 10 cm. 

Base: 4,8 cm. Weight: 0,174 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 10 YR 7.5/2. 

KMFG: A-V. Wheel-coiled (Method 3-4). Finished. Exterior surface: LST. Lustrous paint, 7.5 

YR 3.5/2. Exterior and interior surfaces, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior 

surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 128, Fig. 112 bottom right (p. 129). 

C.C:85 (56). Plates XXIII.m, CI.m. 

Jug (FS 115). Langada Tomb 17. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 10% of body, and 40% of base 

missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 4 cm. Height: 7,3 cm. Base: 3,5 cm. 

Weight: 0,075 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 7.4/4. KMFG: A-VI. Wheel turned. 

Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped (on rim), 10 YR 7.5/4. Lustrous 

paint, 10 R 2.75/1 to 10 YR 7.5/8: tassel (FM 72; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior 

surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, smoothed. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 129, Fig. 112 top left (p. 129); Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 

80, 1102, Fig. 450 (p. 1101). 
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C.C:86 (65). Plates XXIII.n, CI.n. 

Jug (FS 115). Langada Tomb 19. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 20% of body, and 5% of base 

missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Rim: 3 cm. Height: 7,4 cm. Base: 3 cm. 

Weight: 0,078 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 7.5/3; interior surface, 5 YR 7.5/4. 

KMFG: A-II. Made in two stages: wheel-coiled (Method 2-3) lower body, and wheel turned 

upper body. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 10 YR 7.5/2. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 2.5/11: tassel 

(FM 72; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light 

burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 133, Fig. 117 left (p. 133); Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 81, 

1102, Fig. 450 (p. 1101). 

C.C:87 (77). Plates XXIV.a, CII.a. 

Jug (FS 115). Langada Tomb 23. LH IIIC Early. Intact. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. 

Rim: 4,5 cm. Height: 7,7 cm. Base: 3,2 cm. Weight: 0,107 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and 

interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: A-II. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: LST. 

Lustrous paint, 5 YR 2.75/1 to 2.5 YR 4.5/6. Exterior and interior surfaces, linear. Exterior 

surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 144, Fig. 131 top left (p. 144).  

C.C:88 (197). Plates XXIV.b, CII.b. 

Jug (FS 115). Langada Tomb 50. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 50% of rim, 40% of body, and 

base missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 4,1 cm. Height: 9,3 cm. Base: 3,7 

cm. Weight: 0,174 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Interior surface, 5 YR 7.5/4. KMFG: A-I. Wheel-coiled 

(Method 2). Finished. Exterior surface: monochrome treatment. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 5.5/6 to 

5 YR 6.5/8. Exterior surface, monochrome; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light 

burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 226, Fig. 245 left (p. 227). 

C.C:89 (282). Plates XXIV.c, CII.c. 

Jug (FS 115). Langada Tomb 10. LH IIIC Early. Intact. Depositional wear: minimal. Minimal 

usewear. Rim: 4,2 cm. Height: 9,7 cm. Base: 3,3 cm. Weight: 0,173 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior 

and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/8. KMFG: A-V. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: LST. 

Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 5/8 to 2.5 YR 3/4: tassel (FM 72; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; 

interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 108, Fig. 88 left (p. 109); Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 82, 

1102, Fig. 450 (p. 1101). 

C.C:90 (299). Plates XXIV.d, CII.d. 

Jug (FS 115). Eleona Tomb 2. LH IIIC Middle. Intact. Depositional wear: light. Minimal 

usewear. Rim: 4,8 cm. Height: 9,2 cm. Base: 3,5 cm. Weight: 0,141 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior 

and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/4. KMFG: A-V. Wheel turned. Finished. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 

3.5/2. Exterior and interior surfaces, linear. Exterior surface, burnished; interior surface, 

smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 34-35, Fig. top centre (p. 34). 
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C.C:91 (308). Plates XXIV.e, CII.e. 

Jug (FS 115). Eleona Tomb 4. LH IIIC Early. Intact. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. 

Rim: 4,4 cm. Height: 8,8 cm. Base: 3,5 cm. Weight: 4,445 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 

5 YR 7.5/4. KMFG: A-II. Wheel-coiled (Method 2-3). Finished. Exterior surface: washed, 10 

YR 8/2. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/2: running spiral (FM 46; exterior). Exterior surface, 

patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 36, Fig. 10 top centre (p. 37). 

C.C:92 (327). Plates XXIV.f, CII.f. 

Jug (FS 115). Eleona Tomb 7. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 5% of base missing. Depositional 

wear: light. Minimal usewear. Rim: 3,2 cm. Height: 8,2 cm. Base: 3,4 cm. Weight: 0,104 kg. 

KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 8/4 to 10 YR 8/2. KMFG: A-IV. Wheel turned. Finished. 

Exterior surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped (on rim), 10 YR 8/2. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 

3.5/2 to 10 R 4.5/6. Exterior and interior surfaces, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; 

interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 43, Fig. 14 middle right (p. 43). 

C.C:93 (340). Plates XXIV.g, CII.g. 

Jug (FS 115). Eleona Tomb 4. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 30% of rim, and 10% of body missing. 

Depositional wear: light. Minimal usewear. Rim: 4,7 cm. Height: 7,6 cm. Base: 3,3 cm. Weight: 

0,128 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/4. KMFG: A-VI. Wheel-

coiled (Method 3-4). Finished. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/2. Exterior and interior surfaces, linear. 

Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 36, Fig. 10 top centre (p. 37). 

C.C:94 (345). Plates XXIV.h, CII.h. 

Jug (FS 115). Eleona Tomb 12. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 60% of rim, 90% of handle, 30% of 

body, and 20% of base missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 3,4 cm. Height: 

7,9 cm. Base: 3,9 cm. Weight: 0,100 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 10 YR 

8/2. KMFG: A-V. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: LST. Lustrous paint, 10 YR 2.5/1: 

necklace (FM 72; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, 

light burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 52-53, Fig. 22 top left (p. 51); Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 129, 

1112, Fig. 455 (p. 1111). 

C.C:95 (441). Plates XXIV.i, CII.i. 

Jug (FS 115). Langada stray find. LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 10% of rim and 

body missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 3,9 cm. Height: 8,3 cm. Base: 3,4 

cm. Weight: 0,123 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 6.5/4. KMFG: A-

II. Wheel-coiled (Method 3). Finished. Exterior surface: LST. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 2.75/2 to 

10 R 4.5/8: isolated semi-circles (FM 43; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, 

linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 278, Fig. 317 left (p. 278). 
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C.C:96 (445). Plates XXIV.l, CII.l. 

Jug (FS 115). Langada stray find. LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle. Intact. Depositional wear: 

medium. Light usewear. Rim: 4,7 cm. Height: 8,2 cm. Base: 3,3 cm. Weight: 0,116 kg. KCCS: 

MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 8/4. KMFG: A-V. Wheel turned. Finished. 

Exterior surface: monochrome treatment. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3/2 to 5 YR 3.5/4. Exterior 

surface, monochrome; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, 

wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 278, Fig. 317 right (p. 278). 

C.C:97 (454). Plates XXIV.m, CII.m. 

Jug (FS 115). Langada stray find. LH IIIC Early. Restored: rim, 90% of handle, 30% of body, 

and 20% of base missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 4,5 cm. Height: 9,6 

cm. Base: 3,7 cm. Weight: 0,167 kg. KCCS: MyPF. KMFG: A-V. Wheel-coiled (Method 2-3). 

Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 10 YR 8/4. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 6/9. Exterior and interior 

surfaces, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 278, Fig. 317 centre (p. 278).  

C.C:98 (642). Plates XXIV.n, CII.n. 

Jug (FS 115). Langada Tomb 17. LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 40% of rim, and 

20% of body missing. Depositional wear: minimal. Light usewear. Rim: 4 cm. Height: 8,8 cm. 

Base: 3,9 cm. Weight: 0,131 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 5.5/8. 

KMFG: A-V. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: LST. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 2.75/2 to 5 

YR 4.5/6: wavy line (FM 53; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. 

Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 128, Fig. 112 top right (p. 129). 

C.C:99 (5). Plates XXVI.a, CIV.a. 

Narrow-necked jug (FS 121). Langada Tomb 8. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 5% of body missing. 

Depositional wear: minimal. Light usewear. Rim: 6,7 cm. Height: 20,1 cm. Base: 6,2 cm. 

Weight: 0,600 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: A-IV. 

Wheel-coiled (Method 3-4). Finished. Exterior surface: LST. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 2.5/1 to 5 

YR 5/6: wavy line (FM 53; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. 

Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 98, Fig. 77 left (p. 97). 

C.C:100 (7). Plates XXVI.b, CIV.b. 

Narrow-necked jug (FS 121). Langada Tomb 8. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 5% of body missing. 

Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 6,9 cm. Height: 16,3 cm. Base: 6,2 cm. Weight: 

0,618 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: A-II. Wheel turned. 

Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 7.5 YR 7/4; interior surface: LST. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 

4.5/6 to 5 YR 2.5/1: wavy line (FM 53; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, 

linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, smoothed. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 97-98, Fig. 77 right (p. 97); Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 131, 

1112, Fig. 455 (p. 1111). 
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C.C:101 (67). Plates XXVI.c, CIV.c. 

Narrow-necked jug (FS 121). Langada Tomb 20. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 10% of body, and 

5% of base missing. Depositional wear: light. Minimal usewear. Rim: 7,4 cm. Height: 20,9 cm. 

Base: 7 cm. Weight: 0,755 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 7.5/4. 

KMFG: A-II. Wheel-coiled (Method 3-4). Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; interior surface: 

slipped (on rim), 10 YR 7.5/3. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 3.5/2 to 2.5 YR 5.5/8: tassel (FM 72; 

exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; 

interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 134-135, Fig. 120 left (p. 135); Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 

132, 1112, Fig. 455 (p. 1111). 

C.C:102 (166). Plates XXVI.d, CIV.d. 

Narrow-necked jug (FS 121). Langada Tomb 44. LH IIIC Middle. Intact. Depositional wear: 

light. Light usewear. Rim: 6,3 cm. Height: 18,5 cm. Base: 5,2 cm. Weight: 0,509 kg. KCCS: 

MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: A-VI. Made in two stages: wheel-

coiled (Method 3-4) lower body, and wheel turned upper body. Finished. Exterior surface: 

slipped; interior surface: slipped (on rim), 10 YR 3/1. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 3.5/0: chevron, 

and isolated semi-circles (FM 42, 58; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, 

linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 204, Fig. 214 bottom left (p. 203); Mountjoy 1999, inv. 

no. 130, 1112, Fig. 455 (p. 1111).  

C.C:103 (173). Plates XXIX.c, CVII.c. 

Round-mouthed jug. Langada Tomb 45. LH IIIC Middle. Intact. Depositional wear: medium. 

Minimal usewear. Rim: 9,8 cm. Height: 26,1 cm. Base: 8,7 cm. Weight: 1,444 kg. KCCS: MB. 

Exterior surface, 7.5 YR 6.5/4. KMFG: B-VIII. Wheel-coiled (Method 3-4). Finished. Exterior 

surface: monochrome treatment. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 3.5/0. Exterior surface, monochrome; 

interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 209, Fig. 221 bottom right (p. 211); Vitale 2017, 155, Pl. 

1:f (p.157); Vitale and Trecarichi 2015, 328, Fig. 3a (pp. 322-323). 

C.C:104 (78). Plates XXX.b, CVIII.d. 

Lekythos (FS 122). Langada Tomb 23. LH IIIC Early. Intact. Depositional wear: minimal. 

Minimal usewear. Rim: 4 cm. Height: 10,3 cm. Base: 3,9 cm. Weight: 0,148 kg. KCCS: MyPF. 

Exterior surface, 5 YR 7.5/4; interior surface, 10 YR 7.5/3. KMFG: A-VII. Wheel turned. 

Finished. Exterior surface: LST. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 4.5/2 to 2.5 YR 5.5/8: triglyph (FM 75; 

exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; 

interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 144, Fig. 131 top right (p. 144). 

C.C:105 (104). Plates XXX.c, CVIII.e. 

Lekythos (FS 122). Langada Tomb 10. LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 60% of rim, 

10% of body, and 5% of base missing. Depositional wear: light. Minimal usewear. Rim: 3,4 

cm. Height: 8,5 cm. Base: 3,4 cm. Weight: 0,206 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior 

surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/8. KMFG: A-VI. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 7.5 YR 

7.5/4. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 5.5/8. Exterior and interior surfaces, linear. Exterior surface, light 

burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 108, Fig. 85 middle right (p. 104). 
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C.C:106 (107). Plates XXX.d, CVIII.f. 

Lekythos (FS 122). Langada Tomb 10. LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle. Intact. Depositional 

wear: heavy. Light usewear. Rim: 1,8 cm. Height: 7,8 cm. Base: 2,9 cm. Weight: 0,068 kg. 

KCCS: MyPF. Interior surface, 5 YR 6.5/4. KMFG: A-V. Made in two stages: wheel-coiled 

(Method 1-2) lower body, and handbuilt upper body. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 7.5 

YR 7.5/4. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 5.5/8: tassel (FM 72; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned. 

Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 108, Fig. 85 middle left (p. 104). 

C.C:107 (245). Plates XXX.e, CVIII.g. 

Lekythos (FS 122). Langada Tomb 60. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 10% of body missing. 

Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 2,5 cm. Height: 9,1 cm. Base: 4 cm. Weight: 

0,123 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 7/6. KMFG: A-II. Wheel turned. Finished. 

Exterior surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped (on rim), 7.5 YR 8/4. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 

5.5/8 to 2.5 YR 2.75/4: running spiral (FM 46; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior 

surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, smoothed. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 261-262, Fig. 291 top centre (p. 262); Mountjoy 1999, 

inv. no. 134, 1113, Fig. 455 (p. 1111). 

C.C:108 (321). Plates XXX.g, CVIII.h. 

Lekythos (FS 122). Eleona Tomb 6. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 5% of base missing. 

Depositional wear: light. Minimal usewear. Rim: 1,9 cm. Height: 8,5 cm. Base: 3,1 cm. Weight: 

0,121 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 7.5/4. KMFG: A-II. Wheel turned. 

Finished. Exterior surface: LST. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 6,5/8  to 5 YR 2.75/2: zigzag (FM 61; 

exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, polished and 

light burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 41-42, Fig. 13 top left (p. 41). 

C.C:109 (357). Plates XXX.h, CVIII.i. 

Lekythos (FS 122). Eleona Tomb 15. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 40% of rim, and 5% of body 

missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 2 cm. Height: 7,4 cm. Base: 3,2 cm. 

Weight: 0,087 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 10 YR 8/2. KMFG: A-VI. 

Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped (on rim), 10 YR 

7.5/3. Dull paint, 5 YR 3.5/1 to 5 YR 4.5/6: isolated semi-circles (FM 42; exterior). Exterior 

surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, 

smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 59, Fig. 30 top centre (p. 58); Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 133, 

1113, Fig. 455 (p. 1111). 

C.C:110 (290). Plates XXX.f, CVIII.b. 

Lekythos (FS 123). Langada stray find. LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 5% of rim, 

and 20% of body missing. Depositional wear: minimal. Minimal usewear. Rim: 6,6 cm. Height: 

23,9 cm. Base: 8,7 cm. Weight: 1,067 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 

4.5/6. KMFG: A-I. Made in two stages: wheel-coiled (Method 2-3) lower body, and wheel 

turned upper body. Finished. Exterior surface: LST. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3/2: wavy line (FM 

53; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light 

burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 276, Fig. 315 centre (p. 276).  
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C.C:111 (117). Plates XXVII.b, CV.b. 

Strainer jug (FS 127). Langada Tomb 34. LH IIIC Middle. Rim: 90% of spout, and 10% of 

body missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Rim: 3,2 cm. Height: 7,3 cm. Base: 

3,2 cm. Weight: 0,054 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 7.5/4. KMFG: 

A-I. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: LST. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 2.75/0: stemmed 

spiral (FM 51; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, 

light burnished and smoothed; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 165, 167, Fig. 170 middle left (p. 166). 

C.C:112 (177). Plates XXX.i, CVIII.a. 

Hydria (FS 128). Langada Tomb 45. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 20% of rim, 5% of body, and 

20% of base missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Rim: 12 cm. Height: 31,1 

cm. Base: 9,5 cm. Weight: 2,984 kg. KCCS: MyPMC. Exterior and interior surfaces, 6 YR 

6.5/4. KMFG: B-X. Wheel-coiled (Method 2-3). Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; interior 

surface: slipped (on rim), 10 YR 5.5/1. Dull paint, 5 YR 3.5/1. Exterior surface, linear. Exterior 

and interior surfaces, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 207, Fig. 220 bottom centre (p. 210). 

C.C:113 (344). Plates XXVII.e, CV.e. 

Trefoil-mouthed jug (FS 137). Eleona Tomb 12. LH IIIC Middle. Intact. Depositional wear: 

light. Minimal usewear. Rim: 6,7 cm. Height: 17,7 cm. Base: 5,9 cm. Weight: 0,528 kg. KCCS: 

MyPF. Exterior surface, 7.5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: A-VI. Wheel-coiled (Method 3-4). Finished. 

Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 4.5/8 to 7.5 YR 3.5/4: fish, joining semi-circles, concentric arcs, and 

elaborate triangle (FM 20 42, 44, 71; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, 

linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 51-52, Figg. 22 top centre, 23 a-b (pp. 51-52); Mountjoy 

1999, inv. no. 135, 1113, Fig. 456 (p. 1114).  

C.C:114 (151). Plates XXVII.a, CV.a. 

Strainer jug (FS 155). Langada Tomb 39. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 10% of spout and body 

missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 7 cm. Height: 19,1 cm. Base: 6,7 cm. 

Weight: 0,703 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 7.5/2. KMFG: A-VI. 

Wheel-coiled. Finished. Exterior surface: washed, 10 YR 6.5/3. Lustrous paint, 10 YR 2.5/1 to 

10 YR 5.5/8: serpent, fish, and wavy line (FM 8, 20, 53; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; 

interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 183, 186, Figg. 194 bottom left, 195 a-e (pp. 184-187); 

Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 137, 1113, Fig. 456 (p. 1114); Vitale et al. 2016, 250, Fig. 15i (p. 251). 

C.C:115 (205). Plates XXVII.c, CV.c. 

Strainer jug (FS 155). Langada Tomb 52. LH IIIC Middle. Restored. Depositional wear: light. 

Light usewear. Rim: 5,7 cm. Height: 18 cm. Base: 5,6 cm. Weight: 0,478 kg. KCCS: MyPMC. 

Interior surface, 2.5 YR 7.5/2. KMFG: B-X. Made in two stages: wheel-coiled lower body, and 

wheel turned upper body. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped (on rim), 

2.5 YR 7.5/2. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 3.5/2 to 2.5 YR 5.5/8: serpent, and variegated stone pattern 

(FM 8, 76; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned and plastic; interior surface, linear. Exterior 

surface, light burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 235, Figg. 257 left, 259 a-b (pp. 236-237); Mountjoy 

1999, inv. no. 136, 1113, Fig. 456 (p. 1114); Vitale et al. 2016, 250, Fig. 15h (p. 251). 
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C.C:116 (26). Plates XXXI.c, CIX.c. 

Feeding bottle (FS 162). Langada Tomb 4. LH IIIC Early. Restored. Deposition wear: minimal. 

Minimal usewear. Rim: 6,1 cm. Height: 10 cm. Base: 3,7 cm. Weight: 0,183 kg. KCCS: MyPF. 

Exterior surface, 5 YR 6.5/6; interior surface, 5 YR 6.5/8. KMFG: A-II. Wheel-coiled (Method 

2-3). Finished. Exterior surface: LST. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 4.5/6 to 2.5 YR 5.5/8: bars on rim, 

and wavy line (FM 53). Exterior and interior surfaces, patterned. Exterior surface, light 

burnished; interior surface; wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 93, Fig. 72 top right (p. 93). 

C.C:117 (27). Plates XXXI.d, CIX.d. 

Feeding bottle (FS 162). Langada Tomb 4. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 80% of spout missing. 

Depositional wear: minimal. Minimal usewear. Rim: 5,6 cm. Height: 9,8 cm. Base: 4 cm. 

Weight: 0,232 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 7.5 YR 6.5/4. KMFG: A-V. Wheel turned. 

Finished. Exterior surface: LST. Lustrous paint, 10 YR 6.5/6 to 10 YR 2.2/2: lozenge (FM 73; 

exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; 

interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 93, Fig. 72 top left (p. 93); Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 83, 

1102, Fig. 450 (p. 1101).  

C.C:118 (34). Plates XXXI.e, CIX.e. 

Feeding bottle (FS 162). Langada Tomb 11. LH IIIC Early. Full profile: 10% of spout missing. 

Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Rim: 6 cm. Height: 8,1 cm. Base: 3,6 cm. Weight: 

0,195 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 7/4. KMFG: A-VI. Wheel-

coiled (Method 2-3). Finished. Exterior surface: LST. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 3/0: dots on rim, 

rock pattern (FM 32; exterior). Exterior and interior surfaces, patterned. Exterior surface, light 

burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 114, Fig. 94 top left (p. 113).  

C.C:119 (42). Plates XXXI.f, CIX.f. 

Feeding bottle (FS 162). Langada stray find. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: spout missing. 

Depositional wear: light. Medium usewear. Rim: 6,6 cm. Height: 8,8 cm. Base: 3,4 cm. Weight: 

0,183 kg. KCCS: MyPMC. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: B-IX. Wheel-

coiled (Method 1). Finished. Dull paint, 10 R 4.5/8. Exterior and interior surfaces, linear. 

Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 278-279, Fig. 100 top left (p. 118). 

C.C:120 (54). Plates XXXII.a, CX.a. 

Feeding bottle (FS 162). Langada Tomb 10. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 10% of rim and body 

missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 7,1 cm. Height: 12,2 cm. Base: 5,2 cm. 

Weight: 0,379 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 6.5/4. KMFG: A-V. 

Wheel-coiled (Method 3-4). Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 10 YR 8/2. Lustrous paint, 2.5 

YR 5.5/8 to 5 YR 3.5/3: triglyph (FM 73; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, 

linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 109, Fig. 85 bottom centre (p. 104). 
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C.C:121 (64). Plates XXXII.b, CX.b. 

Feeding bottle (FS 162). Langada Tomb 19. LH IIIC Middle. Intact. Depositional wear: light. 

Minimal usewear. Rim: 6,2 cm. Height: 16,5 cm. Base: 4,4 cm. Weight: 0,278 kg. KCCS: 

MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 7.5/3. KMFG: A-I. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior 

surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped (on rim), 2.5 YR 7.5/2. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 2.75/1 

to 10 R 5.5/6: concentric circles on disk, and wavy line (FM 53; exterior). Exterior surface, 

patterned. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 133-134, Fig. 117 centre (p. 133); Mountjoy 1999, inv. 

no. 138, 1113, Fig. 456 (p. 1114). 

C.C:122 (100). Plates XXXII.c, CX.c. 

Feeding bottle (FS 162). Langada Tomb 10. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: handle, and 5% of body 

missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Rim: 5 cm. Height: 10,4 cm. Base: 3,7 

cm. Weight: 0,231 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/4. KMFG: A-

IV. Wheel-coiled (Method 3-4). Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped 

(on rim), 2.5 Y 8/2. Dull paint, 7.5 YR 4/2: wavy line (FM 53; exterior). Exterior surface, 

patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 108, Fig. 85 bottom left (p. 104). 

C.C:123 (150). Plates XXXII.d, CX.d. 

Feeding bottle (FS 162). Langada Tomb 39. LH IIIC Middle. Intact. Depositional wear: light. 

Light usewear. Rim: 5 cm. Height: 10,1 cm. Base: 4,4 cm. Weight: 0,188 kg. KCCS: MyPF. 

Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/4. KMFG: A-IV. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior 

surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped (on rim), 10 YR 7.5/3. Dull paint, 5 YR 3.5/4 to 10 R 

4.5/8: wavy line (FM 53; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned. Exterior surface, light 

burnished; interior surface, smoothed and wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 187, Fig. 194 top centre (p. 184); Mountjoy 1999, inv. 

no. 139, 1113, Fig. 456 (p. 1114). 

C.C:124 (196). Plates XXXII.e, CX.e. 

Feeding bottle (FS 162). Langada Tomb 50. LH IIIC Middle. Restored. Depositional wear: 

light. Minimal usewear. Rim: 7 cm. Height: 8,6 cm. Base: 4,4 cm. Weight: 0,272 kg. KCCS: 

MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 6.5/4. KMFG: A-VII. Wheel-coiled (Method 2-

3). Finished. Exterior surface: monochrome treatment. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 6.5/6 to 5 YR 4.5/3. 

Exterior surface, monochrome; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; 

interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 226, Fig. 245 right (p. 227). 

C.C:125 (225). Plates XXXII.f, CX.f. 

Feeding bottle (FS 162). Langada Tomb 57. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 5% of spout missing. 

Depositional wear: light. Minimal usewear. Rim: 4 cm. Height: 7 cm. Base: 2,9 cm. Weight: 

0,094 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: A-VII. Wheel-

coiled (Method 2-3). Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped (on rim), 10 

YR 8/2. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 5/8: zigzag (FM 61; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; 

interior surface, linear. Exterior and interior surfaces, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 251-252, Fig. 276 middle left (p. 250); Mountjoy 1999, 

inv. no. 140, 1113, Fig. 456 (p. 1114).  
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C.C:126 (332). Plates XXXIII.a, CXI.a. 

Feeding bottle (FS 162). Eleona Tomb 8. LH IIIC Middle. Intact. Depositional wear: light. 

Light usewear. Rim: 4,8 cm. Height: 9,2 cm. Base: 3,6 cm. Weight: 0,180 kg. KCCS: MyPF. 

Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 7.5/4. KMFG: A-IV. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior 

surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped (on rim), 10 YR 8/2. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 4.5/8: 

wavy line (FM 53; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned. Exterior surface, light burnished; 

interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 45-46, Fig. 16 bottom left (p. 45).  

C.C:127 (360). Plates XXXIII.b, CXI.b. 

Feeding bottle (FS 162). Eleona Tomb 15. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 10% of rim, and 20% of 

body missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Rim: 5,6 cm. Height: 10,4 cm. Base: 

4,6 cm. Weight: 0,221 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: 

A-V. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped (on rim), 2.5 

YR 8/2. Lustrous paint, 10 YR 3/2. Exterior and interior surfaces, linear. Exterior surface, light 

burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 59, Fig. 30 top right (p. 58).  

C.C:128 (443). Plates XXXIII.c, CXI.c. 

Feeding bottle (FS 162). Langada stray find. LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 80% of 

rim, and 20% of body missing. Depositional wear: minimal. Minimal usewear. Rim: 4,7 cm. 

Height: 10,9 cm. Base: 3,8 cm. Weight: 0,166 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 

7.5 YR 7.5/4. KMFG: A-VI. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: LST. Lustrous paint, 5 

YR 3.5/2. Exterior and interior surfaces, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior 

surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 278, Fig. 318 right (p. 278). 

C.C:129 (58). Plates XXXVIII.b, CXVI.b. 

Stirrup jar (FS 173). Langada Tomb 17. LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 20% of body, 

and 90% of base missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Spout: 1,3 cm. Disk:  1 

cm. Height: 4,8 cm. Base: 3,1 cm. Weight: 0,055 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 7.5 YR 

7.5/4. KMFG: A-I. Wheel-coiled (Method 2-3). Finished. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/3 to 7.5 YR 

4.5/6: circles (FM 41; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned. Exterior surface, light burnished; 

interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 130, Fig. 112 top centre (p. 129). 

C.C:130 (101). Plates XXXIX.a, CXVII.a. 

Stirrup jar (FS 174). Langada Tomb 10. LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 30% of body, 

and 20% of base missing. Depositional wear: heavy. Light usewear. Spout: 2,3 cm. Disk: 2,8 

cm. Height: 10,2 cm. Base: 3,7 cm. Weight: 0,169 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior 

surfaces, 7.5 YR 7.5/4. KMFG: A-V. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: washed, 10 YR 

7.5/2. Dull paint, 5 YR 3.5/1: motif worn off. Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, 

linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, smoothed. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 110, Fig. 85 middle centre (p. 104). 
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C.C.131 (106). Plates XXXIX.b, CXVII.b. 

Stirrup jar (FS 174). Langada Tomb 10. LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 60% of body, 

and base missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Spout: 2,3 cm. Disk: 3 cm. Height: 

10,5 cm. Base: 3,9 cm. Weight: 0,146 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 6.5/8. KMFG: 

A-V. Wheel turned. Finished. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 4.5/6 to 2.5 YR 3/2: spiral on disk, and 

flower (FM 18). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light 

burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 110, Figg. 85 middle centre, 90 (p. 104). 

C.C:132 (108). Plates XXXIX.c, CXVII.c. 

Stirrup jar (FS 174). Langada Tomb 10. LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 30% of body, 

and 20% of base missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Spout: 2,3 cm. Disk: 2,6 

cm. Height: 8,7 cm. Base: 3,8 cm. Weight: 0,121 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior 

surfaces, 5 YR 7.5/4. KMFG: A-V. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 7.5 YR 

6.5/2. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/2: concentric circles on disk. Exterior and interior surfaces, 

linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 110, Fig. 85 middle centre (p. 104).  

C.C:133 (216). Plates XXXIX.d, CXVII.d. 

Stirrup jar (FS 174). Langada Tomb 53. LH IIIC Early. Restored: spout, and 10% of body 

missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Spout: 2,4 cm. Disk: 3,2 cm. Height: 11,6 

cm. Base: 4,4 cm. Weight: 0,249 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 7.5 YR 6.5/4. KMFG: A-

V. Made in two stages: wheel-coiled (Method 2-3) lower body, and wheel turned upper body. 

Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 7.5 YR 8/4. Lustrous paint, 10 R 3.5/1 to 2.5 YR 3.5/8. 

Exterior surface, linear; interior surface, not visible. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior 

surface, not visible.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 241-242, Fig. 263 bottom left (p. 241). 

C.C:134 (221). Plates XXXIX.e, CXVII.e. 

Stirrup jar (FS 174). Langada Tomb 53. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 20% of body missing. 

Depositional wear: heavy. Light usewear. Spout: 2,1 cm. Disk: 2,7 cm. Height: 10 cm. Base: 

4,4 cm. Weight: 0,144 kg . KCCS: MyPF. KMFG: A-VII. Handbuilt. Finished. Lustrous paint, 

10 R 5/6 to 10 R 5.5/8. Exterior and interior surfaces, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; 

interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 242, Fig. 263 bottom right (p. 241).  

C.C:135 (256). Plates XXXIX.f, CXVII.f. 

Stirrup jar (FS 174). Langada Tomb 23. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 50% of spout, 40% of first 

handle, and 10% of base missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Spout: 2 cm. 

Disk: 2,5 cm. Height: 10 cm. Base: 4,4 cm. Weight: 0,174 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 

5 YR 7.5/4. KMFG: A-I. Made in two stages: wheel-coiled (Method 2-3) lower body, and wheel 

turned upper body. Finished. Lustrous paint, 10 R 2.75/1 to 10 R 5.5/8: chevron (FM 21; 

exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, not visible. Exterior surface, light 

burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 144-145, Figg. 131 bottom left, 132 (pp. 144-145). 
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C.C:136 (257). Plates XL.a, CXVIII.a. 

Stirrup jar (FS 174). Langada Tomb 23. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 10% of disk and base missing. 

Depositional wear: heavy. Light usewear. Spout: 2,6 cm. Disk: 3,1 cm. Height: 11,7 cm. Base: 

4,4 cm. Weight: 0,202 kg. KCCS: MyPMC. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/4. KMFG: 

B-V. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 10 YR 6.5/2. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 

2.75/1: concentric circles on disk. Exterior surface, linear (as preserved); interior surface, linear. 

Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 145, Fig. 131 bottom right (p. 144). 

C.C:137 (258). Plates XL.b, CXVIII.f. 

Stirrup jar (FS 174). Langada Tomb 23. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 10% of body missing. 

Depositional wear: heavy. Light usewear. Spout: 2,8 cm. Disk: 3,9 cm. Height: 15,2 cm. Base: 

6,1 cm. Weight: 0,542 kg. KCCS: MycIF (Crete). Exterior surface, 5 YR 5.5/6. Fine fabric. 

Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 2.5 YR 7.5/4. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 2.75/0 

to 2.5 YR 4.5/8: spiral on disk, and lozenge (FM 73; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; 

interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 145, Fig. 131 bottom centre (p. 144).  

C.C:138 (261). Plates XL.c, CXVIII.b. 

Stirrup jar (FS 174). Langada Tomb 22. LH IIIC Early. Restored: spout, and 40% of body 

missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Spout: 2 cm. Disk: 2,6 cm. Height: 9,3 cm. 

Base: 4,1 cm. Weight: 1,239 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 7.5/4. KMFG: A-VI. 

Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 10 YR 7.5/3. Lustrous paint, 10 YR 2.5/1 to 

10 YR 4.5/3: concentric circles on disk, and joining semi-circles (FM 42; exterior). Exterior 

surface, patterned; interior surface, not visible. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior 

surface, not visible.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 143, Figg. 129 top left, 130 (p. 143). 

C.C:139 (287). Plates XL.d, CXVIII.d. 

Stirrup jar (FS 174). Langada stray find. LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 5% of spout 

and body missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Spout: 2,7 cm. Disk: 4 cm. 

Height: 14,1 cm. Base: 5,2 cm. Weight: 0,417 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 

7.5 YR 8/6. KMFG: A-IV. Wheel turned. Finished. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 4.5/6 to 5 YR 2.75/2: 

spiral on disk, and chevron (FM 58; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, 

linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 286-287, Fig. 331 a-b (p.286). 

C.C:140 (288). Plates XL.e, CXVIII.e. 

Stirrup jar (FS 174). Langada stray find. LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle. Restored: spout, and 

10% of body missing. Depositional wear: light. Minimal usewear. Spout: 2,5 cm. Disk: 3,6 cm. 

Height: 11 cm. Base: 4,3 cm. Weight: 0,211 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 

5 YR 6.5/8. KMFG: A-I. Wheel turned. Finished. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 4.5/8 to 2.5 YR 2.75/4: 

spiral on disk, and tassel (FM 72; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, not 

visible. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 287, Fig. 332 a-b (p. 287).  
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C.C:141 (351). Plates XL.f, CXVIII.c. 

Stirrup jar (FS 174). Eleona Tomb 13. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 20% of spout and 10% of body 

missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Spout: 2,5 cm. Disk: 2,9 cm. Height: 11,3 

cm. Base: 4,4 cm. Weight: 0,180 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 7.5 YR 5.5/4. KMFG: A-

II. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: washed, 7.5 YR  7.5/4. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/1 

to 5 YR 3.5/2: spiral on disk, zigzag, and lozenge (FM 61, 73; exterior). Exterior surface, 

patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 54, Figg. 24 top right, 25 (p. 54). 

C.C:142  (1325). Plates XLI.a, CXIX.a. 

Stirrup jar (FS 174). Eleona Tomb 13. LH IIIC Early. Restored: disk, first handle, and 40% of 

body missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Spout: 2,2 cm. Disk: 2,95 cm. 

Height: 10,6 cm. Base: 4 cm. Weight: 0,205 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 7.5 YR 6.5/4. 

KMFG: A-I. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: washed, 7.5 YR 7.5/2  to 7.5 YR 7.5/4. 

Lustrous paint, 7.5 YR 2.5/0: lozenge (FM 73; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior 

surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 54, Fig. 24 top left (p. 54).  

C.C:143 (no number). Plates XLI.b, CXIX.b. 

Stirrup jar (FS 174). Langada Tomb 17. LH IIIC Early. Spout. Restored: first handle missing. 

Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Spout: 2,3 cm. Disk: 2,9 cm. Maximum diameter: 

14 cm. Weight: 0.145 kg. KCCS: MycIF (Argolid). Exterior surface, 10 YR 7.5/3. Fine fabric. 

Wheel turned. Finished. Lustrous paint, 7.5 YR 2.5/2 to 7.5 YR 5.5/4: concentric circles on 

disk, N pattern, and foliate band (FM 60, 64; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned, with ridge 

on false neck attachment; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior 

surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 130.  

C.C:144 (118). Plates XLI.c, CXIX.c. 

Stirrup jar (FS 175). Langada Tomb 34. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: spout missing. Depositional 

wear: medium. Light usewear. Spout: 2 cm. Disk: 2,3 cm. Height: 8,6 cm. Base: 3 cm. Weight: 

0,686 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 7.5/2. KMFG: A-II. Wheel 

turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 10 YR 8/2. Lustrous paint, 10 YR 4/3 to 5 YR 2.5/1: 

motif worn off. Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, not visible. Exterior surface, light 

burnished; interior surface, not visible.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 168, Fig. 170 middle right (p. 166).  

C.C:145 (163). Plates XLI.d, CXIX.d. 

Stirrup jar (FS 175). Langada Tomb 44. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 50% of spout missing. 

Depositional wear: heavy. Light usewear. Spout: 3,1 cm. Disk: 3,9 cm. Height: 18,8 cm. Base: 

5,6 cm. Weight: 0,842 kg. Possible import. Exterior surface, 7.5 YR 7.5/6. Medium-coarse 

fabric. Wheel turned. Finished. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 4.5/6 to 2.5 YR 2.75/0: octopus (FM 21; 

exterior). Exterior surface, patterned. Exterior surface, burnished; interior surface, wiped. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 204-205, Figg. 214 top centre, 215 a-b (p. 203). 
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C.C:146 (253). Plates XLI.e, CXIX.e. 

Stirrup jar (FS 175). Langada Tomb 61. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 20% of body missing. 

Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Spout: 2 cm. Disk: 2,4 cm. Height: 7,7 cm. Base: 

3,1 cm. Weight: 0,083 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: A-II. Wheel 

turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 7.5 YR 8/4. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 2.75/0 to 2.5 YR 

5.5/8: concentric circles on disk, flower, isolated semi-circles, and zigzag (FM 18, 58, 61; 

exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; 

interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 267, Figg. 297 top right, 298 (pp. 266-267). 

C.C:147 (1). Plates XLI.f, CXIX.f. 

Stirrup jar (FS 175, FS 176). Langada Tomb 6. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: spout missing. 

Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Spout: 2,6 cm. Disk: 3,3 cm. Height: 9,9 cm. Base: 4,2 

cm. Weight: 0,180 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 7/6. KMFG: A-V. Wheel turned. 

Finished. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/2: reserved band on disk, flower, and wavy line (FM 18, 53; 

exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, not visible. Exterior surface, light 

burnished; interior surface, not visible.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 96, Figg. 74 top right, 76 (p. 95). 

C.C:148 (6). Plates XLII.a, CXX.a. 

Stirrup jar (FS 175, FS 176). Langada Tomb 8. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 5% of spout and 

body missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Spout: 2,2 cm. Disk: 3 cm. Height: 11,5 

cm. Base: 3,8 cm. Weight: 0,239 kg. KCCS: MyPF. KMFG: A-IV. Wheel turned. Finished. 

Exterior surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped (on rim) 10 YR 8/2. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 

5/6: concentric circles on disk, antithetic spiral, and stemmed spiral (FM 50, 51; exterior). 

Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior 

surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 98, Figg. 78-79  (p. 98). 

C.C:149 (116). Plates XLII.b, CXX.b. 

Stirrup jar (FS 175, FS 176). Langada Tomb 34. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: spout, 30% of body 

missing. Depositional wear: heavy. Light usewear. Spout: 2 cm. Disk: 2,7 cm. Height: 10,7 cm. 

Base: 3,3 cm. Weight: 0,146 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 7/4. 

KMFG: A-VII. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped (on 

rim), 10 YR 8/2. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 2.75/2: spiral on disk, motif on shoulder worn off. 

Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, not visible. Exterior surface, light burnished; 

interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 168, Fig. 170 bottom left (p. 166). 

C.C:150 (148). Plates XLII.c, CXX.c. 

Stirrup jar (FS 175, FS 176). Langada Tomb 39. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 20% of body and 

base missing. Depositional wear: heavy. Light usewear. Spout: 2 cm. Disk: 2,2 cm. Height: 6,9 

cm. Base: 3,6 cm. Weight: 0,129 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 7.5/4. 

KMFG: A-IV. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: washed, 10 YR 8/2. Lustrous paint, 5 

YR 3.5/1 to 5 YR 5.5/6: spiral on disk, joining semi-circles, and wavy line (FM 42, 53; exterior). 

Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior 

surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 184, 194-195, Figg. 194 middle right, 200 (pp. 184, 194). 
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C.C:151 (168). Plates XLII.d, CXX.d. 

Stirrup jar (FS 175, FS 176). Langada Tomb 45. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 40% of spout 

missing. Depositional wear: heavy. Medium usewear. Spout: 2,6 cm. Disk: 3 cm. Height: 9,2 

cm. Base: 3,5 cm. Weight: 0,121 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 7.5 YR 7.5/4. KMFG: A-

I. Wheel turned. Finished. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/2: hatched triangle (FM 61.A). Exterior 

surface, patterned; interior surface, not visible. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior 

surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 210, Figg. 220 top left, 224 (p. 212). 

C.C:152 (171). Plates XLII.e, CXX.e. 

Stirrup jar (FS 175, FS 176). Langada Tomb 45. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: spout, and 40% of 

body missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Spout: 2,7 cm. Disk: 2,7 cm. Height: 

10,7 cm. Base: 4,3 cm. Weight: 0,215 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: 

A-V. Wheel turned. Finished. Lustrous paint, 7.5 YR 3.5/2: spiral on disk, and joining semi-

circles (FM 42; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, not visible. surface, light 

burnished; interior surface, not visible.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 210 Fig. 221 top left (p. 211). 

C.C:153 (no number). Plates XLII.f, CXX.f. 

Stirrup jar (FS 175, FS 176). Langada Tomb 20. LH IIIC Middle. Body sherd. Depositional 

wear: medium. Light usewear. Maximum diameter: 10,9 cm. Weight: 0,105 kg. KCCS: MyPF. 

Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 6.5/4. KMFG: A-VI. Wheel turned. Finished. Lustrous 

paint, 5 YR 4.5/3 to 5 YR 5.5/3: isolated semi-circles, and tassel (FM 43, 72; exterior). Exterior 

surface, patterned. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 135, Fig. 120 centre (p. 135). 

C.C:154 (44). Plates XLIII.a, CXXI.a. 

Stirrup jar (FS 176). Langada stray find. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 60% of spout, 5% of disk, 

10% of first handle, 5% of body, and 10% of base missing. Depositional wear: light. Light 

usewear. Spout: 2,4 cm. Disk: 2,4 cm. Height: 8 cm. Base: 3,7 cm. Weight: 0,091 kg. KCCS: 

MyPF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 7.5/4. KMFG: A-IV. Wheel-coiled. Finished. Exterior surface: 

slipped, 10 YR 7.5/2. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 2.75/4: spiral and disk, goat, and U pattern (FM 

6, 45; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, not visible. Exterior surface, light 

burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 292-293, Figg. 100 top centre, 339 (pp. 118, 293); 

Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 150, 1118, Fig. 458 (p. 1119).  

C.C:155 (47). Plates XLIII.b, CXXI.b. 

Stirrup jar (FS 176). Langada Tomb 15. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 5% of disk missing. 

Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Spout: 2,7 cm. Disk: 3,9 cm. Height: 12,8 cm. 

Base: 5,6 cm. Weight: 0,345 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: A-VI. 

Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 7.5 YR 7.5/6. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 

2.75/2:,concentric circles on disk and tassel (FM 72; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; 

interior surface, not visible. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, not visible. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 123, Figg. 104 bottom centre, 105 (p. 122). 
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C.C:156 (60). Plates XLIII.c, CXXI.c. 

Stirrup jar (FS 176). Langada Tomb 18. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 10% of base missing. 

Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Spout: 2,4 cm. Disk: 2,6 cm. Height: 10,4 cm. Base: 4 

cm. Weight: 0,165 kg. Possible import. Exterior surface, 7.5 YR 7.5/4. Fine fabric. Wheel 

turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 7.5 YR 7.5/4. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 2.75/1 to 2.5 YR 

4.5/8: concentric circles on disk, isolated semi-circles, and zigzag (FM 43, 61; exterior). 

Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior 

surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 131-132, Figg. 113 top left, 115 (p. 130); Mountjoy 1999, 

inv. no. 155, 1118, 1120, Fig. 459 (p. 1120). 

C.C:157 (63). Plates XLIII.d, CXXI.d. 

Stirrup jar (FS 176). Langada Tomb 18. LH IIIC Middle. Intact. Depositional wear: light. Light 

usewear. Spout: 2,6 cm. Disk: 3 cm. Height: 10,6 cm. Base: 4,4 cm. Weight: 0,183 kg. KCCS: 

MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 7.5/4. KMFG: A-VI. Wheel turned. Finished. 

Exterior surface: slipped, 10 YR 7.5/3. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/1 to 5 YR 6.5/8: diagonal 

pattern, and elaborate triangle (FM 55, 71; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior 

surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, smoothed. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 131, Figg. 133 top right, 114 (p. 130); Mountjoy 1999, 

inv. no. 152, 1118, Fig. 458 (p. 1119). 

C.C:158 (98). Plates XLIII.e, CXXI.e. 

Stirrup jar (FS 176). Langada Tomb 33. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 20% of body missing. 

Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Spout: 3,1 cm. Disk: 3,8 cm. Height: 15,7 cm. 

Base: 4,9 cm. Weight: 0,458 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 7.5/4. 

KMFG: A-I. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 10 YR 8/2. Lustrous paint, 2.5 

YR 6.5/8 to 5 YR 3.5/3: concentric circles on disk, isolated semi-circles, and zigzag (FM 43, 

61; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light 

burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 163, Figg. 164 left, 165 (p. 162). 

C.C:159 (110). Plates XLIII.f, CXXI.f. 

Stirrup jar (FS 176). Langada Tomb 10. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 10% of body missing. 

Depositional wear: heavy. Light usewear. Spout: 2,8 cm. Disk: 2,5 cm. Height: 13,1 cm. Base: 

4,6 cm. Weight: 0,233 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 6/6. KMFG: A-V. Wheel 

turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 10 YR 8/2. Dull paint, 5 YR 3/3: concentric circles 

on disk, stemmed spiral, and hatched triangle (FM 51, 61.A; exterior). Exterior surface, 

patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, smoothed. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 104, 109-110, Figg. 85 middle centre, 89 (pp. 104, 110); 

Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 158, 1118, Fig. 459 (p. 1120). 

C.C:160 (119). Plates XLIV.a, CXXII.a. 

Stirrup jar (FS 176). Langada Tomb 34. LH IIIC Middle. Intact. Depositional wear: light. Light 

usewear. Spout: 2,6 cm. Disk: 2,9 cm. Height: 13,8 cm. Base: 4,2 cm. Weight: 0,233 kg. KCCS: 

MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 5.5/4. KMFG: A-VII. Wheel turned. Finished. 

Exterior surface: washed, 10 YR 8/2. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 5/8 to 5 YR 4/2: concentric circles 

on disk, lily, stemmed spiral, and chevron (FM 9, 51, 58; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; 

interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, smoothed.   

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 167-168, Figg. 170 middle centre, 171 (p. 166); Mountjoy 

1999, inv. no. 151, 1118, Fig. 458 (p. 1119). 
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C.C:161 (121). Plates XLIV.b, CXXII.b. 

Stirrup jar (FS 176). Langada Tomb 34. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 60% of spout, and 10% of 

body missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Spout: 2,4 cm. Disk: 2,7 cm. Height: 

12,5 cm. Base: 4,6 cm. Weight: 0,269 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 

6.5/4. KMFG: A-VII. Wheel-coiled (Method 3). Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 10 YR 8/2. 

Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 4.5/6: concentric circles on disk, and lozenge (FM 73; exterior). Exterior 

surface, patterned; interior surface, not visible. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior 

surface, not visible.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 168, Fig. 170 bottom right (p. 166).  

C.C:162 (146). Plates XLIV.c, CXXII.c. 

Stirrup jar (FS 176). Langada Tomb 39. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 10% of disk, and 20% of 

body missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Spout: 2,6 cm. Disk: 3,5 cm. Height: 12 

cm. Base: 4,2 cm. Weight: 0,225 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 6.5/4. 

KMFG: A-V. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 10 YR 8/2. Lustrous paint, 5 

YR 3.5/4: concentric circles on disk, stemmed spiral, and wavy line (FM 51, 53; exterior). 

Exterior surface, patterned, with ridge on false neck attachment; interior surface, linear. 

Exterior surface, burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 194, Figg. 194 middle left, 199 (p. 184); Mountjoy 1999, 

inv. no. 145, 1118, Fig. 457 (p. 1117). 

C.C:163 (152). Plates XLIV.d, CXXII.d. 

Stirrup jar (FS 176). Langada Tomb 39. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 5% of body, and 40% of 

base missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Spout: 4,1 cm. Disk: 6 cm. Height: 22 

cm. Base: 8 cm. Weight: 1,211 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 10 R 5/4. 

KMFG: A-II. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; interior surface: slipped (on 

rim), 10 YR 8/3. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 5.5/8 to 5 YR 3.5/3: bird, rosette, fish, octopus, isolated 

semi-circles, chevron and lozenge (FM 7, 17, 20, 21, 43, 58, 73; exterior). Exterior surface, 

patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 188-192, Figg. 194 bottom right, 196 a-e, 197 (pp. 184, 

188-193); Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 141, 1116, Fig. 456 (p. 1114). 

C.C:164 (153). Plates XLV.a, CXXIII.a. 

Stirrup jar (FS 176). Langada Tomb 39. LH IIIC Middle. Intact. Depositional wear: minimal. 

Light usewear. Spout: 2,8 cm. Disk: 3,5 cm. Height: 12,8 cm. Base: 5 cm. Weight: 0,287 kg. 

KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 5.5/6. KMFG: A-I. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior 

surface: slipped, 2.5 YR 0/2. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/3 to 5 YR 3.5/2: concentric circles and 

chevron on disk, running spiral, and stemmed spiral (FM 58, 46, 51; exterior). Exterior surface, 

patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 193-194, Figg. 194 middle centre, 198 (pp. 184, 194); 

Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 144, 1118, Fig. 457 (p. 1117).  
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C.C:165 (162). Plates XLV.b, CXXIII.b. 

Stirrup jar (FS 176). Langada Tomb 44. LH IIIC Middle. Intact. Depositional wear: light. Light 

usewear. Spout: 2,3 cm. Disk: 3,1 cm. Height: 14 cm. Base: 4,5 cm. Weight: 0,285 kg. KCCS: 

MyPF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: A-I. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: 

washed, 10 YR 8/2. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/4 to 5 YR 2.75/2: spiral on disk, wavy line, and 

isolated semi-circles (FM 53, 58; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. 

Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 205, Figg. 214 top left, 216 (pp. 203, 206); Mountjoy 

1999, inv. no. 156, 1118, Fig. 459 (p. 1120). 

C.C:166 (167). Plates XLV.c, CXXIII.c. 

Stirrup jar (FS 176). Langada Tomb 44. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 10% of disk, 5% of first 

handle, and 30% of body missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Spout: 2 cm. Disk: 

3,5 cm. Height: 9,6 cm. Base: 5 cm. Weight: 0,290 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 

6.5/4. KMFG: A-IV. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 10 YR 8/2. Lustrous 

paint, 5 YR 4/6 to 2.5 YR 2.75/0: concentric circles on disk, bird, fish, chequer, and isolated 

semi-circles (FM 7, 20, 56, 58; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. 

Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 205-206, Figg. 214 top right, 217 a-d (pp. 203, 206); 

Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 148, 1118, Fig. 458 (p. 1119). 

C.C:167 (169). Plates XLV.d, CXXIII.d. 

Stirrup jar (FS 176). Langada Tomb 45. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 30% of body missing. 

Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Spout: 2,6 cm. Disk: 3 cm. Height: 11,3 cm. Base: 

4,4 cm. Weight: 0,198 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 6.5/4. KMFG: A-II. Wheel 

turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 10 YR 8/2. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 2.75/0 to 5 YR 

2.75/2: concentric circles on disk, isolated semi-circles, zigzag, and steamer (FM 58, 61, 62; 

exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; 

interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 211, Figg. 221 top right, 223 (p. 212); Mountjoy 1999, 

inv. no. 153, 1118, Fig. 458 (p. 1119). 

C.C:168 (170). Plates XLV.e, CXXIV.a. 

Stirrup jar (FS 176). Langada Tomb 45. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 60% of spout, and 30% of 

body missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Spout: 3,3 cm. Disk: 4,3 cm. Height: 

18,6 cm. Base: 6,6 cm. Weight: 1,008 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 7.5 YR 6.5/6. 

KMFG: A-I. Wheel turned. Finished. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 2.5.5/1 to 5 YR 5.5/8: spiral on disk, 

joining semi-circles, isolated semi-circles, and running spiral (FM 42, 43, 46; exterior). Exterior 

surface, patterned; interior surface, not visible. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior 

surface, not visible.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 209-210, Figg. 221 top centre, 222 (pp. 211-212); 

Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 143, 1118, Fig. 457 (p. 1117).  
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C.C:169 (186). Plates XLVI.a, CXXIV.b. 

Stirrup jar (FS 176). Langada Tomb 47. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 20% of spout, and 10% of 

disk and body missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Spout: 2,9 cm. Disk: 4 cm. 

Height: 16,7 cm. Base: 6 cm. Weight: 0,562 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 6.5/4. 

KMFG: A-VI. Wheel-coiled (Method 2-3). Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 7.5 YR 8/4. 

Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 3.5/2 to 5 YR 4.5/6: rosette, circles, isolated semi-circles, concentric 

arcs, chevron, zigzag, and foliate band (FM 17, 41, 43, 44, 58, 61, 64; exterior). Exterior 

surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, 

smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 220, 222, Figg. 235-236 (pp. 221-222); Mountjoy 1999, 

inv. no. 154, 1118, Fig. 459 (p. 1120).  

C.C:170 (192). Plates XLVI.b, CXXIV.c. 

Stirrup jar (FS 176). Langada Tomb 50. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: spout missing. Depositional 

wear: light. Light usewear. Spout: 2,5 cm. Disk: 2,7 cm. Height: 11,7 cm. Base: 3,9 cm. Weight: 

0,216 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 7/6. KMFG: A-VI. Wheel turned. Finished. 

Exterior surface: slipped, 7.5 YR 8/4. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 5/8: zigzag, with concentric circles 

on disk and base (FM 61; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, not visible. 

Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, not visible. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 227, Figg. 242 top right, 246 (p. 225); Mountjoy 1999, 

inv. no. 157, 1118, Fig. 459 (p. 1120).  

C.C:171 (269). Plates XLVI.c, CXXIV.d. 

Stirrup jar (FS 176). Langada stray find. LH IIIC Middle. Restored. Depositional wear: 

medium. Light usewear. Spout: 2,9 cm. Disk: 3,3 cm. Height: 14 cm. Base: 5,3 cm. Weight: 

0,300 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: A-V. Wheel turned. 

Finished. Exterior surface: washed, 7.5 YR 7.5/4. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/3 to 2.5 YR 5.5/8: 

spiral on disk, fish, chequer, isolated semi-circles, steamer, and triglyph (FM 20, 56, 58, 62, 75; 

exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; 

interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 289, Fig. 335 a-e (pp. 290-291); Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 

147, 1118, Fig. 458 (p. 1119). 

C.C:172 (270). Plates XLVII.a, CXXV.a. 

Stirrup jar (FS 176). Langada stray find. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 10% of body, and 5% of 

base missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Spout: 3,1 cm. Disk: 4,6 cm. Height: 

20,3 cm. Base: 6,7 cm. Weight: 0,030 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 

6.5/8. KMFG: A-II. Wheel-coiled (Method 3-4). Finished. Exterior surface: slipped; interior 

surface: slipped (on rim), 10 YR 8/3. Lustrous paint, 10 R 5/8: concentric circles on disk, bird, 

octopus, joining semi-circles, and isolated semi-circles (FM 7, 21, 42, 43; exterior). Exterior 

surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, 

smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 270, Fig. 334 a-e (pp. 288-289).  
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C.C:173 (297). Plates XLVII.b, CXXV.b. 

Stirrup jar (FS 176). Eleona Tomb 1. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 5% of disk and body missing. 

Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Spout: 3,4 cm. Disk: 7,4 cm. Height: 26,3 cm. 

Base: 9 cm. Weight: 1,518 kg. KCCS: MycIF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 7.5/3. Fine fabric. Wheel 

turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 10 YR 7.5/3. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/2 to 10 R 

5/8: rosette, fish, octopus, concentric arcs, and zigzag (FM 17, 20, 21, 44, 61; exterior). Exterior 

surface, patterned, with ridge on false neck attachment; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, 

burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 32-33, Figg. 4 left, 5 a-c, 6 (p. 32-33). 

C.C:174 (330). Plates XLVIII.a, CXXVI.a. 

Stirrup jar (FS 176). Eleona Tomb 7. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 50% of spout missing. 

Depositional wear: heavy. Light usewear. Spout: 2,8 cm. Disk: 2,8 cm. Height: 12,2 cm. Base: 

4,2 cm. Weight: 0,316 kg. KCCS: MycIF (Crete). Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 7.5/6. 

Fine fabric. Wheel-coiled (Method 2-3). Finished. Lustrous paint, 10 R 4.5/8: reserved band on 

disk, octopus, rosette, and isolated semi-circles (FM 21, 27, 43; exterior). Exterior surface, 

patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 44, Figg. 14 top, 15 (pp. 43-44); Vitale 2016, 84, Fig. 5.3:h 

(p. 85).  

C.C:175 (342). Plates XLVIII.b, CXXVI.b. 

Stirrup jar (FS 176). Eleona Tomb 11. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 20% of spout missing. 

Depositional wear: heavy. Minimal usewear. Spout: 2,55 cm. Disk: 3,2 cm. Height: 16,3 cm. 

Base: 5,2 cm. Weight: 0,559 kg. KCCS: MycIF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 10 YR 7/3. Fine 

fabric. Wheel turned. Finished. Lustrous paint, 10 YR 2.5/2: spiral on disk, and octopus (FM 

21; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, not visible. Exterior surface, light 

burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 50, Fig. 20 bottom centre (p. 49).  

C.C:176 (343). Plates XLVIII.c, CXXVI.c. 

Stirrup jar (FS 176). Eleona Tomb 11. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 5% of disk missing. 

Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Spout: 2,1 cm. Disk: 3 cm. Height: 11,8 cm. Base: 

4,4 cm. Weight: 0,225 kg. KCCS: MycIF (Argolid). Exterior and interior surfaces, 10 YR 8/2. 

Fine fabric. Wheel turned. Finished. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/2 to 10 R 4.5/8: spiral on disk, 

rosette, and triangular patch (FM 27, 42; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, 

linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 49, Figg. 20 bottom right, 21 a-b (pp. 49-50); Mountjoy 

1999, inv. no. 159, 1121, Fig. 459 (p. 1120). 

C.C:177 (358). Plates XLVIII.d, CXXVI.d. 

Stirrup jar (FS 176). Eleona Tomb 15. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 10% of body missing. 

Depositional wear: heavy. Light usewear. Spout: 2 cm. Disk: 2,9 cm. Height: 11,1 cm. Base: 

3,6 cm. Weight: 0,177 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: A-V. Wheel 

turned. Finished. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 2.75/0 to 5 YR 4.5/6: concentric circles on disk, and 

isolated semi-circles (FM 42; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. 

Exterior surface, burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 63, Figg. 30 middle centre, 34 (pp. 58, 62). 
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C.C:178 (363). Plates XLIX.a, CXXVII.a. 

Stirrup jar (FS 176). Eleona Tomb 15. LH IIIC Middle. Restored. Depositional wear: medium. 

Light usewear. Spout: 3,2 cm. Disk: 6 cm. Height: 25,6 cm. Base: 7,8 cm. Weight: 1,316 kg. 

KCCS: MycIF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 7/2. Fine fabric. Wheel turned. Finished. 

Exterior surface: slipped, 7.5 YR 6.5/4. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/1 to 2.5 YR 4.5/6: rosette, 

fish, octopus, isolated semi-circles, concentric arcs, and zigzag (FM 20, 21, 43, 44, 61; exterior). 

Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, polished and wiped; 

interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 62-62, Figg. 30 bottom left, 32 a-d, 33 (pp. 58, 60-61).  

C.C:179 (392). Plates XLIX.b, CXXVII.b. 

Stirrup jar (FS 176). Langada Tomb 6. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 20% of body missing. 

Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Spout: 2,3 cm. Disk: 3 cm. Height: 11,3 cm. Base: 

4,4 cm. Weight: 0,188 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: 

A-VI. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 10 YR 8/2. Lustrous paint, 7.5 YR 

4/6: spiral on disk, isolated semi-circles, stemmed spiral, and chevron (FM 43, 51, 58; exterior). 

Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior 

surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 96-97, Figg. 74 top left, 75 (pp. 95-96); Mountjoy 1999, 

inv. no. 146, 1118, Fig. 457 (p. 1117).  

C.C:180 (465). Plates XLIX.c, CXXVII.c. 

Stirrup jar (FS 176). Langada Tomb 32. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 30% of body missing. 

Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Spout: 2,9 cm. Disk: 3,9 cm. Height: 12,8 cm. Base: 

4,3 cm. Weight: 0,316 kg. Possible import. Exterior surface, 5 YR 6.5/8. Fine fabric. Wheel 

turned. Finished. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 5.5/8: concentric circles on base, bird, chevron, and 

lozenge (FM 7, 58, 73; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. surface, 

light burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 161-162, Figg. 162 right, 163 (p. 161); Mountjoy 1999, 

inv. no. 149, 1118, Fig. 458 (p. 1119). 

C.C:181 (1284). Plates L.a, CXXVIII.a. 

Stirrup jar (FS 176). Langada Tomb 41. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: spout, disk, 40% of first 

handle, and 30% of body missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Spout: 2,9 cm. Disk: 

3,4 cm. Height: 11,7 cm. Base: 4,5 cm. Weight: 0,250 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 5 

YR 6.5/6. KMFG: A-I. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: LST. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 

3.5/2: concentric semi-circles (FM 43; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, 

not visible. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, smoothed. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 198, Figg. 204 bottom right, 205 (p. 197).  

C.C:182 (1285). Plates L.b, CXXVIII.b. 

Stirrup jar (FS 176). Langada Tomb 43. LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 60% of body, 

and base missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Spout: 2,2 cm. Disk: 2,7 cm. Height: 

11,2 cm. Base: 4,4 cm. Weight: 0,235 kg. KCCS: MycIF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 6.5/6. Fine 

fabric. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 10 YR 8/2. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 

3/1 to 5 YR 4.5/3: concentric circles on disk, isolated semi-circles, zigzag, and lozenge (FM 

43, 61, 73; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light 

burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 201-202, Figg. 211 bottom right, 212 (p. 201). 
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C.C:183 (1286). Plates L.c, CXXVIII.c. 

Stirrup jar (FS 176). Langada Tomb 61. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 70% of body, and base 

missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Spout: 2,6 cm. Disk: 3,1 cm. Height: 14 

cm. Base: 5,2 cm. Weight: 0,478 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: A-

IV. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 10 YR 8/2. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/2 to 

5 YR 4.5/6: concentric circles on disk, rosette, and triangular patch (FM 27, 42; exterior). 

Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior 

surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 267-268, Fig. 297 top centre, 299  (pp. 266-267). 

C.C:184 (1288). Plates L.d, CXXVIII.d. 

Stirrup jar (FS 176). Eleona Tomb 20. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 30% of spout, disk, handles, 

60% of body, and base missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Spout: 3,5 cm. Disk: 

4,75 cm. Height: 21,6 cm. Base: 7,5 cm. Weight: 0,992 kg. KCCS: MycIF (Argolid). Exterior 

surface, 10 YR 7.5/4. Fine fabric. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 2.5 YR 

7.5/4. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/1 to 5 YR 4.5/6: isolated semi-circles, and zigzag (FM 43, 61; 

exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, not visible. Exterior surface, light 

burnished; interior surface, not visible.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 76, Fig. 47 bottom left (p. 75). 

C.C:185 (32). Plates LVI.d, CXXXIV.c. 

Stirrup jar (FS 185). Langada Tomb 11. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 40% of spout missing. 

Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Spout: 2,7 cm. Disk: 3,1 cm. Height: 12,5 cm. 

Base: 4,6 cm. Weight: 0,315 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 7.5 YR 7.5/4. KMFG: A-I. 

Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: LST. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 2.75/2 to 2.5 YR 4/9: 

spiral on disk, flower (FM 18; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. 

Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 114, Figg. Fig. 94 middle centre, 95 (p. 113); Mountjoy 

1999, inv. no. 84, 1103, Fig. 450 (p. 1101). 

C.C:186 (97). Plates LVI.e, CXXXIV.d. 

Stirrup jar (FS 185). Langada Tomb 31. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 30% of spout, 20% of body, 

and 60% of base missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Spout: 3,4 cm. Disk: 3,5 

cm. Height: 16,8 cm. Base: 5,5 cm. Weight: 0,061 kg. KCCS: MycIF (Argolid). Interior surface, 

5 YR 7.5/3. Fine fabric. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 10 YR 7.5/2. 

Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 3.5/4 to 2.5 YR 5.5/8: concentric circles or spiral on disk, concentric 

arcs, and stemmed spiral (FM 44, 51; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, 

linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 160-161, Figg. 160, 161 (p. 160); Mountjoy 1999, inv. 

no. 86, 1103, Fig. 451 (p. 1104). 

C.C:187 (81). Plates LVII.b, CXXXV.b. 

Lentoid flask (FS 186). Langada Tomb 25. LH IIIC Early. Intact. Depositional wear: light. 

Light usewear. Rim: 2,6 cm. Height: 10,6 cm. Weight: 0,120 kg. Possible import. Exterior and 

interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/6. Fine fabric. Wheel-coiled. Finished. Exterior surface: LST. 

Lustrous paint, 5 YR 4.5/6: concentric circles, and wavy line (FM 53; exterior). Exterior 

surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, 

wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 153, Fig. 144 left (p. 153). 
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C.C:188 (111). Plates LVII.h, CXXXV.h. 

Flask (FS 193). Langada Tomb 10. LH IIIC Early. Intact. Depositional wear: medium. Light 

usewear. Rim: 2,1 cm. Height: 8,2 cm. Base: 3 cm. Weight: 0,098 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior 

surface, 7.5 YR 6.5/6; interior surface, 7.5 YR 7.5/4. KMFG: A-VII. Wheel-coiled (Method 2-

3). Finished. Exterior surface: LST. Lustrous paint, 7.5 YR 4.5/4 to 2.5 YR 5.5/8: U pattern, 

and zigzag (FM 45, 61; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, not visible. 

Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 109, Fig. 85 middle centre (p. 104). 

C.C:189 (57). Plates LVIII.c, CXXXVI.c. 

Askos (FS 194). Langada Tomb 17. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 50% of rim, and 5% of body 

missing. Depositional wear: minimal. Light usewear. Rim: 2 cm. Height: 6,5 cm. Weight: 0,216 

kg. Possible import. Exterior surface, 5 YR 7.5/3. Fine fabric. Wheel turned, folded. Finished. 

Exterior surface: LST. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 2.75/2 to 5 YR 5.5/8: wavy line (FM 53; exterior). 

Exterior surface, patterned. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 129-130, Fig. 112 bottom centre (p. 129); Vitale et al. 

2016, 250, Fig. 16a (p. 252). 

C.C:190 (147). Plates LIX.d, CXXXVII.d. 

Ring vase (FS 196). Langada Tomb 39. LH IIIC Middle. Intact. Depositional wear: medium. 

Light usewear. Rim: 2,25 cm. Height: 5,1 cm. Weight: 0,109 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior 

surface, 5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: A-I. Handbuilt (possibly wheel turned). Finished. Exterior surface: 

monochrome treatment. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/1. Exterior surface, monochrome; interior 

surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, smoothed. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 184, 187-188, Fig. 194 bottom centre (p. 184); Mountjoy 

1999, inv. no. 160, 1121, Fig. 459 (p. 1120). 

C.C:191 (223). Plates LIX.e, CXXXVII.e. 

Ring vase (FS 196). Langada Tomb 55. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: rim, and 40% of body 

missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Maximum diameter: 14 cm. Height: 3,7 

cm. Weight: 0,201 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 7.5 YR 7/4. KMFG: A-IV. Wheel-

coiled. Finished. Exterior surface: monochrome treatment. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 2.75/2. 

Exterior surface, monochrome; interior surface, not visible. Exterior surface, light burnished; 

interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 244, Fig. 268 (p. 244). 

C.C:192 (13). Plates LX.c, CXXXVIII.c. 

Multiple vase (FS 330). Langada Tomb 1. LH IIIC Middle. First handle, and 90% of second 

handle missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Rim: 4,5 cm. Height: 6,6 cm. Base: 

5,5 cm. Weight: 0,391 kg. KCCS: MyPMC. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 Y 5.5/6. KMFG: 

B-V. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: monochrome treatment. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 

3/2. Exterior surface, monochrome; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; 

interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 90, Fig. 67 top centre (p. 89). 
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C.C:193 (18). Plates LX.d, CXXXVIII.d. 

Multiple vase (FS 330). Langada Tomb 1. LH IIIC Middle. Intact. Depositional wear: medium. 

Light usewear. Rim: 5,8 cm. Height: 8,4 cm. Base: 5 cm. Weight: 0,177 kg. KCCS: MyPF. 

Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: A-VII. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior 

surface: monochrome treatment. Lustrous paint, 10 YR 3/8. Exterior surface, monochrome; 

interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 89-90, Fig. 67 middle centre (p. 89). 

C.C:194 (280). Plates LX.e, CXXXVIII.e. 

Multiple vase (FS 330). Langada Tomb 10. LH IIIC Middle. Intact. Depositional wear: light. 

Light usewear. Rim: 5,3 cm. Height: 7 cm. Base: 7,3 cm. Weight: 0,324 kg. KCCS: MyPF. 

Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/4. KMFG: A-V. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior 

surface: LST. Lustrous paint, 7.5 YR 3.5/4 to 7.5 YR 4.5/6: bars on rim, wavy line, and net 

pattern (FM 53, 57; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned. Exterior surface, light burnished; 

interior surface, smoothed and wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 106, Fig. 87 bottom centre (p. 107). 

C.C:195 (4). Plates VIII.b, LXXXVI.b. 

Jar. Langada Tomb 6. LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle. Restored: Rim, 90% of body, and handles 

missing. Depositional wear: light. Minimal usewear. Rim: 4,5 cm. Height: 13,2 cm. Base: 5,5 

cm. Weight: 0,352 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 6.5/4. KMFG: A-

V. Wheel-coiled (Method 2-3). Finished. Exterior surface: LST. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 4/6: 

scroll (FM 48; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned and incised; interior surface, not visible. 

Exterior surface, burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 95, Fig. 74 bottom right (p. 95). 
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7.3.2 Open shapes 

C.O:1 (466). Plates LXI.a, CXXXIX.a. 

Conical cup (FS 204). Langada Tomb 33. LH IIIC Middle. Intact. Depositional wear: light. 

Light usewear. Rim: 9,7 cm. Height: 4,5 cm. Base: 4,5 cm. Weight: 0,127 kg. KCCS: MyUF. 

Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 6.5/4. KMFG: B-X. Wheel-coiled (Method 2-3). 

Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 162, Fig. 164 right (p. 162). 

C.O:2 (469). Plates LXI.b, CXXXIX.b. 

Conical cup (FS 204). Langada Tomb 39. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 5% of body missing. 

Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Rim: 7,4 cm. Height: 5 cm. Base: 3,5 cm. Weight: 

0,059 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: A-IV. Wheel 

turned. Finished. Interior surface: monochrome treatment. Dull paint, 2.5 YR 5.5/8. Interior 

surface, monochrome. Exterior and interior surfaces, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 187, Fig. 194 top right (p. 184). 

C.O:3 (38). Cup (FS 214). Plates LXI.e, CXXXIX.e. 

Langada Tomb 13. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 5% of rim and body missing. Depositional wear: 

light. Light usewear. Rim: 7,9 cm. Height: 5,2 cm. Base: 3,4 cm. Weight: 0,067 kg. KCCS: 

MyPF. Interior surface, 5 Y 7.5/4. KMFG: A-I. Wheel-coiled (Method 3-4). Finished. Exterior 

surface: LST; interior surface: monochrome treatment. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 4.5/9 to 5 YR 

3.5/3. Exterior surface, linear; interior surface, monochrome with reserved base. Exterior 

surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 117, Fig. 98 bottom right (p. 117). 

C.O:4 (39). Plates LXI.f, CXXXIX.f. 

Cup (FS 214). Langada Tomb 13. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 5% of rim and body missing. 

Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 8,3 cm. Height: 5,5 cm. Base: 3,6 cm. Weight: 

0,073 kg. KCCS: MyPF. KMFG: A-I. Wheel-coiled (Method 3-4). Finished. Exterior surface: 

LST; interior surface: monochrome treatment. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/2. Exterior surface, 

linear; interior surface, monochrome with reserved base. Exterior surface, light burnished; 

interior surface, wiped. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 117, Fig. 98 bottom left (p. 117). 

C.O:5 (235). Plates LXV.b, CXLIII.b. 

Cup. Langada Tomb 57. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 5% of body missing. Depositional wear: 

medium. Light usewear. Rim: 11,4 cm. Height: 6 cm. Base: 4,3 cm. Weight: 0,136 kg. KCCS: 

UPF. KMFG: A-VI. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces: LST. Exterior and 

interior surfaces, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 252, Fig. 276 middle right (p. 250). 

C.O:6 (43). Plates LXI.g, CXXXIX.g. 

Deep semi-globular cup (FS 216). Langada Tomb 14. LH IIIC Middle. Intact. Depositional 

wear: light. Minimal usewear. Rim: 7,5 cm. Height: 4,2 cm. Base: 3,4 cm. Weight: 0,057 kg. 

KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 6.5/4. KMFG: A-I. Wheel turned. 

Finished. Interior surface: monochrome treatment. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 4.5/6. Exterior 

surface, linear; interior surface, monochrome with reserved base. Exterior surface, light 

burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 118, Fig. 100 (p. 118). 
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C.O:7 (55). Plates LXI.h, CXXXIX.h. 

Deep semi-globular cup (FS 216). Langada Tomb 17. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 60% of rim, 

and 40% of body missing. Depositional wear: light. Minimal usewear. Rim: 11,2 cm. Height: 

7,8 cm. Base: 4,9 cm. Weight: 0,177 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 

6.5/6. KMFG: A-V. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces: monochrome 

treatment. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/2 to 5 YR 5.5/6. Exterior and interior surfaces, 

monochrome. Exterior and interior surfaces, light burnished.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 129, Fig. 112 bottom left (p. 129); Mountjoy 1999, inv. 

no. 163, 1121, Fig. 460 (p. 1123). 

C.O:8 (115). Plates LXI.i, CXXXIX.i. 

Deep semi-globular cup (FS 216). Langada Tomb 34. LH IIIC Middle. Intact. Depositional 

wear: light. Minimal usewear. Rim: 10,2 cm. Height: 7 cm. Base: 4 cm. Weight: 0,151 kg. 

KCCS: MycIF (Argolid). Fine fabric. Wheel-coiled (Method 2-3). Finished. Exterior surface: 

washed, 10 YR 7/2; interior surface: monochrome treatment. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 2.75/2. 

Exterior surface, linear; interior surface, monochrome. Exterior surface, burnished; interior 

surface, light burnished.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 167, Fig. 170 top right (p. 166). 

C.O:9 (298). Plates LXI.l, CXXXIX.l. 

Deep semi-globular cup (FS 216). Eleona Tomb 1. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 5% of rim, and 

10% of base missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 10,6 cm. Height: 7,2 cm. 

Base: 4,4 cm. Weight: 0,185 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: A-VII. 

Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces: slipped, 7.5 YR 7.5/4. Dull paint, 5 YR 

4.5/3 to 5 YR 4.5/6. Exterior and interior surfaces, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; 

interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 32, Fig. 4 right (p. 32).  

C.O:10 (320). Plates LXII.a, CXL.a. 

Deep semi-globular cup (FS 216). Eleona Tomb 6. LH IIIC Middle. Intact. Depositional wear: 

light. Light usewear. Rim: 9,6 cm. Height: 5,7 cm. Base: 4,1 cm. Weight: 0,173 kg. KCCS: 

MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 7.5/4. KMFG: A-VI. Wheel-coiled (Method 2-3). 

Finished. Exterior surface: LST lower body to base; interior surface: monochrome treatment. 

Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 3/2 to 2.5 YR 3/8: wavy line (FM 53; exterior). Exterior surface, 

patterned; interior surface, monochrome with reserved base. Exterior surface, burnished and 

wiped; interior surface, light burnished.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 42, Fig. 13 bottom left (p. 41).  

C.O:11 (329). Plates LXII.b, CXL.b. 

Deep semi-globular cup (FS 216). Eleona Tomb 7. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 5% of rim and 

body missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 10,5 cm. Height: 6,8 cm. Base: 

3,6 cm. Weight: 0,151 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 7.5/6. KMFG: 

A-VII. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: LST lower body to base. Dull paint, 5 YR 

3.5/1. Exterior and interior surfaces, linear. Exterior surface, burnished and light burnished; 

interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 44, Fig. 14 middle left (p. 43). 
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C.O:12 (341). Plates LXII.c, CXL.c. 

Deep semi-globular cup (FS 216). Eleona Tomb 11. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 30% of rim, 

and 20% body missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 9,5 cm. Height: 6,3 cm. 

Base: 4,1 cm. Weight: 0,132 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 7.5/2. 

KMFG: A-VII. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: LST lower body to base; interior 

surface, monochrome treatment. Dull paint, 2.5 YR 3.5/4. Interior surface, monochrome with 

reserved base. Exterior surface, burnished and light burnished; interior surface, smoothed. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 49, Fig. 20 top (p. 49).  

C.O:13 (347). Plates LXII.d, CXL.d. 

Deep semi-globular cup (FS 216). Eleona Tomb 12. LH IIIC Middle. Intact. Depositional wear: 

light. Minimal usewear. Rim: 9,3 cm. Height: 6,2 cm. Base: 3,7 cm. Weight: 0,158 kg. KCCS: 

MyPF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: A-II. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: 

LST lower body to base. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/3 to 2.5 YR 4.5/4: spiral on base (interior). 

Exterior surface, linear; interior surface, patterned. Exterior surface, burnished and light 

burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 53, Fig. 22 top right (p. 51); Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 161, 

1121, Fig. 460 (p. 1123).  

C.O:14 (361). Plates LXII.e, CXL.e. 

Deep semi-globular cup (FS 216). Eleona Tomb 15. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 5% of body 

missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 11,2 cm. Height: 7,8 cm. Base: 4,5 cm. 

Weight: 0,196 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 10 YR 7.5/3. KMFG: A-V. Wheel-coiled 

(Method 2-3). Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces: monochrome treatment. Dull paint, 5 

YR 4.5/1. Exterior and interior surfaces, monochrome. Exterior surface, smoothed; interior 

surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 62, Fig. 30 middle right (p. 58); Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 

162, 1121, Fig. 460 (p. 1123).  

C.O:15 (386). Plates LXII.f, CXL.f. 

Deep semi-globular cup (FS 216). Eleona Tomb 23. LH IIIC Middle. Intact. Depositional wear: 

light. Minimal usewear. Rim: 10,4 cm. Height: 7,6 cm. Base: 3,9 cm. Weight: 0,154 kg. KCCS: 

MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 6.5/4. KMFG: A-II. Wheel turned. Finished. 

Interior surface: monochrome treatment. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 3.5/8. Exterior surface, linear; 

interior surface, monochrome. Exterior and interior surfaces, light burnished. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 83, Fig. 60 (p. 83). 

C.O:16 (444). Plates LXII.g, CXL.g. 

Deep semi-globular cup (FS 216). Langada stray find. LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle. 

Restored: 20% of rim and body missing. Depositional wear: light. Minimal usewear. Rim: 11 

cm. Height: 6,3 cm. Base: 4,6 cm. Weight: 0,139 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 

6.5/4. KMFG: A-VI. Wheel-coiled (Method 3-4). Finished. Exterior surface: slipped, 10 R 

6.5/2; interior surface: monochrome treatment. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/2. Exterior surface, 

linear; interior surface, monochrome. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 280, Fig. 320 bottom left (p. 280). 
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C.O:17 (1336). Plates LXII.h, CXL.h. 

Deep semi-globular cup (FS 216). Eleona Tomb 21. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 50% of rim, 

and 30% of body missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Rim: 9,2 cm. Height: 

5,7 cm. Base: 3,4 cm. Weight: 0,081 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 7.5/4. KMFG: 

A-I. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: washed, 5 YR 7.5/3; interior surface: 

monochrome treatment. Lustrous paint, 10 R 3.5/3 to 10 R 4.5/8. Exterior surface, linear; 

interior surface, monochrome with reserved base. Exterior and interior surfaces, light 

burnished.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 80, Fig. 53 bottom left (p. 78). 

C.O:18 (2). Plates LXXI.f, CXLIX.f. 

Mug (FS 226). Langada Tomb 6. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 30% of rim, and 10% of body 

missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Rim: 6,9 cm. Height: 6,2 cm. Base: 4,3 

cm. Weight: 0,060 kg. KCCS: MycIF (Argolid). Fine fabric. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior 

surface: slipped, 10 YR 7.5/3. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/2 to 7.5 YR 5/4. Exterior and interior 

surfaces, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 96, Fig. 74 top centre (p. 95).  

C.O:19 (447). Plates LXXII.a, CL.a. 

Mug (FS 226). Langada stray find. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 10% of rim, and 30% of body 

missing. Depositional wear: medium. Medium usewear. Rim: 19 cm. Height: 16,4 cm. Base: 

11 cm. Weight: 0,787 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 5.5/6. KMFG: A-VI. Made in 

two stages: wheel-coiled (Method 3-4) lower body, and wheel turned upper body. Finished. 

Exterior and interior surfaces: slipped, 10 YR 8/2. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 4.5/6: spiral on base 

(interior). Exterior surface, linear; interior surface, patterned. Exterior surface, light burnished; 

interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 283-284, Fig. 324 left (p. 283); Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 

87, 1103, Fig. 451 (p. 1104).  

C.O:20 (157). Plates LXXII.f, CL.f. 

Dipper (FS 236). Langada Tomb 43. LH IIIC Early. Restored. Depositional wear: light. 

Minimal usewear. Rim: 6,4 cm. Height: 3,3 cm. Weight: 0,036 kg. KCCS: MyUF. Exterior 

surface, 5 YR 8/3 to 5 YR 7/6; interior surface, 5 YR 8/3. KMFG: A-II. Wheel turned. Finished. 

Exterior and interior surfaces: LST. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 201, Fig. 211 bottom centre (p. 201).  

C.O:21 (33). Plates LXIII.e, CXLI.e. 

Carinated Cup (FS 240). Langada Tomb 11. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 50% of rim, 40% of body, 

and 20% of base missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 11,7 cm. Height: 5,6 

cm. Base: 4,2 cm. Weight: 0,130 kg. KCCS: MyUF. KMFG: A-II. Wheel-coiled (Method 3-4). 

Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 114, Fig. 94 top right (p. 113). 

C.O:22 (244). Plates LXIV.c, CXLII.c. 

Spouted cup (FS 249). Langada Tomb 59. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 5% of rim, and 20% of 

body missing. Depositional wear: light. Medium usewear. Rim: 10 cm. Height: 7,9 cm. Base: 

4 cm. Weight: 0,160 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 7/6. KMFG: A-

VII. Wheel-coiled (Method 3-4). Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces: slipped, 7.5 YR 8/4. 

Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/2. Exterior and interior surfaces, linear. Exterior surface, light 

burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 257, Fig. 284 top left (p. 258). 
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C.O:23 (259). Plates LXIV.d, CXLII.d. 

Spouted cup (FS 249). Langada Tomb 23. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 40% of rim, 60% of spout, 

handle, and 40% of body missing. Depositional wear: medium. Medium usewear. Rim: 9,6 cm. 

Height: 8,1 cm. Base: 4,2 cm. Weight: 0,206 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 6.5/8; 

interior surface, 5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: A-VI. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: washed, 

10 YR 7.5/2. Lustrous paint, 10 R 4.5/6. Exterior and interior surfaces, linear. Exterior surface, 

light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 145, Fig. 131 top centre (p. 144). 

C.O:24 (645). Plates LXIV.e, CXLII.e. 

Spouted cup (FS 249). Langada stray find. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 20% of rim, 70% of body, 

and base missing. Depositional wear: minimal. Minimal usewear. Rim: 14,8 cm. Height: 13,5 

cm. Base: 8,3 cm. Weight: 0,527 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: A-

II. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces: slipped, 10 YR 8/2. Lustrous paint, 

2.5 YR 3.5/6 to 2.5 YR 2.75/0: wavy line (FM 53; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior 

surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished and wiped; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 279, Fig. 313 right (p. 275). 

C.O:25 (1333). Plates LXIV.f, CXLII.f. 

Spouted cup (FS 249). Eleona Tomb 20. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 70% of rim, and 30% of 

body missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Rim: 10,2 cm. Height: 7 cm. Base: 

3,7 cm. Weight: 0,099 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 7.5/4. KMFG: 

A-II. Wheel-coiled (Method 3-4). Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces: washed, 5 YR 7.5/4. 

Lustrous paint, 10 R 2.75/2 to 10 R 5.5/8. Exterior and interior surfaces, linear. Exterior surface, 

light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 76, Fig. 47 top left (p. 75).  

C.O:26 (40). Plates LXV.a, CXLIII.a. 

Carinated spouted cup (FS 252). Langada Tomb 13. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 5% of rim 

missing. Depositional wear: minimal. Minimal usewear. Rim: 10,6 cm. Height: 6,2 cm. Base: 

3,9 cm. Weight: 0,093 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 7.5 YR 7.5/4. KMFG: A-I. Wheel 

turned. Finished. Exterior surface: LST; interior surface: monochrome treatment. Lustrous 

paint, 5 YR 3/2 to 5 YR 5/6: wavy line, and concentric circles on base (FM 53; exterior). 

Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, monochrome. Exterior surface, light burnished; 

interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 117, Fig. 98 top (p. 117).  

C.O:27 (159). Plates LXXVII.a, CLV.a. 

Kylix (FS 274). Langada Tomb 43. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 10% of rim, and 5% of body 

missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Rim: 16,7 cm. Height: 16 cm. Base: 8,4 

cm. Weight: 0,363 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 7.5/4. KMFG: A-II. 

Wheel-coiled (Method 3). Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces: monochrome treatment. 

Lustrous paint, 5 YR 6.5/6. Exterior and interior surfaces, monochrome. Exterior surface, light 

burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 201, Fig. 211 top (p. 201).  
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C.O:28 (268). Plates LXXVII.b, CLV.b. 

Kylix (FS 274). Langada stray find. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 10% of rim, and 5% of body 

missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 16,2 cm. Height: 17,9 cm. Base: 7,6 cm. 

Weight: 0,408 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 7.5 YR 7/4. KMFG: A-V. Wheel turned. 

Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces: monochrome treatment. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3/1 to 

2.5 YR 6/8. Exterior and interior surfaces, monochrome. Exterior surface, light burnished; 

interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 281, Fig. 321 left (p. 281). 

C.O:29 (455). Plates LXXVII.c, CLV.c. 

Kylix (FS 275). Langada stray find. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 30% of rim, 90% of first handle, 

and 20% of body missing. Depositional wear: light. Medium usewear. Rim: 17,2 cm. Height: 

19,7 cm. Base: 8,4 cm. Weight: 0,423 kg. KCCS: MycIF (Argolid). Exterior and interior 

surfaces, 7.5 YR 7.5/4. Fine fabric. Wheel-coiled (Method 3-4). Finished. Interior surface: 

monochrome treatment. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3/2: stemmed spiral, and chevron (FM 51, 58; 

exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, monochrome. Exterior surface, light 

burnished; interior surface, burnished.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 280-281, Fig. 321 right (p. 281); Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 

167, 1121, Fig. 460 (p. 1123). 

C.O:30 (294). Plates LXVII.c, CXLV.c. 

One-handled bowl (FS 283). Langada stray find. LH IIIC Middle. Intact. Depositional wear: 

medium. Light usewear. Rim: 10 cm. Height: 6,6 cm. Base: 4,6 cm. Weight: 0,186 kg. KCCS: 

MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 5.5/8. KMFG: A-II. Wheel-coiled (Method 3). 

Finished. Exterior surface: LST lower body to base; interior surface: monochrome treatment. 

Lustrous paint, 10 R 2.75/1 to 10 R 2.75/2. Exterior surface, linear; interior surface, 

monochrome with reserved base. Exterior surface, burnished and light burnished; interior 

surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 280, Fig. 320 bottom right (p. 280).  

C.O:31 (37). Plates LXVIII.g, CXLVI.e. 

Deep bowl (FS 284). Langada Tomb 11. LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 40% of 

body, and base missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Rim: 14,9 cm. Height: 5,6 

cm. Base: 5,7 cm. Weight: 0,435 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 7/4. 

KMFG: A-VI. Wheel-coiled (Method 2-3). Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces: 

monochrome treatment. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 2.75/2 to 2.5 YR 4.5/8. Exterior and interior 

surfaces, monochrome. Exterior and interior surfaces, light burnished.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 114, Fig. 94 bottom centre (p. 113).  

C.O:32 (82). Plates LXVIII.h, CXLVI.f. 

Deep bowl (FS 284). Langada Tomb 25. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 20% of rim, 40% of first 

handle, and 5% of body missing. Depositional wear: medium. Minimal usewear. Rim: 12,6 cm. 

Height: 9 cm. Base: 4,6 cm. Weight: 0,258 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 

7.5 YR 8/2. KMFG: A-V. Wheel-coiled (Method 3-4). Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces: 

monochrome treatment. Dull paint, 2.5 YR 5.5/6. Exterior and interior surfaces, monochrome. 

Exterior and interior surfaces, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 153, Fig. 140 top left (p. 151).  
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C.O:33 (87). Plates LXIX.a, CXLVII.a. 

Deep bowl (FS 284). Langada Tomb 26. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 20% of rim, and 5% of body 

missing. Depositional wear: light. Minimal usewear. Rim: 13,9 cm. Height: 11,5 cm. Base: 4,9 

cm. Weight: 0,341 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 2.5 YR 6/6. KMFG: A-V. Wheel turned. 

Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces: monochrome treatment. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 5.5/8. 

Exterior and interior surfaces, monochrome. Exterior surface, burnished; interior surface, 

wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 154, Fig. 147 right (p. 154).  

C.O:34 (160). Plates LXIX.b, CXLVII.b. 

Deep bowl (FS 284). Langada Tomb 43. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 20% of rim, and 5% of body 

missing. Depositional wear: medium. Minimal usewear. Rim: 11,7 cm. Height: 8 cm. Base: 4,4 

cm. Weight: 0,705 kg. KCCS: MyPF. KMFG: A-VI. Wheel-coiled (Method 3). Finished. 

Exterior and interior surfaces: monochrome treatment. Dull paint, 5 YR 4.5/2. Exterior and 

interior surfaces, monochrome. Exterior and interior surfaces, light burnished. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 201, Fig. 211 bottom left (p. 201).  

C.O:35 (211). Plates LXIX.c, CXLVII.c. 

Deep bowl (FS 284). Langada Tomb 52. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 5% of rim, and 10% of body 

missing. Depositional wear: light. Minimal usewear. Rim: 14,6 cm. Height: 11,5 cm. Base: 4,9 

cm. Weight: 0,363 kg. KCCS: MyPF. KMFG: A-I. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: 

LST; interior surface: monochrome treatment. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 3.5/0 to 2.5 YR 5.5/8: 

quirk, and triglyph (FM 48, 75; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, 

monochrome. Exterior and interior surfaces, light burnished.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 236-237, Fig. 258 bottom centre (p. 236); Mountjoy 1999, 

inv. no. 90, 1105, Fig. 451 (p. 1104). 

C.O:36 (260). Plates LXIX.d, CXLVII.d. 

Deep bowl (FS 284). Langada Tomb 24. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 20% of rim, 30% of base, 

and base missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Rim: 16,2 cm. Height: 11,9 cm. 

Base: 5,3 cm. Weight: 0,399 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/4. 

KMFG: A-IV. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces: monochrome treatment. 

Lustrous paint, 5 YR 2.75/1 to 5 YR 3.5/3. Exterior and interior surfaces, monochrome. Exterior 

surface, burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 147, Fig. 135 centre (p. 147).  

C.O:37 (262). Plates LXIX.e, CXLVII.e. 

Deep bowl (FS 284). Langada Tomb 22. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 5% of rim, 40% of first 

handle, and 10% of body missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 14,8 cm. 

Height: 10,8 cm. Base: 5,3 cm. Weight: 0,376 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 

5 YR 7.5/4. KMFG: A-V. Wheel-coiled (Method 2-3). Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces: 

slipped, 10 R 7.5/4. Lustrous paint, 10 R 3.5/1 to 2.5 YR 5.5/8: isolated spiral, and spiral on 

base (FM 52; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, 

light burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 143, Fig. 129 bottom left (p. 143); Mountjoy 1999, inv. 

no. 89, 1105, Fig. 451 (p. 1104).  
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C.O:38 (263). Plates LXIX.f, CXLVII.f. 

Deep bowl (FS 284). Langada Tomb 22. LH IIIC Early. Full profile: 5% of rim, and 80 of first 

handle missing. Depositional wear: medium. Medium usewear. Rim: 10,3 cm. Height: 8,4 cm. 

Base: 4,1 cm. Weight: 0,169 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 7.5/3; interior surface, 

5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: A-V. Wheel-coiled (Method 2-3). Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces: 

monochrome treatment. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 2.75/1. Exterior and interior surfaces, 

monochrome. Exterior and interior surfaces, light burnished.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 143, Fig. 129 top right (p. 143). 

C.O:39 (no number). Plates LXIX.g, CXLVII.g. 

Deep bowl (FS 284). Langada Tomb 13. LH IIIC Early. Rim: 70% of rim, and 10% of handle 

missing. Depositional wear: minimal. Minimal usewear. Rim: 11,6 cm. Weight: 0,020 kg. 

KCCS: MyPF. Interior surface, 5 YR 6.5/4. KMFG: A-VI. Wheel turned. Finished. Lustrous 

paint, 10 R 4.5/8 to 5 YR 4/6: N pattern (FM 60; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior 

surface, linear. Exterior and interior surfaces, light burnished.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 116, Fig. 98 bottom centre (p. 117). 

C.O:40 (120). Plates LXIX.h, CXLVII.h. 

Deep bowl (FS 285). Langada Tomb 34. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 5% of rim and body 

missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 13,2 cm. Height: 9 cm. Base: 4,3 cm. 

Weight: 0,204 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 6/4. KMFG: A-VI. 

Wheel-coiled (Method 2-3). Finished. Interior surface: monochrome treatment. Lustrous paint, 

5 YR 3.5/4 to 5 YR 4/6: stemmed spiral (FM 51; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior 

surface, monochrome. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, smoothed. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 167, Fig. 170 top left (p. 166); Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 

181, 1122, Fig. 461 (p. 1124).  

C.O:41 (176). Plates LXX.a, CXLVIII.a. 

Deep bowl (FS 285). Langada Tomb 45. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 10% of rim, and 5% of 

body missing. Depositional wear: minimal. Minimal usewear. Rim: 11 cm. Height: 9,2 cm. 

Base: 8,5 cm. Weight: 0,239 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 7.5 YR 7/4. KMFG: A-IV. 

Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces: monochrome treatment. Lustrous paint, 

2.5 YR 5.5/6 to 2.5 YR 2.75/2. Exterior and interior surfaces, monochrome. Exterior and 

interior surfaces, polished.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 209, Fig. 220 bottom right (p. 210); Mountjoy 1999, inv. 

no. 188, 1122, Fig. 461 (p. 1124).  

C.O:42 (362). Plates LXX.b, CXLVIII.b. 

Deep bowl (FS 285). Eleona Tomb 15. LH IIIC Middle. Intact. Depositional wear: minimal. 

Minimal usewear. Rim: 15 cm. Height: 11,1 cm. Base: 4,9 cm. Weight: 0,358 kg. KCCS: 

MyPF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 7.5/4. KMFG: A-V. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: 

LST lower body to base; interior surface: monochrome treatment. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/3 

to 10 R 4.5/8: wavy line (FM 53; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, 

monochrome with reserved base. Exterior surface, burnished and light burnished; interior 

surface, light burnished.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 61, Fig. 30 middle centre (p. 58); Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 

182, 1122, Fig. 461 (p. 1124). 
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C.O:43 (448). Plates LXX.c, CXLVIII.c. 

Deep bowl (FS 285). Langada stray find. LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 20% of rim, and 10% of 

body missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Rim: 11,4 cm. Height: 8,2 cm. Base: 

4,2 cm. Weight: 0,221 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 5.5/8; interior surface, 5 YR 

3.5/6. KMFG: A-V. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: LST lower body to base; interior 

surface: monochrome treatment. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 3.5/6. Exterior surface, linear; interior 

surface, monochrome. Exterior surface, burnished and light Exterior surface, burnished; interior 

surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 282, Fig. 322 centre (p. 282); Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 

189, 1122, Fig. 461 (p. 1124).  

C.O:44 (45). Plates LXXVIII.b, CLVI.a. 

Kalathos (FS 291). Langada Tomb 14. LH IIIC Middle. Restored. Depositional wear: minimal. 

Minimal usewear. Rim: 26 cm. Height: 12,8 cm. Base: 13,4 cm. Weight: 0,993 kg. KCCS: 

MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: A-VI. Wheel-coiled. Finished. 

Exterior and interior surfaces: slipped, 7.5 YR 7.5/4. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 4.5/6 to 5 YR 3.5/6: 

bars on rim, wavy line, fish, and stemmed spiral (FM 53; exterior. FM 20, 51, and three plastic 

buttons; interior). Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, patterned and plastic. Exterior 

surface, light burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 118-120, Figg. 100-101 (pp. 118-119); Mountjoy 1999, 

inv. no. 190, 1125, Fig. 461 (p. 1124). 

C.O:45 (213). Plates LXXVIII.c, CLVI.d. 

Kalathos (FS 291). Langada Tomb 52. LH IIIC Middle. Intact. Depositional wear: light. Light 

usewear. Rim: 23,6 cm. Height: 14,5 cm. Base: 12,6 cm. Weight: 1,035 kg. KCCS: MyPF. 

Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: A-VI. Made in two stages: wheel-coiled 

(Method 2-3) base, and wheel turned upper body. Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces: 

monochrome treatment. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 5.5/8. Exterior and interior surfaces, 

monochrome. Exterior and interior surfaces, light burnished.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 236-237, Fig. 257 centre (p. 236). 

C.O:46 (286). Plates LXXVIII.d, CLVI.b. 

Kalathos (FS 291). Langada stray find. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 5% of rim, body and base 

missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 20,7 cm. Height: 10 cm. Base: 9 cm. 

Weight: 0,573 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 2.5 YR 5.5/8. KMFG: A-VII. 

Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces: washed, 10 YR 8/2. Lustrous paint, 2.5 

YR 4/6 to 2.5 YR 5/8: bars on rim (exterior and interior), and wavy line (FM 53; exterior). 

Exterior surface, patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior 

surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 282-283, Fig. 323 right (p. 282).  

C.O:47 (643). Plates LXXVIII.e, CLVI.c. 

Kalathos (FS 291). Langada stray find. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 90% of rim, handles, 50% of 

body, and 40% of base missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 15 cm. Height: 

8,6 cm. Base: 7,2 cm. Weight: 0,222 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 

7.5/4. KMFG: A-I. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces: LST. Lustrous paint, 

5 YR 2.75/2. Exterior and interior surfaces, linear. Exterior and interior surfaces, light 

burnished.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 283, Fig. 323 left (p. 282). 
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C.O:48 (266). Plates LXX.d, CXLVIII.d. 

Shallow angular bowl, Type A (FS 295). Langada stray find. LH IIIC Early. Full profile: first 

handle, and 60% of body missing. Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 13,8 cm. 

Height: 7,3 cm. Base: 4,3 cm. Weight: 0,070 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 7.5 YR 7.5/4. 

KMFG: A-I. Wheel-coiled (Method 3-4). Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces: monochrome 

treatment. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 4/6. Exterior surface, monochrome with reserved base; interior 

surface, monochrome. Exterior and interior surfaces, light burnished. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 282, Fig. 319 top (p. 279); Mountjoy 1999, inv. no. 98, 

1105, Fig. 451 (p. 1104).  

C.O:49 (109). Plates LXX.e, CXLVIII.e. 

Conical spouted bowl (FS 301). Langada Tomb 10. LH IIIC Early. Intact. Depositional wear: 

light. Minimal usewear. Rim: 8,7 cm. Height: 4 cm. Base: 3,5 cm. Weight: 0,074 kg. KCCS: 

MyPF. Exterior surface, 7.5 YR 6.5/4. KMFG: A-IV. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior and 

interior surfaces: monochrome treatment. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 4.5/2. Exterior and interior 

surfaces, monochrome. Exterior and interior surfaces, light burnished.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 109, Fig. 85 top left (p. 104). 

  

C.O:50 (458). Plates LXXVIII.f, CLVI.e. 

Lid (FS 334). Langada stray find. LH IIIC Early. Restored: 5% of rim, body and base missing. 

Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 24,8 cm. Height: 5,6 cm. Base: 23,5 cm. Weight: 

0,702 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 7.5 YR 6.5/4; interior surface, 5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: 

A-I. Made in two stages: wheel-coiled (Method 2) base, and wheel turned upper body. Finished. 

Exterior and interior surfaces: LST. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 5.5/8. Exterior surface, linear. 

Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 293, Fig. 325 (p. 284). 
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7.4 Section D: Uncertain date 

Section D includes the catalogue of the 23 closed shapes (D.C:1 to D.C:23), and 11 open shapes 

(D.O:1 to D.O:11) of uncertain date. A fragment from a juglet found in Langada Tomb 52 was 

not found in the warehouse of the Museum of Kos.750 Fragments of a three-handled vessel form 

Langada Tomb 52,751 and two three-handled fragments belonging to the group of stray finds 

from Langada, 752  as well as a fragment of a basin from Langada Tomb 52 753  were not 

photographed by Bibliography: Morricone, and cannot be found and analysed. These fragments 

were not included in the catalogue.  

7.4.1 Closed shapes 

D.C:1 (291). Plates XX.a, XCVIII.a. 

Jug (FS 105). Langada Tomb 10. Uncertain date. Restored: 60% of rim, and 5% of body 

missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Rim: 9,2 cm. Height: 22,6 cm. Base: 7,7 

cm. Weight: 1,014 kg. KCCS: MyPMC. Exterior and interior surfaces, 10 YR 8/2. KMFG: B-

IX. Wheel-coiled (Method 3-4). Finished. Exterior surface: monochrome treatment. Dull paint, 

7.5 YR 6/6. Exterior surface, monochrome; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, light 

burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 107, Fig. 315 left (p. 276). 

D.C:2 (295). Plates XX.b, XCVIII.b. 

Jug (FS 105). Langada stray find. Uncertain date. Restored: 30% of rim, and 20% of body 

missing. Depositional wear: heavy. Light usewear. Rim: 11,9 cm. Height: 29,6 cm. Base: 10,1 

cm. Weight: 3,904 kg. KCCS: MyUMC. KMFG: B-X. Wheel-coiled (Method 1-2). Finished. 

Exterior surface, ridge on neck-shoulder transition. Exterior and interior surfaces, smoothed. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 276, Fig. 314 (p. 276). 

D.C:3 (273). Plates XXIII.a, CI.a. 

Jug. Langada Tomb 25. Uncertain date. Restored: 90% of handle missing. Depositional wear: 

medium. Light usewear. Rim: 9,8 cm. Height: 26,1 cm. Base: 8,7 cm. Weight: 0,110 kg. KCCS: 

UG. Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 4.5/0. KMFG: A-VIII. Wheel-coiled (Method 3-4). 

Finished. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, smoothed. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 152-153, Fig. 140 top right (p. 151). 

 

 

 

 

 
750 Morricone 1965-1966, 235, Fig. 258 bottom right (p. 236). 
751 Morricone 1965-1966, 234. 
752 Morricone 1965-1966, 274. 
753 Morricone 1965-1966, 237. 
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D.C:4 (356). Plates XXIII.b, CI.b. 

Jug (FS 110). Eleona Tomb 15. Uncertain date. Intact. Depositional wear: light. Minimal 

usewear. Rim: 5,5 cm. Height: 11,1 cm. Base: 3,8 cm. Weight: 0,201 kg. KCCS: MyUF. 

Exterior surface, 7.5 YR 7.5/4. KMFG: A-V. Wheel-coiled (Method 2-3). Finished. Exterior 

surface, ridge on neck-shoulder transition. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, 

wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 59, Fig. 30 top left (p. 58). 

D.C:5 (214). Plates XXV.a, CIII.a. 

Jug (FS 115). Langada Tomb 52. LH IIIB-LH IIIC Early. Restored: 90% handle missing. 

Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 3,6 cm. Height: 8 cm. Base: 3,4 cm. Weight: 

0,091 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: A-IV. Wheel 

turned, possibly made in different parts. Finished. Exterior surface: monochrome treatment. 

Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 5.5/8. Exterior surface, monochrome; interior surface, linear. Exterior 

surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 235, Fig. 258 bottom left (p. 236). 

D.C:6 (156). Plates XXV.f, CIII.f. 

Jug. Langada Tomb 41. Uncertain date. Intact. Depositional wear: heavy. Light usewear. Rim: 

3,3 cm. Height: 10,4 cm. Base: 3,9 cm. Weight: 0,159 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior 

surfaces, 5 YR 5.5/6. KMFG: A-V. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: possibly 

monochrome treatment. Exterior surface, possibly monochrome. Exterior surface, smoothed; 

interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 197, Fig. 204 bottom left (p. 197). 

D.C:7 (380). Plates XXV.g, CIII.g. 

Jug. Eleona Tomb 18. LH IIB-LH IIIA2. Restored: 20% of body missing. Depositional wear: 

medium. Light usewear. Rim: 10,4 cm. Height: 21,3 cm. Base: 6,5 cm. Weight: 1,246 kg. 

KCCS: MD. Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 8.2. KMFG: B-V. Handbuilt with coils. 

Finished. Exterior surface: monochrome treatment. Dull paint, 2.5 YR 4/0 to 2.5 YR 4.5/6. 

Exterior surface, monochrome, with grooved handle; interior surface, linear. Exterior and 

interior surfaces, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 72, Fig. 42 bottom left (p. 70). 

D.C:8 (234). Plates XXVI.e, CIV.e. 

Narrow-necked jug (FS 121). Langada Tomb 57. LH IIIB-LH IIIC Middle. Restored: rim. 20% 

of handle, 30% of body, and 40% of base missing. Depositional wear: heavy. Minimal usewear. 

Height: 28,6 cm. Base: 9,2 cm. Weight: 1,869 kg. KCCS: UPMC. Exterior and interior surfaces, 

5 YR 6.5/4. KMFG: B-IX. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: washed, 10 YR 8/2. 

Lustrous paint: not measurable, motif worn off. Exterior surface, patterned. Exterior surface, 

light burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 251, Fig. 276 bottom left (p. 250); Vitale and Trecarichi 

2015, 328, Fig. 1f (p. 319). 
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D.C:9 (90). Plates XXVII.f, CV.f. 

Trefoil-mouthed jug (FS 137). Langada Tomb 27. Uncertain date. Restored: 10% of body 

missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Rim: 2,4 cm. Height: 7,7 cm. Base: 2,7 

cm. Weight: 0,068 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior surface, 2.5 YR 3.5/0. KMFG: A-VIII. Wheel 

turned. Finished. Exterior surface: monochrome treatment. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 7.5/1. Exterior 

surface, monochrome; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, burnished; interior surface, 

smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 155, Fig. 149 left (p. 155); Vitale 2017, 158, Pl. 1:j 

(p.157). 

D.C:10 (335). Plates XXVIII.a, CVI.a. 

Trefoil-mouthed jug (FS 137). Eleona Tomb 10. Uncertain date. Intact. Depositional wear: 

medium. Light usewear. Rim: 4,7 cm. Height: 11,9 cm. Base: 4,3 cm. Weight: 0,275 kg. KCCS: 

MyUF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6/6. KMFG: A-VII. Made in two stages: wheel-

coiled lower body, and wheel turned upper body. Finished. Exterior surface, light burnished; 

interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 47, Fig. 18 top left (p. 47); Vitale 2017, 161, Pl. 5:a (p. 164); 

Vitale and Trecarichi 2015, 328, Fig. 3c (pp. 322-323). 

D.C:11 (350). Plates XXVIII.b, CVI.b. 

Trefoil-mouthed jug (FS 137). Eleona Tomb 13. Uncertain date. Restored: 60% of rim missing. 

Depositional wear: light. Minimal usewear. Rim: 3,3 cm. Height: 11,3 cm. Base: 4,2 cm. 

Weight: 0,228 kg. KCCS: MB. Exterior surface, 5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: A-VI. Wheel turned. 

Finished. Exterior surface: monochrome treatment. Lustrous paint, 7.5 YR 3.5/0. Exterior 

surface, monochrome, with ridge on neck-shoulder transition; interior surface, linear. Exterior 

surface, light burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 53, Fig. 24 bottom left (p. 54). 

D.C:12 (276). Plates XXXVI.a, CXIV.a. 

Stirrup jar (FS 171, FS 173). Langada stray find. LH IIIB-LH IIIC Early. Restored: spout, and 

5% of body missing. Depositional wear: light. Minimal usewear. Spout: 3 cm. Disk: 4,2 cm. 

Height: 16,5 cm. Base: 5,7 cm. Weight: 0,491 kg. KCCS: MycIF (Argolid). Exterior and 

interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 7.5/4. Fine fabric. Wheel-coiled. Finished. Exterior surface: LST; 

interior surface: LST (on rim). Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 3.5/4: concentric circles on disk, isolated 

semi-circles, zigzag, and ripple pattern (FM 43, 61, 78; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned; 

interior surface, not visible. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 291, Figg. 336-337 (p. 292). 

D.C:13 (41). Plates LVIII.a, CXXXVI.a. 

Flask (FS 192). Langada Tomb 12. Uncertain date. Restored: 60% of handle missing, and 40% 

of body missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Rim: 8,4 cm. Height: 16,3 cm. 

Weight: 7,100 kg. KCCS: UPMC. Exterior and interior surfaces, 10 R 5.5/4. KMFG: B-IX. 

Wheel-coiled (Method 3-4). Finished. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, 

smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 116, Fig. 97 a-b (p. 116). 
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D.C:14 (267). Plates LVIII.d, CXXXVI.d. 

Askos (FS 194). Langada stray find. LH IIIA2-LH IIIC Early. Intact. Depositional wear: light. 

Light usewear. Rim: 7,8 cm. Height: 7,7 cm Maximum dimension: 10,7 cm. Weight: 0,128 kg. 

KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 7.5/4. KMFG: A-I. Handbuilt with coils, 

folded. Finished. Exterior surface: monochrome treatment. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 5.5/8 to 2.5 

YR 3/2. Exterior surface, monochrome. Exterior surface, burnished; interior surface, wiped. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 293, Fig. 318 centre (p. 278). 

D.C:15 (307). Plates LVIII.e, CXXXVI.e. 

Askos (FS 194). Eleona Tomb 4. LH IIIB-LH IIIC Early. Intact. Depositional wear: medium. 

Minimal usewear. Rim: 1,8 cm. Height: 5,6 cm. Base: 3 cm. Weight: 0,156 kg. KCCS: MyUF. 

Exterior surface, 5 YR 7.5/6 to 5 YR 6.5/8; interior surface, 5 YR 7.5/6. KMFG: A-VII. 

Handbuilt, folded. Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 39, Fig. 10 middle centre (p. 37). 

D.C:16 (226). Plates LIX.a, CXXXVII.a. 

Askos (FS 194). Langada Tomb 57. LH IIIB-LH IIIC Middle. Restored: 5% of body missing. 

Depositional wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 4,8 cm. Height: 9,6 cm. Base: 10,5 cm. Weight: 

0,256 kg. Possible import. Interior surface, 5 YR 7.5/4. Fine fabric. Wheel turned. Finished. 

Lustrous paint, 10 R 4/8 to 10 R 2.75/1: wavy line (FM 53; exterior). Exterior surface, patterned. 

Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 252, Fig. 276 top right (p. 250). 

D.C:17 (1327). Plates LIX.b, CXXXVII.b. 

Askos (FS 195). Eleona Tomb 12. Uncertain date. Spout. Depositional wear: medium. Light 

usewear. Maximum diameter: 11,2 cm. Weight: 0,119 kg. KCCS: MyUMC. Exterior and 

interior surfaces, 10 R 5/6. KMFG: B-IX. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior and interior 

surfaces, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 53, Fig. 22 bottom left (p. 51). 

D.C:18 (240). Plates XXV.l, CIII.l. 

Miniature jug. Langada Tomb 59. LH IIIB-LH IIIC Early. Intact. Depositional wear: light. 

Minimal usewear. Rim: 3,5 cm. Height: 6,6 cm. Base: 2,9 cm. Weight: 0,063 kg. KCCS: MyUF. 

Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/8. KMFG: A-VII. Wheel turned, possibly made in 

different parts. Finished. Exterior surface: LST. Exterior and interior surfaces, wiped. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 257, Fig. 284 top right (p. 258). 

D.C:19 (311). Plates XIX.h, XCVII.h. 

Alabastron. Eleona Tomb 4. Uncertain date. Intact. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. 

Rim: 5,6 cm. Height: 6,4 cm. Base: 9,3 cm. Weight: 0,165 kg. KCCS: MD. Exterior and interior 

surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/4. KMFG: A-VI. Wheel-coiled (Method 2-3). Finished. Exterior surface: 

monochrome treatment. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/3 to 2.5 YR 5.5/8. Exterior surface, 

monochrome, with four hollows on rim; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, burnished; 

interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 36 Fig. 10 middle right (p.37); Vitale 2017, 161, Pl. 5:k (p. 

164); Vitale and Trecarichi 2015, 329-330, Fig. 4b (p. 324). 
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D.C:20 (355). Plates XIX.i, XCVII.i. 

Alabastron. Eleona Tomb 15. Uncertain date. Restored: 10% of rim missing. Depositional wear: 

heavy. Light usewear. Rim: 4,4 cm. Height: 8,7 cm. Base: 3,5 cm. Weight: 0,257 kg. KCCS: 

MyPF. Exterior surface, 5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: A-VII. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior surface: 

washed, 10 YR 7.5/2. Dull paint, 10 YR 5.5/8: U pattern (FM 45; exterior). Exterior surface, 

patterned; interior surface, linear. Exterior and interior surfaces, smoothed. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 57, Fig. 30 middle left (p. 58). 

D.C:21 (1283). Plates LX.f, CXXXVIII.f. 

Cooking pot. Langada stray find. Uncertain date. Intact. Depositional wear: medium. Minimal 

usewear. Rim: 8,9 cm. Height: 14,9 cm. Base: 6,2 cm. Weight: 0,678 kg. KCCS: UPMC. 

Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 5/4. KMFG: B-IX. Handbuilt with coils. Finished. 

Exterior surface, burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 275, Fig. 313 left (p. 275). 

D.C:22 (1335). Plates XXIX.e, CVII.e. 

Juglet. Eleona Tomb 21. Uncertain date. Restored: 40% of rim missing. Depositional wear: 

medium. Light usewear. Rim: 4,1 cm. Height: 8,7 cm. Base: 3,4 cm. Weight: 0,135 kg. KCCS: 

MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 3.5/0. KMFG: A-I. Wheel turned. Finished. 

Exterior surface: monochrome treatment. Lustrous paint, 7.5 YR 3.5/0. Exterior surface, 

monochrome; interior surface, linear. Exterior surface, burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 80, Fig. 53 bottom centre (p. 78). 

D.C:23 (1339). Plates VIII.a, LXXXVI.a. 

Jar. Langada Tomb 58. Uncertain date. Restored: 30% of rim and body, and 10% of base 

missing. Depositional wear: medium. Minimal usewear. Rim: 26,8 cm. Height: 51,3 cm. Base: 

11,2 cm. Weight: 21,900 kg. KCCS: MyUMC. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 5/6. KMFG: 

B-X. Wheel-coiled (Method 1-2). Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces, wiped. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 254, Fig. 280 (p. 254); Vitale 2017, 161, Pl. 4:e (p. 163); 

Vitale and Trecarichi 2015, 328, Fig. 2c (p. 321). 
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7.4.2 Open shapes 

D.O:1 (374). Plates LXI.c, CXXXIX.c. 

Conical cup (FS 204). Eleona Tomb 18. LH IIB-LH IIIA2. Restored: 30% of rim, and 20% of 

body missing. Depositional wear: minimal. Minimal usewear. Rim: 4,8 cm. Height: 9,5 cm. 

Base: 4,8 cm. Weight: 0,267 kg. KCCS: MyUMC. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/6. 

KMFG: B-VI. Wheel-coiled (Method 4). Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces, wiped. 

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 72, Fig. 42 bottom right (p. 70). 

D.O:2 (456). Plates LXI.d, CXXXIX.d. 

Conical cup (FS 204). Langada Tomb 7. Uncertain date. Intact. Depositional wear: minimal. 

Minimal usewear. Rim: 9 cm. Height: 4,6 cm. Base: 3,8 cm. Weight: 0,086 kg. KCCS: MyUF. 

Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 5.5/6. KMFG: A-VII. Wheel-coiled (Method 2-3). Exterior 

and interior surfaces, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 97, Fig. 319 left (p. 279). 

D.O:3 (91). Plates LXV.c, CXLIII.c. 

Cup. Langada Tomb 27. Uncertain date. Restored: 5% of body, and 30% of base missing. 

Depositional wear: heavy. Light usewear. Rim: 9,4 cm. Height: 3,3 cm. Base: 5,6 cm. Weight: 

0,094 kg. KCCS: MD. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/4. KMFG: B-V. Wheel-coiled 

(Method 1-2). Finished. Exterior surface and interior surfaces: monochrome treatment. 

Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 5/8 to 5 YR 3.5/1. Exterior and interior surfaces, monochrome. Exterior 

and interior surfaces, light burnished.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 156, Fig. 149 right (p. 155); Vitale 2017, 161, Pl. 5:c (p. 

164); Vitale and Trecarichi 2015, 329, Fig. 3e (pp. 322-323). 

D.O:4 (461). Plates LXV.d, CXLIII.d. 

Cup. Langada stray find. Uncertain date. Restored: 80% of rim, 30% of body, and 10% of base 

missing. Depositional wear: heavy. Light usewear. Rim: 11,5 cm. Height: 4,5 cm. Base: 4,1 

cm. Weight: 0,097 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 6.5/4. KMFG: A-

VI. Wheel-coiled (Method 2-3). Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces: monochrome 

treatment. Lustrous paint, 5 YR 3.5/2. Exterior and interior surfaces, monochrome. Exterior 

surface, light burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 279-280, Fig. 319 bottom centre (p. 279).  

D.O:5 (158). Plates LXXII.b, CL.b. 

Mug (FS 226). Langada Tomb 42. Uncertain date. Restored: 50% of rim, 90% of handle, and 

20% of body missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Rim: 7,5 cm. Height: 6,5 

cm. Base: 4,7 cm. Weight: 0,116 kg. KCCS: MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 7/6. 

KMFG: A-V. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces: monochrome treatment. 

Lustrous paint, 10 R 5/9. Exterior and interior surfaces, monochrome. Exterior surface, light 

burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 200, Fig. 209  (p. 200). 

D.O:6 (252). Plates LXXII.c, CL.c. 

Mug (FS 226). Langada Tomb 61. Uncertain date. Restored: 10% of rim missing. Depositional 

wear: light. Light usewear. Rim: 5,5 cm. Height: 5 cm. Base: 3,5 cm. Weight: 0,042 kg. KCCS: 

MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 7.9/4. KMFG: A-IV. Wheel turned. Finished. 

Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 5.5/6 to 2.5 YR 3.5/0. Exterior and interior surfaces, linear. Exterior 

surface, light burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 267, Fig. 297 top left (p. 266). 
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D.O:7 (314). Plates LXXII.g, CL.g. 

Dipper (FS 236). Eleona Tomb 4. LH IIIB-LH IIIC Early. Intact. Depositional wear: minimal. 

Minimal usewear. Rim: 6,5 cm. Height: 3,3 cm. Weight: 0,067 kg. KCCS: MyUF. Exterior and 

interior surfaces, 5 YR 6.5/6. KMFG: A-V. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior and interior 

surfaces, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 38, Fig. 10 middle left (p. 37). 

D.O:8 (275). Plates LXVII.d, CXLV.d. 

One-handled bowl (FS 283). Langada stray find. Uncertain date. Intact. Depositional wear: 

medium. Light usewear. Rim: 6,9 cm. Height: 6,6 cm. Base: 4,4 cm. Weight: 0,062 kg. KCCS: 

MyPF. Exterior and interior surfaces, 5 YR 7.5/4. KMFG: A-II. Wheel-coiled (Method 1-2). 

Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces: monochrome treatment. Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 5.5/9. 

Exterior and interior surfaces, monochrome. Exterior surface, light burnished; interior surface, 

smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 280, Fig. 320 top left (p. 280). 

D.O:9 (no number). Plates LXII.i, CXL.i. 

Shallow cup (FS 218). Langada stray find. Uncertain date. Restored: 90% handle, and 70% of 

base missing. Depositional wear: medium. Light usewear. Rim: 8,3 cm. Height: 14 cm. Base: 

2,2 cm. Weight: 0,066 g. KCCS: MyPF. KMFG: A-VIII. Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior and 

interior surfaces: monochrome treatment. Lustrous paint, 7.5 YR 3.5/0. Exterior and interior 

surfaces, monochrome. Exterior surface, burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 271, Fig. 309 (p. 271); Vitale and Trecarichi 2015, 329, 

Fig. 3g (p. 323). 

D.O:10 (457). Plates LXIII.d, CXLI.d. 

Shallow cup. Langada stray find. Uncertain date. Restored: 5% of rim, 20% of body, and base 

missing. Depositional wear: heavy. Light usewear. Rim: 7,3 cm. Height: 2,8 cm. Base: 3,8 cm. 

Weight: 0,056 kg. KCCS: MyPMC. Exterior and interior surfaces, 7.5 YR 7.5/4. KMFG: B-V. 

Wheel-coiled (Method 3-4). Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces: monochrome treatment. 

Lustrous paint, 2.5 YR 4.5/8. Exterior and interior surfaces, monochrome. Exterior surface, 

light burnished; interior surface, smoothed.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-1966, 279, Fig. 319 bottom right (p. 279). 

D.O:11 (316). Plates LXV.f, CXLIII.g. 

Spouted cup. Eleona Tomb 4. Uncertain date. Intact. Depositional wear: medium. Light 

usewear. Rim: 7 cm. Height: 5,6 cm. Base: 4,5 cm. Weight: 0,143 kg. KCCS: UPMC. Exterior 

surface, 5 YR 5.5/1 to 10 R 5.5/4; interior surface, 10 R 5.5/4 to 5 YR 5.5/1. KMFG: B-XI. 

Wheel turned. Finished. Exterior and interior surfaces, wiped.  

Bibliography: Morricone 1965-66, 37, Fig. 10 top left (p. 37). 
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CHAPTER 8. PRESENTATION OF THE RESULTS 

This chapter contains the presentation of the 468 vessels analysed for the purposes of this study. 

The chapter is divided in four main sections, according to the dating of the material: LH IIB-

LH IIIA1 (7.1), LH IIIA2-LH IIIB (7.2), LH IIIC Early-Middle (7.3), and vessels of uncertain 

date (7.4). Closed shapes and open shapes are presented separately in each section, since 

production methods and technological marks differ quite significantly depending on the general 

morphology of the vessel.754 Closed shapes are Paragraph 1 of each chronological section and 

open shapes are Paragraph 2. The technological choices undertaken to produce closed and open 

shapes are presented in detail for each chronological phase. The discussion is organized in eight 

parts, according to the main phases of the chaîne opératoire: typology (Part 1), raw materials 

(Part 2), fashioning (Part 3), finishing (Part 4), coating (Part 5), decoration (Part 6), rubbing 

(Part 7), and firing (Part 8). 

8.1 LH IIB-LH IIIA1 

Vessels dated to LH IIB-LH IIIA1 represent 8% of the material. A total of 36 pots have been 

dated to this phase by Salvatore Vitale:755 30 closed shapes and six open shapes. All of the 

vessels come from the site of Eleona, since Langada was not in use until LH IIIA2.  

The majority of the material is locally produced (53%, 19 vessels); possible imports 

make up 14% (5 vessels), and imports are 33% of the total (12 vessels). Amongst the local 

productions, four vessels are shaped according to the local tradition (21%). The imported 

material includes trefoil-mouthed jug A.C:3 from Troy, and kylix A.O:5 from the Argolid. 

8.1.1 Closed Shapes 

Thirty closed vessels from Eleona are dated to LH IIB-LH IIIA1 by Vitale. Most of the 

vessels are local productions (47%),756 although imports make up 37% of the total.757 

The rest of the material is classified as possibly imported (17%).758 Monochrome Dark 

 
754 General trends for each step of the production process in each period are represented in Charts 9.3-9.9. In these 

charts the information from closed and open shapes is combined to provide an overall picture of the technological 

choices operated in each period. 
755 Vitale et al. 2016. 
756 Askos A.C:1; juglet A.C:2; piriform jars A.C:4-A.C:5, A.C:7; alabastra A.C:18-A.C:24; lekythos A.C:27; 

brazier A.C:30. 
757 Jug A.C:3; piriform jars A-C:8-A.C:10, A-C:12-A-C:15, A.C:17; alabastra A.C:25-A.C:26. 
758 Piriform jars A.C:6, A.C:11, A.C:16; hydria A.C:28; jug A.C:29. 
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juglet A.C:2 and Unpainted Pale Fine askos A.C:1 are shaped according to the local 

tradition, and trefoil-mouthed jug A.C:3 is an import from Troy. 

8.1.1.1 Typology 

Material dated to LH IIB-LH IIIA1 clusters around two main typological classes, 

alabastra and jars. The profiles of Mycenaean local productions are fashioned 

according to the mainland tradition, and no significant differences with the 

possibly imported or imported shapes can be detected. 

There seems to be a preference for rounded profiles, though three specimens 

show an articulated profile with a pronounced turning point between the lower 

and upper body: askos A.C:1, jar A.C:4, and alabastron A.C:20. These two 

vessels are characterized by an “angular” point of inflection between the 

shoulder and lower body, a feature that is going to be very common in later 

phases. 

Askos A.C:1 and juglet A.C:2 are shaped according to the local tradition of the 

island, showing a short neck, wide handle, and rounded body. The placement of 

the handle horizontally on top of askos A.C:1 is a distinctive feature of the local 

tradition. 

8.1.1.2 Raw materials 

Most of the material dating to LH IIB-LH IIIA1 is produced using fine clays, 

regardless of its area of production. The only exception is juglet A.C:2, a vessel 

shaped according to the local tradition, and made with medium fabric B-VI. This 

differs from all of the vessels developed following the Mycenaean tradition, 

which were created with fine clays, mirroring what can be observed in all 

possible imports and imports. 

This technological choice suggests that potters not only wanted locally produced 

Mycenaean vessels to look like those produced on the mainland, but they also 

wanted to closely follow all of the phases of the chaîne opératoire applied on 

the mainland to their production. This feature shows that the potters were aware 

of the properties of the raw materials in the region and were trained to use them 

in such ways to obtain specific final results. Not only were they able to produce 
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vessels that were similar to those imported in shape and decoration, they were 

also skilled in choosing which type of clay to use to obtain surfaces that are very 

close in colour to those of the possible imports and imports. This implies that 

they knew how the properties of the clay would change after being worked over 

the various phases of the production process. As presented in the KMFG (see 

section 5.8.1), local productions were shaped using a total of 26 different fabrics. 

When producing vessels shaped according to the Mycenaean tradition, 

craftsmen were usually choosing finer clays, such as fabrics A-I, A-II or A-VI, 

that would give the surfaces a lighter colour. For example, locally produced 

alabastron A.C:23 not only shows the same shape (FS 84) and decoration (dot 

rosette, FM 17 and rock pattern, FM 32) as imported alabastron A.C:26, but was 

produced using fabric A-II to resemble the light colour of Mycenaean 

productions. When compared, the two vessels are very similar in appearance 

(see Plate XCII.a, d). Given their appearance after firing, some fabrics were 

never used to produced Mycenaean shapes. Fabric A-VIII, for example, is grey 

in colour and is usually used only to produce Monochrome Black, Monochrome 

Grey and Unpainted Grey vessels. 

8.1.1.3 Fashioning 

It is possible to recognize the use of coils in the majority of the productions 

assigned to this chronological phase, especially if they are produced locally: 

36% of the vessels are wheel-coiled, and another 36% are handbuilt and show 

traces of coiling. None of the local productions are defined as having only been 

wheel turned, as all of them show traces of the coils used to shape the walls of 

the vessels. On the other hand, surface treatments have smoothed out evidence 

of coiling from the surfaces of 20% of possible imports and of 18% of imports, 

these have been classified as wheel turned vessels. 

Despite the fact that the use of RKE can be detected in most of the material 

dating to this phase, it is important to highlight that 36% of local productions are 

fashioned without the use of the wheel, but still show traces of coils used to 

shape the roughout. It was not possible to observe whether the wheel had been 

involved in the production of Mycenaean Painted Fine lekythos A.C:27 and 
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possibly imported piriform jar A.C:6, since the traces on the interior surface are 

not clear enough. 

Alabastra can be produced in two separate phases, using a combination of 

different techniques. The base and lower body is usually produced with the use 

of coils assembled either with or without the use of the wheel. It is then joined 

with the upper body, usually shaped using the wheel, in correspondence with the 

widest section of the vessel. It is not rare to observe preferential fractures on the 

point of widest extension of the body, related to the joining of the two sections.  

It is interesting to note that all of the locally produced alabastra that were not 

fashioned in two stages, bear no signs of the use of RKE (A.C:18, A.C:20, 

A.C:21, A.C:22), whereas those made by assembling two sections all show 

wheel marks on the upper body (A.C:19, A.C:23, A.C:24). Imported alabastra 

seem to have been produced in two stages with the use of the wheel (A.C:25, 

A.C:26). It is possible to assume that handbuilding was the local technique and 

that the Mycenaeanisation of the productive methods resulted in the introduction 

of this new method of production. Koan potters embraced this new technique, 

combining it with local traditional methods of producing alabastra. This process 

resulted in the introduction of a new, alternative production sequence with 

alabastra being made in two different parts joined afterwards, one of which is 

shaped without the involvement of RKE (usually the lower body/base). The 

introduction of this technique, of course, does not imply the abandonment of 

other production methods. In fact, alabastra A.C:18, A.C:20-A.C:22 are 

handbuilt, showing the use of the coiling technique, but not of RKE. 

Possibly imported stirrup jug A.C:29 is wheel-coiled, but shows no evidence for 

the use of RKE in the shaping of the neck. The lower body and base of the vessel 

are missing, so it is not possible to determine whether this specimen was 

produced in two stages as well. 

Askos A.C:1 shows a strong carination since it was produced by assembling two 

flat-based cups, and joined together by placing one cup upside down on top of 

the other. There are even marks left by the tool used to smooth out the joining 

point. This point consequently appears to be the widest section of the vessel. 

This specimen is especially important for this study given that the productive 
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method involving the joining of two pre-forms will be used frequently in later 

phases. 

8.1.1.4 Finishing 

All of the vessels are finished on the exterior and interior surface, regardless of 

their provenance and the method used to shape their roughout. 

8.1.1.5 Coating 

Local productions are usually coated on the exterior surface. One of the 

distinctive features of the local tradition are monochrome surfaces. Monochrome 

treatment is applied to 21% of locally produced vessels, whereas only brazier 

A.C:30 from Eleona Tomb 8 is left uncoated. Monochrome surfaces are applied 

not only to local tradition shapes (Monochrome Dark juglet A.C:2), but also to 

local Mycenaean productions (Mycenaean Painted Fine piriform jar A.C:7, and 

alabastron A.C:22), highlighting once more the technological combination of 

features from the Koan and mainland tradition. Even though monochrome 

vessels are known from the mainland, the preference for monochrome treatments 

in the local tradition needs to be highlighted as a relevant factor in the choice of 

the type of treatment. 759 

Possible imports are coated for the most part, although 40% of the material 

shows uncoated exterior surfaces. Finally, 27% of imported vessels are not 

coated. 

The use of the LST is not recognizable yet. Vessels coated on the exterior surface 

usually show the use of the same type of coating to treat the interior rim. 

8.1.1.6 Decoration 

Patterned decoration is the preferred type of treatment during this phase, the 

most common motifs being the spiral (FM 46), net (FM 57) and scale pattern 

(FM 70). The motifs are usually placed on the shoulder following the structure 

of the shapes. This is the focal point of the vessel, which can be seen even when 

 
759 Vitale 2017, forthcoming; Vitale et al. 2016. 
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observed from above. The lower body is usually linear and most of the vessels 

show linear interior rims (79% of local productions, all possible imports, and 

91% of imported vessels show this type of treatment). Possibly imported 

piriform jar A.C:16 has a wavy line on the lip. In addition, possibly imported 

and imported patterned vessels often show the use of a plastic band on the neck-

shoulder transition. The ridge is applied on all three possible imports,760 and five 

imported vessels.761 Mycenaean Painted Fine piriform jar A.C:7 has a central 

groove on the handles. Because decorative features frequently serve as 

functional elements, the same vessel also has pressure areas at the lower handle 

attachments. This technological trace functions as a decoration, while assuring 

the proper attachment of the handles to the body of the vessel. 

Lustrous paints are the most common type of paint used in this phase. Locally 

produced monochrome vessels and Mycenaean Painted Fine patterned 

alabastron A.C:24 are the only exceptions. 

Locally produced askos A.C:1 is plain. 762  The vessel is assigned to the 

Unpainted Pale Fine class and it is an example of how potters were combining 

Mycenaean shape with surface treatments from the local tradition to produce 

vessels representing the complex cultural background of the island. This shape 

is attested in the Mycenaean typology, but it has been reinterpreted according to 

the Koan local tradition by giving it a biconical profile and attaching the handle 

horizontally on top of the vessel. Another example of such phenomena is plain 

Mycenaean Unpainted Fine brazier A.C:30. Plain vessels are of course attested 

on the mainland, but given the local preference for plain and monochrome 

surfaces,763 the connection with local traditions cannot be overlooked. 

Trefoil-mouthed jug A.C:3 imported from Troy is decorated by groups of incised 

lines and wavy lines and by three plastic knobs. 

 
760 Piriform jars A.C:11, A.C:16; stirrup jug A.C:29. 
761 Piriform jars A.C:8-.C:10, A.C:15, and A.C:17. 
762 For the discussion on the local features of this shape see section 8.1.1.1. 
763 Vitale 2017, forthcoming; Vitale et al. 2016. 
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8.1.1.7 Rubbing 

Lustrous exterior surfaces are a common feature on LH IIB-LH IIIA1 vessels, 

the only exception being two local productions (Unpainted Pale Fine askos 

A.C:1 and Mycenaean Unpainted Fine brazier A.C:30). As in the case of 

monochrome surfaces, it seems that non-lustrous Mycenaean pots are to be 

considered a product of the combination of Mycenaean features with local 

tradition, since the only non-lustrous Mycenaean vessel is locally produced 

brazier A.C:30.  

All of the locally produced vessels showing luster on the exterior surface are 

burnished, whereas possible imports and imports can either be burnished or 

polished. 

It was possible to identify lustrous rims on 21% of local productions, 60% of 

possible imports and 18% of imported vessels. In all of the cases, interior lower 

bodies and bases are wiped. Four locally produced alabastra (A.C:18, A.C:20, 

A.C:21, A.C:23) and possibly imported hydria A.C:28 present a wiped rim and 

unfinished lower bodies and bases. Since all imported vessels have rubbed 

interiors, it is possible to assume that non-treated surfaces are connected with 

local productive methods. Since non-rubbed lower interior surfaces occur only 

in locally produced vessels dated to this period, and since the incidences of non-

treated interior surfaces are very low, it can be suggested that potters were 

modifying local productive sequences to align with Mycenaean ones.764 

 

 
764 Future analysis on earlier Koan productions will help clarify this point. 
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8.1.2 Open Shapes 

Six open vessels from Eleona are dated to LH IIB-LH IIIA1 by Vitale. Most of the 

vessels are local productions (83%),765 the only import being kylix A.O:5. No vessel is 

classified as possibly imported. Two specimens are shaped according to the local 

tradition (Monochrome Dark cups A.O:3 and A.O:4). 

8.1.2.1 Typology 

There are two main shapes from this period: cups (six vessels) and kylikes (two 

vessels). All cups are local productions, and one of the kylikes is an import (kylix 

A.O:5).  

Apart from spouted cups A.O:2 and A.O:3, all of the vessels have a fairly straight 

profile. Semi-globular cup A.O:4 is characterized by a straight lower body and 

rounded upper body. 

It is interesting to compare spouted cups A.O:2 and A.O:3. Both vessels are local 

productions, cup A.O:2 is a Mycenaean specimen (Mycenaean Painted Fine) and 

cup A.O:3 is shaped according to the local tradition (Monochrome Dark). The 

Mycenaean sample is classified as FS 249, having all the distinctive features of 

such a shape, including a distinct base, a flat vertical handle and the attachment 

of the spout on the rim. The Monochrome Dark specimen is characterized by its 

distinct rim, base, and rounded vertical handle with the spout attached above the 

point of maximum expansion of the body. Both the spout and the handle are 

rounded in section, probably suggesting that Koan potters were using coils to 

shape the appendages of the vessels. The Mycenaean cup has a more rounded 

profile when compared with the Monochrome Dark specimen, which has a 

rounded and biconical profile, it also features a sharper transition between the 

body and the rim.  The cup shaped according to the local tradition presents a 

higher base as well. 

Despite some dimensional and typological differences, both vessels are 

characterized by the same morphological elements, arranged in a very similar 

way. On Kos the same type of vessel is shaped in two different ways, proving 

 
765 Cups A.O:1-A.O:4; kylix A.O:6. 
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their ability in making technological choices based on the type of production 

they were intending to create. The persistence of local tradition vessels does not 

imply that Koan potters were not able or confident enough to produce only 

Mycenaean vessels, but rather that their technological knowledge allowed them 

to fashion different types of products. 

8.1.2.2 Raw Materials 

Local productions show a preference for finer fabrics, 33% of the material being 

produced in fine fabrics and 50% using fine-medium clays. The only exception 

is local tradition Monochrome Dark spouted cup A.O:3, produced in medium 

fabric B-VI. 

Imported kylix A.O:5 is produced in fine fabric. 

8.1.2.3 Fashioning 

All locally produced vessels and imported kylix A.O:5 show traces of coiling 

and wheeling. 

All of the vessels show traces of wheel-coiling, including joining and/or 

beginnings of coils, preferential cracking and parallel, thin striations. The marks 

are mostly located on interior surfaces. 

Mycenaean Painted Fine kylix A.O:6 and imported kylix A.O:5 are fashioned 

by adding a stem to a wheel-coiled cup. A disk is then added at the end of the 

stem, to shape the foot. Once all the morphological elements are assembled, the 

vessel is turned on the wheel to smooth the joining between the various elements. 

During this phase potters were wheel-coiling a large number of cups, to which 

they were then attaching the features needed to define each shape (i.e. handles, 

spouts, stems). Starting from a globular body, the potters were adjusting the 

walls according to the type of cup that they were willing to produce.  

Carinated conical cup A.O:1 was fashioned by stretching the upper body starting 

from a rather globular lower body. The transitioning point at the lower 

attachment of the handle was then created by compressing the roughout. 
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8.1.2.4 Finishing 

All of the vessels are finished on the exterior and interior surface, regardless of 

their provenance and the method used to shape their roughout. 

8.1.2.5 Coating 

Local productions easily split into two groups: coated (60%) and uncoated 

(40%). All of the coated vessels have a monochrome treatment of the surface. 

Preference for plain and monochrome surfaces are among the distinctive features 

of the Koan tradition.  

Most of the vessels with a monochrome treatment of the exterior surface have 

monochrome interior surfaces as well, Monochrome Dark spouted A.O:3 being 

the only exception. 

Even when shaping Mycenaean vessels, local potters were executing surface 

treatments close to the local tradition vessels. Once again, Mycenaean Painted 

Fine spouted cup A.O:2 and Monochrome Dark spouted cup A.O:3 provide good 

examples of the combination of local elements with Mycenaean features. Both 

vessels present the same type of surface treatment. Koan potters were bending 

the elements of the Mycenaean tradition to the needs and preferences of the local 

community. 

Imported kylix A.O:5 has a thick and homogeneous layer of coating both on the 

exterior and interior surface. The surfaces of the vessel are covered uniformly 

by the coat making the final appearance of the vessel very elegant. 

Interior surfaces show the same type of treatment as exterior surfaces.  

8.1.2.6 Decoration 

The majority of locally produced vessels are decorated, usually with 

monochrome decoration (60% of the material). Just one vessel is plain 

(Mycenaean Unpainted Fine kylix A.O:6).  

Considering the local preference for plain and monochrome surfaces, it comes 

as no surprise that only one vessel is treated with patterned decoration in this 
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early stage of the Mycenaeanisation process. The patterned specimen is 

Mycenaean Painted Fine carinated cup A.O:1. The vessel features a stipple 

pattern (FM 77), framed by two thick bands. The lower body is linear. 

Most of the interior surfaces have the same decorative treatment as applied on 

the exterior surfaces. The only exception is Monochrome Dark spouted cup 

A.O:3 featuring a monochrome exterior surface and a linear interior rim. 

Imported kylix A.O:5 has plain exterior and interior surfaces. Given the high 

quality of the coating applied to the vessel, such treatment can itself be 

considered a decoration. There was no need for the potters to apply a motif or a 

banding to the already nicely treated surfaces. 

8.1.2.7 Rubbing 

Local productions show a preference for lustrous surfaces (80%), the only non-

lustrous vessels being kylix A.O:6. Even though burnishing is recognized on 

50% of locally produced vessels, craftsmen begin to perform light burnishing as 

well in this period. Mycenaean Painted Fine carinated conical cup A.O:1 features 

light burnishing on the exterior surface and interior rim, and the rest of the 

interior body has been wiped. 

All monochrome surfaces, both exterior and interior, are burnished, whereas 

plain vessels are wiped. The only patterned pot (carinated conical cup A.O:1) is 

light burnished.  

Interior surfaces are treated with the same type of rubbing executed on the 

exterior surfaces, except for Monochrome Dark spouted cup A.O:3. The cup 

features burnishing on the exterior surface and wiping on the interior surface. 

Imported kylix A.O:5 is highly burnished on both the exterior and interior 

surface. 
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8.2 LH IIIA2-LH IIIB 

Vessels dated to LH IIIA2-LH IIIB represent 31% of the material. A total of 147 pots has been 

dated to this phase by Vitale: 94 closed shapes and 53 open shapes. The vessels come from both 

sites of Eleona and Langada: the Koan community begins to use Langada during the early stages 

of this phase, in LH IIIA2. 

The majority of the material is locally produced (45%, 66 vessels); possible imports 

make up 22% (32 vessels) and imports 33% (49 vessels) of the total. 

Amongst local productions 10 vessels are shaped according to the local tradition (15%). 

Imported materials include 28 imports from the Argolid (57%) of the imports, and one from 

Crete. 

8.2.1 Closed shapes 

One hundred one closed vessels from Eleona and Langada are dated to LH IIIA2-LH 

IIIB by Vitale. Most of the vessels are local productions (44%).766 Imports make up 

39% of the total,767 most of the vessels (54% of the imports) coming from the Argolid, 

and an alabastron coming from Crete. The rest of the material is classified as possibly 

imported (17%).768 Five specimens (12% of local productions) are shaped according to 

the local tradition.769 

8.2.1.1 Typology 

In LH IIIA2-LH IIIB there is a clear preference for rounded profiles for closed 

shapes. All types of productions, local, possible imports, and imports, present 

this tendency. The shapes are either globular or squat with a sharp carination in 

the middle of the body, but piriform vessels are attested as well. In the later 

stages of the period, the transition from the upper body to the lower body on 

 
766 Piriform jar B.C:2-B.C:5, B.C:7; jugs B.C:10, B.C:15-B.C:28, B.C:93; juglets B.C:29; feeding bottle B.C:30-

B.C:32; storage vessel B.C:33, stirrup jars B.C:38-B.C:39, B.C:46, B.C:52, B.C:54, B.C:63-B.C:64, B.C:71-

B.C:72, B.C:84; flasks B.C:86-B.C:87; askos B.C:90; multiple vase B.C:92. 
767 Alabastra B.C:8, B.C:11, B.C:14; stirrup jars B.C:34, B.C:36-B.C:37, B.C:40, B.C:42, B.C:44, B.C:47-B.C:48, 

B.C:53, B.C:55-B.C:57, B.C:59-B.C:60, B.C:62, B.C:65-B.C:69, B.C:73-B.C:83; flask B.C:88; rython B.C:91; 

jar B.C:94. 
768 Piriform jars B.C:1, B.C:6; alabastra B.C:9, B.C:12-B.C:13; stirrup jars B.C:35, B.C:41, B.C:43, B.C:45, 

B.C:49-B.C:50, B.C:58, B.C:61, B.C:70; flasks B.C:85, B.C:89. 
769 Monochrome Red jug B.C:19; Monochrome Black jug B.C:20; Monochrome Dark juglet B.C:29, feeding bottle 

B.C:32; Unpainted Pale Medium-Coarse jug B.C:21. 
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piriform shapes is more gentle.770 Nevertheless, even in this case, the upper body 

is always globular.  

Stirrup jars make up 55% of the vessels dated to this phase. Straight-sided 

alabastra are attested as well (B-C:1-B.C:7, B.C:36-B.C:37), and together with 

squat stirrup jars (B-C:64-B.C:72, B.C:83) are the only shapes not showing any 

roundness in the profile, as well as straight-sided stirrup jar B.C:84.  

8.2.1.2 Raw materials 

Local productions present the use of a wide range of clays to fashion the vessels. 

Fine-medium clays are still the most common type of raw materials used for the 

production of the pots (44%). 

Coarser fabrics are usually used to produce larger vessels,771 though some small 

to medium shapes are fashioned working this type of clays.772 It is important to 

highlight that most of these vessels (6 out of 8) are dated to the earliest phase of 

the period. Choices concerning raw materials seem to be more standardized 

during LH IIIB, with a lower variability in the type of clays used to produce the 

vessels. 

Possible imports are produced using mainly fine clays (94%), although piriform 

jar B.C:1 is fashioned using medium-coarse to coarse raw materials. All 

imported vessels are produced using fine clays.  

8.2.1.3 Fashioning 

It is possible to recognize wheel marks on most local productions, 51% being 

classified as wheel turned and 44% as wheel-coiled. Only flask B.C:86 is 

fashioned without the use of the wheel, but shows traces of coiling. Traces of 

coiling are easier to identify in the material dated to LH IIIA2, while these types 

of marks are usually smoothed out in LH IIIB. 

 
770 Piriform jars B.C:4-B.C:5; stirrup jars B.C:36-B.C:37, B.C:78. 
771 Mycenaean Painted Medium-Coarse jars B.C:2-B.C:3, and stirrup jar B.C:33. 
772 Unpainted Medium Coarse jugs B.C:21 and B.C:30; Mycenaean Painted Medium-Coarse jugs B.C:22 and 

B.C:93, and feeding bottle B.C:28. 
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Fully handmade pots are rare to be found.773  Mycenaean Painted Medium-

Coarse miniature jug B.C:28 is shaped in two stages: the base is handbuilt and 

the upper body is wheel turned. 

All possible imports and imports are shaped using RKE, usually smoothing out 

any possible sign of coiling. For this reason, only 38% of possible imports and 

22% of imports can be classified as wheel coiled, while the remaining samples 

are classified as wheel turned (63% of possible imports, and 78% of imports). 

8.2.1.4 Finishing 

All of the vessels are finished on the exterior and interior surface, regardless of 

their provenance and the method used to shape their roughout. Concerning plain 

vessels, finishing serves as rubbing as well. 

8.2.1.5 Coating 

Local productions are mostly coated (83%). Following local tradition 

preferences, 32% of coated vessels are monochrome. 

It is possible to distinguish between two types of slip: a thicker and denser one, 

and a thinner one. The latter often deteriorates on the exterior surface, leaving 

traces similar to those related to the use of a wash. To distinguish this type of 

“thin slip” from the wash, it is crucial to analyse the interior surface, where its 

appearance is preserved better. 

Uncoated vessels make up 13% of locally produced pots. It is interesting to 

notice that 32% of imported pots are uncoated as well. During this period, the 

presence of non-coated surfaces among local productions needs to be connected 

to the fastening of the productive processes, rather than to elements deriving 

from the local tradition. It is also important to highlight the fact that Koan potters 

were skilled enough to work with local clays, and obtain light surfaces similar 

to those of imported vessels, without the need of coating. 

 
773 Mycenaean Painted Fine askos D.C:14 and flask B.C:86, and Mycenaean Unpainted Fine askos D.C:15. 
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During LH IIIB, the method of LST is introduced in local productions, following 

the introduction of this technique in the imported material. In the imported 

material, this technique is only observed on open shapes (see section 9.2.2.5). 

All possible imports are coated: the use of a thick, dense slip is in fact one of the 

main criteria to classify a vessel as a possible import. Most of the imported 

material shows traces of coating (68%), only 32% of imported vessels being 

uncoated. 

Possible imports (56%) and imports (57%) usually show the use of the same type 

of coating on the exterior surface and on the interior rim, whereas only 37% of 

local productions present a coated rim. 

8.2.1.6 Decoration 

Most of the vessels show a low relief (one dimensional) patterned decoration, 

executed with the use of lustrous paint. The motif is located either on the 

shoulder or on the widest section of the vessel, the focal points of the vessel, that 

can be seen even when observed from above. 

Local productions are mostly patterned (54%), and only 7% have plain surfaces. 

Monochrome decoration has still a high incidence (32%). Decoration treatments 

mirror the complex cultural identity of the island during this period, 

monochrome surfaces being connected to the local tradition and patterned 

vessels following the Mycenean tradition. Possible imports and imports all 

present patterned exterior surfaces, except for stirrup jar B.C:37. The sample 

seems to be linear, but the decorative motifs might have faded away due to post-

depositional processes and/or usewear. 

As far as plastic decoration is concerned, the use of a ridge on the neck-shoulder 

transition (false neck attachment to the shoulder in the case of stirrup jars) is 

introduced in local productions. This feature is recognized on seven pots 

produced locally, four possible imports and five imports. In addition, locally 

produced piriform jar B.C:2 and jug B.C:25, show the use of a plastic rib on the 

handles as well. Local productions piriform jars B.C:2 and B.C:3 feature a knob 

at the lower attachment of the handle. Possible import piriform jar B.C:1, has the 
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same feature, while possible import stirrup jar B.C:50 presents a central groove 

on the handle. 

Interior surfaces usually show a linear interior rim: 63% of local productions 

present this type of decorative treatment, while possible imports (88%) and 

imported vessels (81%) show a very similar ratio of linear interior rims. 

8.2.1.7 Rubbing 

Local productions present lustrous surfaces for the most part (85%). Interior 

surfaces are usually wiped, only 12% of local productions, 44% of possible 

imports and 8% of imports presenting lustrous interior rims. In the case of 

monochrome pots and linear interior rims it is hard to state whether the luster is 

given by the rubbing treatment or by the quality of the paint.  

Non-lustrous exterior surfaces are evenly distributed among all types of 

productions. It is possible to classify 15% of local productions as non-lustrous. 

Flask B.C:86 and stirrup jar B.C:64 are characterized by a lustrous upper body 

and a non-lustrous lower body. All of the possible imports and imports have 

lustrous exterior surfaces. 

Concerning local productions, light burnishing (56%) seems to have become the 

preferred type of treatment, though burnishing is still performed (29%). In this 

phase, possible imports and imports are characterized by the rise of light 

burnishing over burnishing as well. Possibly imported stirrup jars B.C:35, 

B.C:43 and B.C:61, and imported stirrup jars B.C:40 and B.C:44, flask B.C:88, 

and rhyton B.C:91 are polished.  

Plain vessels are usually characterized by the combination of finishing and 

rubbing treatments in a single stage of the productive process. The surfaces are 

evened out while the roughout has been worked on to define its final geometrical 

features. 
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8.2.2 Open shapes 

Fifty-four open vessels from Eleona and Langada are dated to LH IIIA2-LH IIIB by 

Vitale. Vessels are evenly distributed among the three types of productions: 47% (25 

vessels) of the material is locally produced,774 30% (16 vessels) is possibly imported,775 

and 23% (12 vessels) is imported.776 Five local productions are shaped according to the 

local production.777 Eight out of the 16 imported samples are from the Argolid. 

8.2.2.1 Typology 

The earlier phases of this period are characterized by the production of cups and 

kylikes and bowls and dippers are introduced in the later stages. Mug B.O:6, is 

dated to LH IIIA2 as well. The earlier stages are also characterized by the 

presence of local tradition vessels, not identified in the later phases of the period. 

All of the local tradition pots are concave-sided cups, two monochrome and three 

plain specimens.778 

All types of productions show a preference for rounded profiles in the earlier 

stages. Profiles evolve to become straighter over time. 

8.2.2.2 Raw Materials 

Local productions show a clear preference for finer fabrics, 48% of the material 

being shaped in fine clays, as well as 48% of the vessels are shaped in fine-

medium clays. Kylix B.O:32 is produced using medium-coarse to coarse fabric 

B-VII. This type of clay is characterized by the presence of mica laths and some 

white soft inclusions. 

Concerning fine clays, potters prefer to use micaceous clays (A-II and A-VIII), 

and only kylix B.O:31 is produced in non-micaceous A-I fabric. When choosing 

 
774 Bowls B.O:1-B.O:2, B.O:39-B.O:42, B.O:45, B.O:49, B.O:51; cups B.O:5, B.O:16-B.O:20; mug B.O:6-B.O:7, 

B.O:9; kylikes B.O:31-B.O:35, B.O:37-B.O:39. 
775 Cups B.O:3-B.O:4, B.O:12-B.O:13; dipper B.O:10; kylikes B.O:21-B.O:23, B.O:25, B.O:28-B.O:29; bowls 

B.O:40, B.O:42-B.O:43, B.O:48, B.O:53. 
776Mug B.O:8; cups B.O:11, B.O:14-B.O:15 kylikes B.O:24, B.O:26-B.O:27, B.O:30, B.O:36; bowls B.O:41, 

B.O:50, B.O:52.  
777 Monochrome Red cup B.O:18; Monochrome Grey cup B.O:17; Unpainted Grey cup B.O:16, B.O:19-B.O:20. 
778 Monochrome Red concave-sided cup B.O:18; Monochrome Grey concave-sided cup B.O:17; Unpainted Grey 

concave-sided cups B.O:16, B.O:19-B.O:20. 
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fine-medium clays, craftsmen mostly use micaceous A-VII, and non-micaceous 

A-V. 

Possible imports and imports are all shaped in fine fabrics, regardless of their 

shape and dimensions. 

8.2.2.3 Fashioning 

All types of productions are mostly fashioned on the wheel, RKE being involved 

in 88% of local productions, and in the shaping of all possibly imported and 

imported vessels. The use of coiling, combined with RKE, is recognized in 44% 

of local productions, and 44% of the vessels are classified as wheel turned. 

Two locally produced vessels are fully handbuilt. Lipless bowl B.O:2 and 

concave-sided cup B.O:20 both show no traces of the use of the wheel and/or of 

the coiling technique for their fashioning. 

Stemmed bowl B.O:51 presents a wheel turned lower body and a wheel-coiled 

upper body. The vessel was most likely fully wheel-coiled, but no traces of coil 

(i.e. beginning and/or joining of coils, preferential breaking and pressure areas) 

were identified on the lower part of the vessel. The traces were probably 

smoothed out, while fixing the attachment of the stem. 

Despite the high quality of the productions, many vessels present traces 

connected to the use of coils.  Koan potters are still experimenting with the wheel 

and thus their inexperience is showing especially with open shapes. It is also 

important to underline that technological marks are more easily recognizable on 

the interior surfaces of open shapes. 

Possible imports are mostly wheel turned (69%): only 31% of the material is 

classified as wheel-coiled. Potters fashioning these vessels are expert enough in 

using the wheel to smooth out the traces from the coiled roughout. 

Imported material shows a perfect balance between wheel-coiled (50%) and 

wheel turned (50%) pots. All wheel turned imports are produced in the Argolid, 

apart from mug B.O:8. 
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Amongst Argolid imports, only two vessels show traces of wheel-coiling.779 

This outlines the higher quality of Argolid productions amongst imported 

material. Potters from this region are mastering the use of the wheel and are able 

to cover all the traces connected with the fashioning of the roughout. Smoothing 

out the marks related to the coiling of the roughout is not necessarily a conscious 

action, but rather a result of the ability of the craftsmen in performing a series of 

gestures needed to shape the vessel on the wheel without leaving any 

technological mark on the surfaces. 

8.2.2.4 Finishing 

All of the vessels are finished on the exterior and interior surface, regardless of 

their provenance and the method used to shape their roughout. Concerning plain 

vessels, finishing serves as rubbing as well. 

Mycenaean Unpainted Fine shallow cup B.O:5 is characterized by the use of the 

shallow incisions resulting from finishing treatments as recessed decor on a plain 

exterior surface (i.e. linear, incised banding). 

8.2.2.5 Coating 

Local productions are usually coated (64% of the material), 44% of coated 

vessels being monochrome. The use of LST is rare, since only mug B.O:9 and 

bowl B.O:49 show the use of this technique. The rest of the material (28%) is 

uncoated. 

Interior surfaces are usually treated with the same type of coating performed on 

the exterior surface. The only exceptions are slipped stemmed bowl B.O:51 and 

truncated stemmed bowl B.O:39, and monochrome concave-sided cup B.O:17, 

presenting uncoated interior surfaces. Bowl B.O:49 presents LST on the exterior 

surface and a monochrome interior. 

Possible imports are mostly coated (75%), only 6% of the material not presenting 

any form of treatment. Concerning LST, possible imports closely mirror local 

 
779 Kylikes B.O:24, and B.O:27. 
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productions, the technique being recognized only on three specimens.780 Interior 

surfaces are treated with the same method applied to exterior surfaces. The cup 

is slipped on the exterior surface, but presents no coating on the interior. 

The use of LST on imported vessels is more widespread.781 The technique is 

recognized on 42% of the material. The remaining 58% is coated, and spouted 

cup B.O:30 is the only monochrome specimen. All interior surfaces are 

characterized by the same type of coating treatment applied to the exterior 

surface. 

8.2.2.6. Decoration 

Following local tradition preferences, 24% of the material is plain and up to 44% 

of the vessels are monochrome. It is interesting to notice that plain and 

monochrome treatments are applied not only to vessels shaped according to the 

local tradition, but also to Mycenaean local productions. This fact indicates that 

Mycenaean features are fully embedded in the local tradition and applied to the 

production of the vessels according to the socio-cultural needs of the Koan 

community. At the same time, applying traditional decorative treatments to 

Mycenaean productions allows Kos to keep its separate, independent identity. 

The only linear specimen is mug B.O:9. The vessel is characterized by two thick 

bands on the lower body, a linear exterior and interior rim and a monochrome 

handle. The spout is framed by medium lines and the base is decorated with three 

concentric circles.  

Patterned decoration is recognized on 28% of the material. The motifs are 

located on the point of maximum expansion of the vessel, framed by linear 

decoration. In the later stages of the period, the motifs sometimes extend to the 

lower body as well. Patterned vessels are characterized by linear rim, except for 

bowl B.O:49. The vessel has a monochrome interior. 

Despite being plain on the exterior, Mycenaean Painted Fine lipless bowl B.O:1 

is decorated with a cross on the interior surface, starting from the base and raising 

 
780 Kylikes B.O:25, B.O:29; stemmed bowl B.O:53. 
781 Mug B.O:8; kylikes B.O:24, B.O:26-B.O:27; deep bowl B.O:41. 
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up the walls. Shallow cup B.O:5 shows the use of the shallow incisions resulting 

from finishing treatments as a decorative, linear motif (recessed decor). 

Possible imports are always patterned, except for linear shallow cup B.O:3. 

Interior surfaces are mostly linear, apart from plain kylix B.O:25 and dipper 

B.O:10. There are no plain specimens amongst possible imports, since the 

reddish-brown decoration is one of the distinctive features of this class. 

Concerning the imported vessels, patterned decoration is recognized on 75% of 

the material, the other types of treatment (plain, monochrome and linear) all 

being recognized only on one specimen each. Imports are usually characterized 

by patterned exterior surfaces and linear interiors. Given the high quality of the 

coating and rubbing of its surfaces, kylix B.O:36 is plain. The surface treatments 

performed on the surfaces of the vessel can themselves be considered a form of 

decoration. Spouted cup B.O:15 is monochrome both on the exterior and interior 

surface. Mug B.O:8 is decorated by two groups of medium bands (two lines on 

the upper body and four lines on the lower body) and a thick band on the interior 

rim.  

8.2.2.7 Rubbing 

Lustrous surfaces are largely recognized in all types of productions. Local 

productions present the highest ratio of non-lustrous pots (six vessels, while only 

one possible import and one import present non-lustrous surfaces).  

Lustrous local productions are mostly classified as lightly burnished (44%), 

burnishing being identified on 28% of the material. Interestingly all vessels 

shaped according to the local tradition are burnished, Unpainted Grey concave-

sided cup B.O:19 being the only exception (both exterior and interior surfaces 

are smoothed). Mug B.O:7 is polished on the exterior surface and smoothed on 

the interior.  

Only 28% of local productions show the presence of luster on the interior 

surface, the rest of the samples being mostly wiped. The only lustrous sample 

not showing rubbing marks on the exterior surface is mug B.O:7. The vessel 

presents a smoothed interior. This indicates that potters were performing the 
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same type of movements both on the exterior and interior surface. It seems that 

the craftsmen were devoting less time and/or energy to treat the interiors, that 

were then opaque instead of being lustrous as the exterior surfaces. It is also 

important to underline that use wear and post depositional processes might have 

caused the loss of the luster on the interior surface, given that open shapes are 

quite often characterized by lustrous interior surfaces. 

Concerning possible imports, 94% are characterized by lustrous exterior 

surfaces, only dipper B.O:10 not showing luster on the exterior. This tendency 

is closely mirrored by imports, 92% of them being lustrous on the exterior. The 

only specimen with a non-lustrous exterior surface is kylix B.O:26. 

Possible imports are mostly lightly burnished (63%), burnishing being 

performed on 19% of the material. Imports are lightly burnished in 50% of the 

cases, the remaining 25% being burnished. Both possible imports 44 and imports 

present lustrous interior surfaces respectively in 44% and 42% of the cases. 

Possible imports feature a polished kylix B.O:21, and two imported vessels are 

classified as polished as well: spouted cup B.O:14 and kylix B.O:21. Kylix 

B.O:36 is burnished on the interior rim and wiped on the rest of the interior 

surface. The other two vessels are polished on the interior rim and wiped on the 

rest of the interior surface.  
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8.3 LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle 

Vessels dated to LH IIIC Early-Middle represent 53% of the material. A total of 246 pots has 

been dated to this phase by Vitale: 195 closed shapes and 51 open shapes. A fragment from a 

cup found in Langada Tomb 50 was not photographed by Morricone, and cannot be found and 

analysed.782 It is therefore not considered for the purposes of this study. The vessels come from 

both sites of Eleona and Langada. 

The majority of the material is locally produced (89%, 217 vessels); possible imports 

make up 4% (9 vessels) and imports 8% (19 vessels) of the total. 

Amongst local productions 1% of the vessels are shaped according to the local tradition 

(3 pots out of 217). Imported material includes two imports from Crete, two from Troy, and 10 

imports from the Argolid (53% of the imported material). All of the imported open shapes come 

from the Argolid. 

8.3.1 Closed shapes  

One hundred ninety-five closed vessels from Eleona and Langada are dated to LH IIIC 

Early-LH IIIC Middle by Vitale. Most of the vessels are local productions (87%, 170 

vessels),783 with imports making up only 8% of the total (16 vessels).784 The rest of the 

material is classified as possibly imported (5%, 9 vessels).785 Two specimens are shaped 

according to the local tradition (Monochrome Dark amphora C.C:9 and Monochrome 

Black round-mouthed jug C.C:103), whereas stirrup jars C.C:137 and C.C:174 are 

imports from Crete. Stamnos C.C:26 and jug C.C:67 are imports from Troy. Seven 

vessels are imported from the Argolid (alabastra C.C:32, C.C:58; jug C.C:79; stirrup 

jars C.C:143, C.C:176, C.C:184, C.C:186). 

 
782 Morricone 1965-1966, 227. 
783  Piriform jar C.C:1-C.C:3; amphoras C.C:4-C.C9; amphoriskos C.C:10-C.:25; alabastra C.C:28-C.C:29, 

C.C:31, C.C:33-C.C:36, C.C:38-C.C:57, C.C:59-C.C:61, C.C:63-C.C:64; jugs C.C:65-C.C:66, C.C:68-C.C:78, 

C.C:80-C.C:103, C.C:111, C.C:113-C.C:115; lekythoi C.C:104-C.C:110; feeding bottles C.C:116-C.C:128; 

stirrup jars C.C:129-C.C:144, C.C:146-C.C:155, C.C:157-C.C:172, C.C:177, C.C:179, C.C:181, C.C:183, 

C.C:185; flask C.C:188; ring vases C.C:190-C.C:191; multiple vases C.C:192-C.C:194; jar C.C:195. 
784  Stamnos C.C:26; alabastra C.C:27, C.C:32, C.C:58; jugs C.C:67, C.C:79; stirrup jars C.C:137, C.C:153, 

C.C:173-C.C:176, C.C:178, C.C:182, C.C:184, C.C:186. 
785 Alabastra C.C:30, C.C:37, C.C:46, C.C:62; stirrup jars C.C:145, C.C:156, C.C:180; flask C.C:187; askos 

C.C:189. 
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8.3.1.1 Typology 

In LH IIIC Early and LH IIIC Middle there is a clear preference for globular and 

straight-sided profiles, regardless of the area of production (local, possibly 

imported, or imported). In the later stages of the period there are fewer straight-

sided vessels, and globular shapes have conical lower bodies. There are only 

three piriform jars (C.C:1-C.C:3) dated to this phase. The only other jar dated to 

this period (C.C:195) has a globular profile. It is possible that potters were 

preferring globular and straight-sided shapes because the profiles of such vessels 

are continuous and do not present any inflections, and are therefore faster to 

produce. Craftsmen do not need to smooth any carination that might also signify 

a weak point on the walls of the vessels. 

Amphoroid vessels such as amphoras and amphoriskoi make up 10% of the 

closed vessels dated to LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle. Jugs and lekythoi are 

another major component of the assemblage (26%), as well as stirrup jars (30%). 

More than half of the stirrup jars (55%) are globular. Alabastra are largely 

represented (19%), with vessel C.C:20 being the only representative of the 

rounded type. Other shapes include feeding bottles, an askos, a hydria, flasks, 

and ring vases.   

8.3.1.2 Raw Materials 

The majority of locally produced pots (90%) are shaped using fine-grained 

fabrics, preferably non-micaceous. Local productions are usually shaped in finer 

clays, especially fine-medium pastes: 26% of the material is produced using fine 

clays, and 64% of the material is classified as fine-medium. 

Medium-coarse fabrics are usually non-micaceous as well. Fabric group B-V is 

the only medium fabric identified in the seven Mycenaean Painted Medium-

Coarse vessels (4% of the material) dated to this phase.786 

Finally, B-X, a medium-coarse to coarse clay paste characterized by the lack of 

chaff inclusions and mica laths, appears to be the preferred raw material for the 

 
786 Amphora C.C:7; amphoriskos C.C:17; alabastra C.C:29, C.C:52; jug C.C:65; stirrup jar C.C:136; multiple vase 

C.C:192. 
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production of coarser vessels (6% of the total). Fabrics B-VII787 and B-VIII788 

are recognized as well. Usually, coarser vessels are characterized by a height 

ranging between 15 cm and 40 cm (11 out of 18 coarse vessels). However, not 

all of the larger vessels are produced in coarse fabrics. Piriform jar C.C:3 is 

produced in fine-medium A-VI fabric, despite being 46 cm in height. 

Possible imports perfectly mirror the tendency observed in local productions, 

89% of the material being shaped using finer fabrics. Only stirrup jar C.C:145 is 

produced using medium-coarse raw materials. 

All of the imported vessels are shaped using fine clays, regardless their 

dimensions. 

8.3.1.3 Fashioning 

The majority of the vessels appears to be fashioned by assembling two open 

shapes, joined at the point of maximum expansion of the vessel. Almost all of 

the pots present a “point of inflection” where the diameter of the pot is wider. 

The point of inflection is an area of gentle carination, corresponding to the area 

where the rims of the two open shapes are overlapped to create the roughout of 

the closed shape. Two open pre-forms are assembled together, with one of them 

being flipped over the other: the two rims overlap to create the point of inflection. 

This method is a time-saving procedure, since the potters create a set of open 

shapes that can either be used as such or assembled to fashion closed shapes. 

Additional elements and appendixes that provide the shape with its distinctive 

features (such as spouts, necks, handles, and bases) are then attached. 

In the earlier phases of the period, vessels are mostly characterized by a globular 

profile. It is possible to assume that two deep bowls were assembled to create 

the roughouts. Concerning alabastra, it is likely that the lower part of the body 

was made up by a straight-sided cup, and the shoulders by a conical cup. 

In the later stages, it is possible to notice that shapes become less rounded, and 

the upper body is quite often characterized by a rather straight profile. Alabastra 

 
787 Piriform jar C.C:1, and jug C.C:68. 
788 Jug C.C:103. 
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show a very straight profile with a strong point of inflection: the lower part of 

the body turns with an angle of 75° in correspondence with the beginning of the 

shoulder. The craftsmen devote less time to smooth the junction between the two 

halves that make up the vessel.  

The use of the wheel is largely preferred for the fashioning of local productions. 

The craftsmen are experienced enough to smooth out the traces of the joining of 

the coils from both the interior and exterior surfaces. This makes the recognition 

of the wheel-coiling technique very difficult. For this reason, 59% of the vessels 

are classified as wheel turned. 

Wheel-coiled productions make up 33% of the total, and only three vessels are 

produced without the involvement of RKE. In two cases, though, the use of the 

wheel cannot be excluded. Ring vase C.C:190 was possibly first handbuilt and 

then turned on the wheel to adjust its profile. The base of straight-sided 

alabastron C.C:59 was probably shaped starting from a coil; the walls were then 

stretched out, while working on the lump of clay. 

The only vessel that can be safely classified as handbuilt is stirrup jar C.C:134. 

The vessel is a miniature, and it is therefore not surprising that RKE was not 

involved in its production, given its small dimensions. For the same reason, it 

seems that coiling was not applied to the production of the stirrup jar. The use 

of the coiling technique to fashion a vessel creates several discontinuities on the 

profile that may cause problems during the firing stage. The smaller the vessel, 

the harder for the potter to smooth out such discontinuities, especially in the case 

of closed shapes. It is then possible to assume that working directly on a lump 

of clay was the fastest and safest choice for the potter to shape this vessel. 

Concerning vessels shaped in two stages, the only vessel showing a section 

shaped without the involvement of RKE is small-sized lekythos C.C:106. Given 

the narrowness of the shoulder, the craftsman was not able to shape the upper 

body using the wheel. The pot is characterized by a narrow neck, so it is possible 

to assume that after shaping the lump of clay needed to create the upper body, 

the potter stretched out the neck and shaped the rim, and possibly the handle, 

since no traces of the attachment of the handle can be detected nor on the 

rim/neck, neither on the shoulder. The lower body is wheel coiled, but the wheel 
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is actually involved only in the later stages of the finishing of the roughout, to 

smooth out the junctions between the coils. The traces detected on the lower 

body might as well be connected to the finishing stages and the smoothing out 

of the surfaces, rather than to the actual shaping of the vessel. 

Another ten vessels are produced in two stages.789 All of these productions show 

a wheel-coiled base/lower body and a wheel turned upper body. It is safe to 

assume that the whole vessel was wheel-coiled, but the potter was focusing on 

smoothing out technological traces only from the most visible section of the 

vessel (i.e. the upper body). Another possibility is that the craftsmen were wheel-

coiling the lower section of the vessel, and then stretching out the upper part, 

after placing a new slab of clay on top of a steady and firm lower part. 

All possibly imported vessels show the involvement of RKE in their production. 

Wheel-coiled is attested in 22% of the vessels, wheel turning in 44% of the cases, 

and the use of the mixed technique involving wheel-coiled lower bodies/bases 

and wheel turned upper bodies is recognized on 33% of the vessels. Askos 

C.C:189 was produced by folding two wheel turned halves. 

Imports are characterized by a predominance of wheel turned material (75%), 

with the exception of three wheel-coiled samples, 790  and straight-sided 

alabastron C.C:32, presenting a wheel-coiled lower body and a wheel turned 

upper body. Potters now focus and spend more time on smoothing the 

technological traces from the surfaces of the vessels. It is important to stress that 

stirrup jar C.C:174 has a badly preserved and corroded exterior surface. The 

actual body of clay making up the roughout of the vessel is exposed, and 

therefore technological marks are highly visible and can be analysed more in 

detail. 

8.3.1.4 Finishing 

All of the vessels are finished on the exterior and interior surface, regardless of 

their provenance and the method used to shape their roughout. 

 
789 Amphora C.C:5; alabastron C.C:38; jugs C.C:66, C.C:78, C.C:86, C.C:102, C.C:115; lekythos C.C:110; stirrup 

jars C.C:133, C.C:135. 
790 Jar C.C:26; jug C.C:67; stirrup jar C.C:174. 
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8.3.1.5 Coating 

The majority of the material has some type of coating. Local production shows 

a similarity to imports, with the majority of the pots being coated. Coated vessels 

make up 59% of local productions, and 56% of imported vessels. Monochrome 

surfaces make up 15% of coated local productions, and 22% of coated imported 

vessels. Uncoated vessels make up 20% of local productions and 4% of the 

imported material. The remaining specimens are treated with the LST (29% of 

local productions, and 19% of imports). 

Possible imports present a striking preference for the use of the LST (56%), with 

coated and uncoated vessels both clustering around 22%. It is interesting to 

notice that the LST is thicker on possible imports than on local productions and 

imports. Even though the need to speed up the production processes resulted in 

the potters skipping one step of the chaîne opératoire (i.e. coating), the gestures 

performed by the craftsmen did not change significantly. One of the distinctive 

features of possible imports is the thick, dense coat. It is therefore possible to 

assume that potters were using a “heavier hand” to perform the LST as well. 

Many interior rims of local productions are coated (40% of coated vessels), 

usually performing the same type of treatment identified on the exterior surface. 

The only exception is narrow-necked jug C.C:100 showing a LST on the interior 

rim, whilst the exterior surface is slipped. Straight-sided alabastron C.C:61 has 

the LST on the interior rim as well. Neither possible imports nor imports show 

any type of coating treatment on the interior rim of any of the vessels. 

8.3.1.6 Decoration 

Patterned decoration is the preferred type of treatment in any type of production 

(64% of local productions, all of possible imports, and 75% of imports). Koan 

productions present the use of monochrome (11%) and linear decoration (25%) 

as well. Interestingly, imports show the use of linear (13%) and monochrome 

decoration (13%), outlining once again the closeness with local productions. 

The motifs are usually placed on the shoulder, while the lower body is organized 

in groups of thin and/or medium bands, with few exceptions being represented 
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by alabastron C.C:63, and stirrup jars C.C:163, C.C:172, C.C:173, C.C:174, 

C.C:175 and C.C:178. In the later phases of the period, some stirrup jars are 

characterized by the execution of decorative motifs (framed by groups of thin 

and/or medium bands) at the point of maximum expansion of the vessel. 

Monochrome specimens, making up 11% of local productions, are no longer 

resembling monochrome vessels shaped according to the local tradition. It is 

however possible to assume that the persistence of this type of decoration is 

connected with traditional practices. The covering of the exterior surfaces is not 

as neat and precisely executed as in the earlier periods (especially in LH IIB-LH 

IIIA1). Brushstrokes are now clearly recognizable on the surfaces, suggesting 

the involvement of the wheel in this stage of the production as well. The paint 

was applied by keeping the brush steady and turning the vessel placed on the 

wheel. Monochrome amphoriskos C.C:21 has a reserved panel on the shoulder, 

and monochrome straight-sided alabastron C.C:44 has a reserved base. 

The use of ridges on the neck-shoulder transition is no longer common in this 

period; the only specimens presenting a low ridge at the attachment of the neck 

on the shoulder are amphoriskos C.C:21 and stirrup jar C.C:162. 

Jar C.C:195 is decorated with three medium bands on the lower body and circles 

around the handles. The vessel also presents an incomplete scroll (FM 48) on 

the shoulder, close by one of the handles. It is possible to identify an incision 

underneath the motif. Given the proximity to the handle, it is possible to assume 

that, while smoothing the handle attachment, the potter made a mistake, resulting 

in a scratch on the surface. The scratch was then used as a decoration and covered 

with paint. The profile of the vessels is uneven and there is a drop of paint on 

the lower part body, just underneath the scroll. The quality of the production 

does not seem as good as the other samples. Unfortunately, the neck, rim and 

handles are all restored in plaster, so it is not possible to describe the quality of 

the attachment of the appendages to the body. The fact that all of the appendages 

are missing (i.e. the parts shaped separately, attached in a later stage of the 

production process, and sticking out of the body), indicates that probably the 

attachments were not properly executed. 
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Strainer jug C.C:115 features dotted decoration on the shoulder, framed by linear 

bands. The vessel also has two dotted, plastic snakes placed on the opposite sides 

on the spout, ending exactly on the upper attachments of the spout to the 

shoulder. 

Most local productions have linear interior rims (79%). Amphoriskos C.C:25, 

alabastra C.C:49 and C.C:35, feeding bottle C.C:116 and C.C:118, and multiple 

vase C.C:194. have bars and dots on their interior rims. 

Possible imports are all characterized by patterned decoration and linear interior 

rims, the only exception being stirrup jar C.C:147, not showing any type of 

treatment on the interior rim. Almost all of the imported vessels present a linear 

decoration on the interior rim (69%). Rims of stirrup jars C.C:175 and C.C:184 

are restored in plaster, and it is therefore not possible to analyse their interior 

decoration. Alabastron C.C:58 has bars on the rim. 

8.3.1.7 Rubbing 

All of the material is characterized by lustrous surfaces, locally produced 

piriform jar C.C:3, jug C.C:65, hydria C.C:112, and feeding bottle C.C:125   

being the only exceptions. Apart from feeding bottle C.C:125, the other four 

vessels are rather big and their surfaces are not properly preserved, therefore an 

original lustrous treatment of the exterior cannot be excluded. In all these 

specimens, interior surfaces are treated with the same rubbing technique as 

exterior surfaces. 

Although light burnishing appears to be the preferred type of rubbing treatment 

in this phase, the use of burnishing is attested as well. Local productions closely 

mirror the tendencies observed in the imported material, with 5% of the material 

being burnished and 92% of the vessels showing light burnishing. Lekythos 

C.C:108 is characterized by polishing on the upper body and light burnishing on 

the lower body. Interestingly, Monochrome Dark amphora C.C:9 and 

Monochrome Black round-mouthed jug C.C:103 both present a lustrous surface, 

in contrast with the preference of local tradition for dull surfaces. Interior 

surfaces of local productions are non-lustrous, except for light burnished rims of 
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alabastra C.C:52 and C.C:56. The surfaces can either be wiped or smoothed with 

a slight preference for wiping. 

Imported vessels present the same tendency, burnished vessels making up 6% of 

the total and light burnished pots being 88% of the total. Stirrup jar C.C:178 has 

a polished upper body and a wiped lower body. The preferred treatment for the 

interior surfaces is wiping, with few cases of smoothing, including stamnos 

C.C:26, alabastron C.C:27, stirrup jars C.C:173 and C.C:178. Jug C.C:67 has a 

lightly burnished rim and a wiped body. 

Possible imports are mostly light burnished (89%). Straight-sided alabastron 

C.C:46 is made in two stages, with two different rubbing treatments: the wheel-

coiled upper body is wiped, and the wheel turned lower body is light burnished. 

Stirrup jar C.C:145 is burnished. Wiping is the preferred rubbing treatment for 

interior surfaces, except for smoothed stirrup jars C.C:156 and C.C:180). 
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8.3.2 Open Shapes 

Fifty-one open vessels from Eleona and Langada are dated to LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC 

Middle by Vitale. One cup from Langada Tomb 50 (Morricone 1967, 227) was not 

photographed by Morricone, and it is therefore not possible to take it in consideration 

for the purposes of this study. Most of the vessels are local productions (94%),791 

imports make up only 6% of the total.792 There are no possibly imported vessels among 

the material dated to this phase. Cup C.O:5 is shaped according to the local tradition 

(Unpainted Pale Fine). All of the imported material is from the Argolid. 

8.3.2.1 Typology 

Two main tendencies can be observed in the local productions: a preference for 

carinated shapes, and a preference for deep shapes (deep bowls, deep semi-

globular cups, kalathoi). Profiles are generally globular, with some conical 

examples.793 Unpainted Pale Fine cup C.O:5 shows a globular profile with a 

rather significant point of inflection underneath the rim, making the upper body 

conical. 

It is likely that the potters had a series of globular pre-forms that they were 

modifying each time according to their needs, and to which they were attaching 

appendages (handles, spouts) and bases. It seems that also these kinds of features 

were pre-made and then attached to the main body, after being customized for 

each shape. Horizontal handles for example can be used for both deep bowls and 

kalathoi. When applied to deep bowls they are slightly stretched up, whereas on 

kalathoi they are simply pushed to the surface. A set of bases of different 

diameters must have been at the craftsman's disposal in the workshop, and 

applied to preforms during fashioning. This hypothesis might indicate that 

pottery production was organized in a production line, where different craftsmen 

dealt with different stages of the production process in order to increase 

 
791  Cups C.O:1-C.O:7, C.O:9-C.O:17, C.O:21-C.O:26; mug C.O:21, dipper C.O:22; kylikes C.O:27-C.O:28; 

bowls C.O:31-C.O:43, C.O:48-C.O:49; kalathoi C.O:44-C.O:47; lid C.O:50. 
792 Cup C.O:8; mug C.O:18; kylix C.O:29. 
793 Conical cups C.O:1-C.O:2; carinated cups C.O:21, C.O:26; kylikes C.O:27-C.O:29; kalathoi C.O:44-C.O:47; 

conical spouted bowl C.O:49. 
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production speed. Although in the absence of evidence for pottery workshops on 

Kos this assumption cannot be supported by other evidence for now. 

Imports have a rather sharper profile, but it seems that the production process 

was the same. Cup C.O:8 shows the adding of the upper part (i.e. rim), and an 

incision-like trace can be detected in the place where it was added. 

8.3.2.2 Raw Materials 

All the vessels are produced in fine fabrics during this phase, except for locally 

produced Mycenaean Unpainted Fine conical cup C.O:1. The cup is shaped in 

B-X medium-coarse to coarse fabric. 

Most of local productions are shaped in fine-medium fabrics (62% of the total), 

preferably non-micaceous, even though micaceous VII is present. Vessels 

shaped in fine fabrics make up 36% of the material, with a fair division between 

micaceous A-II and non-micaceous A-I. 

All three imports are produced using fine fabrics. 

8.3.2.3 Fashioning 

All of the open shapes dated to this phase are shaped with the involvement of 

RKE. Local productions show the use of coiling in 40% of the cases, while 67% 

of the imported material is wheel-coiled.  It is interesting to notice that Koan 

potters seem to be more concerned than mainland craftsmen about smoothing 

out production marks. The potters were probably interested in showing their 

skills, comparable to those of mainland potters. On the mainland the production 

was so highly standardized that potters were no longer focusing on surface 

treatments, even on open shapes. 

Mycenaean Painted Fine lid C.O:50 is fashioned in two stages, with a wheel-

coiled base and wheel turned walls. Given the wide diameter of its base (23,5 

cm), the potter did not feel comfortable in shaping the lump of clay directly on 

the wheel without coiling the roughout first. Coil joinings and beginnings are 

weak points on the surfaces of the vessels, but the use of the coiling method 

helps keeping the thickness of wider shapes homogeneous. The location of the 
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fractures on the surfaces shows that the walls were stretched-out from the last 

loop of the coil.  Cracks are transversal to the base, rather than running all around 

the base attachment. Pressure areas indicate the sections where the potter 

pressured the clay to stretch it, and the parts where he tried to smooth the 

transition from the walls to the base. Kalathos C.O:45 has a wheel-coiled lower 

body and wheel turned upper body. Given that the rim presents the widest 

diameter of the vessel, the potter worked on the upper body to strengthen the 

walls, and consequently covered the traces of coiling.  

Imported vessels are wheel-coiled, except for mug C.O:18. The mug has a 

narrower diameter in the central area of its walls. The potter was therefore really 

careful while working on the walls of the vessel, to make sure they would not 

crack. The absence of coiling marks is probably related to the fact that he focused 

on finishing the roughout and removing any “weak” section (e.g. coil joinings 

and/or beginnings). Kylix C.O:29 is fashioned by stretching the base of a conical 

cup, and attaching a stem to it. This is also proved by the fact that the handles of 

the kylix are of the same type to those of deep semi-globular cup C.O:8.  

8.3.2.4 Finishing 

All of the vessels are finished on the exterior and interior surface, regardless of 

their provenance and the method used to shape their roughout. 

8.3.2.5 Coating 

Most of the local productions are coated. Slipped or washed vessels are 28% of 

the total and surfaces with the LST are attested in 30% of the cases. Monochrome 

treatment is performed on 28% of the coated material. This element shows that 

despite the progression of the Mycenaeanisation process, the Koan community 

is still applying traditional methods to the production of pottery. The Mycenaean 

element is embedded and fused with features derived from the local tradition of 

the island. Uncoated vessels are 19% of local productions. During the later stages 

of the period, the LST is used as a decorative element as well. The technique is 

performed only on the lower body to base on seven vessels, creating a darker 

section on the surface of the vessel, resembling that of reddish-brown linear 
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decoration.794 The upper body of these vessels is finished, but does not have any 

trace of coating. In all seven cases, the area treated with the LST has a gentle 

point of inflection. It is possible that the two sections of the vessels were 

fashioned separately and then attached together. The lower part and base of the 

vessel was part of a set of pre-forms shaped in various dimensions (e.g. smaller 

for cups, larger for deep bowls), and ready to be used by the potter to fashion 

different types of vessels. A lump of clay was then attached to the “pre-form”, 

and the walls were stretched out. 

Two of the imports are coated, and only kylix C.O:29 is left uncoated. Neither 

monochrome treatment nor LST are attested on the exterior surface. Deep semi-

globular cup C.O:8, and kylix C.O:29 have a monochrome interior surface. 

8.3.2.6 Decoration 

Most local production have linear decoration (36%), and only 21% of the vessels 

are patterned. Monochrome treatments are still highly attested (30% of the 

material), as well as some cases of plain specimens (13%).  

Deep bowl C.O:43 is monochrome, with a reserved lower body. Linear deep 

semi-globular cups C.O:11 and C.O:15 have groups of shallow incisions on the 

lower body, possibly deriving from finishing treatments. Seven vessels present 

the use of the LST on the lower body, in the same sections were incisions on 

specimens C.O:11 and are C.O:15 located. This supports the idea that the 

attachment of the lower to the upper body is a weak section on the profile of the 

vessels. In addition, the lower body is a key element of the structure of the vessel, 

supporting the walls, and serving as an attachment for the base. During finishing, 

potters were focusing on this area, trying to strengthen it. Some of the marks 

(incisions) or the luster left by the continuous smoothing on the surface of the 

vessel were not removed but rather kept as a decoration, to save time. Using 

these marks as decorations, the craftsmen did not have to spend time covering 

them, nor had to apply any other form of decoration to the surfaces. 

 
794 Deep semi-globular cups C.O:10-C.O:13; one-handled bowl C.O:30; deep bowls C.O:42-C.O:43. 
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Decorative motifs on open shapes mostly consist of wavy bands and spirals, 

located in the point of maximum expansion of the vessel. Kalathos C.O:44 is 

decorated with wavy lines (FM 53), fish (FM 20), and snails on the interior 

surface. As for closed shapes, running spirals are amongst the most common 

decorative motifs during this period. The snails are obtained by drawing a spiral 

and then adding eyes to it. The kalathos also features two groups of three plastic 

buttons, on each side of the vessel in correspondence with the handles. Both 

groups have two buttons located at the lower attachments of the handles and one 

between them, to form a triangle. Since the lower set of buttons is located in 

correspondence with the handle attachments, it is possible to assume that the 

handle attachments were visible on the interior surface and the potter used the 

buttons to hide them. He then added a third button in correspondence with the 

middle point of the handles. Smaller kalathoi show linear and monochrome 

decoration on the interior surfaces. Having a larger surface to work on, the potter 

felt confident in executing various motifs on them. 

Interior surfaces of local productions are mostly monochrome (62%), eight 

vessels having a reserved base.795 Linear interiors are present as well (21%). 

Semi-globular cup C.O:13, mug C.O:19, and kalathos C.O:44 have patterned 

interiors. 

Imported vessels are always decorated. Mug C.O:19 and deep semi-globular cup 

C.O:8 are linear and kylix C.O:29 is patterned. Kylix C.O:29, has a chevron (FM 

58) that reaches the first band of its linear stem. Deep semi-globular cup C.O:8 

has a thin line on the rim and a splash on the handle, while the rest of the body 

is coated with a thick, dense slip. The linear rim results from the use of paint to 

monochrome cover the interior surface. While decorating the interior surface, 

the brush strokes some paint on the exterior rim as well. All imported vessels 

have a monochrome interior, except for linear mug C.O:18. 

 
795 Cups C.O:3-C.O:4; deep semi-globular cups C.O:6, C.O:10, C.O:12, C.O:17; one-handled bowl C.O:30; deep 

bowl C.O:42. 
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8.3.2.7 Rubbing 

The majority of local productions have lustrous exterior surfaces, mostly light 

burnished (66%). The remaining 13% of local productions do not present any 

sign of luster on the exterior surface. Deep bowl C.O:41 is polished both on the 

exterior and interior surfaces. Spouted cup C.O:24 is light burnished on the upper 

body and wiped on the lower body. The different grade of luster may be due to 

usewear, since the lower body was handled more frequently to hold the cup. 

Interior surfaces of locally produced vessels can be lustrous (32%), mostly light 

burnished (93% of vessels presenting lustrous interiors). Deep bowl C.O:41 has 

polished interior surfaces. The rest of the material is evenly distributed between 

wiped (36%) and smoothed (32%) interior surfaces. 

All imported vessels have lustrous exterior and interior surfaces, except for mug 

C.O:18, wiped on the interior. Kylix C.O:29 is light burnished on the exterior, 

and burnished on the interior surface. It is likely that the exterior surface was 

burnished too, but the luster worn off due to usewear and post-depositional 

processes. 
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8.4 Vessels of uncertain date796 

It was not possible to date 39 vessels with certainty. These include 27 closed shapes,797 and 12 

open shapes.798 They mostly consist of plain and monochrome vessels. The shapes are usually 

ones that were in use continuously throughout the LBA, without major changes in the typology 

over time. They come from tombs at Eleona and Langada that show traces of reuse. Some of 

the vessels are stray finds from Langada. Since they do not bear any morphological or 

decorative feature distinctive of a specific period, they cannot be assigned to a chronological 

phase. In addition, their original position in the tomb is not preserved, and it is therefore not 

possible to associate any of these vessels with securely dated specimens. All of the vessels are 

local productions, except for possibly imported askos D.C:16 and imported stirrup jar D.C:12. 

Local productions sometimes show some peculiar morphological features that cannot be 

assigned with certainty to a specific chronological phase.  

Since these vessels do not belong to a single chronological phase, it is not possible to 

present them according to the steps of the chaîne opératoire. The technological features 

recognized on this material will be presented according to a typological grouping, since it is 

likely that similar types799 were produced following a similar technological process, regardless 

of their chronological attribution. A brief overview of the context of provenance of the 

undatable material will be provided below. 

8.4.1 The contexts 

Twelve of these vessels come from Eleona. They were found in tombs 4, 10, 12, 13, 15, 18, and 

21.800 Tomb 4 was built in LH IIB, and reused in LH IIIA1, LH IIIB, LH IIIC Early, and LH 

IIIC Middle. It contained 13 vessels. Two of them were dated to LH IIB-LH IIIA1, five to LH 

IIIB, and two to LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle.801 Askos (FS 194) D.C:15 and dipper (FS 236) 

D.O:7 are dated to LH IIIB-LH IIIC Early. The two shapes are attested in both periods, but 

 
796 A group of fragments from a three-handled vessel and a basin from Langada Tomb 52, and two three handled 

stray find fragments from Langada were not photographed by Morricone, and therefore cannot be analyzed. A jug 

fragment from Langada Tomb 52 was not found in the warehouse of the Museum of Kos. These vessels are not 

considered for the purposes of this study. 
797 Jugs D.C:1-D-C:11, D.C:18, D.C:22; stirrup jar D.C:12; flask D.C:13; askoi D.C:14-D.C:17; alabastra D.C:19-

D.C:20; cooking pot D.C:21; jar D.C:23. 
798 Cups D.O:1-D.O:4, D.O:9-D.O:11; mugs D.O:5-D.O:6; dipper D.O:7; bowl D.O:8. 
799 For the definition of “type”, see Chapter 4. 
800 From Tomb 4: D.O:7, D.O:15, D.C:19, and D.O:11; from Tomb 10, D.C:10; from Tomb 12, D.C:16; from 

Tomb 11, D.C.11; from Tomb 15, D.C:4 and D.C:20; from Tomb 18: D.C:7 and D.O:1; from Tomb 22, D.C:22. 
801 Vessels dated to LH IIB-LH IIIA1: A.O:4, and A.O:6; vessels dated to LH IIIA2-LH IIIB: B.C:66, B.C:90, 

B.O:7, B.O:38, and B.O:53; vessels dated to LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle: C.C:91, and C.C:93. 
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since both specimens are plain, it is not possible to determine a precise dating by analysing their 

decoration. Monochrome Dark alabastron D.C:19 and Unpainted Pale Medium-Coarse spouted 

cup D.O:11 are shaped according to the local tradition, and do not present any distinctive sign 

of a specific period. Both shapes were produced on Kos during the Late Bronze Age, without 

major chronological changes throughout time.  

Tomb 10, built in LH IIIA1 and reused in LH IIIA2, contained five vessels. Three of 

these vessels were dated to LH IIIA1, and one was dated to LH IIIA2.802 Mycenaean Unpainted 

Fine trefoil-mouthed jug (FS 137) D.C:10 doesn't have any decorative motif that might help 

attributing the vessel to one of the two phases. 

Askos (FS 195) D.C:17 was found in Tomb 12, built in LH IIIA1 and reused in LH IIIC 

Middle. It is plain and it is therefore not possible to assign its production to a specific phase. 

The tomb contained a total of five vessels, dated to LH IIIA1 and three dated to LH IIIC 

Middle.803 

Tomb 13 was built in LH IIIC Early, and reused in LH IIIC Middle. It contained four 

vessels dated to LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle,804 except for vessel D.C:11. Trefoil-mouthed 

jug D.C:11 is a Monochrome Black local production, and it does not feature any distinctive 

elements that indicate a precise dating. 

Mycenaean Unpainted Fine jug (FS 110) D.C:4 and Mycenaean Painted Fine alabastron 

D.C:20 were found in Tomb 15. The tomb was built in LH IIIA2 and reused in LH IIIB and LH 

IIIC Middle. It contained a total of 14 vessels, five dated to LH IIIA2-LH IIIB and seven dated 

to LH IIIC Middle.805 It is not possible to assign vessels D.C:4 and D.C:220 to a specific 

chronological period since the former is plain, and the latter is heavily compromised by 

depositional usewear, that makes it very difficult to distinguish any decorative motif on its 

surfaces. 

Tomb 18 was built in LH IIB, and reused in LH IIIA1 and LH IIIA2, and it contained 

four vessels dated to LH IIIA1, and one dated to LH IIIC Middle.806 The tomb also contained 

 
802 Vessels dated to LH IIB-LH IIIA1: A.C:11, A.C:12, and A.O:3; vessel B.C:61 is dated to LH IIIA2-LH IIIB.  
803 Vessel A.C:22 is dated to LH IIB-LH IIIA1; vessels dated to LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle: C.C:94, C.C:113; 

and C.O:15. 
804 Vessels C.C:61, C.C:141-C.C:142. 
805 Vessels dated to LH IIIA2-LH IIIB: B.C:5, B:O:8, B.O:19, B.O:28, B.O:34; vessels dated to LH IIIC Early-

LH IIIC Middle: C.C:109, C.C:127, C.C:177-C.C:178, C.O:16, and C.O:42. 
806 Vessels dated to LH IIB-LH IIIA1: A.C:4-A.C:7, A.C:20, and A.C:27; vessel B.C:14 is dated to LH IIIA2-LH 

IIIB. 
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Monochrome Dark jug D.C:7 and Mycenaean Unpainted Medium-Coarse conical cup (FS 204), 

dated between LH IIB and LH IIIA2. Since both vessels do not have any distinctive 

chronological feature, it was not possible to assign them to a specific phase of use of the tomb. 

Juglet D.C:22 was found in Tomb 21, a structure built in LH IIIA1 and reused in LH 

IIIC Middle. The tomb contained six vessels, four dated to LH IIIA1 and one dated LH IIIC 

Middle.807 The juglet is monochrome, and it could have been produced in both LH IIIA1, as 

well as LH IIIC Middle. 

Fourteen of these vessels come from Langada. They were found in tombs 7, 10, 12, 25, 

27, 41, 42. 52, 57-59, and 61.808 

Tomb 7 only contained locally produced Mycenaean Unpainted Fine conical cup (FS 

204) D.O:2. Conical cups were produced throughout the entire Bronze Age, and therefore it is 

not possible to date the vessel nor the tomb. 

Monochrome jug (FS 105) D.C:1 was found in Tomb 10, built in LH IIIB and reused in 

LH IIIC Early and LH IIIC Middle. It contained 28 vessels, one dated to LH IIIB, and 26 dated 

to LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle.809 The jug is monochrome and shape FS 105 was produced 

from LH IIIA2 to LH IIIC. Since the specimen is monochrome, it is not possible to date it to a 

specific period. 

Flask (FS 192) D.C:13 is the only vessel found in Tomb 12. It is unpainted and the shape 

is produced starting from LH IIIA2, till the end of the Bronze Age, so it is not possible to assign 

it to a specific chronological phase. It is also not possible to date the tomb. 

Unpainted Grey jug D.C:3 was found in Tomb 25. The tomb was built in LH IIIA2, and 

reused in LH IIIC Early. It contained nine vessels, three dated to LH IIIA2, and five dated to 

LH IIIC Early.810 It is not possible to date the jug to a specific period, since Unpainted Grey 

 
807 Vessels dated to LH IIB-LH IIIA1: A.C:9, A.C:16, A.O:1, A.O:5; vessel C.O:18 is dated to LH IIIC Early-LH 

IIIC Middle. 
808 From Tomb 7, D.O:2; from Tomb 10, D.C:1; From Tomb 12, D.C:13; from Tomb 25, D.C:3; from Tomb 27, 

D.C:9 and D.O:3; from Tomb 41, D.C:6; from Tomb 42, D.O:5; from Tomb 52, D.C.5; and D.C:16 from Tomb 

57, D.C:8; from Tomb 58, D.C:23; from Tomb 59, D.C:18; from Tomb 61, D.O:6. 
809 Vessel B.C:55 is dated to LH IIIA2-LH IIIB; vessels dated to LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle: C.C:11, C.C:17-

C.C:18, C.C:27, C.C:29, C.C:31-C.C:32, C.C:40-C.C:42, C.C:52, C.C:59-C.C:60, C.C:74, C.C:89, C.C:105-

C.C:106, C.C:120, C.C:122, C.C:130-C.C:132, C.C:159, C.C:188, C.C:194, C.O:49. 
810 Vessels dated to LH IIIA2-LH IIIB: B.C:1, B.C:8, and B.C:23; vessels dated to LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle: 

C.C:5, C.C:65, C.C:77, C.C:187, and C.O:32. 
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vessels are produced throughout the whole Late Bronze Age and the original location of the 

vessels in the tomb is not preserved. 

Tomb 27 only contained locally produced Mycenaean Painted Fine trefoil-mouthed jug 

(FS 137) D.C:9 and Monochrome Dark cup D.O:3. The vessels are both monochrome and the 

shapes are produced throughout the whole Late Bronze Age, so it is not possible to date the 

tomb and the vessels to any specific period. 

Tomb 41 was built in LH IIIA2 and reused in LH IIIC Middle. It contained three vessels, 

flask B.C:85 dated to LH IIIA2, stirrup jar C.C:181 dated to LH IIIC Middle, and D.C.6 of 

uncertain date. The sample is a monochrome jug produced locally according to the Mycenaean 

tradition, and might have been produced either in LH IIIA2 or LH IIIC Middle. 

Tomb 42 only contained monochrome mug (FS 226) D.O:5. This shape was produced 

from LH IIIA1 to LH IIIC Early, and it is therefore not possible to date the vessel or the context 

with certainty. 

Monochrome jug (FS 115) D.C:5 was found in Tomb 52. The tomb was built in LH 

IIIB, reused in LH IIIC Early and LH IIIC Middle, and contained nine vessels. Two of the 

vessels were not photographed by Morricone, and for this reason are not taken in consideration 

for the purposes of this study. One vessel was dated to LH IIIB, one to LH IIIC Early, three 

vessels were dated to LH IIIC Middle,811 and jug D.C:5 was dated between LH IIIB and LH 

IIIC Early, since it does not have any specific feature that might help in assigning it to a specific 

chronological phase. 

Tomb 57 was built in LH IIIB, and reused in LH IIIC Early and in LH IIIC Middle. It 

contained eight vessels, two dated to LH IIIB, three dated to LH IIIC Early, one dated to LH 

IIIC Middle,812 and narrow-necked jug (FS 121) D.C:8 and askos (FS 195) D.C:16 dated 

between LH IIIB and LH IIIC Middle. Jug FS 121 started being produced in LH IIIA2 until the 

end of the Bronze Age, and askos FS 195 was produced from the early stages of the Late Bronze 

Age, to the end of the period. Both shapes did not present any significant morphological change 

through time, and therefore they could have been produced any time between LH IIIB and LH 

IIIC Middle. In addition, the decorative motif on jug D.C:8 is worn off due to heavy 

depositional usewear, and askos D.C:16 is decorated with wavy line (FM 53), a motif largely 

 
811 Vessel B.O:24 is dated to LH IIIA2-LH IIIB; vessels dated to LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle: C.C:73, C.C:115, 

C.O:35, and C.O:45. 
812 Vessels dated to LH IIIA2-LH IIIB: B.C:69, and B.O:27; vessels dated to C.C:2, C.C:45, C.C:125, and C.O:5. 
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used throughout the whole Late Bronze Age. For these reasons the decorations cannot be used 

to date any of the vessels. 

Tomb 58 only contained unpainted jar 1339. For this reason, neither the tomb, nor the 

vessel can be dated. 

Miniature jug D.C:18 is from Tomb 59, and it is dated between LH IIIB and LH IIIC 

Early. The tomb was built in LH IIIB and reused in LH IIIC Early, and contained eight vessels. 

Five vessels are dated to LH IIIB, and two are dated to LH IIIC Early.813 Vessel D.C:18 is 

unpainted and it might have been produced either in LH IIIB or LH IIIC Early. 

Tomb 61 was built in LH IIIC Early, and reused in LH IIIC Middle. It contained five 

vessels dated to LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle,814 except for vessel D.O:6. Mug D.O:6 is a 

Mycenaean Painted Fine local production, showing some peculiar features that don't allow a 

precise dating.  

Finally, eight stray finds from Langada are of uncertain date.815  Five of them are 

monochrome, and the remaining three are plain. They are all shaped according to the 

Mycenaean tradition, except for Unpainted Pale Medium Coarse cooking pot D.C:21, and 

Argolic import stirrup jar D.C:12. Askos (FS 194) D.C:14 is dated between LH IIIA2 and LH 

IIIC Early, and imported stirrup jar (FS 171, FS 173) D.C:12 is dated between LH IIIB and LH 

IIIC Early. Stirrup jar D.C:12 is decorated with concentric circles on the disk, isolated semi-

circles and ripple pattern on the shoulder (FM 43, 61), and a linear lower body with zigzags (FS 

61). The shape (FS 171, 173) first appeared in LH IIIB and stopped being produced in LH IIIC 

Early, without major changes in its morphological or decorative features. The vessel does not 

come from a dated context, and it is therefore not possible to date it to a specific period. Askos 

D.C:14 is monochrome, and the shape is produced from LH IIIA2 to LH IIIC Early. Since the 

specimen does not have a patterned decoration, it is not possible to assign it to a specific 

chronological phase. 

8.4.2 Closed shapes 

The largest number of undatable closed shapes consists of jugs. Unpainted Grey 

vessels D.C:3 and Monochrome dark D.C:7 are shaped according to the local 

 
813 Vessels dated to LH IIIA2-LH IIIB: B.C:50-B.C:52, and B.C:80-B.C:81; vessels dated to LH IIIC Early-LH 

IIIC Middle: C.C:25, and C.O:23. 
814 Vessels C.C:46, C.C:58, C.C:146, C.C:183. 
815 Vessels D.C:2, D.C:12, D.C:14, D.C:21, D.O:4, D.O:8-D.O:10. 
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tradition. All the other vessels are produced following the Mycenaean tradition. 

Most of the jugs are shaped using fine fabrics, except for D.C:1 and D.C:7 

produced using medium-coarse fabrics, and D.C:2 and D.C:8 produced in 

medium-coarse to coarse fabrics. Only four vessels show traces of wheel-coiling, 

and jug D.C:7 is handbuilt with the use of coils. The rest of the vessels are wheel 

turned, D.C.5 and D.C:18 possibly being produced assembling two parts (upper 

body and lower body) shaped separately. Trefoil-mouthed jug D.C:10 is made 

in two stages, and has a wheel-coiled lower body and wheel turned upper body. 

Most of the jugs have some sort of coating, usually a monochrome treatment. 

Narrow-necked jug D.C:8 is washed and miniature jug D.C:18 has a LST. None 

of the vessels has a coated interior surface. Except for patterned jug D.C:8, the 

vessels are monochrome or plain, some of them presenting a linear interior rim. 

Vessels D.C:2, D.C:4 and D.C:11 have a ridge on the neck-shoulder transition. 

Only four jugs do not have a lustrous exterior surface. Two of them (D.C:2 and 

D.C:6) are smoothed, but it is not possible to exclude that the exterior luster 

might have faded away due to usewear. Since the jugs are usually wheel turned, 

their interiors are mostly smoothed. The interior rubbing was performed by the 

potter while finishing the roughout and removing any discontinuity from the 

surface. The movement was steady since it was performed while the pot was 

turning on the wheel. 

Stirrup jar (FS 172) D.C:12 is imported from the Argolid. It is produced using a 

fine fabric, and it is wheel-coiled. Its exterior surface has a LST, and the interior 

rim presents the same type of treatment. The vessel has a patterned decoration, 

but it is not possible to determine whether the interior rim is linear, since the 

spout is fully restored in plaster. For the same reason it is not possible to state 

whether the interior rim was light burnished as the exterior surface. The interior 

lower body is wiped. 

Unpainted Pale Medium-Coarse flask (FS 192) D.C:13 is shaped according to 

the local tradition, using medium-coarse to coarse fabric B-IX. The vessel is 

wheel-coiled. It does not present any type of coating or decorations, and it is 

light burnished on the exterior surface and smoothed on the interior surface. 

Four askoi are of uncertain date. They are all produced in fine fabrics, except for 

specimen D.C:17 shaped using medium-coarse to coarse fabric B-IX. Two of 
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the four askoi are handbuilt (D.C:14 and D.C:15) and two are wheel turned 

(D.C:16 and D.C:17). Vessel D.C:14 is the only askos showing traces of coiling. 

Despite the fact that technological traces are covered by surface treatments on 

the exterior surface (monochrome decoration and rubbing), the interior surface 

features traces of rilling, ridges and striations resulting from wheel-coiling. On 

the exterior surface, it is still possible to identify irregularities and pressure areas 

connected to the pressure applied on the clay to join the two halves of the vessel. 

Only two of the askoi are decorated, D.C:14 is monochrome and D.C:16 presents 

linear bands and wavy lines (FM 53) on the exterior surface. Two samples have 

lustrous exterior surfaces (D.C.14 and D.C;17), while vessels D.C:15 and 

D.C:17 are smoothed both on the exterior and interior surfaces. Both the askoi 

with lustrous exterior surfaces are wiped on the interior. 

Alabastron D.C:19 is shaped according to the local tradition (Monochrome 

Dark), using fine-medium, non-micaceous fabric A-VI. It shows both traces of 

coiling and of the use of RKE, and it is therefore classified as wheel-coiled. It 

has a monochrome exterior surface, and four holes on the lip. It is burnished on 

the exterior surface, and smoothed on the interior. The other alabastron of 

uncertain date, vessel D.C:20, is a local production of Mycenaean tradition 

(Mycenaean Painted Fine). It is shaped using fine-medium micaceous fabric A-

VII, and it is wheel turned. It is washed and patterned on the exterior surface, 

and has a linear rim. Both of its surfaces are smoothed. 

Unpainted Pale Medium-Coarse cooking pot D.C:21 is produced in medium-

coarse fabric B-IX. It does not show any sign of the use of RKE, but has clear 

signs of coiling. It is not coated nor decorated. Its exterior surface is burnished, 

and the interior surface is smoothed. 

Jar D.C:23 is an unpainted local production, shaped using medium-coarse to 

coarse fabric B-X. It is wheel coiled, and both surfaces are wiped.
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8.4.3 Open shapes 

Seven open shapes of uncertain date are cups; cup D.O:1 is dated between LH 

IIB and LH IIIA2. All of the cups are local productions, and spouted cup D.O:11 

is produced according to local tradition (Unpainted Pale Medium-Coarse). 

Three specimens are shaped in medium-coarse fabrics, all containing white-soft 

inclusions. Unpainted Pale Medium-Coarse cup D.O:11 is produced using a 

coarser fabric (B-XI) that Mycenaean tradition cups D.O:1 and D.O:3 (shaped 

in fabrics B-VI and B-V). Cups D.O:2 and D.O:9 are shaped in finer micaceous 

fabrics (respectively A-VII and A-VIII), and cup D.O:4 is shaped in fine-

medium, non-micaceous fabric A-VI. Most of the vessels have visible traces of 

coiling, as well as of the use of RKE, and are therefore classified as wheel-coiled. 

Conical cup D.O:1 is characterized by a series of grooves and ridges on the 

interior surface. These marks are related to the use of a single coil to shape the 

body of the vessel. The cup features a preferential crack on the string-cut base, 

connected to the beginning of the coil used during the fashioning process. 

After forming the roughout using the coiling technique, the pre-form was then 

placed on the wheel to smooth its walls and finish the shape. Specimens D.O:9 

and D.O:11 do not show traces of coiling, and are defined as wheel turned. It is 

interesting to observe that these cups are either monochrome treated or not 

coated and plain. The preference for monochrome and plain surfaces derives 

from the local tradition. For this reason, spouted cup D.O:11 shows no traces of 

coating or paint. 

Conical cups are usually plain and specimens D.O:1 and D.O:2 make no 

exception. Shallow cup D.O:10 presents grooves on the exterior surface, 

possibly deriving from the use of coils to shape the roughout. The potter then 

used these technological traces as a decorative element, and had not fully 

smoothed them off.  Coating and decoration wise, interior surfaces behave 

exactly as the exterior ones. Monochrome specimens (D.O:3, D.O:4, D.O:9, and 

D.O:10) have lustrous exterior surfaces, usually light burnished, except for 

burnished shallow cup D.O:9. Plain cups (D.O:1, D.O:2, and D.O:11) all have 

wiped exterior and interior surfaces. Vessels presenting lustrous exterior 
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surfaces, have smoothed interior surfaces, except for cup D.O:3 being lightly 

burnished on the interior as well. The fact that only monochrome vessels have 

lustrous surfaces might suggest that at least part of the luster comes from the use 

of lustrous paints to cover the surfaces of the vessels. In addition, since 

monochrome interior surfaces are mostly smoothed, it is possible to assume that 

they were originally lustrous (as in the case of vessel D.O:3), and that the luster 

faded away due to usewear. 

Vessels D.O:5 and D.O:6 are Mycenaean Painted Fine mugs. They are shaped 

in similar fine-medium, non-micaceous fabrics (respectively fabrics A-V and A-

IV). They are both wheel turned. Mug D.O:5 is monochrome both on the exterior 

and interior surface, and mug D.O:6 presents no traces of coating and linear 

decoration on both surfaces. Concerning rubbing treatments, the exterior 

surfaces of both vessels are light burnished, and the interior surfaces are 

smoothed. Once again, it is possible to assume that the interior surfaces were 

once lustrous, but were worn-off due to usewear. 

Dipper D.O:7 is dated between LH IIIB and LH IIIC Early, and it is shaped 

locally according to the Mycenaean tradition. It is produced in fine-medium, 

non-micaceous fabric A-V. It is wheel turned, and presents no traces of coating 

or decoration. Both of its surfaces are wiped.  

One-handled bowl D.O:8 is a Mycenaean Painted Fine specimen, shaped using 

fine micaceous clay A-II. It has traces of coiling and of the use of RKE, and it is 

therefore classified as wheel-coiled. It has monochrome exterior and interior 

surfaces. The exterior surface is light burnished, and the interior surfaces are 

smoothed. It is possible that the interior surface was originally lustrous, but lost 

its luster due to usewear. 
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CHAPTER 9 

TECHNOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF THE POTTERY FROM ELEONA AND LANGADA 

This chapter is devoted to the discussion of the technological choices carried out by Koan 

potters in LH IIB-LH IIIA1, LH IIIA2-LH IIIB, and LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle. This 

information will be compared with the data gained about the production of possible imports 

and imports, to understand how Koan potters behaved in comparison to mainland potters. The 

considerations made about Koan pottery production methods are of course limited to the 

information gained through the analysis of the vessels from Eleona and Langada. It is important 

to remember that these are funerary assemblages, and that, unfortunately, there are no 

settlement assemblages from Kos quantitatively comparable to this sample to make a 

comparison and provide a clearer picture about the changes in local practices occurred through 

time. 

The assemblage from Eleona and Langada consists of 468 vessels: 8% of the material 

is dated to LH IIB-LH IIIA1, 32% to LH IIIA2-LH IIIB, 53% to LH IIIC Early-Middle, and 

7% of the vessels are of uncertain date816 (Chart 9.1). LH IIB-LH IIIA1 and LH IIIC Early-LH 

IIIC Middle mostly consists of closed shapes (83% of LH IIB and LH IIIA1 vessels, 80% of 

LH IIIA2-LH IIIB vessels), while in LH IIIA2-LH IIIB an increase in the number of open 

shapes can be observed (Chart 9.2). As expected from funerary pottery assemblages, alabastra, 

piriform jars and stirrup jars are the most frequent vessel types. An increase in the number of 

jugs over time can be observed as well. Among open shapes, bowls, cups, and kylikes are the 

most frequent types. LH IIIA2-LH IIIB has a higher variability in the number of types and 

shapes, further confirming that this is a period during which potters were experimenting with 

ceramic production. Over time, Koan potters fully embedded Mycenaean features into their 

traditional production process, creating a new production sequence influenced by both 

Mycenaean elements and their traditional practices. 

9.1 LH IIB-LH IIIA1 

In LH IIB-LH IIIA1 most of the material from Eleona and Langada consists of local productions 

(53%), while the rest of the material is made up of possible imports (14%), and imports (33%). 

Local productions are mostly shaped using fine-medium fabrics (53%), though 11% of the 

material is fashioned using medium-coarse clays (Chart 9.4). RKE as well as the coiling 

 
816 Vitale et al. 2016. 
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technique are used to fashion most of the vessels, as shown in Chart 9.5. Local productions are 

always finished, and are usually coated as well. As Chart 9.7 shows, monochrome vessels make 

up 32% of the assemblage; this preference for monochrome surfaces derives from the Koan 

local tradition. Only 16% of Koan productions are plain, since vessels were usually patterned 

(see Chart 9.8). Potters preferred lustrous surfaces (84%), and usually performed burnishing as 

a rubbing treatment (see Chart 9.9). 

All possible imports are shaped in fine clays, generally using the wheel-coiling 

technique (Charts 9.4-9.5). Each of these vessels are finished, and contrary to local productions, 

40% of the material is uncoated, as shown in Chart 9.7. These vessels always have a patterned 

decoration and lustrous surfaces (Charts 9.9). 

The imported material is always shaped using fine clays (Chart 9.4). The wheel is used 

for the production of all imported specimens. While the majority of the vessels show coiling 

traces as well, 17% of the material is wheel turned, similar to the 20% wheel turned possible 

imports (Chart 9.5). All vessels are finished, and they are generally coated (see Charts 9.6-9.7). 

The material is usually decorated with patterns.  

Local productions of closed shapes show a wider range of technological choices 

concerning both the fashioning methods and surface treatments. During this period, Koan 

potters were still experimenting with clay manipulation; as Chart 9.10 shows, the analysis of 

the 14 locally produced closed shapes observed the use of 11 chaînes opératoires to shape them. 

 The preferred raw materials are fine and fine-medium clays, though medium-coarse 

fabrics are used as well. Most of the vessels are produced in finer clays, only juglet A.C:2 is 

shaped using a medium-coarse clay. The use of the coiling technique was visible in all of the 

vessels, despite the involvement of RKE in the production process. The wheel was used to 

produce 53% of the vessels, only alabastron A.C:20 was fully handbuilt. Koan potters were 

trained in the use of the wheel-coiling technique, but were focusing more on the correct 

execution of the technique, rather than on smoothing the technological marks off the surfaces 

of the vessels. None of the vessels was therefore classified as wheel turned. All of the vessels 

are coated except for alabastron A.C:23 and brazier A.C:30. Three vessels are monochrome 

treated, including Monochrome Dark piriform jar A.C:7 and alabastron A.C:2, and Mycenaean 

Painted Fine alabastron A.C:22. Only two vessels are plain, Unpainted Plain Fine askos A.C:1, 

and Mycenaean Unpainted Fine brazier A.C:30. Interestingly, these are also the only two pots 

with non-lustrous surfaces. 
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There is no significant difference between the production methods of the local tradition 

or the Mycenaean tradition, apart from the preference for plain or monochrome surfaces. 

All five possible imports are produced using fine clays. All of the vessels are coated, 

decorated with lustrous surfaces, except for uncoated stirrup jug A.C:29. This vessel is wheel-

coiled and has a handbuilt neck. Piriform jar A.C:6 shows a similar fashioning technique, the 

upper body being handbuilt, and the lower body being wheel turned. The remaining piriform 

jars, A.C:11 and A.C:16, were fashioned using RKE, A.C:11 also has traces of coiling. Hydria 

A.C:29 has traces of coiling, but given the incrustations covering its interior surface, it is not 

possible to determine the precise fashioning method used to shape it. 

All of the imported vessels are produced in fine fabrics, applying the coiling technique, 

and exploiting RKE. These vessels are decorated and have lustrous surfaces. Piriform jars 

A.C:13 and A.C:14, as well as Trojan import trefoil-mouthed jug A.C:3 are uncoated. 

It is possible to observe and compare the profiles of locally produced piriform jar A.C:4 

and alabastron A.C:20. The upper bodies bear many similarities, both share a wide and short 

shoulder and a distinct point of inflection, while their lower body appears to be more rounded. 

It is possible then to surmise that potters were performing the same movements to fashion 

different shapes. This may be due to the desire to speed up production by repeating a 

standardized movement, referring to a known set of actions in order to make sure no mistakes 

were made in the fashioning stage. 

Mycenaean class productions are shaped according to the mainland approach, combined 

with local tradition methods. This is due to locals still wanting to outline their separate identity 

and pedagogy while also acknowledging their participation and alignment with Mycenaean 

culture. Potters were probably trained to use a different chaîne opératoire, and it was natural 

for them to still hold on to some traditional methods. 

Imported alabastra A.C:25 and A.C:26 are produced in two stages, assembling the upper 

body and the lower body on the point of maximum expansion of the vessel. The former has 

traces of wheel-coiling on both the lower and upper body, while the latter has a wheel-coiled 

lower body and a wheel turned upper body. This technique can be observed on some locally 

produced alabastra as well (A.C:19 and A.C:23), with a handbuilt lower body and a wheel 

coiled upper body. Koan potters were trying to imitate fashioning techniques applied to the 

production of closed shapes on the mainland, combining their traditional fashioning methods 
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with new techniques. Mainland potters were better trained in the use of the wheel, and were 

therefore using RKE to produce all of the vessels. Koan potters were starting to use the wheel-

coiling technique, but were not yet confident enough to fully abandon handbuilding. They 

started producing local tradition shapes using the wheel-coiling technique (askos A.C:1, and 

juglet A.C:2), as well as the monochrome treatment (preferred by local tradition) for 

Mycenaean Painted Fine alabastron A.C:22, and left brazier A.C:30 plain. The chaîne 

opératoire used to shape all of local tradition vessels is the same used to produce Mycenaean 

tradition specimens, and bears similarities with local tradition pots.  

Monochrome Dark juglet A.C:2 and piriform jar A.C:7, and Mycenaean Painted Fine 

alabastron A.C:22 are wheel-coiled and shaped in coarser clays. Plain UPF askos A.C:1, and 

MyUF brazier A.C:30 are both wheel-coiled and have non-lustrous surfaces. This interplay 

between local preferences and Mycenaean traditions is a relevant process in the development 

of the Koan identity in the Bronze Age, that can be observed in many cultural choices, including 

funerary rituals (see Chapters 5), and the production of pottery. Despite aligning to the 

Mycenaean tradition, the island always kept an independent identity, and continued to express 

some local idiosyncrasies in both its spiritual and material culture (see Chapter 5). The fact that 

Koans managed to fuse their distinctive traits with those of Mycenaean culture indicates that 

they had fully embedded the Mycenaean tradition within their own society, and were able to 

shape it according to their needs. Mycenaean elements were not considered “foreign”, but rather 

a relevant part of the Koan identity. The fact that Koans started to fuse their distinctive traits 

with those of Mycenaean culture indicates that they were willing to absorb some of the traits of 

the Mycenaean tradition into their own society and were able to adapt them to their needs. In 

later periods, this process led to Mycenaean elements being considered a relevant part of the 

Koan identity instead of foreign. 

The connection between the local and Mycenaean traditions is even more striking when 

analysing open shapes. Two of the three locally produced Mycenaean wares show a preference 

for monochrome or plain surfaces, in accordance with the local tradition. Plain kylix A.O:6 is 

wheel-coiled like imported kylix A.O:5, but has non-lustrous surfaces, similar to vessels 

produced according to the Koan tradition in previous phases. It is also possible to detect 

Mycenaean influences on the local tradition. Monochrome Dark cups A.O:3 and A.O:4 have 

lustrous surfaces, similar to the prototypes of the Mycenaean tradition. Even though the local 

tradition is heavily influenced by Anatolian prototypes, vessels shaped according to the local 

tradition did not always present lustrous surfaces. Except for Monochrome Red vessels, all pots 
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fashioned according to the local tradition could have lustrous (wiped, smoothed) or non-lustrous 

(burnished) surfaces.817 A high incidence of lustrous surfaces in this phase can therefore be 

regarded as a consequence of Mycenaean influence. It is interesting to note that all spouted cups 

are produced with a very similar chaîne opératoire, despite them being shaped according to 

either the local or Mycenaean tradition. Mycenaean Painted Fine cup A.O:2 and Monochrome 

Dark cup A.O:4 are produced by wheel-coiling fine fabrics, while Monochrome Dark cup 

A.O:3 is wheel turned and is produced using a medium-coarse clay. This further indicates that 

Koan potters were experimenting with production methods, regardless of the type of product 

they were creating. It might also suggest that the same workshops were producing both Koan 

tradition and Mycenaean tradition vessels. 

Potters begin in this period to produce a large number of cups and bowls that were either 

combined to create closed shapes or used on their own as open shapes. This method streamlined 

the productive process by allowing the craftsman to adjust the general profile of one of these 

“prototypes” and add the typological features, such as handles or spouts, to one of cups/bowls 

that had already been shaped and were available to be used. 

Coating is an important stage of the productive process. Potters spend time treating 

interior surfaces using the same techniques they perform on exterior surfaces. This stage is 

regarded by Koan potters as a preparation of the surfaces for the application of the decoration. 

Mainland potters were using coating as a decorative treatment as well (see imported kylix 

A.O:5). This is a phase during which potters were sharpening their skills, experimenting with 

different chaînes opératoires, and trying to reduce the length of the productive process. High 

quality coating could allow the potter to skip the decorative phase of production, since applying 

motifs to the surfaces required more time spent on a single vessel.  

Rubbing is closely related to the decorative treatment applied to the vessel. There is a 

preference for burnishing all monochrome surfaces and wiping plain ones. Light burnishing is 

performed on the only patterned pot (cup A.O:1). The only non-lustrous vessel is plain 

Mycenaean Unpainted Fine kylix A.O:6. Burnishing is detected on monochrome vessels whose 

surfaces are fully covered in lustrous paint whereas patterned cup A.O:1 is lightly burnished. 

Potters were rubbing the surfaces of all vessels, devoting the same time to each pot, the 

 
817 See also Vitale 2017; Vitale and Trecarichi 2015; Vitale et al. 2016.  
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technological choices experimented with in the earlier stages of the productive process 

influenced the final outcome of the rubbing stages. 

Open shapes are the preferred field for technological experiments given that craftsmen 

can work on both surfaces and reach every side of the vessel more easily. The skills obtained 

while working on open shapes can be transferred to the production of closed shapes. Potters 

were not confident enough to make significant changes to the chaîne opératoire, although they 

are using different techniques for the production of the vessels. 

Spouted cups A.O:2 and A.O:3 are an example of the interplay between the local and 

the Mycenaean tradition, as well as of the willingness of Koan potters to outline their separate, 

independent identity. Both cups are local productions, A.O:2 is a Mycenaean Painted Fine 

vessel, and A.O:3 is a Monochrome Dark vessel. They are shaped using very similar chaînes 

opératoires; they are produced with non-micaceous clays, and both are wheel-coiled and have 

monochrome surfaces. A.O:2 has lustrous surfaces, while A.O:3 has a lustrous exterior and a 

non-lustrous interior surface. However, they also present some morphological differences, 

including the location of the spout and handle. These types of variations are described by 

Gosselain as “minute variations in contour - the shape of the collar, lip, handle, or base - are 

linked to ‘signatures’, which can be recognised as readily by eye as by touch”. 818  The 

attachment of the spout on the Mycenaean specimen is directly on the rim. Its section is semi-

circular, while the section of the handle is flat, according to Mycenaean shape FS 249. The 

spout of the local tradition vessel has a rounded section and is attached on the body of the vessel, 

rather than on the rim. The handle has a rounded section too, according to Koan preferences. 

These morphological differences are too significant to be considered a reflection of a 

craftsman’s hand or style.819 In this case, the shape and location of the appendages suggests a 

conscious choice.820 This is further indicated by the fact that the shape of the two vessels follow 

the Mycenaean (a deep semi-globular shape with a short, bridged spout attached on the rim) 

and the local traditions (a rounded biconical shape) respectively.821 These features are used by 

the potter to indicate that, despite the surface treatments of both vessels being the same, they 

belong to two different traditions. Such differences are eye-catching and can be noticed 

immediately by anyone, and outline the local character of the productions. The distinction 

between local and Mycenaean tradition is not based on the “invisible” stages of production, the 

 
818 Gosselain 2010, 201. 
819 See also Orton, Tyers and Vince 1993, 31. 
820 See Plates LXV.e, g, and CXLIII.e-f. 
821 See also section 8.1.2.1. 
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fashioning methods, but rather on the “visually appealing” features, most importantly the 

profile of the shape and decoration techniques. A vessel would have been recognized as part of 

Koan tradition if it had specific and distinctive features on its profiles, including an overall 

biconical shape and handle attachments located directly on the rim, and a monochrome or plain 

treatment of its surfaces. 

This is a transitional phase during which Koan traditional potting methods and 

Mycenaean features are combined together to shape vessels that mirror the identity of the local 

community. Despite embracing elements from the Mycenaean tradition, the island keeps its 

separate, independent identity by bending those features to maintain traditional Koan 

preferences. 

Five main adjustments to the local chaîne opératoire in favour of mainland production 

methods can be observed in this period. Potters are still experimenting with typologies and 

morphologies, but seem to have narrowed down their preference for finer raw materials. Fine 

and fine to medium clays are chosen to shape most of the vessels, regardless of their dimensions 

and function. RKE is used to fashion most of the vessels, and the two-stages technique is 

introduced for the production of alabastra. The use of coating spreads to the majority of 

Mycenaean local productions to mirror the Dark on Light decorative treatments of imported 

vessels, in contrast with traditional plain and monochrome surfaces. At the same time, the use 

of monochrome surfaces decreases in favour of patterned decorations. A decrease in the number 

of non-rubbed interior surfaces can be noticed as well. Specimens presenting non-treated 

interior surfaces always show some kind of rubbing on the interior rim. 

9.2 LH IIIA2-LH IIIB 

This period is a transitional phase during which coating, decoration and rubbing are not as 

carefully carried out by potters, who opted for increased production speeds instead. There is a 

decrease in the amount of local productions from the previous period (from 53% in LH IIB-LH 

IIIA1 to 45% in LH IIIA2-LH IIIB), this is balanced by the raise in the number of possible 

imports (from 14% in LH IIB-LH IIIA1 to 22% in LH IIIA2-LH IIIB). The rate of the imported 

material is stable at 33%. 

 Local productions show a decrease in the use of fine-medium clays, in favour of fine 

clays. The use of medium-coarse fabrics drops slightly from 11% in the previous period, to 9%. 

Two large vessels, piriform jar B.C:3, and storage vessel B.C:33, are shaped using medium-
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coarse to coarse raw materials (see Chart 9.4). Wheel-coiling decreases from 53% to 44%, but 

wheel turning for the first time appears in local productions, and it is identified in 48% of the 

cases. As Chart 9.5 shows, there is a significant drop in the use of the handbuilding technique 

(from 26% to 5%), and of the mixed technique (from 16% to 2%). All vessels are finished (see 

Chart 9.6). The use of coating decreases from 84% to 76%, and the LST appears for the first 

time (see Chart 9.7). There is a slight raise in the use of monochrome surfaces, from 32% to 

36%. Locally produced vessels now mostly have patterned decoration, while only 14% of the 

material is plain, as presented in Chart 9.8. Non-lustrous surfaces increase from 16% to 18% 

(see Chart 9.9). The use of light burnishing raises from 5% to 52%, and accounts for the drop 

in the use of burnishing (from 79% to 29%). The appearance of the LST and the decrease in the 

use of the burnishing technique in favour of the light burnishing shows that potters were trying 

to speed up the production method, without compromising the quality of the final product. 

Despite the use of 22 different chaînes opératoires for the production of local close shapes (see 

Chart 9.13), it is possible to observe the specific set of technological decisions made by Koan 

potters. Most closed shapes are coated, decorated, and have lustrous surfaces (chaînes 

opératoires 5, 10, 14, 19). Koan potters are more skilled in the use of the wheel and the wheel-

coiling technique, and it is therefore difficult to recognize the use of coiling to shape the 

roughouts of the vessels. The potters are still using an array of clays with different coarseness 

in order to define the most suitable ones to shape the vessels. A total of 19 chaînes opératoires 

were recognized for the shaping of open shapes (Chart 9.15), showing a clear preference for 

monochrome, lustrous surfaces (chaînes opératoires 4, 8, 10, 14, 18-19).  

Possible imports are usually shaped using fine fabrics, and only piriform jar B.C:1 is 

shaped using a medium-coarse clay (Chart 9.4). There is a significant raise in the number of 

wheel turned vessels (from 20% to 67%), and the mixed technique is not used anymore (Chart 

9.5). All vessels are finished (see Chart 9.6). There is a significant increase in the use of coating 

(from 60% to 88%), and the technique of the LST introduced, as shown in Chart 9.7. All 

possible imports are decorated, and only dipper B.O:10 has non-lustrous surfaces (Charts 9.8-

9.9). It is likely that the dipper lost its luster due to continuous use. Both closed and open shapes 

are usually treated with a thick, dense coat, and patterned decoration, and have lustrous surfaces 

(Charts 9.16, 9.18). 

All imports are shaped in fine fabrics (Chart 9.4). As with possible imports, there is a 

significant decrease in the use of wheel-coiling (from 75% to 29%) in favour of wheel turning 

(Chart 9.5). All vessels are finished, and the use of coating decreases from 75% to 65% (Charts 
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9.6-9.7). The LST is introduced in the imported material as well, further indicating that potters 

were experimenting with alternative ways to increase the speed of the production process. Only 

kylix B.O:36 is plain, and surfaces are usually lustrous (Charts 9.8-9.9). The preferred technical 

choices are similar to those of Koan potters, including a preference for coated, decorated, and 

lustrous surfaces (Charts 9.14, 9.16). 

There is a significant decrease in the use of coated surfaces on closed shapes, both on 

local productions and imports. Possible imports usually have coated surfaces, as the presence 

of a thick and dense slip is one of the distinctive features of this class. Coating is done by taking 

the pot off the wheel to treat it, and then placing it back on the device to decorate and rub it. 

This process lengthens the productive process, and as a technological choice also implies that 

potter was skilled enough to choose which type of raw material to use in order to obtain light 

surfaces after firing, producing Dark on Light vessels even without coating the surfaces. 

The quality of the slip is not as good as in LH IIB-LH IIIA1, since the potters regarded 

the slip/wash as a preparation of the surface for the Dark on Light decoration, and were not 

interested in the preservation of the quality of the product over time. 

The technique of the LST was introduced in this period. This method allows potters to 

quickly treat the surfaces while performing the finishing of the roughout, skipping the coating 

phase. It results in a lustrous appearance of the surfaces, cutting down the amount of time 

needed for rubbing. In the case of plain vessels, the LST serves as finishing of the roughout, 

coating and the rubbing treatment of the surfaces. This also proves that potters knew that 

performing this technique would result in nicely treated surfaces, as appealing as the coated 

ones. 

Decoration is organized in narrow panels framed by groups of lines. It is usually placed 

on the shoulder of the vessels. If the vessel is considerably large, the decoration may be located 

on the widest section of the body, such as in the case of beaked jug B.C:25 and jar B.C:94. 

Motifs are standardized, usually flower motifs or spirals, and much more stylized compared to 

the previous period. The simplification and constriction of the decoration in such zones is 

probably due to the fact that potters were still getting acquainted with the wheel and were 

focusing more on shaping rather than decorating the pots. Local productions perfectly mirror 

mainland trends regarding this step of the production process. 
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Rubbing is subject to significant changes, such as the preferred treatment, burnishing, 

becoming lighter. Potters were still treating the surfaces, but they were devoting less time to 

this stage of the production. This stage is now regarded as a functional step rather than an 

additional aesthetic choice. Interior surfaces are always treated, but interior rims are less often 

lustrous (8% of local productions, 22% of possible imports, 14% of imports). Potters are no 

longer concerned about removing rubbing traces from interior surfaces, wiping being the 

preferred treatment for the interior of the vessels (local productions: wiping, 39% and 

smoothing, 11%; possible imports: wiping: 22% and smoothing, 3%; imports: wiping, 55% and 

smoothing, 6%). 

In the earlier stages of the period, open shapes had a globular profile, while in the later 

stages profiles are generally conical. Coating is performed with lighter slips that do not preserve 

well over time. The layer of coating is thin and in most of the cases fades away. Coating is not 

regarded as a crucial phase of the production process anymore. Nevertheless, potters are trying 

to apply surface treatments that give the vessels the same high-quality Dark on Light 

appearance. The decoration is usually framed by groups of lines, and includes floral and 

geometrical motifs. The motifs are executed on the point of maximum expansion of the vessel. 

The surfaces are usually lustrous, but burnishing is lighter. 

Koan craftsmen closely follow the technological developments of the mainland, and 

apply these developments to the production of local tradition and Mycenaean tradition vessels. 

Given the high quality of the productions, which are usually coated, decorated and rubbed, it is 

often difficult to recognize the use of coils. The majority of the pots are thus qualified as “wheel 

turned”. The decrease of fully handmade pots and vessels shaped in two stages may be due to 

the improvement of the craftsmen’s skills in the use of the wheel (and therefore of RKE) that 

allows the potters to erase the technological traces connected with the use of the coils. The 

standardization of the production methods and the increase of the production, together with the 

need for a faster method to shape the vessels, results in the decrease in the use of the coiling 

method. The rough out can no longer be fully shaped with the use of coils. It is possible that 

potters introduced the technique of coiling the lower part of the vessel and then stretching out 

the upper section of the body. In addition to being time-saving, this method reduces the 

discontinuities on the surfaces caused by the use of coils, allowing a higher quality of finishing 

and therefore making the execution of surface treatments easier. 
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LH IIIA2-LH IIIB is a period of consolidation of the techniques experienced in the 

previous phase. Potters were now experienced in the use of the wheel, and could apply RKE to 

the production of a larger number of vessels. Not having to focus on the acquisition of new 

technical skills, potters could elaborate more on the production processes, attempting to make 

it more effective and less time-consuming.  

9.3 LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle 

In LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle, Koan potters have mastered the use of the wheel and have 

become experts in producing vessels that perfectly resemble mainland productions (Charts 

9.19-9.26 show the chaînes opératoires recognized for the production of LH IIIC Early-LH 

IIIC Middle vessels from Eleona and Langada). Artisans were no longer experimenting with 

the wheel, and were more focused on the ease and speed of production. The potters felt 

confident enough in the use of RKE to abandon the production methods used in the earlier 

phases. Only two vessels, C.C:39 and C.C:134, from this period have been classified as fully 

handbuilt. The use of the wheel was fully mastered by the Koan potters, and it is therefore 

difficult to incontrovertibly recognize the use of coils to build the rough outs of the vessels. 

Coils were produced with a more regular profile and were joined more skillfully. During the 

finishing stages of production, the technological marks were smoothed out from the surfaces. 

Two main considerations can be made concerning the material dated to this period: 

production times were reduced, and it becomes more difficult to recognize technological traces 

on the surfaces of the vessels. These two elements are interconnected. Potters were performing 

the same movements they were using before for pottery-making, but their actions were faster. 

Potters are not necessarily focusing on removing the technological marks from the surfaces of 

the vessels, but the traces are not as easy to recognize as in the previous periods because the 

quality of movements has improved. 

The assemblage dated to this period is mostly made up of local productions (89% of the 

material), and has a significant drop in the amount of possible imports (from 22% to 4%) and 

imports (from 33% to 8%), as shown in Chart 9.3. The decrease in the production of “local 

shapes'', in favour of the increase in the production of “proper Mycenaean shapes” observed in 

LH IIIA2-LH IIIB, is further confirmed in this phase. Only three vessels shaped according to 

the local tradition (Monochrome Dark amphora C.C:9, Monochrome Black round-mouthed jug 

C.C:103, and Unpainted Pale Fine cup C.O:5) are dated to LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle. 
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Technological choices in LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle closely follow the tendencies observed 

in LH IIIA2-LH IIIB, as shown in Charts 9.4-9.9. 

Koan local productions are mostly shaped using finer clays. Compared to the raw 

materials used to produce vessels in the previous period, there is an increase in the use of fine-

medium clays, and a decrease in the use of fine clays. The choices regarding raw materials are 

closer to those made in LH IIB-LH IIIA1, rather than those observed in LH IIIA2-LH IIIB. The 

presence of some inclusions in the clay paste might have helped potters in obtaining a more 

solid and stable roughout. Possible imports and imports are shaped in fine clays, except for 

possibly imported stirrup jar C.C:145 (Chart 9.4). 

The preferred fashioning method is wheel turning. After its introduction in LH IIIA2-

LH IIIB, this method was widely used by Koan potters. The craftsmen were skilled in the use 

of the wheel, and focused on smoothing out technological marks from the surfaces of the 

vessels. Interestingly, possible imports and imports show a wider range of fashioning methods 

used to shape the vessels (Chart 9.5). Following the trend observed in LH IIIA2-LH IIIB, Koan 

productions show a decrease in the use of wheel-coiling (from 44% to 35%), and an increase in 

the use of wheel turning (from 48% to 58%), with only two fully handmade specimens (straight-

sided alabastron C.C:39 and stirrup jar C.C:134). Seven vessels have a wheel-coiled lower 

body, and a wheel turned upper body, except for lekythos C.C:106. The use of the mixed 

technique to shape the vessels slightly increases from 3% in the previous phase to 6% in LH 

IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle. As already observed for LH IIIA2-LH IIIB vessels produced using 

a mixed technique, it is possible that potters were wheel-coiling the lower body of the vessels, 

and then stretching the upper walls. Given that all seven specimens are closed shapes it is also 

possible that these vessels were fully wheel-coiled, and potters focused on removing the 

technological marks from the upper body, the most visible section of the vessels. In contrast 

with this trend, possible imports show a significant decrease in the use of wheel-coiling (from 

34% to 22%) and wheel turning (from 67% to 44%), balanced by the use of the mixed technique 

in 33% of the cases. Imports present the same tendency, the number of wheel-coiled specimens 

dropping from 29% to 26%, and wheel turned vessels from 71% to 68%, with straight-sided 

alabastron C.C:32 being produced using the mixed technique. In both possible imports and 

imports the mixed technique consists of wheel-coiled lower bodies and wheel turned upper 

bodies. The production of Mycenaean wares is a standardized process, and it is therefore 

possible that mainland potters were no longer focusing on erasing the technological marks from 

the surfaces of the vessels, except for the upper sections of closed shapes and some open shapes. 
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All vessels are finished (Chart 9.6), and all types of productions feature a decrease in 

the use of coated surfaces, balanced out by a significant increase in the use of the LST (Chart 

9.7). Since potters were trying to speed up the production process, they were either skipping 

this phase, or performing it together with the finishing of the roughout. Local productions show 

a significant decrease in the use of the monochrome treatment (from 36% to 14%). 

Vessels found at Eleona and Langada and dated to this phase have patterned decoration 

in most cases (Chart 9.8). An increase in the use of linear decoration can be noted, and the most 

frequently used motifs are geometrical or small floral representations. The increase in the use 

of linear surfaces and the preference for smaller and simpler motifs is also connected with the 

increased speed of the production process. Plain vessels drop from 14% in LH IIIA2-LH IIIB 

to 3% in this period. As for the decrease in the use of the monochrome treatment, this 

phenomenon is related to the wider adoption of Mycenaean features. 

Lustrous surfaces make up 95% of local productions, and are recognized in all possible 

imports and imports (Chart 9.9). Light burnishing becomes widely used, while burnishing is 

recognized only in 8% of local productions, 11% of possible imports and 11% of imports.  

During this phase, profiles of Koan closed shapes usually show a “point of inflection”, 

this is not a proper carination, but is instead a smooth change in the profile of the vessel. This 

might be connected with the production of closed shapes by assembling the upper and lower 

body fashioned separately. The two sections of the body might have been two cups or bowls 

joined one over the other in correspondence with the rims. The inflection point can be connected 

to the preference for biconical shapes in the local tradition. In the Mycenaean local productions 

the joining of the upper and lower body can sometimes be rough and not fully smoothed out. 

The vessels can be regarded as the tool used by the local community to express their identity, a 

mixture between local tradition elements and those of the Mycenaean mainland.  

Technological choices for the production of closed shapes are homogeneous in all three 

production categories, demonstrating that Koan potters were as skilled as mainland craftsmen. 

Preference for finer fabrics and vessels produced with the aid of RKE is observable; even 

though coating is still considered a relevant phase of the production process, it is sometimes 

skipped or performed together with finishing treatments using the technique of the “Layer of 

Surface Treatment”.  
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Patterned decoration is the most common type of decorative treatment. Motifs are 

usually small and placed on the shoulder of the vessels. Lower bodies are usually linear. The 

motifs found on Koan productions are similar to those found on other LBA Aegean productions. 

Stirrup jar C.C:163, for example, is very similar to specimens 1750822 and 1803823 found at the 

Kamini cemetery on Naxos. The vessels share a globular profile with a funnel spout. The stirrup 

jars from Naxos have a “flat disk with high cone”,824 while the vessel from Kos has a concave 

disk, slightly raised in the center. The vessels are decorated in the Octopus style. The vessel 

found at Langada has two octopuses, one at the front and one at the back of the vessel, while 

the Naxian specimens only have one octopus covering the entire exterior surface of the vessels. 

Vessel C.C:163 features four rosettes on the shoulder, but the octopus is not framed by bands 

on the shoulder nor at the base. Vessels 1750 and 1803 have monochrome lower bodies, and a 

group of three medium bands separating the geometrical motifs on the shoulders from the 

octopus. In all three vessels the tentacles of the octopus are filled with geometrical and natural 

motifs. Vessels C.C:163 and 1803 have both fish and birds used as fillers, while vessel 1750 

only has fish. Since the tentacles of the octopus are thinner on the Koan specimen, vessel 

C:C:163 is the only stirrup jar actually featuring eight tentacles, while specimen 1750 has only 

four, and specimen 1803 has six. The use of similar Mycenaean motifs to decorate the same 

shape on both islands outlines that the connection between typology and decoration is 

standardized. There is a common knowledge and a common language shared by Aegean potters, 

which produced similar specimens. Stylistically, the Koan vessel differs from the specimens 

found at Kamini as Koan potters perform thinner lines, but use more motifs to fill the space 

between the tentacles, while Naxian potters draw thicker tentacles that leave less space for 

filling motifs. The appearance of the Koan stirrup jar is therefore “lighter”, also due to the fact 

that the colour of the paint is reddish instead of brownish as in the Naxian specimens. In 

addition, the octopus is not framed, and the lower body is not monochrome. All of these features 

highlight that, despite the use of common elements, potters were executing them differently 

according to the local taste and preferences of the community. The technical knowledge 

acquired by LBA potters was “flexible”, and consisted of a set of new shapes and motifs that 

the craftsmen were creating with their own, traditional set of skills.     

The analysis of the rubbing treatments performed on the vessels from Eleona and 

Langada reveals that this phase of the production system was sped up as well. Light burnishing 

 
822 Vlachopoulos 2003, 222-223, Fig. 4a-b, 5. 
823 Vlachopoulos 2019, 172. 
824 Vlachopoulos 2019, 172. 
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is the preferred type of treatment, even though there is still evidence of proper burnishing on 

11% of the specimens. This further indicates that the movements performed by the artisans are 

not lost, but are modified to fulfill the needs for a faster production process. 

 During this phase open shapes are produced by exploiting RKE. Koan potters are skilled 

in the use of the wheel and in removing the technological traces from both the exterior and 

interior surfaces of the vessels. For this reason, it is difficult to detect the use of the coiling 

technique to shape the roughouts. Mug C.O:19, kalathos C.O:45, and lid C.O:50 are classified 

as vessels made in two stages, with wheel-coiled lower bodies and wheel turned upper bodies. 

These samples provide an insight on how open shapes were possibly fashioned during this 

period. Potters were using the coiling technique to assemble the lower part of the vessels, and 

were then stretching out the upper walls. It is then possible for all wheel turned specimens to 

have been produced with at least a wheel-coiled section. Craftsmen were skilled enough to 

remove all the traces connected to the beginning and joining of coils. Parallels from the 

imported material seem to support this, given that two of the three imported vessels from the 

Argolid were wheel-coiled. It is also likely for potters to have had a set of standardized preforms 

that were finished according to the shape the potter needed to produce. 

Decoration is simplified, and linear surfaces prevail over patterned ones. The motifs 

used to decorate patterned vessels are wavy lines and spirals. Only two specimens present a 

more elaborate decoration, kylix C.O:29 and kalathos C.O:44. Monochrome surfaces are 

largely used for both exteriors and interiors. The execution of linear or monochrome decoration 

does not require the potter to remove the vessels from the wheel. The rotating movement of the 

wheel can be exploited to decorate the pots more precisely. Ethnographic studies reveal that the 

decoration of the vessel is usually performed by trainees, in an effort to get them acquainted 

with the tools and movements of pottery-making. In this way, the older, more experienced 

potters can speed up the production, and focus on the fashioning of the vessels, the more delicate 

and difficult phase of the production.825 

Surfaces are generally lustrous in this phase. Non lustrous surfaces are limited to 

uncoated, and plain vessels, except for monochrome Mycenaean Painted Fine cup C.O:4. All 

of these specimens are local productions. It is interesting to note that all of the non-lustrous 

vases are either monochrome or plain, according to the Koan local tradition. None of the open 

shapes dated to this period are fashioned according to the local tradition, but the connection 

 
825 Gosselain 2010, 207. 
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between non-lustrous surfaces with monochrome and plain specimens is preserved. The 

technique of the “Layer of Surface Treatment” is widely used by craftsmen in order to cut down 

on the production time of each vessel. The technique is used on plain surfaces, allowing the 

potters to perform coating, rubbing, and sometimes decoration treatments all at once. 

In LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle the production is standardized, and potters make 

technological choices to decrease the average time needed to make a vessel. Coating is rarer 

and potters prefer to finish and rub the surfaces using a technique, the “Layer of Surface 

Treatment”, which gives them a similar appearance to the coated specimens, without the need 

to fulfill three different stages of the productive process. Potters are no longer focusing on the 

rubbing of the surfaces as much as they were in previous periods. They are still fulfilling this 

production stage, but instead of properly burnishing the surfaces, they apply a lighter version 

of the technique, possibly exploiting the rotation of the wheel. Craftsmen are performing as 

many stages of the production process as possible while the vessels are rotating on the wheel 

both to hasten the production, and to obtain more precise results. It is possible that all of the 

production stages were performed while rotating the vessel on the wheel, without necessarily 

always reaching RKE. 
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CHAPTER 10. FUTURE PERSPECTIVES 

Changes in pottery production are introduced when “artisans are engaged in a redefinition of 

their identity”. 826  Kos was a lively community in the LBA, redefining its identity as an 

independent component of the Mycenaean culture. The technological analysis of the material 

from Eleona and Langada shows that the Koan productive system played a major role in the 

supply of vessels to the Late Bronze Age community of the Serraglio, and that Kos had 

established a stable cultural relationship with the rest of the Mycenaean world. The study of the 

chaînes opératoires applied through time to the production of pottery on Kos shows how the 

identity of the island changed according to the social and cultural connections established with 

the surrounding regions. 

The analysis of the material from Eleona and Langada, and its interpretation concerning 

the social and cultural characterization of the island in the Late Bronze Age draws upon 

pottery’s “demonstrable role in many cultures as a means of distinguishing between groups, of 

dividing ‘them’ from ‘us’. The signals may be particular design elements, typological features, 

colours or manufacturing techniques”.827 The vessels from the cemeteries act “as a source of 

insights into people and cultures.”828 Specifically they are an important means to understand 

how the Koan community reacted to the spread of Mycenaean cultural elements. As Rice 

outlined, pottery is part of a complex social system, and “because all the components of any 

system are related and interactive, changing one changes the others”.829 If this is true, pottery 

can then be used as an indicator of such changes, since changes in pottery production “are not 

likely to take place without concomitant effects in other aspects of culture and since the ceramic 

evidences of contact often catch attention, they can serve to alert the student to other signs of 

foreign influence”.830 The analysis of the late Bronze Age pottery production on Kos revealed 

these signs of “foreign influence”, which were mitigated by the use of local tradition elements 

to create a new language. The presence of local elements in the Mycenaean productions is part 

of those that are described by Shepard as, “deviations in technique [which] may reflect firmness 

with which certain practices are established”.831 

The considerations made in connection to Kos in the Late Bronze Age are based on the 

technological analysis of the pottery from the two cemeteries of Eleona and Langada. This 

 
826 Gosselain 2011c, 221. 
827 Orton, Tyres and Vince 1993, 227. See also Strange 1989 and D’Agata 2000. 
828 Rice 1987, 114-115. 
829 Rice 1987, 449. 
830 Shepard 1956, 340. 
831 Shepard 1956, 351. 
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approach is not yet common in the study of Mycenaean pottery, and it was therefore difficult 

to compare the results from Kos with other regions. The method applied to this study puts the 

vessels at the centre of the research to understand how technological choices reflect social and 

cultural patterns. Reconstructing the identity of Kos in the Bronze Age cannot be based only 

on the study of pottery, but the data gathered offers a detailed insight on the characterization of 

the island during this period. This information, combined with the work of other specialists 

operating on the island as part of the SELAP project, will offer a clearer and more complete 

picture of Kos in the BA. Comparing the Late Bronze Age chaînes opératoires with those of 

earlier Koan productions, or with those of Mycenaean vessels produced in other areas, was not 

always possible since publications on Mycenean pottery do not present the detailed descriptions 

of all the production phases. As Orton, Tyres and Vince state: “the primary task of pottery 

research is comparison - of pot with pot and assemblage with assemblage. This means that 

pottery must be grouped and recorded in a way that facilitates rather than hinders 

comparison”.832 The method applied to the study of the pottery from Eleona and Langada was 

structured to compile a set of data which could be easily compared with other technological 

studies carried out in other regions. The tree diagrams created for each of the vessels (Graphs 

9.10-9.26), the structure of the catalogue (Chapter 7), and the clear definition of the terms used 

to describe each step of the pottery chaîne opératoire (Chapters 5-6) make it possible to 

compare the evidence from Kos with any other context. As technological studies are becoming 

more common in Aegean archaeology, it soon will be possible to compare the evidence from 

Kos with the information about other assemblages. In addition, the in-depth technological study 

of the pottery from the settlement of the Serraglio will offer a new set of data to integrate with 

this data from the cemeteries. It will then be possible to better understand the social and cultural 

composition of the island in the Late Bronze Age. This will also offer a clearer understanding 

of the consumers’ choices. This work provides a large amount of data on the type of chaînes 

opératoires applied to the production of pottery on Kos in the LBA, and its evolution over time. 

This data needs to be integrated with information from the study of the settlement to provide a 

complete view of the island in the LBA. In particular, it will be important to understand the 

impact of Mycenaeanisation on all of the aspects of the community since “changes in the 

quantities, kinds, and attributes of pottery do not occur at random. They are responses to 

changes within the society that impinge on individual potters as well as on the consumers or 

users of the ceramic products. […] These social and economic changes may come from within 

the society, or may arise from the relation between the traditional society and the broader 

 
832 Orton, Tyres and Vince 1993, 34. 
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national or international community”.833 The persistence of some traditional elements in the 

production of Mycenaena pottery on the island already shows how craftsmen were adapting the 

production sequence to fit the taste and needs of the local community, as each technological 

innovation is adapted to the market it is intended for.834 The evidence from the cemeteries 

seems to point in this direction, and future analysis of earlier productions, as well as other 

Mycenaean production sequences, will help clarify this.  

10.1 Contextual analysis 

Three groups based on provenance were recognized in the material from Eleona and Langada: 

local productions (vessels produced on Kos), possible imports (vessels either produced in a 

different area of the island or imported), and imports (see Chapter 5). Tombs usually contained 

local productions, except for Eleona Tomb 17, and Langada Tombs 28, 31, 32, 36. Apart from 

tomb 36, each of these contexts is located in poorly preserved parts of the sites. Field notes for 

Eleona Tomb 17 were lost (see Chapter 2), while Tombs 28 and 32 were compromised by the 

use of the field of Langada for agricultural purposes, and by the erosion of the terrain.835 In 

addition, Langada Tombs 28, 31, and 32 are located in the central part of the field (see Figures 

5.4-5.5), which was heavily compromised by the search for pozzolana in the 1930s. Some of 

the vessels found in this area were classified by Morricone as “stray finds”,836 and it is therefore 

possible that these tombs originally contained local productions as well. 

When tombs contained specimens of all three groups (local productions, possible 

imports, and imports) usually there was a higher rate of Koan productions present, except in 

the case of Eleona Tombs 1, 10, 11, 16, and 22, and Langada Tombs 3, 16, 29, 40, 46, 56, and 

60. These tombs contained the same, if not a lower rate of local productions than possible 

imports and/or imports. These are mostly dated to LH IIIA1 and LH IIIA2, except for LH IIIB 

Langada Tombs 40, 46, and 60, and LH IIIC Middle Eleona Tomb 1. In LH IIB-LH IIIA1 Koan 

potters were becoming acquainted with the production of Mycenaean wares, while the island 

was still modelling and shaping its new social and cultural identity. By the end of LH IIIA2 

Koan potters were experienced enough to produce Mycenaean wares locally, without the need 

to rely on imports, to fulfill the needs of their community. Koan society had also successfully 

shaped its new independent identity, within the wider Mycenaean culture. LH IIIB is a 

 
833 Rice 1987, 456. 
834 See for example Orton, Tyres and Vince 1993, 206. 
835 Morricone 1965-1966, 67, 155, 161. 
836 Morricone 1965-1966, 9, 12, 14. 
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flourishing period on Kos, with an increased number of settlements and the highest construction 

rate of tombs at Eleona and Langada (see Tables 5.1-5.2).837 In LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle 

Koan potters continued to produce local Mycenaean wares, making their own, independent 

choices, and applying chaînes opératoires heavily conditioned by the local tradition. It then 

comes as no surprise that a consistent group of tombs, mostly dated to LH IIIB and LH IIIC 

Early-Middle, only contains local productions. They include Eleona Tombs 3, 5, 6, 12, 13, and 

23, and Langada Tombs 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13, 14, 22, 26, 27, 33, 39. 42, 47, 50, 54, 55, and 

58. In this period Kos had now fully embraced Mycenaean ceramic traditions, and adapted them 

for its local needs and preferences.   

10.2 Mycenaean pottery production in the wider Aegean context 

Even though there seems to be a quite large degree of homogeneity between local Mycenaean 

productions and imports (both possible and secure imports), the chaîne opératoire followed by 

Koan potters shows the ability of local pottery producers to make their own independent choices 

when choosing the technique to apply to the production of the vessel. There are clear signs of 

Mycenaean influence on shapes, decorative methods, and patterns, but Kos appears to act 

independently from the rest of the Mycenaean world when it comes to fashioning methods and 

surface treatments. Some Mycenaean vessels are very similar in appearance to Monochrome 

Dark specimens, indicating that influences from the mainland were fully embedded in the local 

productions which did not lose their distinctive identity over time. Contacts and relationships 

with “other potting communities” are one of the main causes of the introduction of new 

techniques in a community.838 The use of these innovative methods “allows artisans to mark 

their affinity with members of their family or community and, contrarily, to differentiate 

themselves”.839 By using Mycenaean production methods Koan potters were outlining their 

closeness with members of Mycenaean culture, but by introducing technological choices 

derived from their local tradition, they were outlining their independent and unique identity. 

The pottery from the Mycenaean cemetery at Ialysos on Rhodes presents similar 

tendencies to those observed on the material from Kos. The first Mycenaean influences on 

Rhodes can be dated to LH IIB, and then flourished in LH IIIA2. In contrast to Kos, the 

Mycenaean influence on Rhodes went into decline in LH IIIB. This is also signified by the 

 
837 Vitale et al. 2016, 236-239. 
838 Gosselain 2010, 212. 
839 Gosselain 2010, 213. 
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decrease in the number of the tombs at the cemetery.840 LH IIIB was a prosperous phase on 

Kos, featuring the highest tomb construction rate at Eleona and Langada (27% of the tombs 

were built during this phase).841  The rock-cut chamber tombs at Ialysos shared structural 

features with those at Eleona and Langada, including the presence of platforms and benches, as 

well as the presence of rich grave goods.842 With pottery, the most common shapes were 

“stirrup jars, jugs, piriform jars, and kylikes”,843 similar to the assemblage from Kos. Compared 

to Eleona and Langada, the cemeteries on Rhodes have a high rate of imported material, 

especially from the Argolid, from LH IIB to LH IIIB. Local productions are attested as well, 

but in low quantities. The trend is reversed only in LH IIIC when there is a significant decrease 

in the imported material, and a raise in the local productions.844 Despite the predominance of 

imports in the pottery assemblage, by 1941 Furumark had already noticed the presence of 

Mycenaean productions with a strong local component. He dubbed this class “Rhodo-

Mycenaean”.845 The production started in LH IIIA2, and Mario Benzi describes these vessels 

as being dull in appearance. He stresses that this class is of lower quality compared to the proper 

Mycenaean productions, and that Rhodian pottery products were heavily influenced by the 

mainland in the LBA.846 

It is interesting to notice how, despite their geographical proximity, the islands of Kos 

and Rhodes behave differently in terms of pottery production. Typological and decorative 

preferences are the same on both islands, as the comparison of the vessels found at the 

cemeteries indicates.847 There is a substantial difference in the provenance of the materials 

found on the two islands. While the pottery from Rhodes consists mainly of imports until LH 

IIIC, Koan potters were locally producing Mycenaean wares since LH IIB-LH IIIA1. In LH 

IIB-LH IIIA1 and LH IIIA2-LH IIIB imports on Kos make up 33% of the pottery from Eleona 

and Langada, and this drops to 8% in LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle. When Eleona, the first 

Mycenaean cemetery on the island, appears in LH IIB local productions of Mycenaean wares 

 
840 Marketou 2010b, 785-788. 
841 Vitale et al. 2016, 232, Tab. IV. 
842 Benzi 1992a, 227-230; Marketou 2010b, 786. 
843 Marketou 2010b, 787. 
844 Benzi 1992a, 224-225. 
845 Furumark 1941a. 
846 Benzi 1992a, 5-9, 209-216. 
847 Striking examples include A.C:8 with T 35/d from Rhodes (Tav. 63:a), A.C:15 with T 19/5 and T 37/8 (Tav. 

31:g; Tav. 67:e), B.C:85 with T 28/7 and T 40/1 (Tav. 49:a; Tav. 72:a), B.O:1 with T 21/e (Tav. 37:r), B.O:4 with 

T 37/9, 10 (Tav. 67:h, i), B.O:29 with T 75/3 (Tav. 104:l), B.O:31 with T 19/18 and T 28/17 (Tav. 33c; Tav. 50:m), 

B.O:41 with T 53/14 (Tav. 82:l), B.O:48 with T 21/13 (Tav. 37:a), C.C:3 with T 22/1 (Tav. 40:a), C.C:4 with T 

67/1 (Tav. 97:e-f), C.C:64 with T 21/30 (Tav. 38:c), C.C:69 with T 75/1 (Tav. 104:h), C.O:8 with T 38/15 (Tav. 

69:m), C.O:21 with T 35/e (Tav. 66:g), D.C:11 with T 49/6 (Tav. 76:m), D.C:13 with T 59/18 (Tav. 90:f), D.C:22 

with T 49/7 (Tav. 76:l). Benzi 1992b. 
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are already 39% of the material, and only five of the locally produced vessels were shaped 

according to the local tradition (see Chart 9.3). The technological analysis of local productions 

has further confirmed that the chaînes opératoires applied to the production of local and 

Mycenaean tradition vessels are the same. In addition, the blending of the two traditions can 

already be observed in the early stages of the Mycenaeanisation process. Contrary to Rhodian 

potters, Koan craftsmen embedded Mycenaean elements in their traditional potting techniques 

already in LH IIB-LH IIIA1, and there was therefore no need for a large number of imports. 

Mercourios Georgiadis suggests the possibility that imported vessels on Rhodes were 

considered of higher quality, and for this reason used in funerary rituals. Analysis of the pottery 

from the settlement of Trianda proved the existence of a flourishing local production of 

Mycenaean wares in LH IIIA. 848  Even if this is the case, the Koan community did not 

distinguish between imports and local productions, and considered both worthy of being used 

as grave goods. Local productions were regarded as being as prestigious as imports. 

The case of Kos can also be compared to that of Naxos. Given its favourable position 

in the Aegean, Naxos had stable contacts with the mainland and with Crete.849 In LH IIIC the 

pottery production assignable to the “Grotta Phase” results from the combination of local 

tradition elements with features deriving from the contacts with the mainland, and Crete.850 The 

flourishing settlement of Grotta is associated with the two cemeteries at Aplomata (LH IIIC 

Middle), and Kamini (LH IIIC Middle-LH IIIC Late), including tombs with rich grave goods 

as in the case of Eleona and Langada.851 

The study of the pottery from Aplomata and Kamini revealed an assemblage similar to 

the one from Kos, including amphorae, amphoriskoi, kalathoi, flasks, feeding bottles, askoi, 

multiple vases, ring vases, and spouted cups.852 The majority of the vessels are stirrup jars 

(27%);853 in LH IIIC Middle, 30% of the closed shapes from Eleona and Langada are made up 

of stirrup jars. The decoration motifs used on Naxos are the same as those found on Kos, 

including natural motifs, octopodes, fish, and birds, as well as geometric motifs (mainly 

semicircles, triangles, and arcs).854 

 
848 Vlachopoulos and Georgiadis 2015, 351. 
849 Vlachopoulos 2003, 231. 
850 Vlachopoulos 2003, 231. 
851 Vlachopoulos 2003, 221. 
852 Vlachopoulos 2003, 228. 
853 Vlachopoulos 2003, 221. 
854 Vlachopoulos 2003, 229. 
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Apart from these typological and decorative similarities, Kos and Naxos share a deeper 

connection, consisting in the creation of a new symbolic and morphological language obtained 

by combining elements from their local traditions and Mycenaean features. Andreas 

Vlachopoulos draws attention to the fact that “the pottery of the “Grotta Phase” on the one hand 

verifies the independent character of the Naxian workshop and on the other displays similarities 

with the pottery of different and disparate Aegean workshops”.855 These similarities can be 

traced back to the use of some distinctive Mycenaean features, applied by Aegean potters to 

pottery production in the LBA. Each context was then adapting such elements to the needs of 

the local community. For this reason, Vlachopoulos stresses the importance of analysing each 

area independently, and not simply as part of a wider region.856 He further acknowledges that 

by LH IIIC, each context followed a separate, independent path to develop its distinctive 

identity. Islands in particular are regarded as prosperous cultural entities, particularly receptive 

to influences from the surrounding regions.857 Ethnographic comparisons show that usually 

potters are conservative about their fashioning techniques, but they are open to change and 

discussion “in areas where artisans are regularly in contact with other traditions”. 858  By 

definition islands are crossroads where different cultures meet, and therefore local potters 

operate in an unique scenario that allows them to get acquaintance with different traditions. 

There is evidence for a network of intra-regional contacts in the Aegean, in which the 

southern Aegean had a key role in the connections with the wider Mediterranean region.859 The 

analysis of the assemblages from Kos, Rhodes, and Naxos show the wide variety of cultural 

behaviours Aegean BA communities had towards the introduction of Mycenaean features. Kos 

was very receptive, and the Mycenaean elements soon became part of the local tradition; Naxos 

created a new cultural language combining traditional elements with Mycenaean ones; Rhodes 

relied heavily on imports before finally starting its own production of local Mycenaean wares.  

Despite the differences in the approach to Mycenaean culture, all three islands did not 

simply mechanically reproduce Mycenaean shapes and decorations, but they rather adapted 

them to their own sets of values and needs. Given the local character of the Mycenaean features 

 
855 Vlachopoulos 2003, 229. 
856 Vlachopoulos 1999, 79. 
857 The diversity in the material culture and the lack of synchronisms among the major centres show that each 

island followed its own course, dictated by local historical conditions, and each had its own circle of prosperity 

during the LH IIIC period [...] diverse cultural phenomena and historical events unrelated to each other may have 

taken place in an expanded insular region, where mercantile and seafare activities seem to have been vigorous and 

continuous”. Vlachopoulos 2003, 231. 
858 Gosselain 2010, 199. 
859 Vlachopoulos 1999, 80. 
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observed on Rhodes, Furumark and Benzi dubbed these productions as “Rhodo-Mycenaean”.860 

In Naxos, Vlachopoulos defines this tradition as “Cycladic-Mycenaean”, to outline its 

peculiarity and differences from mainland culture.861 Kos followed a similar path, resulting in 

the adaptation of certain Mycenaean features to the local taste, and the introduction of new 

technological features (including the wide-spread use of the wheel, and the preference for 

lustrous surfaces) to the local tradition. Vlachopoulos and Georgiadis had already rejected the 

idea of a uniform model of Mycenaeanisation suitable for the Aegean as a whole. They stress 

that each area interacted with Mycenaean culture in different and distinctive ways. 862 

Nevertheless, all these contexts were visually outlining their participation in Mycenaean culture 

by using a specific decorative language that would have instantly been associated with 

Mycenaean values.863 In the past, decoration was thought to be an aspect of pottery production 

easily susceptible to change. Recent ethnographic studies have proven that the adoption of 

specific decorations is deeply connected with the willingness of communities to be associated 

with or differentiated from other societies.864 It is therefore very significant that Kos, Rhodes, 

and Naxos started local pottery productions featuring Mycenaean decorative motifs. 

10.3 Koan traditions and Mycenaeanisation 

Production of Mycenaean pottery on Kos began in LH IIB-LH IIIA1. This did not result in the 

abandonment of the local tradition, instead there occurred the creation of a new social and 

cultural identity. Koan society now identified itself with Mycenaean ceramic styles, which 

became a sort of “local tradition” in its own right.  

The decrease in the production of local tradition wares in favour of Mycenaean vessels 

indicates that locals did not feel the need to continue to produce a substantial amount of both 

wares to express their identity. They rather “contaminated” the Mycenaean tradition with their 

own local preferences, such as the preference for monochrome or plain surfaces. The fact that 

the Mycenaean tradition became part of the Koan identity is also suggested by the production 

 
860 Furumark 1941a; Benzi 1992a. 
861 Vlachopoulos 1999, 79. 
862 Vlachopoulos and Georgiadis 2015, 338-341. 
863  The different approach to the production of Mycenaean pottery has been explained by Mountjoy as a 

consequence of the fact that “the local inhabitants [...] had undergone Mycenaean acculturation to varying 

degrees”. She defines these “local inhabitants” as “Ahhiyawans”, and states that the Kingdom of Ahhiyawa “if it 

was not located on the Greek Mainland, was a maritime kingdom stretching from Miletus down to Rhodes 

including coastal Anatolia and the offshore islands”. According to her interpretation, Kos and Rhodes played a 

central role in the kingdom, since she does not completely reject the possibility of the Serraglio being the centre 

of the Kingdom of Ahhiyawa, even though Trianda qualifies better in her opinion (Mountjoy 1998, 50-51). 
864 Gosselain 2011c, 221. 
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of only two types of wares in the LBA, the “Local tradition”, and the “Mycenaean class”. In 

LH I-LH IIA, when Kos was influenced by the Minoan tradition, potters were producing three 

types of wares, the “Local tradition”, the “Minoan tradition”, and the “Entangled class”. Minoan 

elements were perceived as foreign, and therefore local production wares were still largely 

produced. The use of features derived from the Minoan tradition was probably driven mainly 

by the elites, rather than being a social phenomenon. The elites were “visually” aligning 

themselves with the Minoans, the main cultural entity in the Aegean at the time, by using vessels 

and architectural elements such as the provincial style polythiron found at the Serraglio visually 

resembling Minoan prototypes. Contrary to the use of Mycenaean elements, Minoan features 

were not embedded in the cultural identity of the island. Koan elites simply “looked” Minoan, 

whereas in the following periods, the Koan society felt Mycenaean. 

The adoption of Mycenaean elements is an intimate phenomenon, shared deeply by all 

the components of the society. As observed by ethnographers, societies adapt features from 

other cultures to their needs and local traditions.865 The elaboration of Mycenaean features to 

better align with the needs of Koan society implies a cultural process of rethinking rituals, 

symbols, and meanings to incorporate them in the general societal framework. It is not a simple 

mechanical repetition of some cultural features, but the elaboration of symbols that can 

represent the identity of the community. 

This phenomenon can be observed in pottery productions as well. Starting from LH IIB-

LH IIIA1 Mycenaean wares are the main class represented on the island, in contrast with the 

Minoanising period during which there was an array of ceramic wares being produced. During 

this time, the local tradition was thriving, but a major impetus for the production of Minoan 

wares came from the need for the island to compete on the Aegean market.866 Potters also 

started producing an “Entangled class”, bearing similarities with both the local and the Minoan 

tradition. There is no need for such an entangled class in the Mycenaeanising period, since the 

Mycenaean tradition becomes part of the local tradition. Cooking pots present the same trend. 

During the Minoanisation of the island, Minoan and local cooking wares coexisted, while 

during the Mycenaeanisation of Kos, Mycenaean cooking pots became predominant.867 The 

study of the pottery assemblages clearly indicates a different approach to the use of Minoan and 

 
865 “Communities that did not practise the activity but that have ended up doing so upon contact with other 

populations may borrow certain elements, but modify others to ensure the social and symbolic compatibility of 

the activity”. Gosselain 2010, 213. 
866 Vitale and Hancock Vitale 2010, 76. 
867 Vitale and Morrison 2017, 93. 
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Mycenaean elements by the Koans. Minoan features needed to be used to align with the general 

Aegean trend, not to be excluded from the main cultural and economic exchanges of the time, 

while Mycenaean elements were chosen by Koans to represent their cultural and social identity. 

During the Minoanisation phase three wares were produced on the island, while during the 

Mycenaeanisation phase Koan potters produced almost exclusively Mycenaean wares. When 

pottery-making does not define the identity of a community, an array of different production 

methods can be observed, as in the case of the Minoanising period on Kos.868 This is especially 

the case when a production method is adopted for economic gain.869 Vitale observes that the 

production of Minoan wares might have been adopted by Koans to be more “competitive” on 

the Aegean market, where this kind of production was particularly appreciated.870  On the 

contrary, when pottery-making is a tool to define the identity of a community, there is a limited 

number of chaînes opératoires used by potters.871 Koans believed themselves to be Mycenaean 

and they were presenting themselves as such to the surrounding communities. For this reason, 

they were producing mainly Mycenaean wares. Given the paucity and the poor state of 

preservation of the skeletal remains it is not possible to understand which section of the 

population had been buried at Eleona and Langada, and therefore to assess if only part of the 

Koan society adopted Mycenaean customs. McNamee and Vitale suggest that the increase in 

tomb construction in LH IIIB might indicate that “a large portion of the local population wanted 

to participate in the cultural koine characterizing the Mycenaean Palatial period”. 872  The 

geomorphology of the terrain and Eleona and Langada as well as the loss of some of the finds 

and of the excavation records during World War II prevented good preservation of the skeletal 

remains. By analysing the preserved small fragments and teeth only few considerations can be 

made about the individuals buried at Eleona and Langada. Both females and males were buried 

at the cemeteries, the younger remains apparently belonging to females, possibly in relation to 

complications related to childcaring and birth. The bones also show signs of physical stress, 

possibly related to activities such as agriculture, hunting, and fishing.873 

The production of Minoan wares stopped after the collapse of the palatial system on 

Crete, while the production of Mycenaean wares continued even after the destruction of the 

palaces on the mainland during the transition from LH IIIB to LH IIIC. The last Entangled 

 
868 Gosselain 2010, 198. 
869 Gosselain 2010, 198. 
870 Vitale and Hancock Vitale 2010, 76. 
871 Gosselain 2010, 198. 
872 McNamee and Vitale 2020, 241. 
873 Vitale 2012, 1243-1244; Vitale et al. 2016, 249-250, 252-254. See also section 5.8. 
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Medium-Coarse to Coarse Light on Dark/Dark on Light vessels were produced in LH IIIA1,874 

shortly after the Mycenaean cemetery of Eleona had been established in LH IIB. At the same 

time, the local production of Mycenaean wares began. The material from Eleona shows how in 

the early stages of the productions, Koan potters were experimenting and combining 

Mycenaean technological elements with traditional ones. This resulted in a Mycenaean class of 

wares, influenced by Koan elements. At the same time, local tradition wares started being 

produced with chaînes opératoires similar to those applied to the production of Mycenaean 

wares. The use of the wheel-coiling technique, observed for the first time on Kos in the 

production of EBA 3-MBA open shapes,875 expanded to the production of closed and open 

shapes during this period. Local productions show the persistence of the use of the handbuilding 

technique, a technique not identified in the possibly imported and imported vessels. The 

handbuilding technique was also applied to the production of local Mycenaean wares. Koan 

potters were experimenting to find the most suitable production method for their needs, 

combining traditional techniques and new methods. 

As for the differences between the earlier (LH IIB-LH IIIA1) and later (LH IIIA2-LH 

IIIB, and LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle) Koan productions, two main considerations need to 

be made. Following an initial period of co-existence of productions strongly influenced by the 

local tradition and productions following Mycenaean prototypes, potters completely align to 

the Mycenaean tradition, without losing their cultural identity. This tendency is shown by the 

decrease in the production of local shapes, balanced by the increase of true Mycenaean shapes 

with a local appearance (having for example monochrome surfaces). These vessels become the 

means to symbolize the socio-cultural milieu of Kos during this period: a perfect mixture 

between distinctive features deriving from the local tradition, and Mycenaean features outlining 

the closeness to the Mycenaean world. Such cultural tendency is furthermore proved by the 

decrease of imported material. Being a proper Mycenaean community, Koans do not need 

“foreign Mycenaean” vessels to identify themselves as Mycenaeans, they can produce their 

own. 

The widespread use of the wheel is chosen for practical reasons, given that it makes the 

production faster. “Technical efficiency” is one of the reasons that pushes artisans to modify 

their production methods.876 By LH IIIA2-LH IIIB craftsmen are done experimenting with the 

 
874 Vitale and Morrison 2017, 82; Vitale and Trecarichi 2013, 320. 
875 Vitale and Morrison 2017, 92. 
876 Gosselain 2010, 200. 
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wheel, and can use the wheel-coiling technique to produce any type of vessel. It is therefore 

difficult to safely recognize the use of coils to build roughouts, since potters can produce coils 

with a more regular profile, join them better, and can focus more on smoothing the surfaces to 

erase fashioning marks. The production is more standardized, and the rate of production begins 

to increase. For this reason, coating becomes rarer and potters prefer to finish, and rub the 

surfaces in such a way as to give them an appearance similar to coating, without the need to 

undertake three different stages of the productive process. In addition, potters spend less time 

rubbing the surfaces that now have a lighter luster, being just lightly burnished instead of being 

burnished. 

It is then possible to assess that forming, fashioning and finishing techniques evolved 

together with the socio-cultural identity of the island, becoming themselves a trace of such 

change. By analysing them, it is possible to recognize a significant Mycenaean cultural 

influence on Kos that did not however imply the complete abandonment of the Koan local 

practices and traditions. 
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TABLES 

Table 5.1 

ELEONA LH IIB LH IIIA1 LH IIIA2 LH IIIB LH IIIC Early LH IIIC Middle Uncertain 

Tomb 1        

Tomb 2        

Tomb 3        

Tomb 4        

Tomb 5        

Tomb 6        

Tomb 7        

Tomb 8        

Tomb 10        

Tomb 11        

Tomb 12        

Tomb 13        

Tomb 14        

Tomb 15        

Tomb 16        

Tomb 17        

Tomb 18        

Tomb 19        

Tomb 20        

Tomb 21        

Tomb 22        

Tomb 23        
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Table 5.2 

LANGADA LH IIB LH IIIA1 LH IIIA2 LH IIIB LH IIIC Early LH IIIC Middle Uncertain 

Tomb 1        

Tomb 2        

Tomb 3        

Tomb 4        

Tomb 5        

Tomb 6        

Tomb 7        

Tomb 8        

Tomb 9        

Tomb 10        

Tomb 11        

Tomb 12        

Tomb 13        

Tomb 14        

Tomb 15        

Tomb 16        

Tomb 17        

Tomb 18        

Tomb 19        

Tomb 20        

Tomb 21        

Tomb 22        

Tomb 23        

Tomb 24        

Tomb 25        

Tomb 26        

Tomb 27        

Tomb 28        

Tomb 29        

Tomb 30        
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LANGADA LH II LH IIIA1 LH IIIA2 LH IIIB LH IIIC Early LH IIIC Middle Uncertain 

Tomb 31        

Tomb 32        

Tomb 33        

Tomb 34         

Tomb 35        

Tomb 36        

Tomb 37        

Tomb 38        

Tomb 39        

Tomb 40        

Tomb 41        

Tomb 42        

Tomb 43        

Tomb 44        

Tomb 45        

Tomb 46        

Tomb 47        

Tomb 48        

Tomb 49        

Tomb 50        

Tomb 51        

Tomb 52        

Tomb 53        

Tomb 54        

Tomb 55        

Tomb 56        

Tomb 57        

Tomb 58        

Tomb 59        

Tomb 60         

Tomb 61        
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Table 5.3 

 

 

Table 6.1 

 EVIDENCE FOR COILS NO EVIDENCE FOR COILS 

WITHOUT RKE Coiled (handbuilt with coils) Handbuilt 

WITH RKE Wheel-coiled Wheel thrown 

  Wheel turned  
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Table 6.2 

TRACE NOT EXPLOITED EXPLOITED 

Coil(s) joining APPEARANCE: Narrow indentation. Sometimes it can be quite long. It is usually recognizable on the body of 

the vessel, and at the attachment of the rim to the vessel when the rim is made by a coil. 

 CAUSE: Overlapping of different coils or different sections of the same coil. It usually occurs where the 

evening and stretching of the walls was not homogenous, and therefore the coils did not “blend” together. 

Beginning of coil(s) APPEARANCE: Small but narrow groove. It is usually diagonal. When the beginning of the coil is located at 

the centre of the base, it usually appears as a bulge or knob. 

 CAUSE: End of a coil. It can occur when the water content or the stretching of the coils is not homogenous, 

resulting in a weak area on the surface of the vessel. 

Uneven surfaces APPEARANCE: Heterogenous surfaces. It usually characterized by a “depression” on the surface. 

 CAUSE: The potter did not apply even pressure on all of the surface. Sometimes potters concentrate in 

specific areas to even out the surfaces of the vessels (e.g. at the attachment of some morphological elements). 

This results in a different pressure being applied in these areas, which produces a “depression” on the surface 

of the vessel. 
Attachment of morphological 

elements 
APPEARANCE: Unevenness due to the presence of appendages on the body of the vessel. They usually 

consist of deep grooves on the surfaces of the vessels. They are weak areas on the surface and can result in 

preferential breaking of the pot. 

 This type of trace is common in vessels shaped 

without the use of the RKE, especially with neck 

attachments. 

This trace is less frequent in the vessels shaped with 

the use of the RKE, especially if the vase is wheel 

thrown. 

Cracking APPEARANCE: Shallow, thin fissures. 

 CAUSE:  

1. Joining of coils 

2. Beginning of coils 

3. Attachment of morphological parts 

4. Uneven water content in the clay 

5. Air bubbles 

6. The vessel is dried too quickly 

7. Mistakes in firing 

 CAUSE: The shaping of the preform was not 

homogenous. 

CAUSE: The wheel was spinning too fast. 
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Preferential breakage APPEARACE: Fracture conditioned by the shape of the vessel and the fashioning technique used to produce the 

vessel. 

 CAUSE: 

1. The potter adds clay to strengthen a section of the vessel, which results in the flaking of the area over time; 

2. If the vessel is shaped using coils, the coil joinings are weak areas that can fracture. The fracture usually 

follows the surface of contact between the coils around the vessel; 

3. The attachment of morphological elements can result in an area of preferential breakage. This type of 

fracture usually has uneven edges. 

Ridges and Grooves Coiling 

APPEARANCE: Alternation of deep indentations and 

considerable protrusions. Their appearance is irregular. 

They may appear together or individually. 

APPEARANCE: Alternation of deep indentations 

and considerable protrusions. Their appearance is 

homogenous and regular, and they are usually 

organised in bands. 

 Coiling 

CAUSE: The grooves result from the joining of the 

coils, and the ridges correspond to the profile of the 

coils after the walls of the vessel are stretched. 

Wheel-coiling 

CAUSE: The coils and the ridges correspond to the 

profile of the coils after the walls of the vessel are 

stretched. The potter exploits the rotation of the 

wheel to shape the vessel and stretch the walls. As a 

result, the distribution of the ridges and grooves is 

more regular, and the traces are more homogenous. 

Wheel throwing 

CAUSE: The ridges and grooves result from the 

pressure of the fingers on the wet clay. 

Striations 

(This trace can result both 

from the finishing of the 

preform or the rubbing of 

the surfaces. In some cases, 

only one action is 

performed to fulfil both 

production steps) 

APPEARANCE: Groups of very thin and narrow, 

parallel indentations. Different groups can have 

different orientations, depending on the direction of 

the movement made by the potter.  

APPEARANCE: Thin and narrow parallel 

indentations. They are also parallel with the ridges 

and grooves resulting from the shaping of the 

preform.  

CAUSE: The potter evens out the surfaces of the 

vessel by rubbing them with his fingers or using 

cloth/leather. The movements are usually circular, but 

their direction is conditioned by the shape of the 

vessel. The potter can use a rotating device to make his 

movements more even and homogenous. In this case 

the striation are more regular. 

CAUSE: The potter evens out the surfaces of the 

vessel by rubbing them with his fingers or using 

cloth/leather. His movements are homogenous since 

the potter exploits the rotational movement of the 

wheel. 
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String-cut base This trace is only recognized on vessels produced with 

the use of the wheel. 

ASPECT: Explicit evidence for the use of the wheel 

in the production of the vessel. It consists of semi-

circular indentations on the exterior surface of the 

base. The edges of the indentations are irregular since 

the trace was produced when the clay was not fully 

dry. 

  ACTION: The potter detaches the vessel from the 

wheel with a string. The indentations follow the 

direction of the movement made by the potter, who 

usually pulls the string towards himself. 

 

 

 

Table 6.3 

 TRACES OF THE TOOL: VISIBLE TRACES OF THE TOOL: NOT VISIBLE 

NON-LUSTROUS SURFACE Wiped Smoothed 

LUSTROUS SURFACE Burnished Polished 
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Table 7.1 

Inventory 

number877 

Catalogue 

number  
Inventory 

number 

Catalogue 

number  
Inventory 

number 

Catalogue 

number 

1 C.C:147  39 C.O:4  78 C.C:104 

2 C.O:18  40 C.O:26  79 C.C:51 

3 C.C:10  41 D.C:13  80 B.C:8 

4 C.C:195  42 C.C:119  81 C.C:187 

5 C.C:99  43 C.O:6  82 C.O:32 

6 C.C:148  44 C.C:154  83 B.C:1 

7 C.C:100  45 C.O:44  84 C.C:5 

8 C.C:11  46 B.C:19  85 B.C:23 

9 C.C:12  47 C.C:155  86 C.C:65 

10 C.C:27  48 B.O:11  87 C.O:33 

11 C.C:47  49 B.C:20  88 C.C:16 

12 C.C:33  50 C.C:84  89 B.C:49 

13 C.C:192  51 B.O:50  90 D.C:9 

14 C.C:48  52 B.C:34  91 D.O:3 

15 C.C:34  53 B.O:21  92 B.C:36 

16 C.C:35  54 C.C:120  93 B.O:16 

17 C.C:36  55 C.O:7  94 B.C:16 

18 C.C:193  56 C.C:85  95 B.C:31 

19 C.C:13  57 C.C:189  96 B.C:41 

20 C.C:82  58 C.C:129  97 C.C:186 

21 C.C:83  60 C.C:156  98 C.C:158 

22 B.C:38  61 C.C:39  99 C.C:29 

23 B.C:40  62 C.C:50  100 C.C:122 

24 C.C:80  63 C.C:157  101 C.C:130 

25 C.C:49  64 C.C:121  102 C.C:52 

26 C.C:116  65 C.C:86  103 C.C:40 

27 C.C:117  66 B.C:83  104 C.C:105 

28 C.C:71  67 C.C:101  105 C.C:17 

29 C.C:14  68 B.O:26  106 C.C:131 

30 C.C:4  69 B.O:51  107 C.C:106 

31 C.C:37  70 B.C:73  108 C.C:132 

32 C.C:185  71 B.O:1  109 C.O:49 

33 C.O:21  72 B.C:48  110 C.C:159 

34 C.C:118  73 B.O:3  111 C.C:188 

35 C.C:38  74 B.C:63  112 C.C:41 

36 C.C:28  75 B.C:27  113 C.C:42 

37 C.O:31  76 C.C:15  114 C.C:18 

38 C.O:3  77 C.C:87  115 C.O:8 

 

 
877 Morricone 1965-1966. 
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Inventory 

number 

Catalogue 

number  
Inventory 

number 

Catalogue 

number  
Inventory 

number 

Catalogue 

number 

116 C.C:149  155 B.C:85  193 B.C:79 

117 C.C:111  156 D.C:6  194 B.C:26 

118 C.C:144  157 C.O:20  195 B.O:44 

119 C.C:160  158 D.O:5  196 C.C:124 

120 C.O:40  159 C.O:27  197 C.C:88 

121 C.C:161  160 C.O:34  198 C.C:6 

122 C.C:66  161 C.C:72  199 B.C:35 

123 C.C:53  162 C.C:165  200 B.O:13 

124 C.C:54  163 C.C:145  201 B.O:36 

125 B.C:56  164 C.C:67  202 B.C:91 

126 B.C:74  165 C.C:43  203 B.C:44 

127 C.C:19  166 C.C:102  204 B.O:4 

128 C.C:55  167 C.C:166  205 C.C:115 

129 C.C:20  168 C.C:151  206 B.O:14 

130 B.C:75  169 C.C:167  207 B.C:39 

131 B.C:64  170 C.C:168  208 B.C:3 

132 B.C:28  171 C.C:152  209 B.C:22 

133 B.C:86  172 C.C:26  210 B.O:24 

134 B.C:42  173 C.C:103  211 C.O:35 

135 B.O:22  174 C.C:9  212 C.C:73 

136 B.O:31  175 C.C:68  213 C.O:45 

137 B.C:43  176 C.O:41  214 D.C:5 

138 B.O:17  177 C.C:112  216 C.C:133 

139 B.C:21  178 C.C:44  217 C.C:57 

140 B.C:10  179 C.C:21  218 B.O:25 

141 B.C:24  180 B.O:41  219 C.C:30 

142 B.C:11  181 B.C:76  220 B.C:32 

143 B.O:18  182 B.C:77  221 C.C:134 

144 B.C:2  183 B.C:78  222 B.O:32 

146 C.C:162  184 B.C:89  223 C.C:191 

147 C.C:190  185 B.O:42  225 C.C:125 

148 C.C:150  186 C.C:169  226 D.C:16 

149 C.C:56  187 B.O:43  227 B.O:27 

150 C.C:123  188 B.O:12  228 B.C:93 

151 C.C:114  189 B.C:7  229 B.C:69 

152 C.C:163  190 B.O:39  230 C.C:45 

153 C.C:164  191 B.C:68  231 B.C:12 

154 B.C:67  192 C.C:170  232 B.C:45 
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Inventory 

number 

Catalogue 

number  
Inventory 

number 

Catalogue 

number  
Inventory 

number 

Catalogue 

number 

233 C.C:2  271 B.C:60  309 B.O:38 

234 D.C:8  272 B.O:23  310 B.C:66 

235 C.O:5  273 D.C:3  311 D.C:19 

236 B.C:6  274 B.C:92  312 B.O:53 

237 C.C:25  275 D.O:8  313 B.O:7 

238 B.C:80  276 D.C:12  314 D.O:7 

239 B.C:50  277 C.C:63  315 A.O:4 

240 D.C:18  278 C.C:59  316 D.O:11 

241 B.C:51  279 C.C:31  317 B.C:90 

242 B.C:81  280 C.C:194  318 A.O:6 

243 B.C:52  281 C.C:32  319 B.O:45 

244 C.O:22  282 C.C:89  320 C.O:10 

245 C.C:107  283 B.C:53  321 C.C:108 

246 B.C:57  284 C.C:74  322 B.C:71 

247 B.C:58  285 C.C:60  323 C.C:76 

248 B.C:59  286 C.O:46  324 C.C:81 

249 B.O:52  287 C.C:139  325 B.O:46 

250 B.C:70  288 C.C:140  326 B.O:9 

251 C.C:46  289 C.C:75  327 C.C:92 

252 D.O:6  290 C.C:110  328 A.C:21 

253 C.C:146  291 D.C:1  329 C.O:11 

254 C.C:58  292 C.C:22  330 C.C:174 

255 B.C:4  293 C.C:64  331 A.C:30 

256 C.C:135  294 C.O:30  332 C.C:126 

257 C.C:136  295 D.C:2  333 A.C:19 

258 C.C:137  296 C.C:3  334 A.C:8 

259 C.O:23  297 C.C:173  335 D.C:10 

260 C.O:36  298 C.O:9  336 A.C:11 

261 C.C:138  299 C.C:90  337 A.C:12 

262 C.O:37  300 B.C:87  338 A.O:3 

263 C.O:38  301 A.C:28  339 B.C:61 

264 B.O:2  302 A.C:18  340 C.C:93 

265 B.C:30  303 A.C:1  341 C.O:12 

266 C.O:48  304 A.O:2  342 C.C:175 

267 D.C:14  305 A.C:2  343 C.C:176 

268 C.O:28  306 B.C:65  344 C.C:113 

269 C.C:171  307 D.C:15  345 C.C:94 

270 C.C:172  308 C.C:91  346 A.C:22 
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Inventory 

number 

Catalogue 

number  
Inventory 

number 

Catalogue 

number  
Inventory 

number 

Catalogue 

number 

347 C.O:13  386 C.O:15  465 C.C:180 

348 C.C:61  387 A.C:27  466 C.O:1 

349 A.C:23  388 A.C:9  467 C.C:79 

350 D.C:11  389 A.C:16  468 C.C:62 

351 C.C:141  390 A.O:1  469 C.O:2 

352 A.C:24  391 C.C:1  640 B.O:48 

353 B.O:28  392 C.C:179  642 C.C:98 

354 A.C:25  393 B.O:33  643 C.O:47 

355 D.C:20  394878 C.C:69  644 B.C:82 

356 D.C:4  394879 B.O:34  645 C.O:24 

357 C.C:109  395 B.O:30  1283 D.C:21 

358 C.C:177  396 B.O:37  1284 C.C:181 

359 B.O:15  397 B.C:46  1285 C.C:182 

360 C.C:127  398 C.C:70  1286 C.C:183 

361 C.O:14  399 C.C:77  1287 A.C:29 

362 C.O:42  441 C.C:95  1288 C.C:184 

363 C.C:178  442 B.C:25  1289 A.C:10 

365 B.C:5  443 C.C:128  1291 B.C:15 

366 A.C:13  444 C.O:16  1320 B.C:47 

367 A.C:14  445 C.C:96  1321 B.C:37 

368 B.C:17  446 C.C:7  1325 C.C:142 

369 A.C:15  447 C.O:19  1326 A.C:17 

370 B.C:9  448 C.O:43  1327 D.C:17 

371 B.C:13  449 B.O:47  1328 B.O:8 

372 A.C:4  450 C.C:78  1329 B.O:19 

373 A.C:20  451 B.O:35  1330 B.C:94 

374 D.O:1  452 C.C:24  1331 B.O:49 

375 A.C:5  454 C.C:97  1332 C.C:8 

376 A.C:3  455 C.O:29  1333 C.O:25 

377 A.C:26  456 D.O:2  1334 B.C:54 

378 A.C:6  457 D.O:10  1335 D.C:22 

379 B.C:14  458 C.O:50  1336 C.O:17 

380 D.C:7  459 B.C:88  1337 A.O:5 

381 A.C:7  460 B.C:84  1338 B.O:40 

382 B.O:29  461 D.O:4  1339 D.C:23 

383 B.C:29  462 B.O:5  1363 B.C:33 

384 B.C:18  463 B.O:6  1364 B.O:10 

385 C.C:23  464 B.C:62  1365 B.C:55 

 

 

 
878 Eleona Tomb 15. 
879 Langada Tomb 15. 
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Inventory 

number 

Catalogue 

number 

no number880 C.O:39 

no number881 C.C:143 

no number882 C.C:153 

no number883 B.C:72 

no number884 B.O:20 

no number885 D.O:9 

 

 

 

 

 
880 Langada Tomb 13. 
881 Langada Tomb 16. 
882 Langada Tomb 20. 
883 Langada Tomb 40. 
884 Langada Tomb 56 
885 A stray find from Langada.  
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Table 7.2 

Eleona Tomb 1     

Inventory number886 Catalogue number Chronology 

297 C.C:173 LH IIIC Middle 

298 C.O:9 LH IIIC Middle 

   

Eleona Tomb 2     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

299 C.C:90 LH IIIC Middle 

300 B.C:87 LH IIIA2 

301 A.C:28 LH IIB 

302 A.C:18 LH IIB 

   

Eleona Tomb 3     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

303 A.C:1 LH IIIA1 

304 A.O:2 LH IIIA1 

305 A.C:2 LH IIIA1 

   

Eleona Tomb 4     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

307 D.C:15 LH IIIB-LH IIIC Early 

308 C.C:91 LH IIIC Early 

309 B.O:38 LH IIIB 

310 B.C:66 LH IIIB 

311 D.C:19 Uncertain date 

312 B.O:53 LH IIIB 

313 B.O:7 LH IIIB 

314 D.O:7 LH IIIB-LH IIIC Early 

315 A.O:4 LH IIB 

316 D.O:11 Uncertain date 

317 B.C:90 LH IIIB 

318 A.O:6 LH IIIA1 

340 C.C:93 LH IIIC Middle 

   

Eleona Tomb 5     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

322 B.C:71 LH IIIB 

325 B.O:46 LH IIIB 

326 B.O:9 LH IIIB 

 
886 Morricone 1965-1966. 
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Eleona Tomb 6     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

319 B.O:45 LH IIIB 

320 C.O:10 LH IIIC Middle 

321 C.C:108 LH IIIC Middle 

323 C.C:76 LH IIIC Middle 

324 C.C:81 LH IIIC Middle 

   

Eleona Tomb 7     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

327 C.C:92 LH IIIC Middle 

328 A.C:21 LH IIIA1 

329 C.O:11 LH IIIC Middle 

330 C.C:174 LH IIIC Middle 

1326 A.C:17 LH IIIA1 

   

Eleona Tomb 8     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

331 A.C:30 LH IIIA1 

332 C.C:126 LH IIIC Middle 

333 A.C:19 LH IIB 

334 A.C:8 LH IIIA1 

   

Eleona Tomb 10     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

335 D.C:10 Uncertain date 

336 A.C:11 LH IIIA1 

337 A.C:12 LH IIIA1 

338 A.O:3 LH IIIA1 

339 B.C:61 LH IIIA2 

   

Eleona Tomb 11     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

341 C.O:12 LH IIIC Middle 

342 C.C:175 LH IIIC Early 

343 C.C:176 LH IIIC Middle 

1287 A.C:29 LH IIIA1 
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Eleona Tomb 12     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

344 C.C:113 LH IIIC Middle 

345 C.C:94 LH IIIC Middle 

346 A.C:22 LH IIIA1 

347 C.O:13 LH IIIC Middle 

1327 D.C:17 Uncertain date 

   

Eleona Tomb 13     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

348 C.C:61 LH IIIC Middle 

350 D.C:11 Uncertain date 

351 C.C:141 LH IIIC Early 

1325 C.C:142 LH IIIC Early 

   

Eleona Tomb 14     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

349 A.C:23 LH IIIA1 

352 A.C:24 LH IIIA1 

354 A.C:25 LH IIIA1 

   

Eleona Tomb 15     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

353 B.O:28 LH IIIB 

355 D.C:20 Uncertain date 

356 D.C:4 Uncertain date 

357 C.C:109 LH IIIC Middle 

358 C.C:177 LH IIIC Middle 

359 B.O:15 LH IIIA2-LH IIIB 

360 C.C:127 LH IIIC Middle 

361 C.O:14 LH IIIC Middle 

362 C.O:42 LH IIIC Middle 

363 C.C:178 LH IIIC Middle 

365 B.C:5 LH IIIB 

394 C.C:69 LH IIIC Middle 

1328 B.O:8 LH IIIB 

1329 B.O:19 LH IIIA2 
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Eleona Tomb 16     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

366 A.C:13 LH IIIA1 

368 B.C:17 LH IIIA2 

369 A.C:15 LH IIIA1 

370 B.C:9 LH IIIA2 

371 B.C:13 LH IIIA2 

1330 B.C:94 LH IIIA2 

   

Eleona Tomb 17     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

367 A.C:14 LH IIIA1 

376 A.C:3 LH IIIA1 

   

Eleona Tomb 18     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

372 A.C:4 LH IIB 

373 A.C:20 LH IIB 

374 D.O:1 LH IIB-LH IIIA2 

375 A.C:5 LH IIB 

377 A.C:26 LH IIIA1 

378 A.C:6 LH IIB 

379 B.C:14 LH IIIA2 

380 D.C:7 LH IIB-LH IIIA2 

381 A.C:7 LH IIB-LH IIIA1 

   

Eleona Tomb 19     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

382 B.O:29 LH IIIB 

383 B.C:29 LH IIIB 

384 B.C:18 LH IIIB 

1331 B.O:49 LH IIIB 

   

Eleona Tomb 20     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

385 C.C:23 LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle 

391 C.C:1 LH IIIC Early 

1288 C.C:184 LH IIIC Middle 

1332 C.C:8 LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle 

1333 C.O:25 LH IIIC Early 

1334 B.C:54 LH IIIB 
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Eleona Tomb 21     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

388 A.C:9 LH IIIA1 

389 A.C:16 LH IIIA1 

390 A.O:1 LH IIIA1 

1335 D.C:22 Uncertain date 

1336 C.O:17 LH IIIC Middle 

1337 A.O:5 LH IIIA1 

   

Eleona Tomb 22     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

387 A.C:27 LH IIIA1 

1289 A.C:10 LH IIIA1 

   

Eleona Tomb 23     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

386 C.O:15 LH IIIC Middle 

   

Langada Tomb 1     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

12 C.C:33 LH IIIC Middle 

13 C.C:192 LH IIIC Middle 

14 C.C:48 LH IIIC Middle 

15 C.C:34 LH IIIC Middle 

16 C.C:35 LH IIIC Middle 

17 C.C:36 LH IIIC Middle 

18 C.C:193 LH IIIC Middle 

19 C.C:13 LH IIIC Middle 

20 C.C:82 LH IIIC Middle 

   

Langada Tomb 2     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

21 C.C:83 LH IIIC Middle 

   

Langada Tomb 3     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

22 B.C:38 LH IIIA2 

23 B.C:40 LH IIIA2 
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Langada Tomb 4     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

24 C.C:80 LH IIIC Early 

25 C.C:49 LH IIIC Early 

26 C.C:116 LH IIIC Early 

27 C.C:117 LH IIIC Early 

28 C.C:71 LH IIIC Early 

   

Langada Tomb 5     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

29 C.C:14 LH IIIC Early 

30 C.C:4 LH IIIC Early 

   

Langada Tomb 6     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

1 C.C:147 LH IIIC Middle 

2 C.O:18 LH IIIC Early 

3 C.C:10 LH IIIC Early 

4 C.C:195 LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle 

392 C.C:179 LH IIIC Middle 

398 C.C:70 LH IIIC Middle 

   

Langada Tomb 7     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

456 D.O:2 Uncertain date 

   

Langada Tomb 8     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

5 C.C:99 LH IIIC Middle 

6 C.C:148 LH IIIC Middle 

7 C.C:100 LH IIIC Middle 

   

Langada Tomb 9     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

9 C.C:12 LH IIIC Middle 
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Langada Tomb 10     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

8 C.C:11 LH IIIC Early 

10 C.C:27 LH IIIC Early 

54 C.C:120 LH IIIC Early 

99 C.C:29 LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle 

100 C.C:122 LH IIIC Middle 

101 C.C:130 LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle 

102 C.C:52 LH IIIC Middle 

103 C.C:40 LH IIIC Middle 

104 C.C:105 LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle 

105 C.C:17 LH IIIC Early 

106 C.C:131 LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle 

107 C.C:106 LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle 

108 C.C:132 LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle 

109 C.O:49 LH IIIC Early 

110 C.C:159 LH IIIC Middle 

111 C.C:188 LH IIIC Early 

112 C.C:41 LH IIIC Middle 

113 C.C:42 LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle 

114 C.C:18 LH IIIC Early 

278 C.C:59 LH IIIC Middle 

279 C.C:31 LH IIIC Early 

280 C.C:194 LH IIIC Middle 

281 C.C:32 LH IIIC Early 

282 C.C:89 LH IIIC Early 

284 C.C:74 LH IIIC Early 

285 C.C:60 LH IIIC Middle 

291 D.C:1 Uncertain date 

1365 B.C:55 LH IIIB 

   

Langada Tomb 11     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

11 C.C:47 LH IIIC Middle 

31 C.C:37 LH IIIC Early 

32 C.C:185 LH IIIC Early 

33 C.O:21 LH IIIC Early 

34 C.C:118 LH IIIC Early 

35 C.C:38 LH IIIC Early 

36 C.C:28 LH IIIC Early 

37 C.O:31 LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle 
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Langada Tomb 12     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

41 D.C:13 Uncertain date 

   

Langada Tomb 13     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

38 C.O:3 LH IIIC Early 

39 C.O:4 LH IIIC Early 

40 C.O:26 LH IIIC Early 

no number C.O:39 LH IIIC Early 

   

Langada Tomb 14     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

43 C.O:6 LH IIIC Middle 

45 C.O:44 LH IIIC Middle 

   

Langada Tomb 15     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

47 C.C:155 LH IIIC Middle 

393 B.O:33 LH IIIB 

394 B.O:34 LH IIIB 

395 B.O:30 LH IIIB 

396 B.O:37 LH IIIB 

   

Langada Tomb 16     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

46 B.C:19 LH IIIA2 

48 B.O:11 LH IIIA2 

49 B.C:20 LH IIIA2 

51 B.O:50 LH IIIA2 

52 B.C:34 LH IIIA2 

53 B.O:21 LH IIIA2 

1363 B.C:33 LH IIIA2 
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Langada Tomb 17     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

50 C.C:84 LH IIIC Early 

55 C.O:7 LH IIIC Middle 

56 C.C:85 LH IIIC Early 

57 C.C:189 LH IIIC Early 

58 C.C:129 LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle 

642 C.C:98 LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle 

no number C.C:143 LH IIIC Early 

   

Langada Tomb 18     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

60 C.C:156 LH IIIC Middle 

61 C.C:39 LH IIIC Middle 

62 C.C:50 LH IIIC Middle 

63 C.C:157 LH IIIC Middle 

   

Langada Tomb 19     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

64 C.C:121 LH IIIC Middle 

65 C.C:86 LH IIIC Early 

66 B.C:83 LH IIIB 

   

Langada Tomb 20     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

67 C.C:101 LH IIIC Middle 

68 B.O:26 LH IIIB 

no number C.C:153 LH IIIC Middle 

   

Langada Tomb 21     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

69 B.O:51 LH IIIB 

70 B.C:73 LH IIIB 

71 B.O:1 LH IIIB 

72 B.C:48 LH IIIB 

73 B.O:3 LH IIIB 

74 B.C:63 LH IIIB 

75 B.C:27 LH IIIB 

264 B.O:2 LH IIIB 

265 B.C:30 LH IIIB 
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Langada Tomb 22     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

76 C.C:15 LH IIIC Early 

261 C.C:138 LH IIIC Early 

262 C.O:37 LH IIIC Early 

263 C.O:38 LH IIIC Early 

Langada Tomb 23     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

77 C.C:87 LH IIIC Early 

78 C.C:104 LH IIIC Early 

256 C.C:135 LH IIIC Early 

257 C.C:136 LH IIIC Early 

258 C.C:137 LH IIIC Early 

259 C.O:23 LH IIIC Early 

   

Langada Tomb 24     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

79 C.C:51 LH IIIC Early 

260 C.O:36 LH IIIC Early 

468 C.C:62 LH IIIC Early 

   

Langada Tomb 25     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

80 B.C:8 LH IIIA2 

81 C.C:187 LH IIIC Early 

82 C.O:32 LH IIIC Early 

83 B.C:1 LH IIIA2 

84 C.C:5 LH IIIC Early 

85 B.C:23 LH IIIA2 

86 C.C:65 LH IIIC Early 

273 D.C:3 Uncertain date 

399 C.C:77 LH IIIC Early 

   

Langada Tomb 26     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

87 C.O:33 LH IIIC Early 

88 C.C:16 LH IIIC Early 

   

Langada Tomb 27     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

90 D.C:9 Uncertain date 

91 D.O:3 Uncertain date 
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Langada Tomb 28     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

89 B.C:49 LH IIIB 

   

Langada Tomb 29     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

93 B.O:16 LH IIIA2 

96 B.C:41 LH IIIA2 

   

Langada Tomb 30     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

92 B.C:36 LH IIIB 

94 B.C:16 LH IIIB 

95 B.C:31 LH IIIB 

   

Langada Tomb 31     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

97 C.C:186 LH IIIC Early 

   

Langada Tomb 32     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

465 C.C:180 LH IIIC Middle 

467 C.C:79 LH IIIC Middle 

   

Langada Tomb 33     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

98 C.C:158 LH IIIC Middle 

466 C.O:1 LH IIIC Middle 

   

Langada Tomb 34     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

115 C.O:8 LH IIIC Middle 

116 C.C:149 LH IIIC Middle 

117 C.C:111 LH IIIC Middle 

118 C.C:144 LH IIIC Middle 

119 C.C:160 LH IIIC Middle 

120 C.O:40 LH IIIC Middle 

121 C.C:161 LH IIIC Middle 

122 C.C:66 LH IIIC Middle 
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Langada Tomb 35     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

124 C.C:54 LH IIIC Middle 

125 B.C:56 LH IIIB 

127 C.C:19 LH IIIC Early 

128 C.C:55 LH IIIC Early 

129 C.C:20 LH IIIC Early 

123 C.C:53 LH IIIC Middle 

   

Langada Tomb 36     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

126 B.C:74 LH IIIB 

130 B.C:75 LH IIIB 

   

Langada Tomb 37     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

131 B.C:64 LH IIIB 

132 B.C:28 LH IIIB 

133 B.C:86 LH IIIA2 

134 B.C:42 LH IIIA2 

135 B.O:22 LH IIIA2 

136 B.O:31 LH IIIA2 

272 B.O:23 LH IIIA2 

   

Langada Tomb 38     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

137 B.C:43 LH IIIA2 

138 B.O:17 LH IIIA2 

139 B.C:21 LH IIIA2 

140 B.C:10 LH IIIA2 

141 B.C:24 LH IIIA2 

142 B.C:11 LH IIIA2 

143 B.O:18 LH IIIA2 

144 B.C:2 LH IIIA2 
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Langada Tomb 39     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

146 C.C:162 LH IIIC Middle 

147 C.C:190 LH IIIC Middle 

148 C.C:150 LH IIIC Middle 

149 C.C:56 LH IIIC Middle 

150 C.C:123 LH IIIC Middle 

151 C.C:114 LH IIIC Middle 

152 C.C:163 LH IIIC Middle 

153 C.C:164 LH IIIC Middle 

469 C.O:2 LH IIIC Middle 

   

Langada Tomb 40     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

154 B.C:67 LH IIIB 

1338 B.O:40 LH IIIB 

no number B.C:72 LH IIIB 

   

Langada Tomb 41     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

155 B.C:85 LH IIIA2 

156 D.C:6 Uncertain date 

1284 C.C:181 LH IIIC Middle 

   

Langada Tomb 42     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

158 D.O:5 Uncertain date 

   

Langada Tomb 43     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

157 C.O:20 LH IIIC Early 

159 C.O:27 LH IIIC Early 

160 C.O:34 LH IIIC Early 

1285 C.C:182 LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle 
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Langada Tomb 44     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

161 C.C:72 LH IIIC Middle 

162 C.C:165 LH IIIC Middle 

163 C.C:145 LH IIIC Early 

164 C.C:67 LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle 

165 C.C:43 LH IIIC Middle 

166 C.C:102 LH IIIC Middle 

167 C.C:166 LH IIIC Middle 

   

Langada Tomb 45     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

168 C.C:151 LH IIIC Middle 

169 C.C:167 LH IIIC Middle 

170 C.C:168 LH IIIC Middle 

171 C.C:152 LH IIIC Middle 

172 C.C:26 LH IIIC Middle 

173 C.C:103 LH IIIC Middle 

174 C.C:9 LH IIIC Middle 

175 C.C:68 LH IIIC Middle 

176 C.O:41 LH IIIC Middle 

177 C.C:112 LH IIIC Middle 

178 C.C:44 LH IIIC Middle 

179 C.C:21 LH IIIC Middle 

   

Langada Tomb 46     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

180 B.O:41 LH IIIB 

181 B.C:76 LH IIIB 

182 B.C:77 LH IIIB 

183 B.C:78 LH IIIB 

184 B.C:89 LH IIIB 

185 B.O:42 LH IIIB 

187 B.O:43 LH IIIB 

188 B.O:12 LH IIIB 

1291 B.C:15 LH IIIB 

1321 B.C:37 LH IIIB 

1364 B.O:10 LH IIIB 
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Langada Tomb 47     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

186 C.C:169 LH IIIC Middle 

   

Langada Tomb 48     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

189 B.C:7 LH IIIB 

190 B.O:39 LH IIIB 

191 B.C:68 LH IIIB 

   

Langada Tomb 49     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

193 B.C:79 LH IIIB 

194 B.C:26 LH IIIB 

195 B.O:44 LH IIIB 

   

Langada Tomb 50     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

192 C.C:170 LH IIIC Middle 

196 C.C:124 LH IIIC Middle 

197 C.C:88 LH IIIC Middle 

198 C.C:6 LH IIIC Middle 

   

Langada Tomb 51     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

199 B.C:35 LH IIIA2 

200 B.O:13 LH IIIA2 

201 B.O:36 LH IIIA2 

202 B.C:91 LH IIIA2 

203 B.C:44 LH IIIA2 

204 B.O:4 LH IIIA2 

206 B.O:14 LH IIIA2 

207 B.C:39 LH IIIA2 

208 B.C:3 LH IIIA2 

209 B.C:22 LH IIIA2 

1320 B.C:47 LH IIIA2 
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Langada Tomb 52     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

205 C.C:115 LH IIIC Middle 

210 B.O:24 LH IIIB 

211 C.O:35 LH IIIC Early 

212 C.C:73 LH IIIC Middle 

213 C.O:45 LH IIIC Middle 

214 D.C:5 LH IIIB-LH IIIC Early 

   

Langada Tomb 53     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

216 C.C:133 LH IIIC Early 

217 C.C:57 LH IIIC Early 

218 B.O:25 LH IIIB 

219 C.C:30 LH IIIC Early 

221 C.C:134 LH IIIC Early 

   

Langada Tomb 54     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

220 B.C:32 LH IIIA2 

222 B.O:32 LH IIIA2 

397 B.C:46 LH IIIA2 

   

Langada Tomb 55     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

223 C.C:191 LH IIIC Middle 

   

Langada Tomb 56     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

228 B.C:93 LH IIIA2 

231 B.C:12 LH IIIA2 

232 B.C:45 LH IIIA2 

no number B.O:20 LH IIIA2 
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Langada Tomb 57     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

225 C.C:125 LH IIIC Middle 

226 D.C:16 LH IIIB-LH IIIC Middle 

227 B.O:27 LH IIIB 

229 B.C:69 LH IIIB 

230 C.C:45 LH IIIC Early 

233 C.C:2 LH IIIC Early 

234 D.C:8 LH IIIB-LH IIIC Middle 

235 C.O:5 LH IIIC Early 

   

Langada Tomb 58     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

1339 D.C:23 Uncertain date 

 

Langada Tomb 59     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

237 C.C:25 LH IIIC Early 

238 B.C:80 LH IIIB 

239 B.C:50 LH IIIB 

240 D.C:18 LH IIIB-LH IIIC Early 

241 B.C:51 LH IIIB 

242 B.C:81 LH IIIB 

243 B.C:52 LH IIIB 

244 C.O:22 LH IIIC Early 

1286 C.C:183 LH IIIC Middle 
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Langada Tomb 60     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

236 B.C:6 LH IIIB 

245 C.C:107 LH IIIC Middle 

246 B.C:57 LH IIIB 

247 B.C:58 LH IIIB 

248 B.C:59 LH IIIB 

249 B.O:52 LH IIIB 

250 B.C:70 LH IIIB 

255 B.C:4 LH IIIB 

   

Langada Tomb 61     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

251 C.C:46 LH IIIC Early 

252 D.O:6 Uncertain date 

253 C.C:146 LH IIIC Middle 

254 C.C:58 LH IIIC Early 
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Langada stray finds     

Inventory number Catalogue number Chronology 

42 C.C:119 LH IIIC Middle 

44 C.C:154 LH IIIC Middle 

266 C.O:48 LH IIIC Early 

267 D.C:14 LH IIIA2-LH IIIC Early 

268 C.O:28 LH IIIC Early 

269 C.C:171 LH IIIC Middle 

270 C.C:172 LH IIIC Middle 

271 B.C:60 LH IIIA2 

274 B.C:92 LH IIIB 

275 D.O:8 Uncertain date 

276 D.C:12 LH IIIB-LH IIIC Early 

277 C.C:63 LH IIIC Early 

283 B.C:53 LH IIIB 

286 C.O:46 LH IIIC Early 

287 C.C:139 LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle 

288 C.C:140 LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle 

289 C.C:75 LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle 

290 C.C:110 LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle 

292 C.C:22 LH IIIC Middle 

293 C.C:64 LH IIIC Early 

294 C.O:30 LH IIIC Middle 

295 D.C:2 Uncertain date 

296 C.C:3 LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle 

306 B.C:65 LH IIIB 

441 C.C:95 LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle 

442 B.C:25 LH IIIA2 

443 C.C:128 LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle 

444 C.O:16 LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle 

445 C.C:96 LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle 

446 C.C:7 LH IIIC Middle 

447 C.O:19 LH IIIC Early 

448 C.O:43 LH IIIC Middle 

449 B.O:47 LH IIIB 

450 C.C:78 LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle 

451 B.O:35 LH IIIB 

452 C.C:24 LH IIIC Early-LH IIIC Middle 

454 C.C:97 LH IIIC Early 

455 C.O:29 LH IIIC Middle 

457 D.O:10 Uncertain date 

458 C.O:50 LH IIIC Early 

459 B.C:88 LH IIIA2 

460 B.C:84 LH IIIB 

461 D.O:4 Uncertain date 

462 B.O:5 LH IIIB 

463 B.O:6 LH IIIA2 

464 B.C:62 LH IIIA2 

640 B.O:48 LH IIIB 

643 C.O:47 LH IIIC Early 

644 B.C:82 LH IIIB 

645 C.O:24 LH IIIC Early 

1283 D.C:21 Uncertain date 

no number D.O:9 Uncertain date 
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Table 7.3 

Catalogue 

number 

Inventory 

number887 

 Catalogue 

number 

Inventory 

number1 

 Catalogue 

number 

Inventory 

number1 

A.C:1 303  B.C:3 208  B.C:41 96 

A.C:2 305  B.C:4 255  B.C:42 134 

A.C:3 376  B.C:5 365  B.C:43 137 

A.C:4 372  B.C:6 236  B.C:44 203 

A.C:5 375  B.C:7 189  B.C:45 232 

A.C:6 378  B.C:8 80  B.C:46 397 

A.C:7 381  B.C:9 370  B.C:47 1320 

A.C:8 334  B.C:10 140  B.C:48 72 

A.C:9 388  B.C:11 142  B.C:49 89 

A.C:10 1289  B.C:12 231  B.C:50 239 

A.C:11 336  B.C:13 371  B.C:51 241 

A.C:12 337  B.C:14 379  B.C:52 243 

A.C:13 366  B.C:15 1291  B.C:53 283 

A.C:14 367  B.C:16 94  B.C:54 1334 

A.C:15 369  B.C:17 368  B.C:55 1365 

A.C:16 389  B.C:18 384  B.C:56 125 

A.C:17 1326  B.C:19 46  B.C:57 246 

A.C:18 302  B.C:20 49  B.C:58 247 

A.C:19 333  B.C:21 139  B.C:59 248 

A.C:20 373  B.C:22 209  B.C:60 271 

A.C:21 328  B.C:23 85  B.C:61 339 

A.C:22 346  B.C:24 141  B.C:62 464 

A.C:23 349  B.C:25 442  B.C:63 74 

A.C:24 352  B.C:26 194  B.C:64 131 

A.C:25 354  B.C:27 75  B.C:65 306 

A.C:26 377  B.C:28 132  B.C:66 310 

A.C:27 387  B.C:29 383  B.C:67 154 

A.C:28 301  B.C:30 265  B.C:68 191 

A.C:29 1287  B.C:31 95  B.C:69 229 

A.C:30 331  B.C:32 220  B.C:70 250 

A.O:1 390  B.C:33 1363  B.C:71 322 

A.O:2 304  B.C:34 52  B.C:72 no number888 

A.O:3 338  B.C:35 199  B.C:73 70 

A.O:4 315  B.C:36 92  B.C:74 126 

A.O:5 1337  B.C:37 1321  B.C:75 130 

A.O:6 318  B.C:38 22  B.C:76 181 

B.C:1 83  B.C:39 207  B.C:77 182 

B.C:2 144  B.C:40 23  B.C:78 183 

 
887 Morricone 1965-1966. 
888 From Langada Tomb 40. 
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Catalogue 

number 

Inventory 

number1 

 Catalogue 

number 

Inventory 

number1 

 Catalogue 

number 

Inventory 

number1 

B.C:79 193  B.O:23 272  C.C:8 1332 

B.C:80 238  B.O:24 210  C.C:9 174 

B.C:81 242  B.O:25 218  C.C:10 3 

B.C:82 644  B.O:26 68  C.C:11 8 

B.C:83 66  B.O:27 227  C.C:12 9 

B.C:84 460  B.O:28 353  C.C:13 19 

B.C:85 155  B.O:29 382  C.C:14 29 

B.C:86 133  B.O:30 395  C.C:15 76 

B.C:87 300  B.O:31 136  C.C:16 88 

B.C:88 459  B.O:32 222  C.C:17 105 

B.C:89 184  B.O:33 393  C.C:18 114 

B.C:90 317  B.O:34 394889  C.C:19 127 

B.C:91 202  B.O:35 451  C.C:20 129 

B.C:92 274  B.O:36 201  C.C:21 179 

B.C:93 228  B.O:37 396  C.C:22 292 

B.C:94 1330  B.O:38 309  C.C:23 385 

B.O:1 71  B.O:39 190  C.C:24 452 

B.O:2 264  B.O:40 1338  C.C:25 237 

B.O:3 73  B.O:41 180  C.C:26 172 

B.O:4 204  B.O:42 185  C.C:27 10 

B.O:5 462  B.O:43 187  C.C:28 36 

B.O:6 463  B.O:44 195  C.C:29 99 

B.O:7 313  B.O:45 319  C.C:30 219 

B.O:8 1328  B.O:46 325  C.C:31 279 

B.O:9 326  B.O:47 449  C.C:32 281 

B.O:10 1364  B.O:48 640  C.C:33 12 

B.O:11 48  B.O:49 1331  C.C:34 15 

B.O:12 188  B.O:50 51  C.C:35 16 

B.O:13 200  B.O:51 69  C.C:36 17 

B.O:14 206  B.O:52 249  C.C:37 31 

B.O:15 359  B.O:53 312  C.C:38 35 

B.O:16 93  C.C:1 391  C.C:39 61 

B.O:17 138  C.C:2 233  C.C:40 103 

B.O:18 143  C.C:3 296  C.C:41 112 

B.O:19 1329  C.C:4 30  C.C:42 113 

B.O:20 no 

number890 

 C.C:5 84  C.C:43 165 

B.O:21 53  C.C:6 198  C.C:44 178 

B.O:22 135  C.C:7 446  C.C:45 230 

 

 

 
889 Langada Tomb 15. 
890 From Langada Tomb 56. 
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Catalogue 

number 

Inventory 

number1 

 Catalogue 

number 

Inventory 

number1 

 Catalogue 

number 

Inventory 

number1 

C.C:46 251  C.C:84 50  C.C:122 100 

C.C:47 11  C.C:85 56  C.C:123 150 

C.C:48 14  C.C:86 65  C.C:124 196 

C.C:49 25  C.C:87 77  C.C:125 225 

C.C:50 62  C.C:88 197  C.C:126 332 

C.C:51 79  C.C:89 282  C.C:127 360 

C.C:52 102  C.C:90 299  C.C:128 443 

C.C:53 123  C.C:91 308  C.C:129 58 

C.C:54 124  C.C:92 327  C.C:130 101 

C.C:55 128  C.C:93 340  C.C:131 106 

C.C:56 149  C.C:94 345  C.C:132 108 

C.C:57 217  C.C:95 441  C.C:133 216 

C.C:58 254  C.C:96 445  C.C:134 221 

C.C:59 278  C.C:97 454  C.C:135 256 

C.C:60 285  C.C:98 642  C.C:136 257 

C.C:61 348  C.C:99 5  C.C:137 258 

C.C:62 468  C.C:100 7  C.C:138 261 

C.C:63 277  C.C:101 67  C.C:139 287 

C.C:64 293  C.C:102 166  C.C:140 288 

C.C:65 86  C.C:103 173  C.C:141 351 

C.C:66 122  C.C:104 78  C.C:142 1325 

C.C:67 164  C.C:105 104  C.C:143 no number891 

C.C:68 175  C.C:106 107  C.C:144 118 

C.C:69 394892  C.C:107 245  C.C:145 163 

C.C:70 398  C.C:108 321  C.C:146 253 

C.C:71 28  C.C:109 357  C.C:147 1 

C.C:72 161  C.C:110 290  C.C:148 6 

C.C:73 212  C.C:111 117  C.C:149 116 

C.C:74 284  C.C:112 177  C.C:150 148 

C.C:75 289  C.C:113 344  C.C:151 168 

C.C:76 323  C.C:114 151  C.C:152 171 

C.C:77 399  C.C:115 205  C.C:153 no number893 

C.C:78 450  C.C:116 26  C.C:154 44 

C.C:79 467  C.C:117 27  C.C:155 47 

C.C:80 24  C.C:118 34  C.C:156 60 

C.C:81 324  C.C:119 42  C.C:157 63 

C.C:82 20  C.C:120 54  C.C:158 98 

C.C:83 21  C.C:121 64  C.C:159 110 

 

 

 
891 From Langada Tomb 17. 
892 Eleona Tomb 15. 
893 From Langada Tomb 20. 
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Catalogue 

number 

Inventory 

number1 

 Catalogue 

number 

Inventory 

number1 

 Catalogue 

number 

Inventory 

number1 

C.C:160 119  C.O:3 38  C.O:41 176 

C.C:161 121  C.O:4 39  C.O:42 362 

C.C:162 146  C.O:5 235  C.O:43 448 

C.C:163 152  C.O:6 43  C.O:44 45 

C.C:164 153  C.O:7 55  C.O:45 213 

C.C:165 162  C.O:8 115  C.O:46 286 

C.C:166 167  C.O:9 298  C.O:47 643 

C.C:167 169  C.O:10 320  C.O:48 266 

C.C:168 170  C.O:11 329  C.O:49 109 

C.C:169 186  C.O:12 341  C.O:50 458 

C.C:170 192  C.O:13 347  D.C:1 291 

C.C:171 269  C.O:14 361  D.C:2 295 

C.C:172 270  C.O:15 386  D.C:3 273 

C.C:173 297  C.O:16 444  D.C:4 356 

C.C:174 330  C.O:17 1336  D.C:5 214 

C.C:175 342  C.O:18 2  D.C:6 156 

C.C:176 343  C.O:19 447  D.C:7 380 

C.C:177 358  C.O:20 157  D.C:8 234 

C.C:178 363  C.O:21 33  D.C:9 90 

C.C:179 392  C.O:22 244  D.C:10 335 

C.C:180 465  C.O:23 259  D.C:11 350 

C.C:181 1284  C.O:24 645  D.C:12 276 

C.C:182 1285  C.O:25 1333  D.C:13 41 

C.C:183 1286  C.O:26 40  D.C:14 267 

C.C:184 1288  C.O:27 159  D.C:15 307 

C.C:185 32  C.O:28 268  D.C:16 226 

C.C:186 97  C.O:29 455  D.C:17 1327 

C.C:187 81  C.O:30 294  D.C:18 240 

C.C:188 111  C.O:31 37  D.C:19 311 

C.C:189 57  C.O:32 82  D.C:20 355 

C.C:190 147  C.O:33 87  D.C:21 1283 

C.C:191 223  C.O:34 160  D.C:22 1335 

C.C:192 13  C.O:35 211  D.C:23 1339 

C.C:193 18  C.O:36 260  D.O:1 374 

C.C:194 280  C.O:37 262  D.O:2 456 

C.C:195 4  C.O:38 263  D.O:3 91 

C.O:1 466  C.O:39 no number894  D.O:4 461 

C.O:2 469  C.O:40 120  D.O:5 158 

 

 

 
894 From Langada Tomb 13. 
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Catalogue 

number 

Inventory 

number1 

D.O:6 252 

D.O:7 314 

D.O:8 275 

D.O:9 no number895 

D.O:10 457 

D.O:11 316 

 

 

 

 
895 A stray find from Langada. 
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